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Предисловие

Данное учебное пособие предназначено для старшеклассников, желающих повторить, закрепить и расширить те базовые знания в английской грамматике, которые они получили в средней школе. Оно может быть успешно использовано студентами второго и третьего курсов факультетов английского языка. Большую помощь книга может оказать также учителям средних школ, гимназий и колледжей, различных подготовительных курсов. Не будучи увязанным ни с одним учебником, пособие может гибко сочетаться с любым базисным курсом английского языка, используемым в учебном процессе.

Учебное пособие состоит из двух разделов — «Морфология» и «Синтаксис», включающих в себя упражнения аналитического, тренировочного и творческого характера. Большое число коммуникативно ориентированных заданий дает учащимся возможность вывести в речь полученные знания и навыки. Особое внимание уделяется упражнениям сопоставительного характера, позволяющим осознать существенные различия в употреблении ряда грамматических явлений в английском
и русском языках. В учебнике отражены новейшие явления и тенденции, возникшие в системе английского языка на рубеже тысячелетий. Каждый раздел завершается рядом тестовых заданий, дающих возможность проверить свой уровень знаний по данной теме. В пособии даны ключи к тестовым заданиям, так как их наличие предоставляет возможность осуществить самоконтроль и самокоррекцию полученных знаний.

Данное учебное пособие имеет современное звучание, так как построено на основе фактического материала, представляющего собой литературный и разговорный язык Великобритании и США конца XX и начала XXI века.
Who climbs the grammar tree, distinctly knows
Where noun, and verb, and participle grows.

John Dryden

Part I
Morphology.
Parts of speech
Chapter 1

THE NOUN

Classification of Nouns

1. State whether the nouns in bold type are proper or common.

1. The Imperial State Crown of the Queen of England is normally kept at the Tower. 2. This church has a tower attached to it. 3. The English Channel is the narrow area of water between England and France. 4. The main channels had been closed by enemy submarines. 5. You are like a Figaro. One minute here, another there. 6. I’ve bought a Kodak, but I don’t know how it works. 7. In the art circles he was known as a Metsenat. 8. Wellington defeated Napoleon’s army in the battle of Waterloo. 9. Wellingtons are rubber boots. Americans call them galoshes. 10. What had happened, became a Waterloo Bridge for him. 11. He is a real Paparatssi in everything that concerns making money. 12. Rita Brown writes like an American Evelyn Waugh. 13. He is thrilled at his new buy: a classic Mercedes Benz. 14. Antony Marshall lives outside the city. Every morning he drives to the City where he works as staff manager. 15. The Red-White-and-Blue Union Jack hung out of every window, fluttering in the breeze. 16. Degas and Monet were her husband’s favourite artists, and both were well represented in their house. 17. He glanced at the list of her art collection. Sisleys, Monets, Manets, a Dali, Renoirs and a Degas. It was a fab-
ulous collection. 18. Carl Fabergé was Russia’s Imperial Jeweler. 19. — What a beautiful Easter egg! — Yes, it’s a Fabergé.
20. The two friends bought a Johnny Walker to celebrate the event. 21. Kurt Vonnegut is writing with the half-embittered, half-amused voice of a later-day Mark Twain. 22. Tonight Samantha wore highly polished black Oxfords.

2. Explain the origin and the meaning of the following common nouns. Use them in sentences of your own.

A Dracula, a Cartier, a Sony, a Camel, a Marlborough, a complete Shakespeare, a Reebok, a Mauzer, a Lovelace, a Webster, a Don Juan, a Dunhill, the White House, a Barbie, a Jillet, a Petroff, a Stradivarius, an Oscar, a Walkman, a hooligan, bermudas, a Xerox, a Newton.

3. Read and translate the following. Explain the use of the nouns in bold type.

1. The Uffizi in Florence have more perfect paintings than any other gallery on the planet — not just Tintorettos and Botticellis, but the most arresting works by people like Gentile da Fabriano and Simone Martini. Some Caravaggios, “Bachus” among them, were found in an Uffizi store-room in 1916.
2. The Earl of Cardigan gave his name to one of the garments we wear. A cardigan is a knitted jacket that is fastened up the front with buttons or a zip.
3. — Now, how about some Bellinis to celebrate the holiday? — I’ve forgotten what a Bellini is. I know Bellini, the composer, of course. I mean, I know it’s also champagne but what’s in it besides that? — Fresh peach juice. — Now I remember! It’s a fabulous drink.
4. — Rumour has it that you’re suffering from a terminal Don Juan complex. — It’s not such a bad reputation to have, when
you think about it. After all no man can be a Don Juan unless women are interested in him.

5. Long ago in prerevolutionary France there lived one Etienne de Silhouette, a controller general for Louis XV. Because of his fanatical zeal for raising taxes and slashing expenses and pensions, he enraged royalty and citizens alike, who ran him out of office within eight months. At about the same time that Silhouette was sacked, the method of making cutouts of profiles by throwing the shadow of the subjects on the screen captured the fancy of the Paris public. Because the process was cheap, the man and the method became associated. Ever since, we have called shadow profiles silhouettes, with a small s.

4. Translate into English.

5. Match the six common words given below and the following descriptions.

1. Two-piece swimsuits are named after a Pacific atoll on which hydrogen bombs were detonated — a truly explosive and figurative word.

2. The most popular of all humorous verse forms in English comes from a country in Ireland. One theory says that Irish mercenaries used to compose verses in that form about each other and then join in a chorus of “When we get back to town, ’t will be a glorious morning.”

3. Nearly two-and-a-half millennia ago, a little band of ten thousand Persians were defeated at the battle of Pheidippides. A courageous runner brought the news of the glorious victory to Athens, and thus gave his name to a long-distance run.

4. A contraction of “St. Mary’s of Bethlehem,” a sixteenth century London hospital for the insane, has become a word for uproar or confusion.

5. The Pilgrims found in America a wild fowl somewhat similar in appearance to a fowl they had known back in England — a bird that had acquired its name because it was first imported by way of a particular country. Because we perceive this bird as ugly in appearance and voice, we sometimes assign its name to people we don’t care for.

6. The inhabitants of an ancient Greek city were noted for their ability to say a lot in a few words. During a siege of their capital, a Roman general sent a note to this city’s commander warning that if the Romans captured the city, they would burn it to the ground. From within the city gates came back the terse reply: “If!” The city’s name lives on in an adjective that describes spare speech.

a marathon, a bedlam, a bikini, a limerick, a turkey, laconic
6. Explain the difference between the following pairs of words and use them in sentences of your own.

1. air — an air
2. beauty — a beauty
3. coffee — a coffee
4. cloth — a cloth
5. dinner — a dinner
6. fire — a fire
7. glass — a glass
8. language — a language
9. lemon — a lemon
10. light — a light
11. nature — a nature
12. oak — an oak
13. paper — a paper
14. play — a play
15. power — a power
16. rubber — a rubber
17. ice — an ice
18. stone — a stone
19. study — a study
20. will — a will

7. Make up exclamatory sentences according to the model.

Model: competent advice — What competent advice!
good question — What a good question!

1. original advice
great idea
2. beautiful nature
difficult character
3. fashionable furniture
big refrigerator
4. modern equipment
ancient fortress
5. unexpected money
great fortune
6. wonderful music
sentimental tune
7. hitting news
strange call
8. good progress
big success
9. heavy traffic
busy line
10. miserable weather
nasty day
11. deep knowledge
excellent certificate
12. difficult work
pleasant job
13. Russian linen
linen towel
14. leafy foliage
beautiful leaf
15. power — a power
16. rubber — a rubber
17. ice — an ice
18. stone — a stone
19. study — a study
20. will — a will
8. Comment on the nouns in bold type.

1. Harrods has so much to offer. Vintage **wines** and sparkling **champagne**, rustic country **pates** and silky smooth **terrines**, delicate scented **teas** and subtle **infusions**, buttery shortbread biscuits and rich fruity **jams**, robust **pickles** and tangy relishes, mature farmhouse cheddars and crumbly **stiltons**, **hams** and smoked **salmon** which melts in the mouth — all presented in traditional wicker baskets or Harrods boxes. The only thing Harrods can’t supply is **the weather**! 2. Good **wines** are the best buys before Christmas. 3. I dropped in at the supermarket and bought a few cold **meats**, and I also made a **salad**. 4. Fruit **juices** are ideal in hot weather. 5. My Granny makes four **jams** every year. 6. I used to eat **toast** with orange **marmalade**. 7. France has an excellent range of **cheeses**. 8. A set menu in this Chinese cafe consists of four **soups**. I prefer a Singaporean seafood **soup**. It tastes and smells terrific. 9. Herbal **teas** are my favourite. 10. This shop sells fine **foods**. 11. The finest **rums** come from Puerto Rico. 12. I always have a **beer** while watching television. 13. Can I offer you something? **Coffee**, tea, a **soda**, perhaps? 14. **Tea** is our most social and sociable drink — a part of our daily life for well over 300 years.

9. Choose the appropriate noun from the list below for each sentence. Add an article (a/an/the) or plural (s/es) where necessary.

| Affection, spirit, information, red, damage, paper, milk, wonder, left, glass, luggage, wood, cheese, wild, work, water, wool, salt. |

1. Brie and Camembert are only two of the wide variety of .......... produced in France. 2. Many Englishmen have explored .......... of the Nile. 3. Woodworm can cause a lot of .......... if it is not treated. 4. He never really loved her — he just toyed with her .......... . 5. I need .......... which will match the other shades of scarlet in
the room. 6. “Hamlet” is one of Shakespeare’s best known ...........
7. I didn’t know you were short-sighted. How long have you been wearing ........? 8. He buys ........ on the way home to check the race results. 9. Sorry, sir, you can’t have whisky. Our licence doesn’t allow us to serve ........ , only wine or beer. 10. It’s a very shy animal and lives in ........; it’s rarely seen in the open fields. 11. This plant is only found in ........ of Alaska. 12. To get to the station, you should take ........ just after the bridge. 13. The girl in the travel agent’s was very helpful and gave me lots of ........ about Turkey. 14. Sorry I’m late — some of my ........ went missing at the airport. 15. Our dairy produces five different ........ 16. British ........ such as cashmere, mohair, lamb’s wool, merino wool come mostly from the Shetlands. 17. ........ occurs naturally in sea water. 18. Where are my bathing ........? 19. The Great Pyramid of Cheops is one of the seven ........ of the Ancient World; it’s the only one that has survived and exists today.

10. Translate into English.

1. Я художник, и я могу оценить красоту. 2. Эта девушка — настоящая красавица. 3. Дом сделан из камня. 4. Мне в ботинок попал камешек. 5. Язык обладает великой силой. 6. Японский — очень трудный язык. 7. У нее способность видеть будущее. 8. Лимон богат витамином С. 9. Купи лимон к чаю. 10. У него не было (to lack) воли к жизни. 11. У этого мальчика очень сильная воля. 12. Если хотите сделать завещание, обратитесь к нотариусу. 13. Природу нужно охранять. 14. У Эмили очень романтична натур. 15. Свет необходим для жизни. 16. Вдалеке мы увидели огонек. 17. Дания, Голландия, Швейцария славятся своими сырами. 18. Фруктовые и овощные соки очень полезны. 19. На завтрак у меня обычно тосты с сыром и апельсиновый сок. 20. Италия и Франция знамениты своими винами. 21. Август. На Сицилии начался сбор цитрусовых фруктов.
11. Comment on the nouns in bold type.

1. According to modern standards my family isn’t big. 2. My family are early birds. 3. The board consists of twelve people. 4. I know what the board think of me. They regard me as the spoiled granddaughter of a rich and powerful woman. And the board are very aware of that. 5. This council is responsible for looking after roads. 6. The council have been promising to mend the fences, doors and windows for years. 7. The public stop and stare. 8. “You could join us,” he suggested helpfully. “We’re a jolly crowd.” 9. The government has cut back on public expenditure. 10. Some people said darkly that the Government were behind it. 11. The staff are going to buy a leaving present for their boss. 12. His staff is very efficient. 13. This team plays for Spain. 14. The team are training hard for the coming match. 15. Statistics is the study of figures. 16. Statistics are often misleading. 17. Politics is a popular topic now. 18. What are his politics? 19. The jury were in disagreement. 20. The jury has announced its verdict.

12. Comment on the nouns in bold type.

1. The police are here and they are doing their best, sir. 2. The local police have closed this night club. 3. The police were assisted by private detectives. 4. The cattle are in the fields. 5. — Where are the people? — They’ve gone to the briefing. 6. Her poultry are the finest in the whole village. 7. The Roman Catholic clergy are stationed in Vatican. 8. — Who are those people? — They are tourists. 9. Dice are used in many board games. 10. The people at the interview were very helpful. 11. Hey, people, what are you doing? 12. How different are the beliefs of various peoples across the world! 13. This is a warlike people. 14. The peoples of the Commonwealth have a new monetary unit — the euro.
13. Read and translate the sentences paying particular attention to the nouns in bold type.

1. These scales are not correct. 2. My glasses have become too weak for me. 3. The scissors are blunt. 4. My kid’s pyjamas are made of cotton. 5. These tights were made in Italy. 6. Don’t you think your trousers are too short? 7. What are your earrings made of? 8. The goods have arrived. 9. Give my best regards to your family. 10. The surroundings were unfamiliar to him. 11. The cleaner collected all the floor sweepings and potato peelings lying near the rubbish pipe. 12. My wages have risen considerably lately. 13. The outskirts of this town are shabby looking. 14. Her clothes are very trendy. 15. Clothes make the man: the old saying is rather to the point. 16. Clothes are no longer something one doesn’t discuss. Clothes are part of the image.

14. Use the right form of the verb be.

1. The information about this company ........ encouraging. 2. All the furniture in this office ........ the latest design. 3. My knowledge of German ........ very limited. 4. These shorts ........ too long. 5. They ........ a big family, with many branches. 6. This equipment ........ for camping. 7. The scissors ........ here a minute ago. 8. The Government ........ of the opinion that money in the accounts ........ siphoned out of the country. 9. These trousers ........ too tight. 10. The weather ........ fabulous in Italy in early autumn. 11. These stairs ........ dangerous. 12. Where ........ your clothes made? 13. The headphones on my new walkman ........ great. 14. ........ the scales over there electronic? 15. There ........ a hair on my dinner plate. 16. Yesterday’s homework ........ rather difficult. 17. Her luggage ........ on the scales already. 18. Your advice ........ very timely. Thank you. 19. The news ........ too good to be true. 20. The team ........ no more than seven young men. 21. The hospital staff ........ all very young. 22. Judging by the fact that Malfoy usually had the best of everything, his family ........ rolling in gold. 23. She came from a large, close-knit, and loving clan who ........ always there to protect and help each other.
15. Translate into English.


Number

16. Give the plural of:

1. A pin, a hat, a fox, a baby, a day, potato, a volcano, a piano, a photo, a knife, a roof, a half, a leaf, a cliff, a chief, a life, a family, a queue, a bath, a berry, a valley, a century, a salmon, a taxi, a person, a penny, a watch, a virtuoso, a lily, a woodworm.

2. A man, a woman, a German, a foot, a tooth, a sheep, a ship, a fish, an ox, a fox, a child, a fireman, a mouse, a swine, a house,
a louse, a goose, a mongoose, a deer, a means, a series, a species, an aircraft, an offspring, a Swiss, a Japanese, a Maltese, a Portuguese, a Chinese, a Milanese.

3. A passer-by, a mother-in-law, a room-mate, a forget-me-not, a merry-go-round, a fellow-worker, a man-of-war, a school-inspector, a commander-in-chief, a boy-messenger, a personnel-manager, a woman-driver, a manservant, a hanger-on, a face-lift, a spoonful, a cupful, a boyfriend, a grownup, an office-block, a workmate.

17. Translate into English.

1. Эта реклама утверждает, что если пользоваться пастой Блендамед, то у вас будут красивые белые зубы. 2. Я сладкоежка. 3. Трое полицейских постоянно охраняют этот банк. 4. Полиция уже здесь. Она делает все, чтобы найти компромисс с грабителями. 5. В подвале дома есть мыши. Вчера утром у двери я увидел маленькую очаровательную мышку. 6. Нам пришлось остановить машину, так как два оления медленно переходили дорогу. 7. В этом пруду много рыбок. 8. Большие дети — большие заботы. 9. В нашей школе работает двадцать пять женщин и пять мужчин. 10. Рыбаки в море. Сейчас сезон ловли рыбы. 11. Домашний скот Тома состоит из лошадей, коров, быков, овец, свиней. 12. Моя тетя, которая живет в деревне, держит домашнюю птицу: кур, уток, гусей, индеек. 13. Я очень люблю фрукты. Они придают мне силы (энергию). 14. У нас сегодня гости, многие из них фруктарианцы. Сходи на рынок и купи много-много разных фруктов. 15. Скот продают и покупают на этом рынке. 16. Миланцы гордятся своим оперным театром. 17. — Где твои новые часы? — К сожалению, я их потерял. 18. Говорят, что женщины-водители более аккуратны, чем мужчины. 19. Это странное явление озадачивает геологов. 20. В наше время мыши и крысы часто рассматриваются как домашние животные.
18. Consult the table and give the plural of the following foreign words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ending</th>
<th>Regular plural</th>
<th>Latin/Greek plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a -us</td>
<td>-uses</td>
<td>-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b -a</td>
<td>-as</td>
<td>-ae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c -um</td>
<td>-ums</td>
<td>-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d -ex</td>
<td>-exes</td>
<td>-ices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e -ix</td>
<td>-ixes</td>
<td>-ices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f -is</td>
<td>-ises</td>
<td>-es</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g -on</td>
<td>-ons</td>
<td>-a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a cactus, fungus, radius, stimulus, genius, virus;
b alga, formula (in science), vertebra, antenna;
c bacterium, curriculum, datum, medium, memorandum, stratum, millennium;
d index (in mathematics, in books);
e appendix (in books, in medicine);
f analysis, axis, basis, crisis, diagnosis, hypothesis, oasis, parenthesis, thesis;
g criterion, phenomenon.

19. Translate into English.

1. Слово «тысячелетие» в английском языке происходит от латинского слова “mille”, которое означает «тысяча». 2. На поверхности этой планеты происходит странные явления. 3. Многие школы имеют разные программы. 4. Каковы критерии оценки этих работ? 5. Мы получили несколько меморандумов сегодня утром. 6. Каково содержание этой бутылки? 7. Каково обычно содержание сахара в крови? 8. Фундамент дома сделан из камня. 9. Земля вращается вокруг своей оси. 10. Путешественники продвигались по Сахаре, и им посто-
1. **Money** can’t buy happiness, and *it* certainly can’t buy health. Years ago Blackie told me that money **was meant** to be spent and he was correct. Whoever said that money **doesn’t buy** happiness was misinformed, in my opinion. *It buys* a lot of happiness for a lot of people. And frankly, I’d rather be miserable with money than without *it*. 2. English **money** is **not accepted** here. 3. All Bess’s money goes on clothes. 4. Her **linen comes** from Holland. 5. The money **was sent** by cheque. 6. The project received community **monies**. 7. Public **money** is like water, everyone helps himself to it. 8. We’ve got a fascinating **piece of news** for you. 9. News **travels** pretty fast. 10. I’m sorry to say that there are “friends” who delight in breaking **bad news**. 11. They want **advice** on how to do it. 12. We got an **advice note** from the firm. 13. The scout brought valuable **information**. It helped a lot. 14. Does this information **interest** you? 15. What **hard work**! But it’s rewarding. 16. I like all Chopin’s **works**. 17. The **works** is closed today. 18. It’s perfect **weather** for flying today. 19. She’s wearing galoshes in all weathers. 20. If you think about money positively, *it* will come to you. 21. Borrow money from pessimists — they don’t expect *it* back. 22. Money **is** the root of all wealth.
21. Translate into English.


22. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the meaning of the words in bold type.

1. The fishermen are out in all weathers. If you don’t catch any fish, there’s no pay. 2. My employer was an importer of rare tropical fish. 3. Try this fish. Everybody who tries it, likes it. Everybody who likes it, loves it. 4. They scraped a living by catching crab, lobster and crayfish. 5. Meredith peered down into the pond. “There really are fish in it,” she said sounding surprised. 6. Forget him! There are many other fish in the sea. 7. He had a big collection of minerals, insects and fishes. 8. He studies the fishes of the Atlantic. 9. What an odd fish he is! 10. They’ve been fishing since dawn but so far haven’t caught a single fish. 11. There are carp, trout, pike in this river. 12. Are
you **fishing** out for a compliment? 13. A flying **fish** can project itself through the air at a speed of about thirty-five miles per hour. 14. The stars glittered in the sky like so many **fish**. 15. The largest of all **fish** is the Whale Shark. It may grow up to 15 metres long and may weigh over 14 tons, over twice as much as an average African elephant! Though it has three thousand teeth, it will never bite you. This sea giant is quite harmless. It eats only tiny **shrimp** and **fish**.

23. **Translate into English.**

1. В этой реке много рыбь. 2. Рыба проплывает большие расстояния. 3. Эта девочка плавает как рыбка. 4. Если бы у меня была золотая рыбка, то я попросила бы ее исполнить три желания. 5. Не грусти, свет клином на нем не сошёлся. 6. — Какая странныя рыбка! У нее один глаз. — Это результат плохой экологии. 7. Он странный тип. 8. Рыба более полезна, чем мясо. 9. Моя любимая еда — рыба с жареным картофелем. 10. Ты опять выуживаешь (to fish out for) у меня информацию? 11. Рыбаки поймали полдюжины форелей. 12. — Что это за рыба? — Это летающая рыба. 13. Посмотри, как красиво плавают рыбы в пруду! 14. — Сколько рыб ты поймал в воскресенье? — Ни одной, но я получил удовольствие от рыбальки. 15. В аквариуме у Николаса было семь рыбок, но кошка съела двух, так что осталось пять рыбок. 16. Птички летают, рыбы плавают.

24. **Read and retell the following text in indirect speech.**

**FLYING FISH**

One day a sailor came from a voyage and said to his mother, “I have been on many voyages and have seen a lot of strange things. My companions and I once rowed for six days in an open
boat and found ourselves in a sea of milk, in the middle of which
was a mountain of sugar. I noticed too that the milk tasted
quite fresh. On another occasion we came across an island of
cheese and it tasted like Dutch cheese. But the greatest wonder
of all the wonders I have ever seen are the flying fish of the
Southern Pacific, which fly for quite a long time when they are
pursued by their enemies.” His mother thought, shook her head
and replied, “I cannot believe that. Seas of milk and islands of
cheese there may be, and I quite believe that they exist. But
flying fish are out of the question. Nothing and nobody will
make me believe it, unless I see those wonders with my own
eyes!”

25.

A. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the meanings of the word fruit.

1. Fruit is rich in mineral salts and vitamins. 2. Is fruit cheap this year? 3. What fruits do you cultivate here? 4. To make a fruit salad we shall need different fruits. 5. A fruitarian is a person who eats only fruit. 6. What an exotic fruit! 7. Very soon you’ll enjoy the fruits of your hard work. 8. The fruits of nature belong to all mankind. 9. It was a Sunday and no one was in the mood for a lecture about fruit. 10. The strawberry is a beautiful and delicious fruit.

B. Translate into English.

1. Англия ввозит много фруктов. Их доставляют из Франции, Испании, Израиля. 2. Вымой фрукты и положи их в вазу. 3. На Сицилии растут различные цитрусовые фрукты. 4. У яблоки очень красивые плоды. 5. Ну что же, теперь он пожинает плоды своих махинаций. 6. Его успех — это плод упорного труда. 7. Абрикос — король фруктов. Это очень полезный фрукт.
8. На третье у нас будут фрукты и мороженое. 9. Для многих людей фрукты очень дорогие, они не могут позволить их себе каждый день. 10. Различные фрукты используются в косметологии. 11. Фрукты полезны, в них много витаминов и минеральных солей. 12. На наших рынках сейчас продается много экзотических фруктов.

**Case**

26. Replace the of-phrase by the noun in the possessive case.


27. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the use of the possessive case.

I. 1. By anybody’s standard this company was a good buy. 2. Douglas’s voice trembled, “What I wouldn’t give to be in his shoes.” 3. She lay curled in a ball, staring into the fire’s bright flames. 4. Derek’s brother’s name is Gregory. 5. She took a slice with a piece of last year’s cheese on it. 6. In the evening I dined in the hotel’s restaurant. 7. He reserved a seat on the following
28
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week’s bus. 8. I picked up a city map at the station’s tourist office. 9. Fascinated, Harry thumbed through the rest of the envelope’s contents.

II. 1. We had to move everything out of Tommy and Max’s room into Dennis’s. 2. It’s somebody else’s idea, not mine. 3. Michael works at Bill and Susan’s firm, who are partners. 4. You can’t build happiness on somebody else’s unhappiness, at least that’s my opinion. 5. They got a fax from the Pakistani Prime Minister’s office. 6. The Queen of England’s palace is a quarter of an hour’s ride from the centre of London.

III. 1. Meredith linked her arm through Patsy’s. 2. Now that we grew up, he intended to live by those standards, which were his father’s. 3. Her eyes met her friend’s. 4. Mrs. Pell’s response was as warm as her daughter’s. 5. She didn’t have a mind like a woman’s at all, more like a man’s.

IV. 1. She came to England from Odessa years ago. Could it be that she’s a relative of theirs? 2. Ben was such a favourite of my father’s. 3. Grinning, he said, “Aren’t you going to introduce that new partner of Stephen’s to us?” 4. He hoped he had managed to avert an awkward discussion about that imaginary husband of Emma’s. 5. That little boy of our neighbour’s is looking for trouble. 6. That was a favourite game of his grandfather’s, pulling surprises out of his pockets.

V. 1. — “So where exactly is this party?” my dad asked. — “It’s at the Ferguson’s.” 2. Then he drove me to Alex’s. 3. Her husband and all her kids are coming to Aunt Emily’s. 4. We dropped in at the baker’s for a French stick. 5. Occasionally I have a snack at McDonald’s. 6. Sainsbury’s is where teachers, vicars and suchlike do their food shopping. 7. Cadbury’s make fine chocolate.
28. **Answer the following questions, using the phrases given below.**

Where do you go if you want to ...


the florist’s, the butcher’s, the greengrocer’s, the supermarket, the travelling agent’s, McDonald’s, the ironmonger’s, the jeweller’s, Harrods, the vet’s, the chemist’s (the drugstore), the tobacconist’s, the watchmaker’s, the optician’s, the doctor’s, the dentist’s, the confectioner’s, the (dry) cleaner’s, the stationer’s, the hairdresser’s (the barber’s)

29. **Add s/s’s/s’/s’/ where necessary.**

1. Student grades depend on their tests. 2. Charles met Helen at my parents house. 3. We all went to Charles wedding. 4. The Brown painted their cottage green. 5. The Brown cottage is shining like a new pin. 6. The juror gave a fair verdict. 7. The juror verdict was fair. 8. Tedd is driving someone else car today. 9. Let’s drop in at “The Smith”. 10. Women fashions change more frequently than men. 11. Their house stood on the water edge. 12. The sun rays give us light, warmth and energy. 13. Last
night game was something. 14. I need some children toys for my small nephew. 15. By going to the sale I hope to get my money worth. 16. His work was much better than many other student works. 17. Frederick was satisfied with his semester work.

30. **Paraphrase the sentences using the possessive case where possible.**

1. The beauty of Ireland is really breathtaking. 2. The coats of the children need cleaning. 3. The cover of the book is very bright. 4. The policy of the company is still not clear to me. 5. The construction of the new metro line has started. 6. The TV programmes of last night were very interesting. 7. I was shocked by the opinion of Bess. 8. The children had a holiday for a week. 9. We need to paint the roof of the house. 10. The back of the chair was too low. 11. There was a lamp at the head of the bed.

31. **Use the words in brackets in the possessive case.**

1. Last week was my (daughter) sixth birthday. 2. (Children) toys are very attractive these days. 3. Have you ever met (Denis) wife? 4. I’ll see you in an (hour) time. 5. The house will be sold in two (week) time. 6. We’ll be in Paris in three (hours) time. 7. (Boys) clothes wear out very quickly. 8. How much does a (boy) jacket cost these days? 9. What’s the name of (Charles) partner? 10. Are (policemen) uniforms comfortable? 11. Prague isn’t more than a (day) journey from here. 12. Look at the roses in (Mrs. Jones) garden. 13. I’m trying to attract the (waitress) attention. 14. This church was twenty (years) work. 15. The oceans cover 70% of the (earth) surface. 16. Now comes the (journey) end.

32. **Read the following phrases and find their Russian equivalents. Learn them by heart.**

To one’s heart’s content; at one’s fingers’ ends; at a hair’s breadth; in the mind’s eye; one’s money’s worth; out of harm’s
way; at arm’s length (reach); for Heaven’s sake; for Goodness’ sake; for appearance’s sake; at death’s door; to be nobody’s fool; to know someone for donkey’s years; at razor’s edge; (at) a stone’s throw from ..........; to be at one’s wit’s end; at gun’s point; from a bird’s eye view.

33.

A. Read and translate the following sentences, paying attention to the phrases in bold type.

1. He held her at arm’s length, scrutinizing her intently. 2. I’ve never grown to like him, not one iota, even though I’ve known him and his family for donkey’s years. 3. What saved the situation was that Alan’s office was only (at) a stone’s throw from the club. 4. In his mind’s eye, Maxim pictured the people who were important in his life. 5. My mother loves the house and the grounds and she can garden away to her heart’s content. 6. We are at our wit’s end how to solve the dilemma. 7. The guns were now hidden, out of harm’s way. 8. She made a will at death’s door. 9. Mind, we did it just for old times’ sake. 10. From this tower you can get a bird’s eye view of the city.

B. Make up ten sentences of your own using the phrases given in exercise 32.

34. Translate into English.

1. Завтракшая программа очень напряженная. 2. Эдвард один из близких друзей моей сестры. 3. Я обычно встречаюсь со своими родственниками в доме у бабушки и дедушки. 4. Эта девушка — одна из студенток моей мамы. 5. У него маленькие ноги, как у женщины. 6. Ему очень нужна была машина, и он воспользовался машиной своего босса. 7. Это замечание Феликса было совсем некстати. 8. Мой проект отклонили точно так же, как и проект Джона. 9. Как же мне не нравится
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35. Read the following phrases and explain their meaning.


Gender

36. Give the nouns of the opposite sex.

1. a boy, a husband, a brother, a father, a nephew, an uncle, a son, a king, a gentleman, a lad, a bridegroom, a monk, a headmaster, a bachelor, Mr., a cock, a bull, a man
2. an actor, a count, a duke, an emperor, a mayor, a god, a host, a heir, a manager, a millionaire, a prince, a poet, a waiter, a widow, a lion, a tiger, a hero, a czar, a giant, a businessman

37. Explain whether the nouns below denote male or female people.

An agent, a client, a cousin, a doctor, a mermaid, a friend, a foreigner, a guest, a lawyer, a neighbour, a parent, a journalist, a person, a scientist, a stranger, a student, a visitor, a teacher, a witch, a magician, a clown, a fairy, an amazon, a brunette, a sailor, a spy, a ballet dancer, a ballerina, an angel, a wizard.

38. Read and translate the sentences. Explain how gender of the nouns is expressed in them.

1. Ireland! She is our Motherland. 2. The New Year brought more disastrous news for Britain and her allies. 3. Mine is a fine car. She has never let me down. 4. You can take a horse to the water but you can’t make him drink. 5. — What a fine yacht! — Yes, and she cost me a fortune. 6. I can’t guarantee at all that this plane will get down on the field. She’s just as likely to pan down or overshoot. We’ll probably try to bring her in from the east. I want you to unlock the autopilot, it will hold her straight and level. 7. I reached for my little dog and picked her up. 8. The novel is about Japan’s major problems, the adoption of Western style and the preservation of her own. 9. He called her “Beautiful Dreamer”. She was one of the most magnificent oceangoing yachts ever designed by the best naval architects. 10. My cat Trixie was such a gay little animal; she always brought a smile to my face and made me laugh.
39. Read the text and retell it.

**GENDER BENDERS**

Correct grammar beats political correctness, even in France. Each of the seven women in the French Government is in future to be addressed as **Madame La Ministre** according to the decree of the Prime Minister. But language laughs at legislators, for French grammar recognizes no governments other than its own rules. **Ministre**, like most titles and descriptions of professions in French, is of the masculine gender. The designation of a doctor, director or mayor is masculine, even when the holder of that post is a woman. Linguistic gender has no connection with sex or “natural” gender. Female sailors and farmers were rare in Ancient Rome. But their occupations are in the feminine gender in Latin, the mother of all the Romance languages. A spoon is masculine in German *(der Löffel)*; a fork is feminine *(die Gabel)*; and a knife is neuter *(das Messer)*. Suspicious French feminists have recently published research suggesting that words of the feminine gender describe domestic items such as **une casserole** (a saucepan), while masculine words carry more prestige, like **un livre** (a book). Their evidence is gibberish. Even in languages such as English, where gender is mercifully vestigial and recalled only in pronouns, **countries, ships** and **vehicles** are called “she”, as well as “it”. Gender is not a matter of feminine stereotypes, for “she” can be used in anger. **Guns, tanks** and **trucks** that refuse to work are still cursed as feminine.

This question of French gender is being debated with fit passion, as some people care more for political correctness than grammar. Language does evolve, but not for official circulars. So, why not go the whole way and have **La Ministresse**? If the French are starting to find gender odd, then it will fade away, as it has in English. Even French female masculine ministers have no right (or power) to alter French grammar.
40. Are you “politically correct”? Which of the following terms do you use?

1. a) Mrs, Miss  
   b) Ms

2. a) a chairman  
   b) a chairperson

3. a) a fireman  
   b) a firefighter

4. a) a pensioner  
   b) a senior citizen

5. a) the handicapped  
   b) the disabled  
   c) the differently abled

6. a) a Red Indian  
   b) a Native American

7. a) ladies  
   b) women

8. a) a congressman  
   b) a member of Congress

9. a) a mailman  
   b) a mailcarrier

10. a) mankind  
    b) humanity

11. a) a policeman (woman)  
    b) a police officer

Test Your Knowledge

41. Make up sentences with the following pairs of words to show the difference between them.

   Chicken — a chicken, experience — an experience, grammar — a grammar, hair — a hair, iron — an iron, lace — a lace, life — a life, room — a room, sight — a sight, speech — a speech, sport — a sport, success — a success, time — a time, wood — a wood, work — a work, whisky — a whisky, fish — a fish, fruit — a fruit.

42. Use the correct form of the verb.

   1. The class (has/have) its final test on Friday.  
   2. The class (is/are) working on their individual projects today.  
   3. The crew (was/were) asleep in their bunks.  
   4. The committee
(is/are) ready to make the programme public. 5. The family (is/are) fighting among themselves constantly. 6. The fish in the aquarium (is/are) waiting for their daily feeding. 7. The press (was/were) requested to show their credentials to the guard. 8. The Portuguese (is/are) fortunate to have such a beautiful coastline. 9. The criteria for promotion (is/are) clearly stated. 10. Supernatural phenomena (is/are) of great interest to many people. 11. My family (live/lives) in a private house. 12. My family (is/are) early birds. 13. The police (think/thinks) it’s the Mafia’s doing. 14. What (is/are) the contents of the note? 15. There (was/were) many fish in this river some twenty years ago. 16. The police (was/were) thorough in their examination of the murder site.

### 43. Read the text and comment on the nouns in bold type.

Emma’s shop was heavily stocked, and she anticipated a brisk business in the next few days. This was her third Christmas in the shop, and she was convinced she would have a lot of customers, both her regulars and new ones. Emma gave the shop a final glance, her eyes critically seeking out the tiniest imperfection. Not one was visible. The innumerable shelves, running around the walls and soaring up to the ceiling, held tins of ham, pork, and game, great black-and-gold canisters of varied teas, French glazed fruits, marzipan fruits from Germany, and her own bottled fruits, vegetables, and jams. Ranged below were jars of candied peel, glazed cherries, mincemeat, and cranberry and apple sauces for the Christmas turkeys and geese. Three huge barrels, to the right of the side counter, were filled to overflowing with nuts, apples, and oranges for the children’s traditional Christmas stockings, and the faint aroma of fruit wafted sweetly on the air to blend with the mingled scents of the pungent herbs and spices from the Indies, the fragrance of the newly baked confectionery, and the mouth-watering smells...
of cheeses and cooked meats. Oh, how she loved her shop! Here she was secure, far away from the Fairleys and protected from them. She thought, too, and with enormous pleasure, of the forthcoming sales and her spiralling profits, and her face immediately broke into a smile.

(after B. Bradford)

44. Translate into English.

Chapter 2

THE ARTICLE

An article is just very little
That is true,
But it has a job
Other parts of speech can’t do!

45. Use the necessary form of the indefinite article (a or an).

great actress, .......... arch, .......... marble arch, .......... chance, .......... un-
lucky chance, .......... dove, .......... ear, .......... elf, .......... tiny elf, ..........
horse, .......... hour, .......... long hour, .......... institute, .......... lemon, ..........
paper, .......... rabbit, .......... quarter, .......... train, .......... wing, .......... vo-
yage, .......... year, .......... example, .......... good example.

46. Change the nouns in the following sentences into the plural and make all the
necessary changes.

1. She is a truly good person. 2. I have a special treat for tea to-
day, a strawberry cake. 3. Never trust a stranger! 4. It’s a ques-
tion of principle, of ethics. 5. She is a most dependable busi-
ness partner. 6. The girl was wearing a sheepskin coat. 7. That’s
a sensation, sir. 8. There is a small difficulty, madam. 9. He
is a tea-taster. 10. What an exotic creature! 11. The city has
a proud history. 12. You are a romantic fool. 13. It’s a medieval
saga. 14. This young man is such a virtuoso at playing the piano.

47. Change the nouns in the following sentences into the singular and make all the
necessary changes.

1. They are superb actresses. 2. What enchanting moments!
3. These are unusual stories, very moving. 4. They turned out
to be fine illustrators. 5. They are tough guys. 6. Oh, what fantastic houses! 7. There are a few coffee-shops in this street. 8. These are recipes for customers to consider. 9. They seem to be rather thrilling prospects. 10. Teachers are educated people. 11. Buskers are street musicians who play outside cinemas or in the metro. 12. Accountants keep financial records. 13. Teenagers are people between thirteen and nineteen years of age. 14. These are very helpful rules, thank you.

48. Read and translate the following sentences. Comment on the meanings of the indefinite article.

1. — Jeeves! You are a marvel! — Thank you, sir, but you’ve just called me an idiot. 2. A loved child usually grows up into a loving adult. 3. A fortune teller is a person who will tell you your future. 4. The party was a real bore. 5. What is man? What has he got if not himself? 6. I expect a hotel to be “a home away from home”. 7. Yesterday life was such an easy game to play. 8. Oh, what a lovely surprise! 9. I’m a real Londoner, though I wasn’t born there. 10. I have a mountain of work to do by tomorrow. 11. She took a step forward. 12. It was a lucky choice on my part, I think. 13. Catherine gave him a loving smile. 14. Robert had a very good education. 15. There is a secret in her life, I feel it. 16. It’s a magical story to be enjoyed by folks of all ages. 17. Miss Honey gave the tiny child a big hug and a kiss. 18. She loved her son with an everlasting love.

49. Insert the article if necessary.

1. Bill is .......... workaholic. 2. It was .......... long-term agreement. 3. He is .......... eccentric. It’s in his nature. 4. In my opinion you deserve .......... medal. 5. Amanda had .......... passion for .......... order. 6. Marigold. It’s such .......... lovely name for .......... child. 7. Lord, what .......... day! 8. Mum gave me .......... list of things to do about the

50. Make up sentences of your own with the following phrases.

1. one thing at a time 2. to have a good head for something 3. to know a thing or two 4. to have a go 5. a hard nut to crack 6. not have a clue 7. to keep a level head 8. a man (woman) in a million 9. a black sheep in the family 10. to tell a white (black) lie 11. a big fish in a small pond 12. a storm in a teacup 13. a red-letter day 14. to make a man of .......... 15. to be at a loss 16. to be a hit with somebody

51. Read and translate the following sentences. Comment on the use of articles.

1. A nickel will get you on the subway, but garlic will get you a seat. (old New York proverb) 2. Italy is a never-ending voyage of discovery. 3. You should live in a different cultural climate. 4. Grammar isn’t just a set of models. 5. Even a masterpiece may not last forever. 6. For as little as one pound you can buy a perfect gift for a loved one. 7. She made a face at the thought. 8. His heart missed a beat. 9. Come, Teddy dear, give me a goodnight kiss and let’s go to sleep. 10. It’s a herculean task, so it may take a while. 11. A still tongue and a wise head. 12. A double bass is a musical instrument. It has deep sound.
13. He’s a funny bird, I must admit. 14. This year my birthday fell on a Tuesday. 15. Taking a step forward, I gave her a quick hug. 16. A man walked into the kitchen, a man she had never seen before. 17. Stevie was a pragmatist at heart. 18. I see that you have a problem on your mind. 19. He who buys a diamond, purchases a bit of eternity, runs an ancient Hindu saying. 20. Derek Raynes was now a living legend on the English stage.

52. Insert the article if necessary.

1. New York is .......... most exciting city. 2. She could afford it, since she was .......... millionaireess in her own right. 3. Are you trying to be .......... matchmaker? 4. She was .......... good looking woman with .......... great deal of personal style. 5. There was, after all, .......... supersonic flight on the timetable. 6. The general register office is .......... place of records, and it’s .......... mine of .......... information. 7. You’ve won, and I’d like to drink .......... toast to that. 8. Patrick O’Shea was .......... tall man, well-built, with .......... greying hair and .......... pleasant manner. 9. If you have .......... afternoon sleep, you’ll have .......... headache. 10. There is .......... good progress in her studies, I’m sure. 11. .......... washing machine saves a lot of time and energy. 12. We brought .......... thermos of .......... iced tea. 13. You are .......... very special woman. I’ve never met anyone like you. 14. Richard had .......... quick wit and .......... good sense of humour. 15. “You are .......... dark horse,” he grinned. 16. She had .......... enormous capacity for .......... work. 17. She was not .......... troublemaker. 18. It was .......... three-hour operation, but she came through it well. 19. She made .......... mental note to cancel the flight. 20. This writer has .......... sharp eye for detail.

53. Comment on the use of the definite article in the following sentences.

1. The arch of the sky was the darkest of blues. 2. She believed people like Wilf to be the salt of the earth. 3. Ah, it’s the oth-
er side of the coin, so to speak. 4. The cycle of life is endless, and it never changes. 5. The following day I passed the morning making phone calls. 6. Like all the best ideas, it’s a simple one. 7. This is the most modern shopping centre in the world. 8. That’s the key question. 9. The house was quiet. The staff had gone to bed. 10. She’ll be the second to answer. 11. We live on the seventh floor. 12. The kitchen was equipped with all the latest appliances. 13. I know this road like the back of my hand. 14. Don’t forget that Monday is the deadline. 15. The story which you told me is very romantic. 16. — Where are the children? — They are in the garden.

54. Insert the right article.

1. ........ most windows are made of glass. 2. ........ glass of my watch is broken, and one of ........ hands is missing. 3. ........ first concern of any government should be ........ education of ........ people of ........ country. 4. ........ stars are very bright tonight. 5. ........ president said that he didn’t want ........ trouble, but ........ troubles of ........ country had to be settled quickly. 6. ........ trees in our garden bear a lot of fruit every year. 7. ........ audience was stone silent. 8. ........ girl is really ........ great talker. 9. In America “neighbour” has ........ friendly connotation, in England it is ........ chilly word, nearly always ........ stranger. 10. ........ rain was still beating on the windows. 11. ........ road snaked its way across ........ hills. 12. Emma hoped ........ baby would be ........ girl. 13. ........ Queen smiled. She had told ........ black lie. 14. In ........ middle of ........ year he made ........ second trip to Fairley Hall. 15. — I don’t like ........ policemen. — Neither do I. But I do like ........ English policemen. 16. ........ village where my relatives live is such ........ idyllic place. 17. ........ bell rang ........ third time to indicate ........ beginning of ........ class. 18. ........ girl is ........ born peacemaker.
55. **Explain the use of articles with the nouns in bold type.**

1. She gave the shop a final glance. 2. They want a big family, so they are so keen to have a third child. 3. He presented all this in a most diplomatic way. 4. Amelia was pregnant and she was in seventh heaven. 5. She gave the portrait a last glance and went out. 6. She poured a second glass. 7. Mine is a third generation computer. 8. There is always a first time. 9. A first love is never forgotten. 10. It was like a second honeymoon for them. 11. Please, Frank, think twice before you make a final decision. 12. They are installing a second bathroom upstairs. 13. I do not like food which has been warmed up a second time. 14. I’m afraid we need a third mind to decide this.

56. **Insert the right article.**


2. As I sat in .......... library this morning, leafing through those books again, I could not help thinking that Lettice had been a lot like me, in many ways, .......... homemaker, .......... cook, .......... gardener, .......... painter, .......... woman interested in furnishings and all those things which make .......... home beautiful. And she had been .......... devoted mother and .......... adoring wife, just as I had.

3. Victor was .......... gentle and reflective boy. And he had .......... deep understanding of human frailties. He was .......... thinker and .......... dreamer, and he had .......... soul of .......... poet. Victor was happiest when he was reading or listening to .......... music of Mahler and Beethoven.
4. Sin includes such things as lying, lust, cheating, deceit, anger, evil thoughts, immoral behaviour, and more. Most visible virtues in people are responsibility, energy, hard work, enthusiasm, and perseverance.

57. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the nouns in bold type.

1. Life is too short to learn more than one business well. 2. Lord, what a hectic life! 3. Time is a great healer. 4. Those were mysterious times. 5. Do one thing at a time. 6. I’ve always had a tough time with the critics. 7. I enjoy walking in the forest in autumnal weather. 8. He sensed that the weather was going to change. 9. She would take the dog out for a run in all weather. 10. What miserable weather! 11. Sensational news is hard to get, journalists know it well. 12. What wonderful news! It calls for a toast. 13. Success doesn’t come easy. 14. This movie was a huge success. 15. We’ve had some successes in tennis lately. 16. Power corrupts people. 17. Words have a magic power. 18. She glanced down at my little dog, who was jumping against her legs, “I hope this dog isn’t going to cover me with hairs.” 19. There is a hair on your jacket. Let me brush it off. 20. Age is strictly a chronological thing. If you feel young, you’re gonna be young.

58. Translate into English.

1. Он прожил безгрешную жизнь. 2. Жизнь такова, какой вы ее делаете. 3. Это неизбежно. Это вопрос времени. 4. Это было очень счастливое время. 5. Упорный труд принесет вам успех. 6. Она делает очень красивые поделки. 7. Если с ее головы упадет хоть один волосок, ты об этом очень пожалеешь. 8. Успехи, которые сделал Максим, радуют его родите-
59. **Insert the right article.**

1. Not only did she love her eldest son, she admired him no end, and there was a lot to admire. He was .......... clever, indeed .......... brilliant young man with .......... great deal of .......... talent and .......... good head on his shoulders. But he had .......... flaw, and it was .......... flaw that was fatal. He believed he knew better than anyone else, was convinced of .......... Tightness of his ideas and beliefs, and he never took “no” for .......... answer. He was far too stubborn and opinionated for his own good. It dismayed her that he could not compromise, that he was so rigid.

2. When Meredith walked into Dr. Hilary Benson’s private office, her first impression was of .......... good-looking but stern woman. .......... doctor had .......... rather lovely face with .......... high cheekbones, and .......... palest of .......... blue eyes that appeared almost transparent. But her mouth had .......... severe set to it and her dark brown hair was pulled back in .......... plain chignon that was singularly schoolmarmish. There was .......... no-nonsense, businesslike air about her, and for .......... split second Meredith was put off, thinking that she might be .......... cold fish. Then she remembered that Jennifer, her physician, had told her that Hilary Benson was .......... sympathetic person as well as .......... brilliant psychiatrist.
60. Translate into English.


61. Read the sentences and comment on the nouns in bold type.

1. They ate supper together in the kitchen. It was a simple meal that Maggie had prepared quickly: scrambled eggs, English muffins, and coffee. 2. Supper is ready at last, everyone, sit to table! 3. They arrived at Sunlaws in time for lunch. 4. I asked Matilde to make a fairly simple lunch. Vegetable soup, plain omelette, green salad, cheese, and fruit. 5. We’ll be having a late lunch today. 6. Breakfast is served, sir. 7. And anyway, it’s not often that you get a traditional English Sunday breakfast now, is it? 8. The breakfast was orange juice and corn flakes with milk. 9. He opens the mail immediately after breakfast. 10. We haven’t had dinner yet. 11. They had a quiet dinner together. 12. After dinner sit a while, after supper walk a mile. 13. They had a dinner for six. 14. We’ll have to have an early dinner today. 15. Every now and then I would go to the kitchen to have
a look at the dinner. 16. — “I’m glad you’ve come for tea. I’ve made us a lovely tea, like you used to do when we were little. A nursery tea, you called it.” — “I remember our nursery teas,” Meredith said taking a cucumber sandwich. “They were fun, weren’t they?” 17. Patsy went on fussing with the teapot and the other things she needed for afternoon tea. 18. The tea she made was wonderful. 19. A set dinner (meal) is usually quite cheap, but you do not have much choice. 20. Brunch is a meal that you eat in the late morning.

62. Insert the article if necessary. Retell the text.

1. .......... farm itself was surrounded by green fields divided by .......... old stone wall built .......... century ago .......... fields sloped down into .......... valley below, where the River Nidd was shining like .......... silver thread against the green in .......... far distance. Chloe took .......... quick look at her watch and saw that it was almost eight. Time for .......... breakfast. She in creased her pace and .......... few seconds later she was pushing open .......... oak door that led into .......... small front porch.

2. .......... mingled aromas of .......... coffee, .......... warm bread, and .......... bacon cooking assailed her as she stepped into .......... kitchen. Chloe poured herself .......... mug of coffee, added .......... milk and .......... sugar, and carried .......... mug back to .......... big wooden table in .......... centre of .......... room. This was covered with .......... green-and-white check cloth that matched .......... curtains at .......... windows; she remembered .......... day her mother had brought them up to Yorkshire and hung them at .......... windows herself. Chloe sipped her coffee, glancing around .......... spacious kitchen. She had always loved this room. It was there that they ate most of their meals, unless they had .......... party and .......... guests coming. In .......... sense, .......... kitchen was .......... core of .......... house.
63. Read the text and comment on the words in bold type. Retell it in indirect speech.

“I want you to come to dinner tomorrow, Gideon, well, supper really. A Russian supper on Boxing Day. Doesn’t that tempt you?” She eyed him, laughter bubbling inside her. — “Ha! I knew you’d have to come up with a foreign meal this Christmas,” Gideon teased, looking at her fondly. “Why not a bit of good old roast lamb and Yorkshire pud for a change? Instead of all this foreign mishmash.” Tamara laughed and said, “Beluga caviar and Scottish smoked salmon a mishmash! Goodness me, Gideon.” — “How wonderful it sounds. And I’d love to come. What’s the rest of the menu? Are you going to make that delicious borsch?” — “If you like. With piroshki. And what about your favourite, chicken Kiev?” — “That’s great. But you’re making me hungry. I love your cooking. I bet they didn’t teach you how to make chicken Kiev at that snooty English boarding school you went to.” — “You know they didn’t, Gid. It was my Russian grandmother who taught me everything I know about cooking.”

(after B. Bradford)

64. Translate into English.

1. Это был грандиозный обед, были приглашены многие знаменитости. 2. Сколько мы должны заплатить за обед? 3. Я еще не решила, что приготовить на обед. Боюсь, что у нас будет поздний обед сегодня. 4. Обед готов, пожалуйста, садитесь все за стол. 5. Горничная поставила завтрак на поднос и понесла его в спальню госпожи. 6. Он обсуждает все важные вопросы после ужина. 7. Боюсь, у нас сегодня будет очень простой ужин. 8. Она не завтракает по утрам, зато устраивает себе основательный второй завтрак. 9. Время ланча. Давай заглянем в «Елки-Палки» на Тверской. 10. Дети, вы вымыли руки перед обедом? 11. Посольство дает званый завтрак в честь
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The Article

праздника. 12. Ужин в китайском ресторане был очень острым.
13. — Сколько здесь стоит комплексный обед? — Очень де-
шево. 14. Поздний завтрак — это нечто среднее между за-
втраком и ланчом. 15. Какой вкусный обед! Ва замечатель-
ный повар.

65. Insert the article if necessary.

1. It was .......... fine afternoon. 2. .......... morning was chilly. 3. It was ........... sunless day. 4. .......... dawn would break soon. 5. It was ........... perfect summer evening on .......... last day of August. 6. It was ........... early morning. 7. .......... twilight always makes me feel sad, I don’t know why. 8. It was .......... golden November day, .......... Indian summer day. 9. .......... days merged into .......... nights, .......... nights drifted into .......... dawns. 10. Of the four seasons I like ........... spring best. 11. We had .......... slushy winter last year. 12. In .......... late autumn we lock our cottage till .......... spring. 13. .......... evening fell, but there was no sign of him. 14. Early in .......... morning my
dog licks me awake. 15. If you look ugly in .......... early morning, sleep till .......... noon.

66. Translate into English.

1. Ночь. Скоро наступит рассвет. 2. Мой сосед — фотограф. Он обычно проявляет пленки по ночам. 3. Мы встали ран-
ним утром, чтобы увидеть восход солнца. 4. Дети обещали
вернуться домой к вечеру. 5. На моих часах полночь. Вот
и закончился день. 6. Это произошло осенью прошлого года.
7. Поздняя осень — время, когда природа готовится к зиме.
8. Была морозная январская ночь. 9. Мы встретились в одну
из пятниц. 10. Какая волшебная ночь! 11. Он трудился день за
днем, как муравей. 12. Говорят, будет ранняя весна. 13. Ночь
перед Рождеством — самое чудесное время. 14. После заката
всегда становится холоднее. 15. Большинство людей предпо-
читает отдыхать в летнее время.
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67. Translate into English.

1. Было утро. Было раннее утро. Было теплое летнее утро. Он родился ранним утром. Мне трудно вставать рано по утрам. Утро было прохладное, но солнечное. Какое хорошее утро! Мы доберемся до станции к утру. 2. Наступил день. Это был туманный день, день нашего отъезда. День был дождливым. Что ты обычно делаешь в течение дня? Инцидент произошел пасмурным сентябрьским днем. 3. Был полдень. Полдень — это 12 часов. Домохозяйки стараются сделать все покупки до полудня. Посетитель появился лишь в полдень. 4. Было послеполуденное время. Мы любили пить чай после полудня. Маленькие дети обычно спят в послеполуденное время. Мы посвятили послеполуденное время чтению. 5. Был вечер. Был морозный крещенский вечер. Вечер был теплый. Был поздний вечер. Мне всегда хочется спать по вечерам. Ты пойдешь на прогулку вечером? Мы закончим все к вечеру. 6. Наступила ночь. Была ночь. Была тихая звездная ночь. Я люблю смотреть на звезды ночью. Ночь была тиха. Буря продолжалась всю ночь. Мы отправились туда в субботу вечером (субботним вечером). У меня ночной дежурство сегодня. Его охраняют день и ночь. Я целый месяц не ложился рано спать. 7. Восход — это время, когда встаёт солнце. Мы пили, смеялись, болтали до рассвета. Это означает зарю (начало) новой эры. 8. Весна — это время года между зимой и летом. Весной становится теплее. Он уехал весной 1996 года. Париж прекрасен весной. Была ранняя весна. Осень — это пора свадеб. Поздняя осень. Осень была дождливой. Какая красивая осень!

68. Insert the article if necessary.

1. This is .......... way of .......... world. 2. Edwina lived in .......... world entirely of her own making. 3. Isn’t it .......... small world? 4. It was .......... raw January day, and although .......... sun was bright in .......... clear sky, .......... wind was sharp with .......... frost and .......... Atlantic.
THE NORTHERN LIGHTS

On my sixteenth day in Denmark, it happened. I was returning after my morning walk and in an empty piece of sky above the town there appeared a translucent cloud of many colours — pinks and greens and blues and pale purples. It glimmered and seemed to swirl. Slowly it stretched across the sky. It had an oddly oily quality about it, like the rainbows you sometimes see in a pool of petrol. I stood transfixed.

I knew from my reading that the Northern Lights are immensely high up in the atmosphere, something like 200 miles up, but this show seemed to be suspended just above the town. There are two kinds of Northern Lights — the curtains of shimmering gossamer that everyone has seen in pictures, and the rather rarer gas clouds that I was gazing at now. They are never the same twice. Sometimes they shoot across the sky, like smoke in a wind tunnel, moving at enormous speed, and sometimes...
they hang like luminous drapes of glittering spears of light, and very occasionally — perhaps once or twice in a lifetime — they creep out from every point on the horizon and flow together overhead in a spectacular, silent explosion of light and colour. They are capable of the most weird and unsettling optical illusions. They can seem to come out of the sky and fly at you at enormous speeds, as if trying to kill you. Apparently it’s terrifying. The eerie thing was how silent it was. Such activity seemed to demand at the very least an occasional low boom or a series of crackles, but there was none. All this immense energy was spent without a sound.

It was very cold — inside my boots I wore three pairs of socks but still my toes were numb and I began to worry about frostbite. But I stayed and watched for perhaps two hours, unable to pull myself away as it was the most beautiful thing I had ever seen.

B. Say if you have ever witnessed any unusual natural phenomena. Discuss it in the group.

70. Read and translate the following sentences. Comment on the nouns in bold type.

I. 1. The lion is the national emblem of Great Britain. 2. There is perfect freedom in the mountains, but still it belongs to the eagle, and the elk, the badger and the bear. 3. The eel is one of the few creatures in the world that can kill by electrocution. 4. The parrot is the cleverest of all the birds, some of them can learn 150 words. 5. A forget-me-not is a lovely flower. 6. The emu is the largest bird in the world. It resembles the ostrich.

II. 1. The human mind is a strange and complex piece of machinery. It takes a lot of understanding. 2. The calendar was a very useful invention. 3. I need a calendar for the new year. 4. The radio was invented long before television. 5. The garden
The Article

has always been a religious symbol starting from the Koran and the Bible. 6. The article is a small word that causes a lot of problems. 7. I love the ballet, but I fall asleep in the opera. 8. Television is a highly competitive business.

III. 1. To her that great house appeared to be the most beautiful one ever erected by mortal man. 2. He knew only too well the true nature of man. 3. Does man have no choice of action in the face of such circumstances? The experiences of life show that man does have a choice of action. Man can preserve spiritual freedom, independence of mind. An active life gives man the opportunity to realize values in creative work. 4. The ancient Greeks believed that man could not shape his own destiny as he was at the mercy of Zeus. Over time, man realized that he did have power over his destiny. Immanuel Kant said that it’s the ability to choose that separates man from the beast. Man has always stood up against the forces of the universe to proclaim, “I AM MASTER OF MY FATE”.

71. Insert the right article.

1. ........ azalea is truly an adaptable shrub as it will grow in all climates. 2. ........ rose is one of the oldest flowers in cultivation. 3. ........ man is harsher than iron, harder than stone and more delicate than ........ rose. 4. Nobody can decide which came first — ........ hen or ........ egg. 5. ........ circus makes people remember their childhood. 6. ........ television was invented by the Scottish engineer John Baird in 1926. 7. ........ postmark first appeared in England in 1840. 8. ........ sea cow is not ........ cow at all. 9. ........ dragon symbolized evil in fairy tales. 10. The apple tree and ........ grape are the oldest trees on the Earth. 11. The primary speech organ, the birthplace of our words is ........ human heart. 12. ........ speaking watch will soon be on ........ market. 13. ........ apple is ........ symbol of New York City. 14. ........ pen is mightier than ........ sword, and considerably easier to write with.
72. Translate into English.

1. Летнее время было впервые введено в Англии в 1908 году. Часы перевели на один час вперед. 2. Кенгуру ассоциируется с Австралией. 3. Кит — млекопитающее, но он живет в море. 4. Слон живет в Индии и в Центральной Африке. 5. Во многих странах есть памятники животным: в нашей стране — это памятник собаке, в Индии — памятник слону, в Соединенных Штатах — памятник обезьяне. 6. Когда и кем был изобретен телефон? 7. Велосипед — прекрасное транспортное средство. 8. Гитара появилась в Испании в 13 веке. 9. Никто не знает, когда человек изобрел колесо. 10. Подлежащее и сказуемое — главные члены предложения. 11. Детективный роман — один из литературных жанров. 12. Детективный роман помогает скоротать время в путешествиях. 13. Корова — священное животное в Индии. 14. Тюльпан — один из самых первых весенних цветов. 15. Доллар — денежная единица Соединенных Штатов. 16. У муравья шесть ног. 17. Вольфганг — музыкальный инструмент, на котором играют шотландцы. 18. Компьютер был впервые создан в инженерной школе в Пенсильвании в 1946 году. 19. Апельсин — символ штата Флорида. 20. Бог создал мужчину и женщину. 21. Короткая жизнь человека! 22. Перо — более сильное оружие, чем меч.

73. Insert the right article.

1. He is .......... local priest in .......... Anglican church. 2. .......... church has a wonderful porch at the front. 3. His parents go to .......... church now and then. 4. Bruce was in .......... town with his wife to promote the film. 5. The market is an exciting and colourful part of .......... town, full of noise and bustle. 6. This is .......... small town, everybody knows everybody. 7. She went to .......... town where her aunt lived. 8. .......... school was a very happy time. 9. I left .......... school exactly ten years ago. 10. We met every day after .......... school. 11. This is .......... school with more than one
thousand pupils. 12. ........ school was built in 1985. 13. Criminals are kept in ........ prison. 14. ........ prison was surrounded by a brick wall. 15. ........ prison is not the answer to many social problems. 16. Ben was taken to ........ hospital with appendicitis. 17. There is a well-equipped laboratory at ........ hospital. 18. Melanie went to ........ bed but couldn’t fall asleep. 19. Why do you always put your shoes under ........ bed? 20. Doctors advise me to sleep on ........ hard bed. 21. He went to ........ University to get education. 22. There is ........ university in this small town. 23. There is no place like ........ home. ........ home, ........ sweet home.

74. Translate into English.

1. Ежедневный день после школы Билли ходит в гараж помочь отцу. 2. Пружины кровати были сделаны из тяжелого металла. 3. Ребенок вырос, нужно купить ему новую кровать. 4. Она работает в английской специализированной школе. 5. Не могу дождаться момента, когда закончу школу. 6. Граф Монте-Кристо провел в тюрьме много лет. 7. Он прорыл подземный ход под тюрьмой и сбежал. 8. Все должны пойти в больницу на осмотр (a medical check-up). 9. За госпиталем есть небольшой сад. 10. Мы случайно встретились в городе. 11. Мой сын хочет поступить в колледж. 12. Городок становится больше, и людям нужна новая церковь. 13. Моя бабушка ходит в церковь по воскресеньям. 14. В гостях хорошо, а дома лучше. 15. Давай встретимся после занятий возле школы. 16. Учеба начинается через неделю. Лето так быстро пролетело! 17. Они обвенчались в церкви. 18. Церковь стояла на холме.

75. Read the following proverbs and sayings and give their Russian equivalents.

1. A foul morning may turn to a fair day. 2. A clean fast (пост) is better than a dirty breakfast. 3. A nod from a lord is a breakfast for a fool. 4. After dinner sit a while, after sup-
per walk a mile. 5. Early to bed and early to rise makes a man wealthy, healthy and wise. 6. All are not saints that go to church. 7. An hour in the morning is worth two in the evening. 8. A misty morning does not signify a cloudy day. 9. Go to bed with the lamb and rise with the lark. 10. After dinner comes the reckoning. 11. If you laugh before breakfast you’ll cry before supper. 12. Better to go to bed supperless than rise in debt. 13. Hope is a good breakfast but a bad supper. 14. Red sky at night, shepherd’s delight. 15. He that goes to bed thirsty rises healthy.

76. Insert the right article.

1. Maxim left .......... Ritz Hotel after their dinner at .......... Annabel’s and walked home crossing .......... Picadilly and heading through .......... Half Moon Street into .......... Mayfair. 2. .......... Easter Island in .......... Pacific Ocean was discovered in 1722. It is one of .......... most mysterious spots on .......... earth. 3. I flew to .......... UK on the Concorde. I had hardly had a chance to eat a snack, relax and read my book when we were landing at .......... Heathrow. 4. .......... Gulf Stream is a warm ocean current which flows from .......... Gulf of Mexico, along .......... south-east coast of .......... United States, and north-eastwards in .......... Atlantic Ocean. 5. The waters of .......... Seine trembled in the hazy sunshine. 6. In the vicinity of the house were .......... Rodin Museum, .......... French Academy, and .......... Hotel des Invalides, housing .......... tomb of Napoleon I. 7. George had planned .......... cruise to .......... Greek islands as .......... surprise for his family. They would be sailing around .......... Aegean Sea for about a fortnight. 8. The two young women had attended .......... Sorbonne at the same time. Their fathers, as it turned out, had been at .......... Oxford University. 9. The highest peak in .......... North America is .......... Mount McKinley. 10. .......... Monterey Peninsula juts out into .......... Pacific Ocean halfway up .......... California coast. 11. The travellers saw an oasis in .......... Gobi, but it
was a mirage. 12. If you want to see ........ Lake Victoria and ........ Mount Kilimanjaro, go to ........ Kenya. 13. There is a project to turn ........ Baikal area into ........ Russian Alps.

77. Which of the given below geographic names can be used with the definite article?

1. Kilimanjaro, Jenisei, Bermuda, Elbrus, Hudson Bay, Laptev Sea, Urals, Kalahari, Volga, Carpathians, Indian Ocean, Madeira, Etna, English Channel, Palm Beach, Arctic Circle, Olympus, New Forest, South Pole, Bridge of Sighs, Jutland Peninsula, Suez Canal, Swallow Falls, Sicily, Tower Bridge, Kara-Kum, Lake Chad, Bermuda Triangle, Malay Archipelago, Aleutian Islands

2. United Arab Emirates, Sudan, Far East, Brussels, Netherlands, Booker Prize, Hague, Art Theatre, Riviera, Northern Europe, St. James’ Park, Peacock Inn, Baker Street, Russian Museum, Salisbury Cathedral, Wailing Wall, Middle East, Southern Africa, Roman Empire, Miami Airport, Nobel Prize, Republic of Ireland, Athens, Winter Palace, Republican Party, Eiffel Tower, National Association of Teachers, Hawaii, Village of Sosnovka, Hawaiian Islands

78. Insert the right article.

1. The hunters got lost in ........ Rocky Mountains. 2. ........ Buckingham Palace, ........ Trafalgar Square, ........ Houses of Parliament, ........ Tower of London, ........ Tower Bridge, ........ National Gallery are the usual sights in ........ English capital. 3. The six island countries of ........ West Indies are ........ Bahamas, ........ Barbados, ........ Cuba, ........ Dominican Republic, ........ Haiti and ........ Jamaica. 4. In the mornings she used to read ........ “Vogue” and he usually read ........ “Mirror”. 5. ........ Berlin she had been born in, and where she had grown up, no longer existed.
6. Low Countries include Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg. 7. Colorado River flows through Grand Canyon. 8. The names of the following streets have the definite article: Mall, Strand, Wall Street, Unter den Linden. 9. England of the 21st century will be very different from England of our days. 10. This producer got Nika for this film. 11. Chaucer would have had difficulty in recognizing London of Queen Elizabeth, just as Shakespeare would have been lost in brick-and-stone London of D.R. Johnson, while Dickens, well as he knew London, would have been bewildered by steel and concrete London of today.

79. Insert the right article.

ECUADOR

Located in Middle of World and American Subcontinent, Ecuador has always been known for its strategic geographical location. Fronting Pacific Ocean, it has access to major commercial centres of the world: United States, Canada, Japan, and due to its proximity to Panama Canal, it is within easy reach of Atlantic Ocean and Europe.

To East, Ecuador is door to majestic headwaters of Amazon Basin. Many experts in economy and commerce now consider Ecuador as point of access to this market of unexploited opportunities that is now opening its doors to the world. Ecuador has become place to create wealth of future. Andes divide the country into three basic natural regions: coastal plains, mountainous highlands and humid tropical lowlands, or “Oriente” as the Ecuadorians call it.

1 Ecuador ['ekwədɔː]
These fertile regions are .......... refuge of numerous species of animals and plants that increase .......... exportable potential of Ecuador to the world. In recent years there has also been .......... rapid increase in .......... production of flowers, vegetables, and exotic fruit for export.

80. Translate into English.

1. Япония — древняя страна на Дальнем Востоке. 2. Население Российской Федерации — около 150 миллионов человек. 3. Турция располагается на двух континентах — в Азии и Европе. 4. Босфор — это пролив, который соединяет Мраморное море с Черным морем. 5. Наполеон родился на Корсике, острове в Средиземном море. 6. Америка состоит из трех частей: Северной Америки, Центральной Америки и Южной Америки. 7. Красное море находится между Северной Африкой и Аравийским полуостровом. 8. Если вы поедете в Египет, то увидите Нил, знаменитые пирамиды, Долину царей и Долину цариц. 9. Мальта, Кипр, Капри — знаменитые острова в Средиземном море. 10. Амударья течет через пустыню Каракум и впадает в Аральское море.

81. Translate into English.

1. Среди достопримечательностей Москвы можно назвать Красную площадь, Кремль, Манежную площадь, Тверскую улицу, Большой театр и многие другие. 2. Самый большой город в Африке — Каир, столица Египта. 3. Печора течет на север и впадает в Баренцево море. 4. Многие люди встречаются у памятника Пушкину на Пушкинской площади. 5. Музей изобразительных искусств находится на Волхонке. 6. Кто получил Нобелевскую премию в области литературы в 1958 году? 7. Самолет приземлился в аэропорту Майами. 8. Официальная столица королевства Нидерландов — Амстердам. Гаа-
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82. Geographic Test.

1. What are the most famous monuments in Moscow? 2. The longest river in Italy has the shortest name, consisting of only two letters. What is it? 3. What is the highest point on Earth? 4. What is the longest street in St. Petersburg? 5. When we think of this river, we picture Paris, the Eiffel Tower and everything that is French. Can you name it? 6. What is the oldest country in the world? 7. What river flows through a city that has a country inside it? 8. Do you know the name of the town where Shakespeare was born? What river does it stand on? Is there any world famous theatre there? 9. Can you say what is the oldest Zoo in the world? 10. Name the smallest country in the world, with the population of just 750 people. 11. What is the biggest ocean in the world? 12. Name the biggest sea on our planet. What is the smallest one? 13. “The Mother of Rivers” — what river in Europe is called so? 14. There is a neutral country in Europe, which actually hasn’t been in wars since 1515. What is it? 15. What is the longest river on the globe? Do you know what the second longest is? 16. What is the difference between a channel and a canal? Name the most famous ones. 17. Name the country in Central Europe with the highest population density. 18. What is the most mysterious spot on the Earth’s surface? 19. There is a famous city, which is in danger of going under the water. What is it? 20. What are the oldest books in the history of mankind? 21. What are your favourite places in your city, country or in the world?
83. **Comment on the nouns in bold type.**

1. — “I’m looking for a Mr. Silver,” she answered, jumping off her bike. — “Well, you’ve found him,” the man said, “I’m Mr. Silver.” 2. Amelia told me she had made a will. “It’s all for Catherine. She is a Silver. The last of the Silvers. And the land I’m leaving for her has belonged to the Silvers for almost two hundred years.” 3. For her part, she had proved herself to be a Jardine through and through. 4. Excuse me, you have a phone call, Meredith. It’s a Mrs. Alexander. 5. Irina Troubetzkoy’s mother had been born a Romanov and was a cousin of Czar Nicholas. 6. David was shocked. “You are painting a very strange picture. That’s not the Emma I know.” 7. I am not the Claudia of whom you thought, but an unimaginable Claudia from whom you would recoil. 8. Dear old Marion! No words can tell how I miss you! 9. Now I do recognize the practical, sensible Trisch, the Woman Who Got Things Done. 10. Sergeant, can I ask you to help me? 11. She’s as eccentric as hell! And whenever I think of her, I think of scarves. She’s always worn masses of them, rain or shine, all kinds of weather. Gwenny’s a regular Isadora Duncan, if you ask me. 12. — You are a real Childe Harold! — And you are a Don Juan! 13. Would you recognize a Shagal from a Malevich? 14. — Is Father in? — Not yet, but Mother and Aunt have just come.

84. **Translate into English.**

1. В библиотеке нашего института есть полная «Британика». 2. — Неужели это действительно Васнецов в доме у твоего родственника? — Да, это так. 3. Вас спрашивает какой-то Романов. 4. Я уже не та Наташа, с которой ты ходил в школу, я выросла. 5. Да ты просто Джеймс Бонд! 6. Лорд Сэндвич изобрел бутерброд. 7. — Няня дома? — Она гуляет
85. **Comment on the words in bold type.**

1. The house drew her back like a magnet. 2. They train like fanatics. 3. The sea was like black oil. 4. There’s no fool like an old fool. 5. They were like two peas in a pod. 6. The moon shone in the purple sky, like a coin tossed up and caught mid-game. 7. My wife looks like a complete knockout in this frock. 8. “You mustn’t be embarrassed,” he murmured in an understanding tone. 9. They danced in silence, cheek to cheek. 10. Why are you talking in a whisper? 11. Patsy had always been as solid as a rock, hardworking, dependable, devoted and loyal. 12. Gosh, I’m as happy as a pumpkin in a patch to see you! 13. “Your words are not flattering,” she replied with a dry smile. 14. “I can never be yours,” she said with pathos, and he accepted the words with a heavy heart. 15. If you had as little money as manners, you’d be the poorest of all the people. 16. They were as different as chalk and cheese.

86. **Insert the article if necessary.**

1. David grinned like .......... Cheshire cat. 2. Life is funny, she mused, it’s like .......... circle. 3. Harris and Ben curled their lips like .......... sullen teenagers. 4. Why make yourself miserable with .......... jealousy? 5. Carl drove like .......... maniac. He had to. 6. I am as happy as .......... clam in .......... seaweed. 7. She said it in ..........

87. A. Match the given phrases with suitable words.

Model: As easy as pie / ABC.

1. as easy as ... the grave
2. as fat as ... a lamb
3. as cold as ... a bat
4. as dead as ... a doornail
5. as blind as ... a fox
6. as plump as ... a bird
7. as quiet as ... pie / ABC
8. as silent as ... a pig
9. as tough as ... charity
10. as soft as ... pitch
11. as black as ... a partridge
12. as greedy as ... leather
13. as free as ... butter
14. cunning as ... soot
B. Complete the phrases with suitable words. Give as many variants as possible.

1. She sings like ...
2. She runs like ...
3. She swims like ...
4. She flies like ...
5. It was as light as ...
6. She was as happy as ...
7. She sleeps like ...
8. It was as safe as ...
9. She was as pretty as ...
10. He was as busy as ...
11. A change is as good as ...
12. It was as hard as ...
13. It was as heavy as ...
14. He was as ugly as ...
15. It was as black as ...
16. She was as white as ...
17. He is as slow as ...
18. He is as merry as ...
19. He is as brave as ...
20. He is as blind as ...
21. He is as limp as ...
22. He is as obstinate as ...
23. It’s as old as ...
24. It’s as safe as ...
25. He is as deaf as ...
26. He is as drunk as ...

C. Use some of the given above phrases to describe the characters and habits of your friends, relatives, teachers, etc. Mind, that your criticism should be mild and friendly.

88. Translate into English.

1. «Извините, но я очень тороплюсь», — сказала она тихо.
2. Если ты хочешь чего-то добиться, то должен круться как белка в колесе.
3. Она хороша как картинка.
4. Она мне как вторая мать.
5. Соседи отнеслись к нам с пониманием и симпатией.
6. Ричард обращается с ней как с хрустальной вазой.
7. Нэнси могла читать каждого из своих детей как раскрытую книгу.
8. Он подобен кошке, у которой девять жизней.
9. Слова обрушились на нее словно электрический шок.
10. Разве ты не понимаешь, что
The Article


89. Comment on the use of articles with words in bold type.

1. Amanda always remembered her childhood with a feeling of bittersweet nostalgia. 2. He looks like a man of great heart.
3. Olivia Wainright was a woman of impeccable character, high principles, and down-to-earth common sense. 4. He did it in the flick of an eyelash. 5. The question was on the tip of her tongue.
6. We’ll set off at the crack of dawn tomorrow. 7. She knows Yorkshire like the back of her hand. 8. He was a creature of habit. 9. She had a great sense of style. 10. We are right in the middle of Christmas preparations now. 11. The face of a person shows what life he has lived. 12. Grammar isn’t just a set of rules, is it? 13. I think I could do with a quick cup of coffee.
14. A bar of fruit and nuts chocolate is a good snack. 15. Can you give me a piece of sensible advice? 16. They promise a spell of good weather at the end of the month.

90. Insert the article if necessary.

1. .......... beginning of .......... detective story should be mysterious and gripping. 2. .......... beginning of .......... novel was boring but .......... end was fantastic. 3. In big cities people have to live in .......... blocks of .......... flats. 4. Julia worked hard and soon was at .......... top of .......... class. 5. The snow lay thick on .......... roof of .......... house. 6. .......... roof of .......... private house needs regular care. 7. Chris had .......... feeling of .......... complete and .......... utter love. 8. For her, the Union Jack was not merely .......... national emblem
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of Great Britain, but symbol of justice, democracy and freedom. 9. piece of information we’ve just got is very timely. 10. They sat down on a bench under shade of weeping willow. 11. proof of pudding is in the eating. 12. Great treasures lie hidden in depths of World Ocean. 13. That’s other side of coin, so to say. 14. I know him like palm of my hand.

91. Translate into English.

1. Этот сыщик пытается добраться до сути дела. 2. Начиная с ранней весны, крестьяне встают с первым проблеском зари. 3. Мораль сей басни очень поучительна. 4. Стая голубей устроилась на крыше собора. 5. У моего друга обостренное чувство справедливости. 6. Неужели ты веришь, что в том, что он говорит, есть хоть слово правды? 7. Шекспир верил в колесо фортуны. 8. Круговорот жизни бесконечен, и это никогда не меняется. 9. Судьба человека зависит от очень многих вещей. 10. Высоко в небе мы увидели арку радуги. 11. С вершины холма можно увидеть панораму Флоренции. 12. Сердце женщин непредсказуемо. 13. Группа второкурсников изучает итальянский язык. 14. У меня сломалась машина, и теперь мне нужна кругленькая сумма денег, чтобы отремонтировать ее. 15. На рояле стояла фигурка солдата. 16. Фигура манекенщицы должна соответствовать определенным требованиям.

92. Comment on the use of articles with nouns in bold type.

1. Matilda, a sensitive and brilliant girl, was very quick to learn. 2. The dictionary, a Collins, is the most reliable source of information for me. 3. Ben and Andy, undisciplined boys, drove many teachers to despair. 4. Tatyana, a colleague of mine, invited us to her birthday party. 5. Pushkin, the great Russian poet, loved autumn very much. 6. Walt Disney, the famous film animator
and producer, created Disneyland, a large pleasure park, which was opened in California in 1955. 7. The next day, a Tuesday, a telegram came. 8. We had some wine for dinner, a bottle of Italian white wine. 9. President Washington was an outstanding man. 10. Who is Prime Minister of the UK? 11. Was the meeting of the President and the Prime Minister unofficial? 12. The artist Stubbs painted mostly horses. 13. Colonel Baden-Powell, the founder of the Boy Scout movement, was an Englishman. 14. Mind, it won’t work. As long as I’m head of this company, I will handle all of our top customers. 15. As long as I’m here, you’ll respect Bruce. He’s still chairman. 16. You see, Nigel, as managing director of Jardine’s, I have the last word. 17. The Queen acts on the advice of the Prime Minister. 18. Peter the Great, Czar of all Russia, was an outstanding man.

93. Insert the article if necessary.

1. Mr. Marshall is a well-known economist, ......... expert in his field. 2. ......... Princess Margaret is known for her charity work. 3. Helen Westwood, ......... professor of philology, studies the slang of teenagers. 4. Tracey, ......... monitoress of the group, kept the register. 5. ......... Doctor Johnson will accept you in a minute, madam. 6. There lived once two brothers, ......... good and unremarkable men. 7. Vladimir Nabokov, ......... world-famous Russian writer, was a master of style. 8. Brian is ......... personnel manager of our firm. 9. ......... King Arthur is often compared with ......... czar Peter the Great. 10. Many delegates spoke at the conference: ......... chemist Malikov, ......... ecologist Nesterova, ......... biologist Dimov. 11. ......... academician Lichatchyov was a great authority in this country. 12. He is ......... President, so he has the last word. 13. Will ......... Prime Minister Blair discuss it with ......... Queen? 14. We are looking forward to July, ......... month of our graduation. 15. I went into the town, ......... large village really, looking for a hotel.
94. Translate into English.
1. Байрон, великий английский поэт, сражался за свободу Греции. 2. Нам очень понравился их дом, небольшое двухэтажное строение на берегу реки. 3. Он — президент маленькой южноафриканской республики. 4. У президента были переговоры с премьер-министром. 5. Зимний дворец был построен архитектором Растрелли. 6. Все дети любят Микки Мауса, знаменитого мультипликационного персонажа. 7. Андрей Тихонов — глава нашей фирмы. 8. Профессор Николаев был избран деканом математического факультета. 9. Собака, огромная овчарка, охраняла дом по ночам. 10. Дети, озорные подростки, часто приходили к нам поиграть в теннис. 11. На Рождество тетушка Соня и дядя Антон приезжают повидать нас. 12. Мой друг — вице-президент большой компании. 13. Картина, небольшое полотно, стоила целое состояние. 14. Киви, тропический фрукт, богат витамином С.

95. Read and translate the following sentences, paying attention to the phrases in bold type.
1. Step by step we are getting nearer to our goal. 2. They walked from room to room, admiring what they saw. 3. Day after day things are improving. 4. We’ve been working side by side for so many years. 5. She read the foreign text slowly, line by line. 6. We call each other from time to time. 7. The fellow kept grinning from ear to ear. 8. It was all a big lie from start to finish. 9. I must tell you that from beginning to end you acted most foolishly. 10. He is a gentleman from head to toe. 11. During the war the family lived from hand to mouth. 12. He keeps all his bank accounts under lock and key. 13. Let me announce you now husband and wife. 14. Mother and child should be protected by State. 15. Time after time I’ve tried to walk away from you. 16. The moon was rolling slowly in the sky, from star to star. 17. Traffic stood nose to tail all the way down the Strand.
96. Complete the sentences with the phrases from the right column.

1. Do you prefer travelling .......... or .......... ?
2. If they start .........., they will be .......... for the train.
3. I miss you so much! You are always ..........!
4. It was .......... or .......... that she was saved.
5. This Persian carpet is made ...........
6. Her son, a sailor, is most of the time ...........
7. I know him .........., but not personally.
8. ... you have come! Where have you been?
9. It’s a reliable airline. Planes are always ...........
10. – Is this book still ..........? — No, it’s out of print.
11. We can’t say .......... what will come out of it.
12. I must tell you .......... that we’ve lost a first-rate teacher in Jim.
13. – Are they still ..........? — Yes, they are going to get married on Sunday.
14. My car is out of order again, I’ll have to go .......... to the office.
15. We travelled to Britain first .........., then .........., and then ...........
16. ... did the parents try to stop him. He wouldn’t listen to them.
17. Sorry, I’ve taken your keys ...........
18. It’s most important! Keep it .........., will you?
19. Vadim travelled all over Europe ...........

in mind
by mistake
in vain
by air,
by ferry,
by train
on time
at once,
in time
by hand
on my mind
by chance or by good fortune
by night or by day
at sea
by thumb
on foot
by name
at last
on sale
off-hand
in private
in love
97. Translate into English.

1. День за днем она мечтала о встрече с ним. 2. Они живут душа в душу. 3. Око за око, зуб за зуб. 4. Мы промокли с головы до ног. 5. Начался шторм, и катер швыряло из стороны в сторону. 6. Книга такая интересная, что я знаю ее от корки до корки. 7. Они встречали все трудности плечом к плечу. 8. Они пришли на встречу под ручку. 9. Вы когда-нибудь встречались с ним лицом к лицу? 10. Машина и водитель слились в единое целое. 11. У отца и сына должно быть взаимопонимание. 12. Хозяин и помощник трудились с утра до ночи. 13. Они неразлучны, словно рука и перчатка. 14. Они очень бедны и живут впроголодь. 15. Дама в красном танцует со мной щека к щеке. 16. Транспорт стоял вплотную на Ленинском проспекте.

98. Read and translate the sentences. State what parts of speech are substantivized and explain the use of articles with them.

1. He never stopped looking for the unexpected. 2. We reward the courageous and the wounded. 3. This meeting is for me like a jump into the unknown. 4. Now I am reading a book by I. Murdock “The Red and the Green”. 5. It’s still unclear when the officials are going to take decisive measures. 6. If there is one secret weapon that’s possessed by the successful, it is that they are highly organized. 7. Ben often thought regretfully about the past. 8. Try to learn to sort the good from the bad. 9. The Greeks built a wooden horse that the Trojans took into the city. 10. Must I understand the answer as a negative? 11. Don’t feel jealous, it’s a him, not a her I’m dining with tonight. 12. I hope I’ll get a five for the test. 13. We talked about what we wanted to do, in the war and after, if there was an after. 14. The play was still running, it was a sell-out at weekends. 15. And the sky now was a hard metallic blue. 16. The
**Downs** are an area of low grassy hills in the South of England.

17. The poor man lived among **the down-and-outs** in the city of Liverpool.

### 99. Insert the right article.

1. This book is about the dazzling world of .......... rich and .......... powerful. 2. Come in, come in, out of .......... cold. 3. Her coat was .......... cast-off from her cousin. 4. Blackie’s skin was dark, it was .......... nut brown. 5. Things have taken a turn for .......... worse. 6. Emma was relieved at last that it was out in .......... open. 7. I felt claustrophobic all of .......... sudden. 8. He felt just .......... opposite. 9. She always tried to see .......... best in people. 10. The prospect of a new business deal gave her .......... high. 11. Her eyes were .......... startling blue. 12. The village was deserted, and it looked as if .......... locals had left it. 13. You’ve said you like the house, and yet there’s .......... but in your mind; I know you. 14. I vaguely re-member that the house became a home for .......... elderly. 15. My father, an archaeologist, seems to prefer .......... past to .......... present. 16. The Governments of many countries are doing .......... near impossible to stop terrorism.

### 100. Use the right article if necessary.

1. .......... English will endure any amount of .......... humiliation and .......... suffering if you can promise them .......... nice cup of .......... tea at .......... end of it. 2. There is .......... strong tradition of .......... hard work and .......... good manners in .......... English Internet School. And .......... terrific atmosphere! 3. At one end of .......... town stood .......... old church. Most of .......... shops lay beyond .......... church. 4. .......... teddy bear has come out of the nursery and into .......... auction room to fetch .......... massive prices. .......... bears are one of .......... few collectables that touch .......... heart. They are very lov-ing. 5. .......... cosmetic surgery was once .......... extravagance of ..........

101. Translate into English.

1. Синоптики сообщают, что погода наконец-то меняется к лучшему. 2. Мой друг — неисправимый романтик. Он верит во все лучшее в людях. 3. Сейчас я читаю роман Ф. Достоевского «Униженные и оскорбленные». 4. Чем раньше ты примешь решение, тем лучше. 5. Не говорите плохо об отсутствующих. 6. Чем сильнее буря, тем скорее она пройдет. 7. Он из другого мира, он один из избранных, из привилегированных. 8. — Я космополит. — А я консерватор. 9. Небо было блед-
Test Your Knowledge

102. Read the text and retell it. Comment on the words in bold type.

VENICE — LA SERENISSIMA

For these two days Vanessa became Frank’s and Bill’s guide, showing them places in Venice. These were small, unique art galleries, museums and churches off the beaten track, shops where the best bargains were to be had, popular eating places favoured by Venetians in the know. “Shall we take a gondola up the Grand Canal, Vanessa? It’s still the most spectacular trip, isn’t it?” Bill asked, feeling a sudden rush of happiness surging up in him. “Absolutely. And I’d love it. It’s ages since I’ve done it myself, and I guess the Grand Canal personifies Venice, doesn’t it? Besides, I find gondolas a very relaxing way to travel.”

They sat with their backs to the gondolier, who was in the prow. Now they were facing St. Mark’s Basin, the vast expanse of water that rolled up to the quay. The gondola slid slowly up the Grand Canal, past the ancient palazzos, full of priceless treasures, works of art by the great masters. The houses were built on stilts, just as Venice itself was built on pilings pounded into the sand, silt, and rock centuries ago. Sinking, Vanessa
thought, **with a shudder**, they say it’s sinking. And it was, very slowly, even though some of the rot had been stopped. How terrible if it all sinks. What a **tragedy** that would be. Directly in front of them now were **the island of San Giorgio, the Church of the Salute, and the Dogana**, the three pearl buildings to **the entrance** of Venice, which were turning golden in **the late afternoon sunlight**. **“The light of Turner,”** Bill said, **“and the sky has gone a peculiar yellow, the yellow** which Turner captured so perfectly **on canvas**. I’ve always loved **the paintings** he did of Venice.” Fading sunlight caught the cupolas of the Basilica, giving **the pink, terra-cotta, ocher, and powdery yellow** a dusky, golden **cast**. All these colours of Venice blended in a delicate mix, with just the hint of **green** here and there. And everywhere the sense of **blue blues** bleeding into **watery grays**.

**103. Use the article if necessary.**

1. Glancing up, Bill scanned **...** sky. It was **...** soft, cerulean blue, filled with **...** white clouds. There were no **...** warplanes in **...** sight. **...** armoured Land Rover came down **...** street and came to **...** stop next to him. **...** driver was **...** British journalist, Geoffrey Jackson, **...** old friend, who worked for **...** Daily Mail. “... explosion came from over there,” Jeoffrey said, “Want **...** lift?” “Sure do, thanks,” Bill replied and hopped into **...** Land Rover. As they raced along **...** street, Bill said aloud, “It was more than likely **...** bomb was lobbed into **...** Sarajevo by **...** Serbs in **...** hills, don’t you think?” “Absolutely,” Geoffrey agreed, “but we are supposed to leave **...** town today. For **...** week’s relaxation and rest in Italy.”

2. **...** light in **...** piazza was silvery, **...** sky leaden, **...** faint mist was rising from **...** lagoon and **...** canals were in **...** veil of **...** grey on this cold winter’s afternoon. Bill walked slowly across **...** St. Mark’s Square, not caring about **...** weather in **...** least. It was **...** relief to be in **...** Venice
The Article

after .......... battlefields of .......... Bosnia. .......... Venetians loved this city, La Serenissima they called it, this city of .......... churches and .......... palaces floating on .......... water, brimming with .......... treasures of .......... art and .......... architecture. Bill thought it was one of .......... most intriguing and evocative places in .......... world.

104. Read the text and comment on the use or on the absence of articles. Retell the text.

Bill Fitzgerald, chief foreign correspondent for CHS, the American cable news network, was now a war correspondent, and it was his job to bring the news to the people. World news. American news. Business news. Bill Fitzgerald was a renowned newsman, the undoubted star at the Cable News Systems, noted for his measured, accurate but hard-hitting reports from the world’s battlefields and troublespots, be it Iran, Libya, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Israel or Iraq. Whenever flare-ups happened, Bill and his crew were right in the thick of it. Feverishly filming, wanting to be graphic, moving, vivid, and hard-hitting. People trusted him, had confidence in him, and his newscasts had huge success on television. Bill always followed the old journalistic rule of thumb: WHO, WHEN, WHERE, WHAT, and HOW, which had been taught to him by his father, a respected newspaperman. As a newsman Bill could never become involved with the events he was covering. He had to be dispassionate, objective and balanced. Like abystander, watching in a sense. But sometimes, he couldn’t help getting involved. It got to him occasionally, .......... the pain, the human suffering. And it was always the innocent who were the most hurt. Wars killed the soul, drained the spirit, and damaged the psyche.

Bill’s crew were his cameraman, Mike Williams, and Joe Alonzio, his soundman who had done telecasts to the States with him for many years now. They had met about ten years ago and had been fast friends ever since. And even when they were in
different parts of the world, they still stayed in constant touch. They were exceptionally close, shared the same interests and understood each other perfectly, they were usually on the same wavelength.

(after B. Bradford)

105. **Insert the article if necessary.**

1. .......... teachers are like weather, one minute good, one minute bad. 2. Opening .......... fridge door, Jake took out .......... beer, opened it and drank .......... cold beer from .......... bottle, enjoying it; .......... beer always tasted better from .......... bottle. 3. She is on .......... diet, so she ordered .......... calorie-free dinner. 4. .......... evidence of .......... happy marriage is when .......... husband and .......... wife obviously enjoy each other’s company. 5. We’d like to have .......... wedding in .......... fall, in .......... early October, just as .......... foliage begins to turn yellow. 6. Emma’s eyes rested on .......... memorandum again. Here was .......... opportunity she had been waiting for and she seized it. 7. .......... red suits her; she’s got .......... great style. It’s .......... special kind of chic only .......... French seem to have. 8. .......... plane now was climbing up through .......... sky, so blue that its clarity hurt .......... eyes. It’s .......... sky from .......... Turner painting in .......... National Gallery, Emma thought, .......... Yorkshire sky on .......... spring day when .......... wind has driven .......... fog from .......... moors. 9. He is .......... music man and makes .......... constant travels from one end of .......... globe to .......... other. 10. After .......... light supper she went to .......... bed early. Almost immediately she fell into .......... sound sleep, and it was .......... dreamless sleep for most of .......... night. Then just as .......... dawn was breaking she awakened with .......... start and sat bolt upright in .......... bed.

106. **Insert the article if necessary.**

1. My Grandmother was .......... true original. Strong of character, she truly ruled our family with .......... iron hand. In .......... velvet
glove, of course. 2. Maxim was at ......... centre of her thoughts. He was her world — ......... sun, ......... moon, ......... stars. 3. He had ordered ......... chilled white wine; it was ......... young wine and it was ......... perfect choice. 4. It was ......... beautiful night, warm, balmy, gentle. ......... ink-black sky was sprinkled with ......... stars, and there was ......... hazy full moon. 5. “Harrow! That’s ......... marvellous school! Winston Churchill, ......... Prime Minister of England, went to Harrow.” 6. I’m looking for ......... Miss Rosie. I was told she was ......... barmaid here. 7. “Yes,” she said in ......... soft whisper. “Why, you sound like ......... scared little church mouse.” 8. ......... marmalade is usually made from ......... oranges. It is usually eaten for ......... breakfast with ......... toast. 9. ......... woman must be ......... genius to create ......... good husband. (Balzac) 10. “... Royals” is ......... serial, which portraits ......... life of ......... members of ......... Royal Family in ......... United Kingdom. 11. It was ......... cold Saturday morning at ......... beginning of ......... month. ......... first snap of ......... frost was in ......... air, after ......... mild October of ......... Indian-summer weather. But nonetheless, it was ......... sparkling day, sunny, with ......... bright blue sky.

107. **Insert the article if necessary.**

1. It had rained earlier in day and as Maggie left house, she lifted her eyes to sky. Sun was coming out again, and quite suddenly rainbow trembled up there above trees, perfect arc of pink and blue, violet, and yellow. Maggie thought it was good omen. Her mother had been most positive person she had ever known, one who had always believed in pot of gold at end of rainbow, and bluebirds bringing happiness. Mom was eternal optimist, she thought.

2. I lay in bed, staring at clock in dim light of room. I had awakened sooner than I usually did. Although I was early riser, and
always had been, I generally slept until six. Sliding out of bed, I went to window, opened blind, and stood peering out. It was still dark, but soon it would be dawn. I let myself drift with my thoughts and felt rush of tears. Blinking them away, I took firm hold of myself and went to bathroom. After pinning up my hair under cap, I took quick shower. Few minutes later, as I towelled myself dry, I found myself glancing at corner of bathtub near taps.
108. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the words in bold type.

1. Research shows that one of the most overused words in any language is the word for I. Changing I to me (or vice versa) brings greater variety to your speech and writing. 2. Just between you and me, this course is a disaster. 3. It takes two, me and you, to make a dream come true. 4. Hello! Is that me you are looking for? 5. The relationship between them was often strained. 6. Look at the fish. It is alive! 7. He wanted her to go to a movie with him. 8. — Who is there? — It is I (me). 9. Max loved ice-cream more than she (her). 10. The boss considered the best candidate to be her. 11. My name should come after yours if the list is alphabetical. 12. Will you share your life with mine? 13. Everything I have is yours. 14. The responsibility is hers. 15. You scratch my back and I’ll scratch yours. 16. Jack and Amelia changed my life, just as I changed theirs. 17. “By the way, Catherine sends her love to you and Pete.” — Blanche smiled. “And give her ours.” 18. Theirs was a true love story. It was a perfect match. 19. I don’t want any partners. I want
this business to really be mine. 20. Like most people who keep diaries, Judy usually writes in hers each evening. 21. Is there any place for me in this heart of yours, Susan? 22. The future is yours, don’t let them take it from you.

109. Supply pronouns and underline the words which they replace.

1. The fax has arrived. .......... is on your table. 2. — Who told him the news? — Not .......... . 3. — Who’s that? — .......... is my sister. She works here. 4. — Helen has had a baby. — Is .......... a boy or a girl? 5. I have a car, but I really don’t need .......... . 6. Let’s you and .......... do it together. 7. Please take these food scraps and give .......... to the dog. 8. He was loyal to whoever trusted .......... . 9. Everybody has a right to .......... own opinion. 10. What a sweet child .......... is; .......... seems the image of your friend Jack. 11. Maggie has got into a mess again! I sure wouldn’t want to be .......... tonight. 12. William and I smiled at each other. .......... smile was as affectionate as .......... . 13. She laughed gaily, in that special way of .......... . 14. The offer we made solved her problems as well as .......... . 15. They think that .......... is the best team. 16. — You are my destiny, Anastasia! — Yes, and you are .......... . 17. .......... is an informational culture. We worship information. 18. My friend Pierre is as intelligent as .......... .

110. Translate into English.

1. Можно мне воспользоваться твоим принтером? Мой ремонтируют. 2. Этот калькулятор наш, а тот их. 3. Это редкая книга, ее стоимость очень высока. 4. Ты знаешь, что все, что я имею, — твое. 5. Не паркуй свою машину рядом с моей. 6. Это недорогой фотоаппарат, но его качество хорошее. 7. Все это случилось не по моей вине. 8. Мы не можем отпустить этого воришку. Следующий карман, который он обчистит, может быть вашим. 9. Конференция открывается через не-
The Pronoun

AT THE OFFICE

George. Whose flowers are these?
Fred. They are mine. They are for my wife. It’s our anniversary today.
George. Oh, yes? Which one?
Fred. The tenth.
George. Ours is in July, on the 25th of July, to be precise, at 3.30 in the afternoon.
Fred. So I’ve got these flowers for her. Does yours have flowers, too?
George. Oh, yes. Mine always has flowers. They are always “With Love, From Me To You”.
Fred. “With love from me to you”, eh? That’s very romantic. Does your wife have chocolates, too?
George. Oh, yes, she always has chocolates on her anniversary. She has a passion for them.
Fred. Which sort?
George. Milk chocolates with sweet centres.
Fred. It’s amazing, isn’t it? Mine has milk chocolates too, and they always have sweet centres.
George. Extraordinary! Women are funny creatures.

111.

A. Read the dialogue and retell it in indirect speech. Comment on the pronouns in bold type.

scолько дней, а ее программа еще неизвестна. 10. Ну что же, выбор за вами. 11. Он рассказал мне свою историю жизни (life story), а я свою. 12. Один из ваших пациентов только что звонил. 13. Он закончил письмо и подписался «Искренне Ваш Роберт». 14. Ты не знаешь, что это такое — быть мной.
Fred. Yes, they are. *Theirs* is a strange existence. On one day of the year they are romantic and have sweet centres, and for the rest of the year...

George. Well, Happy Anniversary, Fred!

Fred. Thank you, George, you are very kind.

B. Discuss with a partner your birthday, your parents’ or friend’s anniversary and the gifts which you usually give them.

---

**Demonstrative Pronouns**

112. Make the following sentences plural.

1. This is a new dictionary. 2. That is my file. 3. Is this your disk? 4. That was not my idea. 5. That man is a banker. 6. Give me that letter please. 7. That was a good time. 8. We’ll never forget that year. 9. This computer is mine, and that one is my co-worker’s. 10. They lived in that place for many years. 11. This incident is rather strange. 12. Can you see that man? 13. Who is that woman? 14. This child is being difficult today. 15. Was that an old or a new edition? 16. This information is top secret. 17. That year was a lucky one. 18. That fax was for you. 19. This advice is very timely. 20. That money was for him, not for us. 21. Look at the pictures, my boy! This is a sheep and that is a deer. 22. This is a golden fish.

113. Use the right form of the pronouns *this* or *that*.

1. .......... gloves are of the best quality. 2. I’ll sign all the papers ........ morning. 3. — We can meet at 10. 30. — .......... will be fine. 4. ........ was a really terrible air crash last week. 5. Think
of all .......... people who need our help. 6. .......... particular students are extremely bright. 7. .......... is something one has to consider. 8. I don’t think very much .......... days. 9. “ .......... way, sir.” 10. I am sorry to barge on you like .......... . 11. .......... whole business worries me. 12. The prices .......... days are absolutely astronomical. 13. .......... was a wrong thing to do. 14. Any chance of you getting away .......... summer? 15. .......... was ages ago! 16. — It’s a difficult area to get jobs in! — Yes, .......... ’s true. 17. .......... dress we saw in the shop-window was from Paris. 18. They discussed .......... events at the briefing. 19. — Who was calling? — .......... was Freddie. 20. People were helpless against nature in .......... ages. 21. These pictures remind me of you, especially .......... one.

114. Translate into English.

CHAPTER 3

Reflexive Pronouns

115. Read and translate the sentences. Say whether the self-pronoun is reflexive or emphatic. State its function in the sentence.

1. You’re a maverick like me. Always be yourself, Mai, always be true to yourself. 2. But I’ve forced myself to keep going, to function. Being incredibly busy works wonders. I learned that myself a long time ago. 3. Jake knew deep within himself that they were from wholly different worlds. 4. In fact, he considered himself to be in command of the situation. 5. She felt herself choking up for a reason she couldn’t explain. 6. The smile spreading itself across her face was one of pure radiance. 7. Myself I never read bestsellers on principle. It’s a good rule of thumb. If the masses like it, then I’m sure that I won’t. 8. The seals sunned themselves on the warm rocks. 9. We prefer living by ourselves. 10. His son always gets himself in trouble. 11. Every teenager looks forward to taking the car out by himself. 12. May you not burden yourself with a need to make sense out of everything!

116. Fill in the blanks with suitable self-pronouns.

1. They have only .......... to blame. 2. Who knows better than Mark .......... what he should do? 3. The mayor .......... cut the ribbon to open the new city hospital. 4. That woman has put .......... in a difficult position. 5. The governor .......... will speak at the university. 6. You can easily injure .......... while skiing. 7. You cannot expect a baby to take care of .......... 8. You may burn .......... with matches. 9. After a busy day he likes to be .......... 10. Bach dedicated .......... to music. 11. We had to throw .......... on the mercy of “Intourist”. 12. The hunter accidentally shot .......... in the foot. 13. I had
The Pronoun

a good, proper look at .......... in the mirror tonight. 14. I’m sorry that I didn’t make .......... clear. 15. — It’s hot, Mommy. Can I take my T-shirt off? — I don’t think you should, darling. I don’t want you to expose .......... to the sun. 16. People like to unburden .......... to complete strangers. 17. He was beside .......... with anger. 18. She allowed .......... to be led from the room.

117. Translate into English.

1. Он угрожал умереть себя голодом, если они не опубликуют его стихи. 2. — Сколько же это будет? — Сам вычислай (to work out). 3. Соберись, ты же мужчина! 4. Она слишком много о себе думает. 5. По утрам я готовлю себе чашечку кофе и бутерброд. 6. Сам решай свои проблемы. 7. Я кошка, которая гуляет сама по себе. 8. Она извинилась и вышла. 9. Устраивайтесь поудобнее и угощайтесь фруктами. 10. Я сама об этом позаботчусь. 11. Мне приходится постоянно напоминать себе, что я должна быть более терпимой. 12. Я сам чувствую, что был неправ. 13. Они были вне себя от гнева. 14. Он самоблагородство. 15. Представьтесь, пожалуйста, молодые люди. 16. Мы очутились в совершенно незнакомом месте. 17. Она поймала себя на том, что думала, как тяжела жизнь. 18. Они сами не очень в этом уверены.

118. Find the English equivalents for the following words. Make up sentences of your own with them.

1. самоуверенный 7. самоуправление
2. эгоцентричный 8. самодостаточный
3. самоконтроль 9. эгоистичный
4. самозащита 10. самоудовлетворение
5. самодисциплина 11. уверенный в себе
6. самоуважение 12. самоотрицание
119. Translate into English.

1. Не обольщайтесь. Все это не так просто. 2. Очень часто дети были предоставлены сами себе. 3. Если вы хотите все изменить, то начните с себя. 4. Пойми, ты лжешь самому себе. 5. Почему я не могу сказать самому себе, что я действительно счастлив? 6. Осторожно, не ушибись! 7. Она очутилась лицом к лицу с незнакомцем. 8. А теперь, детка, укладывайся спать. 9. Ты позволяешь себе хоть иногда расслабиться? Это ведь так важно! 10. Позаботьтесь о себе! 11. Она посвятила себя своей семье. 12. Десять маленьких негритят отправились обедать. Один проспал, другой подавился, третий повесился... 13. Глубоко внутри себя он чувствовал, что неправ, но не мог заставить себя признаться в этом. 14. Никто не сделает это за тебя, тебе придется сделать это самому. 15. Расскажите нам о себе. 16. Ты назвал бы себя снобом? 17. Когда бы мы его ни встретили, он сама вежливость. 18. Образование в этой стране должно подняться до современного уровня. (bring up to date)

Indefinite Pronouns

120. Insert some or any where necessary.

1. My teacher lives .......... distance away from the school. 2. You should buy .......... new clothes for the New Year, I think. 3. Ruth still has .......... doubts about her marriage, but her boyfriend John hasn’t got any. 4. Mum was sure we had .......... honey left. At breakfast it turned out we didn’t have .......... 5. — Has there been .......... discussion of the project? — Yes, .......... people are against it, I’m sorry to say. 6. There must be .......... way to get in touch with them, but so far I haven’t found .......... 7. — Is there
The Pronoun

........ reliable source of information you’ll use in your investigation, inspector? — I definitely have ........, though I am not going to reveal ........ to you, sir. 8. ........ people hate seafood. 9. Let’s talk about it ........ other time. 10. There aren’t ........ markets on Monday. 11. — There is ........ dust on the furniture. — Oh, I haven’t got ........ time for this. 12. — Do you speak ........ French? — No, but I speak ........ English.

121. Comment on the use of some or any in the following sentences.

1. Could I get you some fresh orange juice? I have just made some. 2. Yesterday I left the house without any money. 3. The council refused to give the designer any financial help. 4. Can I offer you some wine? 5. Any of the staff could have helped you. 6. If you have any questions, call me. 7. Shall I send you some other files? 8. There was never any question that she would leave her job. 9. Jackie hardly ever has any doubts about her abilities. 10. Could you buy some cheese in town? 11. There is seldom any world news on this channel. 12. The detective failed to find any further evidence. 13. Is there any water in the jug? 14. Would you like some juice?

122. Make the following sentences interrogative and negative.

1. People usually have some free time on weekends. 2. Some of my friends also teach English. 3. There is some snow in the streets. 4. Wait, I’ll make some coffee for us. 5. There’s some soup left. 6. I think I need some help. 7. She has some relatives in England. 8. Some people are so annoying! 9. We have some new contracts this year. 10. I can get you some bread when I go shopping.

123. Insert some or any where necessary.

1. Irene’s parents are ........ doctors. 2. ........ doctors, like dentists, frighten me. 3. Could you lend me ........ money? 4. ........ money is
very important in this life. 5. ........ cars parked in this area will be removed by the police. 6. If you have ........ old books that you don’t need any longer, could you bring them to our library. 

124. Translate into English.

125. **Use some-, any-, every-, no- + one / body / thing / where.**

1. Never trust .......... with such manners. 2. Let me see if there is .......... we can do for you. 3. Is there .......... at home? 4. If .......... happens to the car, how shall I get to the country? 5. There should be .......... behind all this. 6. Barbara was a teacher from .......... near Newcastle. 7. Emily refuses to have .......... to do with Jim. 8. Shall I bring you .......... to drink? 9. Nobody can find out .......... about that man. 10. Yesterday we couldn’t find you .......... Where were you? 11. Hardly .......... knew how to respond to this. 12. Many people think that the bad weather has .......... to do with all the satellites in space. 13. You’re wrong. There’s .......... strange about the man. He is a decent chap. 14. — What’s the matter? — .......... is the matter. 15. We looked for a policeman, but there was .......... around. 16. — Do you have any clue to this? — .......... whatsoever. 17. I answered every single question. My opponent answered .......... 18. .......... of us understood the play. 19. Mind, I’m having .......... of that language here! 20. Don’t be so nosy! It’s .......... of your business. 21. .......... comes to those who hustle while he waits. *(Thomas A. Edison)* 22. .......... should believe in .......... 23. Kindness, I’ve discovered, is .......... 24. Considering how dangerous .......... is, .......... is really very frightening. *(Gertrude Stein)*

126. **Read the following just for fun.**

**EVERYBODY, SOMEBODY, ANYBODY AND NOBODY**

This is the story about four people named *Everybody, Somebody, Anybody* and *Nobody*.

There was an important job to be done and Everybody was sure that Somebody would do it. Anybody could have done it, but Nobody did it. Somebody got angry about that because it was Everybody’s job. Everybody thought Anybody could do it,
but Nobody realized that Everybody wouldn’t do it. It ended up that Everybody blamed Somebody when Nobody did what Anybody could have done.

127. Translate into English.

1. Что-то не так? Я вижу, что-то беспокоит тебя. 2. Никто не может быть в безопасности в этой горячей точке (a trouble spot). Все что угодно может случиться в любой момент. 3. Ни-что не может быть лучше, чем чашечка горячего чая. 4. Ей абсолютно некуда пойти. Ни семьи, ни друзей. 5. Он живет где-то около Тамбова. 6. Боюсь, что это никуда нас не приведет (to get). 7. Я не привередлив, мне все подойдет. 8. — Тебе есть где остановиться? — К сожалению, я никого здесь не знаю. 9. В сегодняшней программе нет ничего особенного. 10. Нигде он не был так счастлив, как в кругу семьи. 11. Ни один из сотрудников не говорил по-японски. 12. Нам нужен кто-нибудь, кто бы сделал эту работу. 13. Знаешь, я что-то забыла взять, хотя и не помню что. 14. Тебе следовало это увидеть, это было нечто! 15. Автобус появился вдруг, словно из ниоткуда. 16. Если полиция арестует вас, ничего не говорите, пока не придет ваш адвокат. 17. Как видишь, ничто не изменилось. 18. Ничто не ново под луной.

128. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the words in bold type.

1. **Anybody** can sing if they really want to. 2. **Everybody** is here, aren’t they? 3. **Nobody** likes to be told what to do, do they? 4. **Somebody** has left his umbrella here, didn’t they? 5. **Nobody** called, did they? 6. Every candidate said that they thought the interview was too long. 7. We greeted each guest as they entered. 8. **Everybody** had a most enjoyable time, didn’t they? 9. **Everyone** is informed about it, aren’t they? 10. **Nobody** agrees with him, do they? 11. **Everyone** will be present at the meeting, won’t they?
129. Read the text and say what you think about it.

WHAT IS THE SEXIST PRONOUN WAR?

Historically, the masculine pronoun has been used when the gender of the antecedent is unknown, or if both genders are represented. Many old proverbs illustrate it: “He laughs best who laughs last.” “He who hesitates is lost.” “He who plays the piper calls the tune.” Some women see this as evidence of patriarchal domination. Others just don’t like it. Often you can rewrite your sentence and avoid the problem altogether — make the verb and pronoun plural, for example, — but sometimes rewriting isn’t possible. Proposed alternatives include s/he and he or she, both of which interrupt the flow of the sentence and seem to be making a political point in the middle of whatever you are trying to say. Be aware that using the masculine pronoun may offend some people. Also be aware that the smooth flow of your sentence may be at stake. We solve the problem by alternating he and she .......... it isn’t a perfect solution, but it isn’t a perfect world. The language may evolve, giving us a better option in the future.

(from “Grammar Smart“)

130. Read the following sentences and give their equivalents in Russian.

1. For each man under the sun life is a game. 2. Every medal has two sides. 3. Every dog has his day. 4. Everything comes to him who waits. 5. Every man is the architect of his own fortune. 6. Everybody’s business is nobody’s business. 7. Every little helps. 8. Everything must have a beginning. 9. Everything has an end. 10. He was every inch a gentleman. 11. Every cloud has a silver lining. 12. This is America! Count every vote!
131. Insert every or each.

1. .......... morning my Mom left lists a mile long for .......... of us, there was so much work to do about the house. 2. Opening my bag I took out two envelopes with Dad printed across their fronts in childlike letters. Handing them to Andrew, I said, “Lissa and Jamie have .......... written you a card.” 3. She had a present for .......... child. 4. We .......... have our private views about it. 5. I loved .......... minute of it. 6. They were all just sitting there, .......... of them thinking private thoughts. 7. Rosie changed the subject .......... time it was raised. 8. She offered us a tin of biscuits and my sister and I had one .......... . 9. The government changes .......... five years. 10. I had only two suitcases, but .......... weighed over twenty kilos. 11. She has .......... chance of success in the life she has chosen. 12. We only save enough money to take a real vacation .......... other year. 13. We saw three young elephants, .......... the size of a car. 14. .......... of you should sign the register before you leave. 15. .......... child should be educated. It’s a must. 16. He inspected .......... of the cars which were in the garage. 17. We have .......... completed our work.

132. Translate into English.

1. Мы встречаемся с друзьями каждый Новый год. 2. Каждого студента экзаменуют два раза в год. 3. Каждой девушке хочется выйти замуж. У каждой свой идеал. 4. Они ждут гостей с минуты на минуту. 5. Каждого солдата похвалили за храбрость, и каждому дали медаль. 6. Двое из них не пришли на встречу, у каждого была серьезная причина. 7. Каждый член команды должен пройти медицинский осмотр перед каждым матчем. 8. У каждого из нас свои привычки. 9. Не каждая женщина может стать судьей. 10. В этой семье у каждого своя машина. 11. Эти журналы стоят пятьдесят рублей каждый. 12. Он до мозга костей поэт. 13. Он брется каждый третий
день. 14. У нас две комнаты, каждая с балконом. 15. Каждая из книг была помечена. 16. Я очень многому научился у каждого из вас.

133. Insert either or neither.

1. I was expecting you .......... today or tomorrow. 2. He spoke .......... English nor French. 3. — Which one do you want? — I don’t want .......... 4. We can meet .......... at six or at seven. 5. Nelly has two friends. .......... is in town now. 6. The weather is .......... cold nor warm today. 7. Doctor, you are not being .......... frank or fair. 8. — Which one do you want? — I don’t want .......... 9. There was no sound from .......... of the flats. 10. She .......... drinks, smokes, nor eats meat. 11. In .......... case the answer is the same. 12. They may be .......... here or there.

134. Translate into English.

1. Знаменитая певица приехала на фестиваль с телохранителем с каждой стороны. 2. Обе книги интересные. Возьми любую. 3. — Что ты будешь пить: чай или кофе? — Ни то, ни другое. Я буду пить сок. 4. В каждом конце коридора стояла пальма. 5. Ни один из моих двух сыновей не играет на музыкальном инструменте. 6. Я тоже не знаю, где он живет. 7. Сделай это либо сегодня, либо завтра. 8. На каждом берегу реки стояли маленькие деревянные домики. 9. — Я не люблю пиво. — Мой муж тоже. 10. Родители Тараса не будут смотреть фильм ужасов в субботу. Тарас тоже не будет его смотреть.

135. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the words in bold type.

1. She was now listening to whoever it was on the other end of the line. 2. And now let’s go in and join the others. 3. However, there were other matters for us grown-ups to consider.
4. All European languages belong to the same family except for Finnish, Hungarian, Basque and one or two others. 5. Bees carry pollen from one plant to another. 6. The boxers went on hitting each other. 7. Some books are useful to read, others are just a waste of time. 8. He produced two films. One became a classic, the other passed unnoticed. 9. My Dad says he needs another car. 10. Some people are bitterly frustrated when this happens. Others are not. 11. One man’s meat is another man’s poison. 12. I’ve got another three books to read. 13. On the one hand it is true, on the other not quite. 14. In 1900 the Uffizi gallery in Florence had 2,395 paintings on display. Today it shows just 500. The others are locked away, almost never seen.

136. Translate into English.

1. Мы встречались на днях. Мы давно не видели друг друга. 2. Это, так сказать, оборотная сторона медали. 3. В моей группе было двенадцать студентов. Четверо были иностранцы, остальные москвичи. 4. У них две дочери. Одной семь лет, другой пять. 5. Одни блюда легко готовить, другие нет. 6. Мы неправильно друг друга поняли. Дайте мне еще один шанс. 7. У нас два балкона. Один выходит на юг, другой на восток. 8. Мы изучаем много предметов. Одни нам интересны, другие нет. 9. Закрой один глаз, потом другой. 10. Девочка шла в школу в первый раз в первый класс. В одной руке у нее был портфель, а в другой букет цветов. 11. Некоторые люди нравятся нам, другие нет. 12. — У меня два зонтика. Один красный, а другой черный. — Да, некоторые люди любят яркие цвета, другие темные. 13. Люди не решались смотреть друг на друга. 14. Мне нужно еще раз взглянуть на эту картину. 15. Какие еще сведения вы нам принесли? 16. Дело провалилось, потому что партнеры не доверяли друг другу. 17. Люди должны помогать и доверять друг другу. 18. Но если меня обидят, то я не стану подставлять другую щеку. 19. Извини,
но не было другого способа сделать это. 20. Я подожду, пока вернутся остальные. 21. С одной стороны, это хороший шанс, а с другой стороны, это опасно.

137. Read and translate the sentences.

1. All was quiet in the street. 2. They all live together in the same house. 3. We would all be disappointed if you cancelled the meeting. 4. He was all smiles. 5. Look, give me a chance. That’s all I want. 6. Get back to the others and we’ll forget the whole thing. 7. They’re the best in the whole world. 8. The whole of Europe is in crisis. 9. I have never told this to anyone else in my whole life. 10. He ate a whole plate of porridge. 11. I read the whole book in one evening. 12. All is well that ends well.

138. Read and translate the sentences. Say what part of speech the word one is in the sentence.

1. Ten minus one is nine. 2. If there was one thing Julie couldn’t do without it was tea. 3. I’ll have this one, thank you. 4. These trousers aren’t as tight as the other ones. 5. We’ll discuss it one day when you are feeling better. 6. — Want a drink? — I think I’ll have one. 7. Come along now, little ones, off to bed. 8. One can get a free dinner here. 9. People were standing around in ones and twos. 10. It’s nearly one o’clock. 11. Goodbye, dear one. 12. Hugh was not one to be easily fooled. 13. One will have to do it oneself then. 14. — Which is your file? — The one on the upper shelf. 15. Constant pain gets one down. 16. One can never tell, but to my mind he could make a fairly good husband.

139. Use one or ones instead of the nouns in bold type where possible.

1. These oranges are tired. Have you got fresher oranges? 2. These gloves are a bit tight. Can you show bigger gloves? 3. This shirt is too bright. I need a darker shirt. 4. I looked
through the files and took the file which I hadn’t seen before.
5. I have had enough ice cream. Give me no more ice cream.
6. — Which case is Fred’s? — The case with a tag.
7. The difference between a good doctor and a bad doctor lies in his competence.
8. This advice is more useful than the advice you gave me last week.
9. The new manager is much more competent than the manager we had last year.
10. Today’s news is much more encouraging than the news we got yesterday.
11. I’ve lost my purse. I’m going to buy a new purse one of these days.
12. The weather this week is no better than the weather we had last week.

140. Read the proverbs and give their Russian equivalents.

1. One law for the rich and another for the poor.
2. One cannot be in two places at once.
3. One good turn deserves another.
4. One is never too old to learn.
5. One swallow does not make a summer.
6. They brag most who can do least.
7. You cannot have it both ways.
8. They also serve who only stand and wait.
9. You may lead a horse to the water, but you cannot make him drink.
10. You never know what you can do till you try.
11. You scratch my back and I’ll scratch yours.
12. One learns by experience.

141. Read the dialogue and retell it in indirect speech.

**TWO OF EVERYTHING**

— Mary, is it true, have you got two houses?
— Oh, yes. I’ve got one in London and one in the country.
— Oh, me got a very small flat. It’s got two rooms, and a kitchen, and a bathroom.
— Poor you! And I’ve got two television-sets. One upstairs, one downstairs. Both colour of course.
- Marvellous! Our TV is very small. It’s black and white.
- And I’ve got two cars. They both have stereo radios.
- Oh, my husband’s car is very old. He’s got a Mini.
- And I’ve got two villas. One in Spain, and one in France.
- Gosh, that’s wonderful! You are very lucky.
- Well, yes, but I’ve also got a little problem.
- Pardon, you’ve got a problem?!
- Yes, it’s very embarrassing.
- What is it?
- Well, I’ve also got two husbands.

142. Read the proverbs and give their Russian equivalents.

1. Little by little and bit by bit. 2. A little help is worth a great deal of pity. 3. A little learning is a dangerous thing. 4. Little things please little minds. 5. Little strokes fell great oaks. 6. Many are called but few are chosen. 7. You win a few, you lose a few. 8. More haste, less speed. 9. Least said, soonest mended. 10. Fewer clients, less money.

143. Insert (a) few, (a) little.

1. Wait, I’ll pick .......... roses for you from my garden. 2. .......... people could resist such a temptation. 3. The patient has made .......... progress in the last couple of weeks. 4. There is .......... progress in the business. We must take some measures to improve it. 5. — Could you give me .......... information on the trip? — There is .......... I can tell you, sir. It’s out of the list. 6. Paul put .......... coins in the slot, thought .......... , and then dialed the number. 7. Let’s go to the market and buy .......... fruit and .......... carrots. 8. There is .......... furniture in our country house. We need to buy .......... more things. 9. I’m still hungry. I think I’ll have .......... more fish. 10. When I was a child, we kept .......... pigeons in our back yard. 11. If I accept that job, I’ll make .......... more money. 12. There
are .......... cars on the road today. It’s Sunday. 13. Many questions were asked, but .......... were answered. 14. Wait .......... , there are still .......... things to attend to. 15. Even now there is .......... we can do to improve the weather.

144. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the words in bold type.

1. The value of life lies not in the length of days, but in the use we make of them: a man may live long, yet get little from life. 2. She was a woman of great charisma, and few could resist the force of her compelling personality. 3. It is best to listen much, speak little, and not become angry. 4. Less is more. 5. Those fighter pilots, not much older than twenty, had defended England in the skies in 1940 and had been known as “The Few”. 6. “Never in the field of human conflict was so much owed by so many to so few,” W. Churchill had said in his speech in the House of Commons. 7. She believed that the less people knew about you, the safer you were, for if they knew nothing, they could do you no harm. 8. But few things came as a surprise to Emma anymore. 9. Few doctors doubt now the importance of a diet. 10. If you are more careful, you will make fewer stupid mistakes. 11. She knew now that men like him were among the very few. 12. There are a few matters to attend to. 13. Try to persuade her to eat a little.

145. Translate into English.

1. У нас осталось мало бананов. Нужно купить немного. 2. — Не мог бы ты одолжить мне немного денег? — Извини, но у меня самого мало денег. 3. Почему так мало людей понимает меня? А мне так нужно немного понимания. 4. Признаюсь, я немного шокирована. 5. В баке слишком мало бензина, его хватит только на несколько километров. 6. Ты слишком бледная, тебе нужно немного косметики. 7. Мало кто знает про этот ресторанчик, но мы тут уже были несколько раз. 8. Хотя у меня и мало опыта в этом деле, все-таки я могу от-
ветить на несколько твоих вопросов. 9. В течение всей зимы у нас так мало солнечного света, всего лишь несколько солнечных дней. 10. Осталось мало надежды, никаких признаков корабля. 11. Еще немного терпения, и те несколько вопросов, которые мы должны обсудить, будут решены. 12. Чтобы избежать недомоганий, ешьте меньше; чтобы продлить жизнь, волнуйтесь меньше. 13. Власть в этой банановой республике находится в руках немногих.

146. Combine the following words with many or much.

Spaghetti, sheep, a coin, support, traffic, a mug, housework, weather, a slice, knowledge, a notebook, furniture, a language, butter, equipment, a computer, deer, children, progress, scissors, means, linen, a fish, blankets, money, teachers, series, mail, sandwich, toast, make-up, light.

147. Make the following sentences interrogative and negative.

1. There is a lot of fruit this year. 2. There are a lot of apple trees in our garden. 3. There are a lot of slang words in his vocabulary. 4. There is a lot of interesting news in today’s e-mail. 5. There are a lot of things which you still don’t understand. 6. There is a lot of snow in winter in Siberia. 7. There are a lot of sights in every capital. 8. There is a lot of pollution in big cities. 9. We had a lot of fun at the party. 10. There is a lot of sunny weather in Italy. 11. Helen has a lot of good ideas. 12. My elder brother helps me a lot. 13. One should have a lot of patience to catch fish. 14. English people send a lot of cards on Christmas. 15. This journalist wrote a lot of books about famous people.

148. Insert a lot (of), lots of, plenty of, much, many, a great deal of.

1. I wish you all .......... good luck. 2. Is there .......... oil in the Caspian sea? 3. We bought .......... food for the barbecue. 4. Do you
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have ......... homework to do for Saturday? 5. — How ......... exams did you have to take? — Quite ......... 6. My sister drinks too ......... coffee. 7. He is so fat because he eats too ......... sandwiches. 8. These days people get ......... information from (the) Internet. 9. — Oh, Mother, I love him so ......... — I think you love him too ......... 10. ......... and ......... refugees came to Spain and Italy. 11. There are ......... daffodils in England in spring. 12. The earthquake caused ......... damage to the country. 13. ......... of the exhibition was devoted to his later works. 14. It was a big house with ......... windows. 15. — Feeling a bit better? — ......... , Doctor. ......... better. 16. That’s happened ......... a time to me. 17. The information proved useful to ......... people. 18. ......... happy returns of the day! 19. Thank you very ......... 20. She doesn’t talk about her life .......... 21. Now I feel ......... more confident. 22. It is ......... less likely. 23. We’ve got ......... time. 24. There are always ......... jobs to be done. 25. Take as ......... money as you need.

149. Read the following proverbs and give their Russian equivalents.

1. Many a little makes a nickel. 2. Many hands make light work. 3. Many kiss the hand they wish to cut off. 4. Many would be cowards if they had courage enough. 5. More than enough is too much. 6. The more you have, the more you want. 7. Too many cooks spoil the broth.

150. Translate into English.

1. Компания тратит много денег на оборудование? 2. Есть ли большой спрос на видео? 3. В этом зале много света и воздуха. 4. Ты слишком много думаешь о будущем. 5. В субботу мы смотрели пьесу В. Шекспира «Много шума из ничего». 6. Многие считают, что образование — наилучшее капиталовложение. 7. Боюсь, что у меня сегодня не очень много свободного времени. 8. Многое было сделано, чтобы освободить заложников. 9. У тебя столько же шансов, как и у каждого из нас.

151. **Use all (all of) or both (both of).**

1. The defendants were proved guilty. 2. They were unnaturally silent. 3. They live together in the same house. 4. These are problems of no importance. 5. He and Edith agreed to come. 6. Nick and Nelly would be cross with you if you don’t come. 7. The children in the senior group can look after themselves. 8. Father and me can understand your feelings, Martin. 9. We are Indo-Europeans. 10. Her parents are teachers. 11. He got angry with them. 12. We were young, Tom and me. 13. She is fond of you. 14. The prospects excited and worried me.

152. **Translate into English.**

1. Все студенты счастливы. Все экзамены позади. 2. Она отдала детям все, что могла. 3. Вы оба мои друзья, я люблю вас обоих. 4. Все люди хотят быть здоровыми и счастливыми. 5. Все люди в зале пели вместе с певицей. 6. Вы оба должны сказать нам правду. 7. Мы все иногда лжем. 8. Я забыла все об этом. 9. Дайте нам шанс — это все, что мы хотим. 10. Все это очень хорошо, но вы оба должны быть очень осторожны. 11. Мне совсем не нравится этот район. 12. Рита и Нина, не могли бы вы обе остаться после занятий сегодня? 13. Мы уезжаем, вот и все. 14. У нас есть все основания, чтобы поддержать ваше предложение. 15. — Оба главных актера были просто великолепны. — Все актеры хорошо играли.
153. **Insert each other, one another.**

1. They can’t help themselves, they love .......... 2. The place is full of crazy people who talk to .......... all the time and ignore everybody else. 3. They have known .......... for years and years. 4. The members of this club meet regularly in ..........’s homes. 5. She and John looked at .......... 6. He began opening bottles, .......... after ...........
7. We know ..........’s minds very well. 8. All the children kept silent. They didn’t dare to look at .......... 9. She found .......... excuse after .......... to postpone the meeting. 10. We’ll get there .......... way or ...........
11. He ate .......... sweet after .......... till the box was empty. 12. They hate being apart. They phone .......... every day. 13. The business failed because the partners distrusted ...........

154. **Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the pronouns in bold type.**

1. — **What** dress are you going to wear for the dance today? — The one **which** I bought in Paris. 2. The old man **who(m)** you met in the park was my uncle. 3. I do not like people **who** talk about themselves all the time. 4. Is it the car **that** used to belong to your father? 5. She is the biggest liar **that** I know. 6. I need a place **where** I can work undisturbed. 7. **Where** is the man who asked for me? 8. We always look forward to Mother’s cake, **which** she makes the size of a wheel. 9. We can’t believe **that** it’s true. 10. I don’t know **what** you have promised to the children. 11. We didn’t know **that** you had promised Mike a new bicycle. 12. Nora didn’t buy anything because she didn’t see **what** she wanted. 13. **What** day suits you best? 14. Pizza sounds like just **what** I want.

155. **Insert that or what.**

1. ........ shall we do next? — ........ is the question. 2. We all know ........ you are! — ........ is no secret. 3. A shopaholic! ........ is ........ you are! 4. Is ........... really occurred? 5. Don’t you know ........ he always does ........ he wants? 6. You just don’t realize ........ you
are talking about and .......... is very sad. 7. .......... embarrassed me is .......... none of them ever thought of their mother. 8. Moth-er is absolutely sure .......... you’ve chosen as your future ca-reer is not .......... you really should do. 9. We greatly doubt .......... you say is true. 10. Is .......... you really mean? 11. — Money is .......... I need. — Everybody says .......... they need it. 12. Nobody knows .......... will happen in future. 13. Can anyone tell me .......... his phone number is? 14. I fully believe .......... she is telling the truth. 15. Just tell me .......... you want and I’ll get it.

156. Insert the necessary pronouns.

1. .......... actor must learn his words by heart. 2. .......... actor has a different method of learning his lines. 3. Both books are good. You can have .......... of them. 4. I’ve got a few friends but .......... lives nearby. 5. There are shops on .......... sides of the road. 6. .......... professional musician has to practise regularly. 7. He painted several pictures in Italy but .......... of them has been found. 8. The Headmistress spoke to .......... child in the class individually. 9. Before you leave the coach, please make sure that you have .......... your belongings with you. 10. .......... my parents are still working. 11. .......... of my parents has ever been abroad. 12. I had the choice of two jobs but .......... of them really suited me. 13. We looked in the library and in the canteen but there was no sign of Caroline in .......... place. 14. Ben and Sharon looked at .......... carefully. .......... had changed a lot. 15. .......... book on the shelf was a detective story. .......... of the books was by Agatha Christie. I looked at them but .......... appeared very interesting. 16. Christ-mas is a holiday that appeals to the child in .......... of us.

157. Translate into English.

1. Люди должны помогать друг другу. 2. Таня и Настя — двой-ныеши, и они не могут жить друг без друга. 3. — Я голоден. — Я тоже. 4. Никогда ничего нельзя знать наверняка. 5. Ужасно,
Chapter 4

THE NUMERAL

158. **Give the right form of the figures in brackets in letters.**

2. They got flat (40) on (5) floor in house (123).
3. Find file (11) and correct (2) sentence.
4. Catherine (2) put a monument to Peter (1) in St. Petersburg.
5. — What’s the date today? — It’s .......... of .......... today.
6. Read (3) paragraph.
7. My son is (21) today.
8. They are celebrating their (15) anniversary on Saturday.
9. Take (1) turning to the right.
10. You’ll find text (12) on (30) page.
11. We live on (6) floor.
12. Is (2) o’clock all right with you?
13. There are more than (200) languages spoken in Nigeria.
14. A (1000) is a (1000) years.
15. In the jungle we were attacked by (1 000 000) of mosquitoes.
16. If you need money badly, we can give you a loan of (200) dollars.
17. Will you give me (2) chance?
18. (2) song will certainly become a hit.
19. He was said to have salted away (4 000 000) dollars.
20. There are (300) kinds of macaroni in Italy.
21. Statistics say that more than (4 000 000) adults in Britain have trouble with reading and writing.

159. **How do you say these numbers in English? Write your answers after each one.**

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>5.</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>9.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>$2^{1/2}$</td>
<td>6.</td>
<td>$3^{1/3}$</td>
<td>10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>2,345</td>
<td>7.</td>
<td>1,250,000</td>
<td>11.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>8.</td>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>12.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(phone number)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>$-5^\circ$ Centigrade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>in 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>in 2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
160. **Insert the right article if necessary.**

1. Today in court we are listening to .......... case 243. 2. ......... second part of the book was much more interesting than ......... first one. 3. ......... participle one is used for building up progressive tenses. 4. ......... second participle is used to build up passive forms. 5. ......... flight 579 starts at five sharp. 6. The planes came again for ......... second attack. 7. Let’s regard it as ......... first step, just ......... beginning. 8. It was ......... first-night and the actors were nervous. 9. ......... exercise 27 begins at ......... page 44. 10. ......... year passed, then ......... second, and ......... third, but there was still no news. 11. They agreed to meet on ......... Fifth Avenue near ......... building No. 112. 12. ......... two years in Africa taught him a lot. 13. ......... flat 55 is on ......... fifth floor. 14. The room was at ......... sixes and sevens. 15. This style was in fashion in ......... eighties. 16. It was ......... fifty-fifty deal. 17. She was ......... third-year medical student.

161. **Write answers to these problems.**

1) 23 and 36 is ......... 2) 24 times 8 is ......... 3) 80 minus 20 is ......... 4) 65 divided by 13 is ......... 5) Add 10 and 6, multiply by 8, then subtract 40 and divide by 11. What have you got left? 6) Divide 33 by 11, multiply by 7, and subtract 16. What number is left?

162. **Answer these questions. Write your answers in words.**

1. When were you born? 2. How much do you weigh? 3. What is the number of the flat or the house where you live? 4. Is that an odd or an even number? 5. What is the approximate population of your town? 6. What is the approximate population of your country? 7. What is the normal temperature of a healthy person? 8. How many kilometres are there in a mile? 9. How many years are there in a millennium?
163. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the words in bold type.

1. She is a **second cousin** of Mark’s father. 2. He was quite certain she had no need or desire to meet with him a **second time**. 3. Edvina returned to her book without giving her mother a **second glance** or a **second thought**. 4. It’s said that everything goes in **threes**. 5. And then, to be a **second wife** was so much more difficult than to be a **first**. 6. I’m glad they’ve gone to Venice for a **second honeymoon**. 7. He was heavily defeated in a **second round** of local elections. 8. In the bookshop to his delight Maxim spotted a copy of “The Young Lions” by Irwin Shaw, his favourite writer. It was a **first edition**, published in 1948. 9. Over the years I have acquired a **sixth sense** about my mother’s mood. 10. Is it possible to find a **second job**? 11. A **third clerk** left her desk and prepared to leave. 12. Without a **second thought** Blackie said urgently, “I have a solution, Emma! Marry me!” 13. The boy slopped through the ledge on all fours. 14. I think it’s better this way, that we go out in **twos** and **threes** — less noticeable, for one thing. 15. I was worried. Everything seemed to be at **sixes** and **sevens**. 16. I began, as they say, to put **two** and **two** together. 17. A **first class college** offers you the highest standards of educating. 18. **Elevenses** is a light snack that you have in the middle of the morning.

164. Translate into English.

1. Я родился 31 декабря, так что это двойной праздник для меня. 2. Ум хорошо, а два лучше. 3. Конференц-зал находится на четвертом этаже. 4. Школа № 1236 находится на 15-й Парковой улице. 5. Дело номер 587 слушается в шестой комнате. 6. Седьмая часть прибыли этой фирмы идет на благотворительность. 7. — Как насчет второй чашеч-

Substantivized Parts of Speech

165. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the words in bold type.

1. Let me have my say! 2. May I have a think? 3. No ifs, no buts, no more cuts. 4. We are among the don’t knows. I first heard it from someone who is in the know. 5. It was her duty to feed, punish, dress and bed down seven of the eight children. 6. I hope you’ll approve my plans and give me the go-ahead.
7. These stores specialize in **seconds**. 8. She believed her servants to be real **finds**. 9. A cup of hot lemon tea will do you a lot of **good**. 10. She had restored to alcohol as an anodyne for her **ills** only in the last year. 11. Emma had many **imperatives** but the first one was her child. 12. The cloth manufacturers were making khaki and navy and **air force blue** for Great Britain and her allies. 13. These pictures satisfy the European taste for the **fantastical**, the **exotic** and the **sublime**. 14. He is argumentative. He’s had several **run-ins** with Gideon recently, and when Gideon was not in the least at fault. 15. This attractive book is a **must-have** or all lovers of fine food. 16. I do sit-ups for ten minutes every morning. 17. We’ve been through **thick** and **thin** over the years. You are my very best friend. 18. They were **opposites** both in appearance and in character. 19. This Ranger defended the **weak** against the **powerful** in the American Midwest. 20. We usually store our impressions in our **subconscious**. Sometimes what truly frightens a person can come to the fore in sleep, when the **unconscious** rises. 21. “What if they come after us?” said Mr. Bucket. “What if they capture us?” said Mrs. Bucket. “What if they shoot us?” said Grandma Georgina. “You’ll never get anywhere if you go about **what-iffing** like that. Would Columbus have discovered America if he’d said ‘What if I sink on the way over? What if I meet pirates? What if I never come back?’ He wouldn’t even have started. We want no **what-iffers** around here.”

**166. Read and translate the sentences. Find substantivized parts of speech and comment on them.**

1. With the wisdom of the old she found a way out. 2. The uniform suits you. You should wear more blue. 3. She knew she had done me a terrible wrong. 4. After a most enjoyable Maths lesson I felt it was my duty as a monitoress to lecture the first
years on the importance of having spotless finger nails. 5. The young are slaves to novelty, the old to custom. 6. The most learned are not the wisest. 7. The room was bursting with sofas and chairs and mahogany whatnots. 8. Fascinated, she walked slowly around the bedroom, which was decorated in a mixture of greyish pinks, smoky blues and greens. 9. “Why do you think you had this flashback all of a sudden?” Catherine asked curiously. 10. He was a German through and through. 11. It’s a possible, but I must think about it. 12. Will you drop in at the shop and buy a bitter for me? 13. And then the unpredictable happened. 14. Why, one might say we’re more English than the English. 15. Convention is the great enemy of human good. 16. The wise must endure fools. 17. After a storm comes a calm. 18. Matilda was losing her cool. 19. For their own good and for the good of society, they should be interned behind barbed wire. 20. Promptness in business is a must. 21. There are so many Englishes in the world.

167. Substantivize the following words and make up sentences of your own with them.

Classic, essential, fundamental, extreme, romantic, negative, must, if, not, Roman, up, down, five, educated, Irish, radical, cold, official, remake, royal.

168. Translate into English.

1. «Зеленые» протестуют против строительства здесь химического завода. 2. Моя любимая популярная группа — «Неприкосновенные». 3. Мистер Маршал — всезнайка. 4. Впервые отец и сын разговаривали как равные. 5. Это мои производственные технологии (умения), и я никому их не дам. 6. Потенциал
A. Read and translate the sentences. Pay attention to the descriptions given in them.

1. Harry looked nothing like the rest of the family. Uncle Vernon was large and neckless, with an enormous black moustache; Aunt Petunia was horse-faced and bony; Dudley was blond, pink and porky. Harry, on the other hand, was small and skinny, with brilliant green eyes and jet-black hair that was always untidy. He wore round glasses, and on his forehead was a thin scar. 2. Mrs. Reynolds was a tall, striking woman in her late forties, with blond hair and a typical pink English complexion. She had a friendly smile and an assertive yet sympathetic way about her. 3. Tonight Samantha wore well-tailored blue jeans, a white cotton shirt, a black gabardine blazer, and highly polished black Oxfords with white socks. 4. I shivered. It was a damp November night and quite cold, typical English winter weather. 5. It was a radiant day, the sky was a high blue and clear, and the sun was brilliant. 6. It was a blustery day. There was a high wind that blew the new green leaves off the trees. It was a chilly morning but the sky was a cerulean blue filled with puffy white clouds that raced across the great arc of the sky.

(from “Harry Potter” by J.K. Rowling)
B. Describe:

a) the appearance of any person you like.
b) the weather on the day you are reading this.
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A. Read the following and say how the same qualities in men and women are often described by adjectives, say whose descriptions are generous, and whose are loaded with negative connotations.

He is ambitious; she is pushy.
He is tough-minded; she is ruthless.
He is foresighted; she is calculating.
He is firm; she is stubborn.
He is self-respecting; she is egoistical.
He is persistent; she is nagging.

B. Write a letter of recommendation to your colleague or a friend. Make use of some of the words given below.

Efficient, diligent, helpful, creative, open-hearted, well-read, cultured, naive, thoughtful, slow, forgetful, choosy, demanding, bossy, cooperative, nosy, provocative, sophisticated, practical, businesslike, professional, well-organized, decisive, flexible, resilient, reliable, broad-minded.

171. State whether the following adjectives are qualitative or relative. Make up sentences of your own with them.

1. stone, stony
2. silver, silvery
3. wax, waxen
4. snow, snowy
5. sun, sunny
6. silk, silken
7. gold, golden, gilded
8. wool, woolly, woollen
9. wood, wooden
10. brass, brazen
172. Choose the right word to fill in the blanks.

1. a) The .......... Age is the earliest known period of human history. b) The ground here had always been .......... c) There came .......... silence. (stone, stony)
2. a) He was born with a .......... spoon in his mouth. b) There is a .......... birch under my window. c) Meryl was wearing a long .......... dress. d) From the hall there came the .......... chime of the old clock. (silver, silvery)
3. a) We need some .......... candles. b) Old Nancy had a .......... complexion. (wax, waxen)
4. a) Let’s built a .......... man. b) We went to see him one .......... day in London. (snow, snowy)
5. a) I worked ...-up to ...-down. b) You have a wonderful .......... tan. c) It was a .......... day. d) Bob has a .......... disposition. (sun, sunny)
6. a) I think I’ll buy this .......... scarf. b) This girl has .......... lashes. c) Her hair was very long and .......... . (silk, silky, silken)
7. a) There are .......... daisies in the grass. b) He won a .......... medal. c) Sue wore a tiny .......... cross. d) These are .......... rules. e) The princess was a beautiful girl with .......... hair. f) They stopped before the .......... altar. (gold, golden, gilded)
8. a) He was dressed in a good .......... suit. b) My Granny knitted a pair of long .......... socks for me. c) Betty had a .......... cap on. (wool, woolly, woollen)
9. a) They have a .......... house. b) He had a .......... head. (wood, wooden)
10. a) There was a .......... jug on the table. b) She is tired of her husband’s .......... love affairs. (brass, brazen)

173. Give degrees of comparison of the following words if possible.

1. angry, brave, bad, convenient, dry, dead, final, good, heavy, narrow, perfect, Persian, right (left), square, important, white, yellow, unique, little

2. absent-minded, easy-going, fine-looking, good-natured, high-flown, high-heeled, kind-hearted, much-spoken, narrow-minded, old-fashioned, strong-willed, well-bred
174. **Put the adjectives in the correct order.**

1. Cycling is a(n) _________ activity. (useful, outdoor, popular)
2. Now I’m reading a _________ novel. (depressing, long, boring)
3. He had a _________ alarm clock. (digital, new, useful)
4. Have you heard of this _________ invention? (Japanese, fantastic, new)
5. This family rents a _________ house. (furnished, large, old)
6. I’ve just bought a(n) _________ table. (beautiful, coffee, glass, oval)
7. Robert’s is the _________ car. (red, Italian, big)
8. Our students are using _________ dictionaries. (English, reliable, new, complete)
9. There was a _________ carpet on the floor. (soft, wonderful, woollen, Persian)
10. Andy gave Rosie a _________ box. (jewellery, velvet, small, square)
11. Stratford is a _________ town. (nice, small, quiet)
12. There are a lot of _________ pans in the shops. (frying, Tefal, non-stick, brand-new, French-made)

175. **Translate into English.**

1. Я живу в новом девятиэтажном кирпичном доме. 2. Секретарь вручил ему толстый коричневый бумажный конверт.
3. Мы обедали за большим новым круглым деревянным столом. 4. Она надела свой лучший синий шерстяной костюм.
5. В этой фирме работает много молодых способных японских программистов. 6. Лиза купила новую модную красную шелковую блузку.
7. Старые узкие темные туманные улицы Лондона путали ее. 8. На ковровое была большая яркая соломенная мексиканская шляпа.
9. Это был первый по-настоящему важный международный конгресс. 10. Как мне нравится эта венецианская зеленая стеклянная ваза! 11. Перед нами лежа-
Choose the right words to fill in the blanks.

1. a) When Scott reached the .......... Pole, he saw the Norwegian flag already there. b) Antarctica is in the .......... Hemisphere. (south, southern)

2. a) This novel is based on a .......... story. b) I think Linda is a .......... person. (true, truthful)

3. a) It was a great, yes, it was a .......... change for the country. b) They played their part in the .......... process. (historic, historical)

4. a) He rents a flat in .......... London. b) These cliffs and grounds are in the .......... Hemisphere. (north, northern)

5. a) This fish is so bony! I find it .......... ! b) These beautiful fungi are .......... . They are poisonous. (uneatable, inedible)

6. a) — John is as .......... as a girl. — Yes, he is very touchy. b) — On the other hand, he is a .......... boy. — Yes, I would say he is intelligent. (sensible, sensitive)

7. a) The country is having great .......... difficulties. b) This car is very .......... . It needs little petrol. (economic, economical)

8. a) This chronicle gives a .......... presentation of events. b) The discovery of penicillin was a .......... event. (historic, historical)

9. a) The handwriting was .......... , but I recognized it as Mark’s. b) It may be a good novel, but I find it .......... . (unreadable, illegible)

10. a) In our new flat we have an .......... cooker. b) The Accumulator gave off a sudden .......... discharge. (electric, electrical)

Make compound adjectives according to the model.

Model: A programme which lasts half an hour is a half-hour programme.

1. a freeze (on bank accounts) for .......... months a .......... freeze

2. celebrations for three days a .......... celebrations
3. a ring road with five drives a 
4. a drive which takes five hours a 
5. a lorry which can carry 15 tons a 
6. a flight which lasts 3.5 hours a 
7. the first film which lasted for three minutes a 
8. an engine with a capacity of 3.5 litres a 
9. a child which is five years old a 
10. a man whose height is six feet a 
11. a walk which covers eight miles a 
12. a tank with a capacity of 16 gallons a 
13. a **** hotel a 
14. a castle built in the fourteenth century a 
15. a student who is in his second year a 
16. a flat on the third floor a 
17. a computer which is of the second generation a 
18. a decision made at the last minute a 
19. an excellent meal a 
20. a very poor production a 

178. Complete the sentences using the comparative or the superlative form of the adjectives given in brackets.

1. — Boris is certainly (clever) than his brother. — Yes, and he is (attractive) than his brother Peter. In fact, he is (smart) boy I’ve ever taught. 2. Nothing could be (extravagant) than buying such an expensive car. You will have to be (careful) with your money in future. 3. Life is getting (hard) and (complicated) with every passing day. 4. It is (effective) method of all, but it is naturally costly. 5. Stephen is (intelligent) than any other boy in his group. 6. It has been (cold) day in Moscow for thirty years. 7. It’s (little) I can do for you, I’m afraid. 8. That was (bad) than he had expected. 9. That was indeed (bad) experience in his career. 10. They naively think that things can only get (good). 11. This is (unbelievable) news I have ever heard. 12. He ate (few) French fries than you did at the picnic. 13. Angela is (little) organized than Mike. 14. If you ask me, Moscow is (beautiful) than any other city in the world. 15. They had (little) and (little) to talk about. 16. It is axiomatic that (great) the student’s individual effort, (much) thorough will be his learning. 17. The (much) original a discovery, the (much) obvious it seems afterwards.

179. Complete the following comparisons.

1. Barbara is nearly .......... old .......... her stepmother. 2. There are more .......... two thousand books in my mother’s library. 3. Bob talks just .......... his father. 4. Would you be .......... kind .......... to close the door for me? 5. Do .......... I tell you; don’t do .......... I do. 6. I am not .......... naive .......... to believe all he promises me. 7. After your heart attack you should walk .......... slowly .......... possible. 8. The Volga is not now .......... wide .......... it was. 9. I have .......... many working hours a week .......... any other employee. 10. A shower uses less water .......... a bath. 11. On Sundays we don’t have to get up .......... early .......... usual. 12. This house is two times .......... big
the old one. 13. They use twice much electricity compressor machines. 14. In my opinion, it’s worth more twice that figure. 15. He can lift a box thrice heavy.

180. Read and translate the following colourful and unusual comparisons. Make up sentences with them.

1. as different as chalk and cheese 2. as scarce as hen’s teeth 3. as dark as inside of a wolf 4. as happy as a pumpkin in a sunny patch 5. as ugly as home-made soap 6. as black as two o’clock in the morning 7. as happy as a dog with two tails 8. as nervous as a brick wall 9. as brave as the first man who ate an oyster 10. as cold as an ex-wife’s heart 11. as big as the little end of nothing 12. as noisy as two skeletons dancing on a tin roof

181. Give degrees of comparison of the following adjectives if possible.

absolute, able, authentic, helpful, empty, effective, left, mild, middle, medical, vacant, round, pregnant, Roman, wooden, immortal, real, late, near, old, far, few, tough, entire

182. Complete the given phrases.


183. Use the right degree of comparison of the adjectives in brackets.

1. He laughs (good), who laughs last. 2. He who laughs last, laughs (long). 3. Of two evils, choose the (little). 4. My aunt is the (old) of the four sisters. 5. Cats are (clean) than monkeys, but monkeys are
(intelligent) than cats. 6. He is the (well-known) of that crew. 7. Put your (good) foot forward. 8. He had rarely listened to a (an) (ab-surd) proposal. 9. The kids had never eaten a sausage that was (big, red, hot). 10. Thank you, you are (kind) today than you were yesterday. 11. Socrates was (wise) Greek of all. 12. Get there first with (much) — that is the fundamental principle of tactics. 13. Which lie seems (good)? 14. Christopher is (friendly) than Ted. 15. Donald is (well-off) than either of his brothers. 16. Ben is (wealthy) of the three brothers. 17. Edwin was (nice) of the two sons.

184. Translate into English.

1. Из двух проектов второй более перспективный. 2. Из пя-терых претендентов они выбрали самого знающего. 3. Какой из этих двух аппаратов более надежный? 4. Это был самый печальный опыт в моей жизни. 5. Для нее нет ничего более важного, чем ее карьера. 6. Чем скорее он перестанет прома-тьывать деньги, тем лучше. 7. Для меня существуют два самых замечательных дня в году — мой день рождения и Новый год. 8. Чем меньше ты говоришь и, фактически, чем меньше ты знаешь, тем это безопаснее для меня и для моих друзей. И в конечном счете для тебя тоже. 9. Вода — самый силь-ный напиток. Она приводит в движение (to drive) мельницы. 10. Чем образованнее человек, тем более он склонен страдать от головных болей. 11. Самые лучшие повара — мужчины. 12. «Извините» — самое трудное слово. 13. Чем больше я читаю о налоговой реформе, тем меньше я ее понимаю.

185. Read the sentences and translate them into Russian, paying special attention to the adjectives.

1. Good — better — best. Never rest. Till “good” is “better” and “better” is “best”. 2. A bad excuse is better than none. 3. A si-lent tongue and a true heart are the most admirable things on earth. 4. It is better to be the best of a low family than the
worst of a noble one. 5. The symphony was a halfbaked, splashy, cacophonous mess. 6. The film will be released in the first half of the following year at the earliest. 7. Broken hearts stain pillows with bitter tears. 8. Much to Mary’s further surprise, her mother was nowhere to be seen. 9. He is going to buy the latest golfing accessories. 10. Whom we love best, to them we can say least. 11. Learning makes a good man better and a bad man worse. 12. Now let’s have lunch and you can tell me about all your latest lady friends and the exciting parties you’ve been to. 13. Many famous artists died in bitterest poverty. 14. The positive hotel experience is a smooth arrival, delightful service, a pleasant night’s stay and a professional check-out.

186. Compare.

1. two different fruits 2. a cat and a dog 3. two flowers 4. rock music and classical music 5. two academic subjects 6. comedy and tragedy 7. reading and writing 8. being single and being married 9. two of your friends 10. your life now with what it was like five years ago 11. your physical appearance now with the way you looked as a child 12. two movie stars 13. two holidays 14. two of your teachers 15. children and parents

187. Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the adjective. Mind the use of articles where necessary.

I. Late

1. These are .......... books and current magazines. 2. Are you getting off at .......... stop? 3. He turned up .......... than he had promised. 4. Let’s discuss .......... news a little bit .......... , shall we? 5. We have two managers at the office: Igor and Svetlana. .......... is thirty, .......... is twenty-eight. 6. Will you repeat .......... sentence, please. 7. This illustrated magazine shows photographs of .......... fashions. 8. Last week my students passed .......... exam. 9. I am .......... , but not .......... 10. We need .......... telephone directory.
II. Near
1. There’s no one ... to me than you. 2. Excuse me, where is ... metro station? 3. ... time think before you speak. 4. Are you getting off at ... stop, sir? 5. Who lives ... to the school, children? 6. ... week you’ll have to write ... essay according to our plan. 7. Who is going to be ... to do the talking?

III. Old
1. My roommate is as ... as I am. 2. Of the four children Tony is ... . 3. My ... brother is a loving family man. 4. — Who is ... here? — Mr. Stone is, though he is the youngest man here. 5. Have you ... brother or sister?

IV. Far
1. She is one of those who will go ... . 2. How ... is your native place from here? 3. Billy lived at ... end of the village. 4. She never went ... than school. 5. Do you think they will get any ... in this tricky matter? 6. A ... calculation shows that these figures are incorrect. 7. I live ... from the city centre than you do. 8. They are waiting for ... news from home.

188. Translate into English.

1. Вы — моя последняя надежда. 2. Этого я от вас меньше всего ожидала. 3. Она выглядит старше своих лет. 4. Женщине столько лет, на сколько она выглядит. 5. Чем ближе экзамены, тем больше я нервничаю. 6. — На сколько лет ваш муж старше вас? — Мы ровесники. 7. В следующий вторник мы обсудим следующий пункт программы. 8. Каковы последние достижения в этой области? 9. Последующие детали будут обсуждены на последнем заседании клуба. 10. На этой выставке представлено последнее (новейшее) оборудование со всего мира. 11. Все уважают Давида. Он здесь главный. 12. Нет, дальше мы не пойдем, темнееет. 13. Если ей помочь, то она далеко пойдет. 14. У меня две близкие подруги:
The Adjective

189. Talk on the suggested topics.

1. Your proudest achievement.
2. Your most important decision.
3. Your biggest inspiration.
4. Your most memorable dream.
5. Your biggest business risk.
6. The best year of your life.
7. The thing that interests you most in people.
8. Your greatest regret or disappointment.
9. The worst job you’ve ever had.
10. The greatest help you ever received.
11. The strangest coincidence in your life.
12. The three most important principles you follow.
13. The biggest crisis in your life.

190. Read and translate the sentences. Say how degrees of comparison are intensified.

1. Are the profits that poor? 2. The weather is no better today than it was yesterday. 3. It’s ever so interesting to meet new people. 4. It’s most important you stay here. 5. This is a most rewarding job. 6. His is the finest car available on the market. 7. Thank you ever so much, you’ve been most helpful. 8. Your offer is much (a lot) better than any other’s. 9. They give you the best chance imaginable. 10. He is no worse than any other boy of his age. 11. She was by far the camp’s best swimmer. 12. He never ever wears a hat. 13. Mr. Parker is by far and away the biggest shareholder. 14. It was the most awful film
ever made. 15. Where ever have you been? 16. Listen, I am dead serious about it. 17. This idea is pretty interesting. 18. Ron was having far worse problems. 19. He gave her a most loving smile.

191. Make up 8 sentences of your own according to the model.

Model: 1. The sky was a Wedgwood blue.
2. The walls were painted an antiseptic white.
3. The Queen Mother was dressed in forget-me-not blue for the opening ceremony.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Adjective</th>
<th>The Noun Intensifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>ash, silver, snow, wax, lemon, magnolia, stone, chalk, powder, paper, china, antiseptic, milky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black</td>
<td>raven, storm, jet, soot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brown</td>
<td>earth, chocolate, rust, summer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>green</td>
<td>jade, emerald, bottle, grass, copper, apple, sea, pea, olive, lime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grey</td>
<td>silver, iron, smoke, pearl, sea, seal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>red</td>
<td>gold, flower, blood, brick, rose, beet, coral, wine, turkey, rust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blue</td>
<td>forget-me-not, baby, sapphire, Cezanne, pastel, Dresden, Wedgwood, ice, corn, midnight, china, sky, blue, turquoise, navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yellow</td>
<td>daisy, butter, acid, candy, lemon, creme</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

192. Read the text and retell it.

COLOURFUL ENGLISH

Colours colour our language — and that is not just pigment of my imagination. Think of the words we use to describe how we feel. At various times we are green with envy, grey with exhaustion, red with embarrassment, or white with rage. We can fall into a black mood, a purple passion, or a blue funk; when things start looking up, we feel in the pink.
Even the animal world gets painted by the colouring of human imagination.

Have you ever owned a white elephant? Before you shake your head no, remember that nowadays the expression *white elephant* means an object of some worth that nobody else seems to want, like a huge out-of-style couch or a pedal-driven sewing machine. *White elephant* refers back to the albino elephants once considered sacred in Siam (now Thailand). These creatures were so rare that each one born became automatically the property of the king and was not permitted to work. When a subject incurred the king’s displeasure, the angry monarch would bestow one of his white elephants on him as a gift. The enormous appetite and utter uselessness of the animal would soon plunge the “gifted” man into financial ruin. Can you explain the meaning of *red herring*?

The original red herrings were strong-smelling fish that the fox hunters of Old England dragged across the fox’s trail to confuse the hounds and give the quarry a sporting chance. Today the meaning of *red herring* has been broadened to signify a misleading statement that diverts our attention from the real issues.

**Substantivized Adjectives**

193. Read and translate the sentences. Find and comment on the substantivized adjectives.

1. *Heaven* is where the police is British, the cooks are Italian, the mechanics are German, the lovers are French, and all is organized by the Swiss. *Hell* is where the cooks are British, the mechanics are French, the lovers are Swiss, the police is German and all is organized by the Italians. 2. Mr. Alexander is writing a book on fundamentals of English Grammar. 3. The prospect of a new business deal gave her a high. 4. His illustrated talk pre-
CHAPTER 5

sented the highs and lows of his journey. 5. The place was de-
serted, all the locals had left with the summer residents. 6. The
rest had done him good, he knew that. 7. Another thought struck
Ursula all of a sudden. 8. Why do you ignore the obvious? 9. The
navy was in the thick of the fighting. 10. She always tries to see
the best in people. 11. The authorities are very much concerned
with the number of the homeless on London streets. 12. He was
a German through and through. 13. It’s a possible. I’ll think
about it later. 14. From the sublime to the ridiculous there is
only one step. (Napoleon) 15. He is working like a black. 16. She
admired the tints of Renoir’s paintings. They were breath-tak-
ing: shell-pink and pearl, deep rose and gold, soft pastel blues
and greens and the most glorious of yellows. 17. All my life,
I’ve gotten nothing but A’s, even in Latin, which I found to be
a difficult subject. 18. We must turn human wrongs into human
rights. 19. This figurine is a pretty. I see you are fond of pretties.

194. **Insert the right article.**

1. It had not occurred to her before that .......... rich could be daft
in the head. She had always thought it was the prerogative of .......... poor. 2. He was a man who lives his life to .......... fullest.
3. She stepped back and viewed the fir-tree with a critical eye.
It was a healthy young fir, .......... rich dark green. 4. She tried to
remember only .......... good and .......... best. 5. I felt claustrophobic
all of .......... sudden. 6. Come in, don’t stand outside in .......... cold.
7. She laughed, and a slight flush tinted her face .......... pretty pink.
11. .......... more a man knows, .......... more he is inclined to be modest.
12. He is leaving the country for .......... good. 13. They did it for .......... good of their country. 14. There are some changes for .......... bet-
ter in her condition. 15. His eyes were of .......... brown so dark that
they were almost black. 16. Do you believe in .......... supernatural?
195. **Complete the table. Mind the use of articles.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Название страны</th>
<th>Прилагательное</th>
<th>Житель страны</th>
<th>Совокупность жителей</th>
<th>Название языка</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>British</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. China</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td>the Americans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td></td>
<td>the Hungarian people</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Finland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td></td>
<td>the Spanish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Turkey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Scotland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Holland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Denmark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td></td>
<td>an Egyptian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Israel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td></td>
<td>a Belgian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Portugal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Czech</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td></td>
<td>the Saudis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Polish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. The Philippines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
196. Translate into English.

1. Белинский, говоря о языке Пушкина, — русском языке, писал: «Он нежен, сладостен, мягок как ропот волны; тягок и густ как смола; ярок как молния; прозрачен и чист как кристалл; душист и благовонен как весна; крепок и мучный как удар меча в руке богатыря». 2. На конференции присутствовали немцы, шведы, швейцарцы. 3. Для него демократия — это идеал. 4. «Война и мир» Л. Толстого — это классика русской литературы. 5. «Неприкасаемые» — моя любимая популярная группа. 6. Он работает как троянец. 7. Более двадцати процентов шведов имеют загородные дома. 8. Датчане — это люди, живущие в Дании. 9. — Как вы называете людей, живущих в Нидерландах? — Это голландцы. 10. Как итальянский испанец, Хосе обожает корриду. 11. Индусы верят в возрождение души. 12. Жители Израиля — израильяне, и говорят они на иврите. 13. — Миланцы гордятся своим оперным театром? — Да, так же как и венцы. 14. Когда я учился в школе Майкла Свона при Лондонском университете, в моей группе было много иностранцев: один тайванец, два португальца, три американца, четыре француза и одна англичanka. 15. Жителей острова Сардиния называют сардами. 16. В Дании говорят на датском, в Голландии — на голландском, в Норвегии — на норвежском. 17. Мои любимые книги — «Отверженные» В. Гюго, «Зов предков» Дж. Лондона, «Красное и черное» Стендаль. 18. Филиппинцы — жители Филиппин. 19. Жители Перу — перуанцы.

197. Read and translate the proverbs. Find their Russian equivalents.

1. Actions speak louder than words. 2. He who is absent is always in the wrong. 3. A bad excuse is better than none. 4. Better late than never. 5. It is better to be born lucky than rich. 6. A creaking door hangs longest. 7. The difficult is done at once; the impossible takes a little longer. 8. The best doctors are Dr. Diet, Dr. Quiet and Dr. Merryman. 9. Experience is the best teacher. 10. For-
tune favours the brave. 11. One law for the rich and another for
the poor. 12. A man is as old as he feels, and a woman as old as
she looks. 13. The more you get, the more you want. 14. Nothing
is certain but the foreseen. (The unexpected always happens.)
15. Prevention is better than cure. 16. The sharper the storm, the
sooner it’s over. 17. Never speak ill of the dead. 18. Two wrongs
don’t make a right. (Two blacks don’t make a white.) 19. The
weakest go to the wall. 20. A word to the wise is enough.

198. Translate into English.

1. Этот мастер говорит, что всегда готов помочь молодым. 2. Ей
хорошо знакомы все те соблазны, которые искушают знаме-
nитостей. 3. Он считает, что чем старше он становится, тем
меньше он в чем-либо уверен. 4. Мы так устали от всех этих
крайностей в погоде! 5. Она старалась не выделить любим-
чиков среди своих детей. 6. Мысли Лизы были о прошлом.
Возможно, это было потому, что она не хотела думать о на-
стоящем и будущем. 7. Я нисколько (ни в малейшей мере)
не возражаю, если ты называешь меня прагматиком. Да, я не
романтик. 8. Если у вас однажды появится привычка, то потом
становится все труднее и труднее избавиться от нее. 9. С са-
мого детства они были полными противоположностями по
характеру. 10. С богатыми людьми очень трудно иметь дело,
особенно когда дело касается их денег. 11. Это последнее, что
могло прийти мне в голову. 12. Его глаза были светлого серо-
голубого цвета. 13. Почему вы передумали ни с того, ни с сего?
14. Испанцы говорят, что кофе должен быть черным как дья-
вол, горячим как ад и сладким как грех. 15. Чем больше я уз-
наю людей, тем больше мне нравятся собаки. (старая англий-
ская пословица) 16. Моя новая квартира будет в пастельных
tонах: бледно-серых и бледно-зеленых. 17. В последнее время
на экранах телевизоров мы видим много сериалов: «Дерзкие
и красивые», «Богатые и знаменитые», «Неприкосновенные».
199. Use the dictionary to help you with this exercise.

**A. Name the nationalities.**

1. Antigone is from Greece. She is .......... 2. Gareth is from Wales. He is .......... 3. Johan is from Holland. He is .......... 4. Teng is from China. He is .......... 5. Ali is from Iraq. He is .......... 6. Beatrice is from Switzerland. She is .......... 7. Abdul is from Sudan. He is .......... 8. Jean is from Belgium. He is .......... 9. Kemal is from Turkey. He is .......... 10. Carmen is from Spain. She is .......... 11. Nils is from Denmark. He is .......... 12. Philip is from the Philippines. He is .......... 

**B. Name the languages.**

200. Read the verse and learn it by heart. Try to follow the given advice in your daily life.

THE ABC OF HAPPINESS

Aspire to reach your potential
Believe in yourself
Create a good life
Dream about what you might become
Exercise frequently
Glorify the creative spirit
Humour yourself and others
Imagine great things
Joyfully live each day
Kindly help others
Love one another
Meditate daily
Nurture the environment
Organize for harmonious action
Praise performance well done
Queue up patiently
Regulate your behaviour
Smile often
Think rationally
Understand yourself
Value life
Work for the common good
X-ray and carefully examine problems
Yearn to improve
Zestfully pursue happiness.

201. Read the sentences and translate them into Russian. Pay special attention to the words in bold type.

1. I like living. I have sometimes been wildly, despairingly, acutely miserable, racked with sorrow, but through it all I still know quite certainly that just to be alive is a grand thing. (Agatha Christie)

2. There was a solution and it had come to Emma in a flash. The solution was planning. She suddenly knew that if the work was planned properly and systematically, in a sensible way, and distributed more intelligently it would be easier to manage. Of this she was absolutely confident, and the more she thought about it, the more convinced she had become.

3. I fell blindly, madly, irrevocably in love with him. And he with me, as I was eventually to discover. He captivated me entirely.

4. He stood up when he saw her and smiled faintly, almost apologetically, but he made no move in her direction, as he would normally have done.

5. We were close friends and then we started to work together professionally, when suddenly, unexpectedly, we broke.

6. You are old enough to discuss this calmly and intelligently. In a reasonable manner.

7. Just as a newborn baby grows physically, so you will grow spiritually.

8. May you always laugh heartily, cry openly, sing loudly, dance wildly, love unashamedly!
202. Fill in the blanks with the words from the right column.

1. Mind, it is .......... confidential.                      a) brightly
2. He’ll have to limit his expenses .......... .  b) well
3. It changes .......... , like night and day.  c) hopefully
4. We’ll contact you .......... .  d) badly
5. They never took me .......... .  e) briefly
6. This morning they quarrelled .......... .  f) automatically
7. In the grate a log fire burned .......... .  g) occasionally
8. This chap plays the piano so .......... .  h) regularly
9. He expresses his ideas .......... .  i) directly
10. They didn’t think twice and came .......... .  j) seriously
11. I go to the theatre .......... .  k) clearly
12. Her mind on her son, she cooked .......... .  l) immediately
13. They considered the contract .......... .  m) severely
14. I .......... get up at 8 o’clock.  n) normally
15. “Can we come in?” she asked .......... .  o) strictly
16. Always try to breathe .......... .  p) deeply

203. Give the degrees of comparison of the following adverbs.

Badly, briefly, carefully, clearly, distinctly, early, effectively, efficiently, far, fast, frankly, frequently, hard, heartily, honestly, late, little, much, often, patiently, soon, well, willingly.

204. Put the words in brackets into the right form.

1. Statistics say that women drive (carefully) than men. 2. Please talk a bit (quietly) and (little) aggressively. 3. There’s nothing (annoying) than losing your door key. 4. Tom prefers to be alone.
He is (sociable) person in the office. 5. This time he tried (hard) than last time. 6. A big car can be parked (easily) than a small one. 7. We walked (far) than we had planned. 8. Today David acted (generously) than ever before. 9. The final exam was (little) difficult of all. 10. This month Caroline worked (badly) of all, though actually she works (well) of all the pupils of her class. 11. You don’t remember some details. You should study the papers (closely). 12. They can get here at 7 o’clock at (early). It’s a long way from here. 13. Changes will become necessary by the autumn, at (late). 14. Really, Alex, you could work (efficiently)!

205. Translate into English.

1. Они прожили вместе много лет вполне счастливо. 2. Говорят, ты очень хорошо выступил вчера, поздравляю! 3. Инспектор немедленно принял необходимые меры. 4. Мой учитель бегло говорит на пяти языках. 5. Посидите здесь тихонечко, дети, пока не придет ваша мама. 6. Моему другу нравятся только быстрые машины. 7. Люди, которые очень быстро ездят, рано или поздно попадают в аварии. 8. Она настолько же глупа, сколь и красива. 9. Это легкий вопрос. Ребенок легко может ответить на него. 10. — Вам понятно это правило? — Да, вы его так четко объяснили. 11. Вчера к нам совершенно неожиданно приехали гости. 12. Ты определенно понапрасну тратишь свое время. 13. Я практически никогда не ложусь спать до 11 часов. 14. Мои друзья почти всегда отдыхают летом. 15. В основном это была моя вина. 16. Я полностью с вами согласен. 17. Давай поделим поровну денежный приз. 18. Позволь рассказать тебе вскоре в чем дело. 19. В этой школе примерно двести учеников. 20. Должен сказать вам, что вы вели себя провоцирующее.
206. Find adverbs in column B which suit the verbs in column A. In some cases there can be more than one verb.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>argue</td>
<td>a) deeply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behave</td>
<td>b) thoroughly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>c) convincingly, forcefully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>speak</td>
<td>d) spontaneously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explain</td>
<td>e) bravely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feel</td>
<td>f) truly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>investigate</td>
<td>g) deeply, heavily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>react</td>
<td>h) distinctly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sing</td>
<td>i) badly, stupidly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fight</td>
<td>j) softly, quietly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rain</td>
<td>k) concisely, briefly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remember</td>
<td>1) sweetly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>love and respect</td>
<td>m) continuously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get mad</td>
<td>n) easily</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

207. Read and translate the sentences. Find adverbs-intensifiers.

1. I definitely think she will win.
2. Olga is really competent.
3. Your garden is absolutely lovely.
4. Your English has greatly improved lately.
5. Mary hardly ever calls me.
6. This is very nice indeed.
7. What you suggest is simply ridiculous.
8. He particularly enjoyed the news.
9. Theodora was most certainly welcome to stay as long as she wished.
10. That’s what my father said actually.
11. They almost never see each other.
12. This is an exceptionally good chance.
13. Happily, the snow melted.
14. The roof leaks, unfortunately.
15. Specifically, what is bothering you?
16. Actually, I didn’t come here to listen to all this.
17. Personally, I have nothing to do with it.
18. Basically, it’s a good idea.
A. Intensify the sentences by using the adverbials.

1. It was .......... cold that night.
2. He spoke .......... fast.
3. This stamp is .......... valuable.
4. He spoke .......... slowly.
5. The food here is .......... awful.
6. We get on .......... well together.
7. Your work is .......... poor.
8. She left .......... suddenly.
9. He speaks Dutch, but not .......... well.
10. The time passed .......... fast.
11. It’s a .......... difficult test.
12. We are .......... keen to go.

very, especially, particularly, pretty, rather, quite, fairly, not particularly, extremely

B. Use the following adverbs in sentences of your own.

Actually, officially, geographically, frankly, confidentially, between you and me, funnily enough, surprisingly, undoubtedly, basically, ironically, apparently, surely, mainly, generally, curiously.

209. Put the adverbs in the right places.

1. You are right. (absolutely) 2. I got to bed at twelve. (always)
3. Do you go to parties? (ever) 4. You can be sure of anything. (never) But you can trust me. (certainly) 5. They meet eve-
ry weekend. (usually) 6. My friends invite me to the theatre. (occasionally) 7. I have had such a shock! (never) 8. They met again. (never) 9. I remember meeting those people. (definitely) 10. Something is happening. (definitely) 11. Does he tell you the truth? (always) 12. He tries to do his best. (always) 13. He talks sensibly. (never) 14. He’s late. (always) He was late for his own wedding. (even) 15. Can you be sincere? (ever) 16. Expensive remedies are useful (always), if not to the sick, then to the chemist. (Russian proverb) 17. We fans give up hope. (never) 18. Are you all right? (really)

210. Paraphrase the sentences according to the models.

Model: That was a perfect dance. — They danced perfectly.
       She is a friendly girl. — She behaves in a friendly way.

1. Mr. Gibson is a creative teacher. 2. Frederick is a regular reader of “The Times”. 3. They got instant access to the data. 4. That was a cowardly thing to do. 5. Little Tim is a quick learner. 6. Andy was a hard worker. 7. Helen is a very poor student. 8. She is a bad cook. 9. That was a provocative act on the girl’s part. 10. Bill is a wise investor. 11. She is a slow thinker. 12. I am a good eater. 13. He is a heavy drinker. 14. You can buy cheap things in this shop. 15. It was a heroic act. 16. We had an early lunch. 17. That was a silly thing to do. 18. She is a graceful dancer. 19. You did good work. 20. They had a late dinner. 21. He is a fast driver. 22. That was a lively performance. 23. They gave a simultaneous reply. 24. Mr. Jones gave them precise instructions. 25. Susan was very competent at her work.
211. Read the sentences and translate them. Comment on the words in bold type.

1. Time deals gently with those who take it gently. (Anatole France) 2. “Dear Nobody” is a classic story which vividly portrays the feelings of teenagers and their parents when faced with the unknown. 3. It’s difficult to grow old gracefully. 4. Act honestly and go boldly. 5. A full stomach studies unwillingly. 6. “The Wild Geese” is the most Japanese novel ever written. It was destined to become a classic. 7. She is as contemporary as the Greenwich time signal, as punctual as a tax demand, and as worldly as a punk. 8. The cheerful live longest in years. 9. If you want to live twice as long, eat half as much, sleep twice as much, drink water three times as much, and laugh four times as much. 10. Life is easier than you’d think: all that is necessary is to accept the impossible, do without the indispensable, and bear the intolerable.

212. Choose the right word.

1. The chances are .......... . This is a .......... complex law. (high, highly) 2. He was a tall man with .......... shoulders. The child yawned .......... . (wide, widely) 3. We have a very .......... opinion of you. The review is .......... critical. (high, highly) 4. Her books sell .......... . The gap between the poor and the rich is very .......... . (wide, widely) 5. They are .......... educated people. This is .......... fashion. (high, highly) 6. She opened her eyes .......... and stared. These books are .......... known. (wide, widely) 7. The students spoke .......... of the teacher. He lives to very .......... standards. (high, highly) 8. She loved her husband .......... . They dug .......... down into the earth. (deep, deeply) 9. They are .......... religious
people. The river was three meters .......... (deep, deeply) 10. We had a .......... talk. They stopped .......... He told me .......... what to do next. (short, shortly) 11. The Marathon runner was breathing .......... We .......... know each other. (hard, hardly) 12. The sun was .......... above the trees. Her dress was cut .......... in front. (low, lowly) 13. The crowd moved more .......... around him. Nancy is a .......... relative of Bess’s. (close, closely) 14. Vladimir is a .......... and able man. Things should develop more .......... (dynamic, dynamically) 15. Turn the gas .......... I am in .......... sprits today. The magazine ranked a .......... 52nd among British publications. (low, lowly)

213. Translate into English.

1. Откровенно говоря, ты не очень серьезно относишься к своим обязанностям. 2. Вообще-то мне очень нужна твоя помощь. 3. Я лишь частично согласен с вами. 4. Скажи нам честно, почему ты вел себя так глупо. 5. Он совершил добрый поступок, и от этого ему хорошо. 6. Простуда прошла, и я хорошо себя чувствовал. 7. Вчера шел сильный дождь, а сегодня снегопад. 8. Уже почти время ланча. Давай остановимся около ближайшего кафе. 9. Он упорно старается преуспеть. Но он едва ли знает, с чего начать. 10. Рано или поздно правда выходит наружу. 11. Все хорошо, что хорошо кончается. 12. Я определенно считаю, что мы все сделали правильно. 13. Лучше поздно, чем никогда. 14. Старайся излагать свои мысли логично. 15. У нас практически нет другого выхода. 16. Выслушай меня внимательно и начинай действовать немедленно. 17. Мой друг — постоянный читатель этого журнала. Он регулярно его выписывает. 18. Ландшафт был невероятно красив. 19. Мой брат — высокообразованный человек. 20. Дима живет дальше всех. 21. Относись к этому легче.
214. Choose the right word.

1. By nature all people are alike, but by education widely .......... Do you think .......... about it? (different, differently) 2. My teacher taught me .......... as he used the latest, most .......... methods of teaching. (effective, effectively) 3. Men talk .......... , but live .......... . Even .......... men make .......... mistakes. (wise, wisely, foolish, foolishly) 4. The children’s presentation was very .......... . The events developed .......... . (dynamic, dynamically) 5. Life is too .......... to learn more than one business well. They returned .......... afterwards. (short, shortly) 6. — Act .......... and go .......... . — But I am neither .......... nor .......... . (honest, honestly, bold, boldly) 7. She is walking so .......... . How .......... this ballerina is! (graceful, gracefully) 8. — We must have a .......... talk. — Is it so necessary to discuss all this .......... ? (confidential, confidentially) 9. His name can be .......... seen in many papers. What’s the .......... news? (current, currently) 10. — Charles and Diana were very .......... matched. — Yes, it was a .......... match from start to finish. (bad, badly) 11. Make haste .......... . He is as .......... as a snail. (slow, slowly) 12. Computers have .......... made a difference in our lives. She is .......... to arrive on time. (sure, surely) 13. On the new stereo, many of the records sounded .......... . This time we: shall do it .......... . (different, differently) 14. The age difference between the brothers is really quite .......... . Her husband was .......... shorter than she was. (slight, slightly) 15. She paused .......... . Landing on the moon was one of the most .......... scientific adventures of the twentieth century. (dramatic, dramatically)

215. Translate into English.

1. Вообще-то это не имеет значения. 2. Она говорила легко, но твердо. 3. Успех пошел ему на пользу. 4. Этот магазин продает практически все. 5. Она воспринимает окружающий ее мир философски. 6. Он едва ли в состоянии работать сегодня...
н. 7. Эта девушка необычайно эгоистична. 8. Вы ужасно добры. 9. Они сказали это одновременно и рассмеялись. 10. Малейший шум пугал его. 11. Не имею ни малейшего понятия, о чем вы говорите. 12. Белое вино следует слегка охлаждать. 13. — Ты уверен, что все правильно услышал? — Абсолютно. 14. Мне хотелось бы быть экономически независимым. 15. Эта машина очень экономична. 16. Они слишком легко согласились на наше предложение. 17. Сегодня у нас будет нормальная (proper) еда. Ты никогда не ешь толком. Только помни слова: «Готовь быстро — ешь медленно». 
Chapter 7

THE VERB

1. The Present Tenses

The Present Simple

216. Comment on the use of the Present Simple in the following sentences.

1. Wisdom comes with age. 2. There is a reason for everything. Nothing falls from heaven. 3. — Do you believe in miracles? — I do. 4. Palermo is the capital of Sicily. 5. No one in this world is perfect. 6. Students buy a lot of books at the beginning of each term. 7. I think that English Grammar is easy. 8. Frank has a good head for figures. 9. A cat purrs when it is pleased, but a dog waves its tail. 10. That’s the way it usually happens. 11. The client is always right. 12. I often sleep with the window open. 13. My mother doesn’t like it when we play in the street. 14. The beauty of the Internet is that you can get virtually anything that your heart desires. 15. Every generation has its way. 16. I watch evening news every day. 17. — Do you have a sweet tooth? — Yes, several.

217. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

1. This man (know) from his experience what it (mean). 2. Nothing (happen) by accident. 3. As man (grow) older, he (tend) to be more sceptical. 4. My mother often (tell) me that you not (leave)
your problems behind you when you (go) to another place. Pain and heartache (travel) well. And indeed they (do). 5. Mrs. Osborne (own) this business, and she (run) it herself. 6. He (be) a complete mystery to me. 7. What he (do) for a living? 8. In Rome every building (tell) its own story. 9. When the weather (heat) up and you (need) to cool down, a lake, a river, a pool — is what your body and soul (need). 10. My great-grandmother is very old, but she (hear, see and understand) everything quite well. 11. I (remember) that Margaret (own) a villa on the Adriatic. 12. “The Bible (say) that the heart of man is exceedingly wicked,” the Pastor replied.

218. Translate into English.

219. Read the following proverbs and sayings and give their Russian equivalents.

A stitch in time saves nine. 2. A liar is not believed when he speaks the truth. 3. A good wife makes a good husband. 4. A man is known by the company he keeps. 5. A lawyer never goes to law himself. 6. A civil question deserves a civil answer. 7. Time heals all wounds. 8. It takes three generations to make a gentleman. 9. He calls a goose a swan. 10. The more a man knows the more modest he is. 11. An apple a day keeps wrinkles away. 12. Big fish eat little fish. 13. He laughs best who laughs last. 14. He who laughs last, laughs longest.

B. Give the English equivalents for the following.

1. В чужой монастырь со своим уставом не ходят. 2. Насильно мил не будешь. 3. Ум хорошо, а два лучше. 4. Свет клином на нем не сошёлся. 5. Клиент всегда прав. 6. Что легко приходит, то легко уходит. (Как пришло, так и ушло.) 7. С миром по нитке. 8. Крайности сходятся. 9. За добро добром платят. 10. История повторяется. 11. Хорошо смеется тот, кто смеется последним. 12. Горбатого могила исправит. 13. Жизнь начинается в сорок лет. 14. Деньги делают деньги. 15. Новая метла по-новому метет.

220. Read the following just for fun and then retell it.

A sure sign that a person is English is that he or she:

1. treats anybody foreign with suspicion.
2. never leaves home without an umbrella.
3. has little sense of rhythm.
4. understands the rules of cricket.
5. is still mentally at war with Germany, France, Scotland, the American colonies, the Danes, the Celts, the Vikings, the Romans.
6. thinks the weather is a more exciting topic of conversation than baseball.
7. doesn’t expect any form of public transport to run on time.
8. thinks that sarcasm is the highest form of wit.
9. thinks France begins and ends at the Calais hypermarket.
10. hasn’t been to the Millennium Dome.
11. on holiday in Spain, searches for a bar that serves fish and chips.
12. has a proverb to cover any eventuality.

221. Translate into English.

1. Кто говорит, что жизнь скучна? Только не я! 2. Жизнь продолжается. 3. Когда мне плохо, то лучшее лекарство для меня — Моцарт или Вивальди. 4. Что бы ни случилось, мой босс никогда не теряет хладнокровия (to lose one’s cool). 5. Он всегда помогает людям советами и деньгами. 6. — В мае в Москве иногда идет снег. — Да, погода преподносит нам сюрпризы. 7. Эти телевизионные новости дают точные и верные сведения. 8. Ветреная погода сводит меня с ума. 9. О таких вещах прямо не говорят. 10. Когда температура поднимается, влажность обычно падает. 11. Цемент состоит из смеси глины и химикатов. 12. Мне нравится, когда ты носишь эту розовую блузку. 13. Все, что ты делаешь, зависит от тебя. 14. Он очень мудр: все слышит, все видит, все понимает, всегда дает хорошие советы. 15. Каждое лето Олег ездит в экспедицию и привозит много находок.

222. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

1. Human relationships (be) never static. They (change) from day to day, because they are highly complex and also because people (be) changeable. And life (intrude). Problems (intrude) and (create) tensions.

2. Whenever my mother (face) difficulties, she always (say) to me, “Vanny, life (take) care of itself and a lot of other things
as well. And it usually (take) a turn for the best. So let things
(work) themselves out in their own time.” That (be) always her
philosophy, I think.

3. Power is the most potent of weapons, probably more so than
money. Power, not money, (talk). Money (be) only important
when you (be) truly poor, when you need it for a roof over your
head, for food and clothes. Once you have those essentials and
go beyond them, money (be) simply a tool to work with. And
not ever (let) anyone (persuade) you that power (corrupt). It not
always (do) so, only when those with power (do) anything to
hold on to that power. Sometimes it can even be ennobling.

223. Read the following. Agree or disagree with what is written.

You might be a computer nerd (swot) if:
1. your Web page is more popular than you.
2. you think Bill Gates is a “cool guy”.
3. you wake at 3 a.m. to go to the bathroom and, on your way
   back to bed, you stop to check your e-mail.
4. you’ve never actually met any of your friends.
5. the optician looks deep into your eyes and sees a screen saver.
6. you’d prefer to buy Computer Weekly than Playboy.
7. you’ve read more books over the Internet than in real life.
8. your dog has its own home page.
9. you can’t speak to your mother because she doesn’t have
   a modem.
10. you name your daughter Dotcom.
11. you spend a plane trip with your laptop on your lap and
    your child in the overhead baggage compartment.
12. when someone yells out, “Where’s Tommy?”, you do a search
    for tommy.com.
13. you run back into your burning home to rescue your
    computer rather than your family.
The Verb

147

| a nerd — US sl. a dull, uninteresting person |
| a swot — Br infml. a person who works (too) hard at his studies |

224.

A. Translate into English.

МОЙ ДЕНЬ

Я обычно просыпаюсь около шести часов утра и сразу выбираюсь из кровати. По утрам я, как правило, принимаю душ, а по вечерам ванну. Я готовлю себе очень крепкий кофе и сажусь на кухне с газетами и журналами. Я люблю читать их, мне нравится узнавать, что радует людей и что их огорчает, что их сердит и удивляет. В 8.30 я начинаю приводить дом в порядок, потому что экономка приходит в 9 часов, а я слишком воспитан, чтобы оставлять дом в беспорядке. Я заканичиваю все до того, как она приходит. Затем я сажусь в машину, и в 9.30 я уже в офисе. Моя секретарша Эmma Томсон также приходит в это время. И именно теперь начинается настоящая жизнь. Эmma — очаровательная женщина, очень энергичная и доминантная по характеру. Моя сестра считает, что в прошлой жизни Эmma была сержантом. Она обычно говорит: «Мистер Картер, Вы должны подписать это, согласиться с этим, отказаться от этого и так далее». И если она начинает слишком командовать (to get bossy), я говорю: «Эmma, мы встретимся через час». Мой рабочий день заканчивается в 6 часов вечера. Вечером я могу делать все, что хочу. Иногда я встречаюсь с друзьями, хожу в театр, навещаю родителей. Иногда провожу спокойный вечер дома: смотрю телевизор, читаю книги.

B. Describe your working day or your day off.
CHAPTER 7

The Present Progressive

225. Read and translate the following sentences. Explain the use of the Present Progressive.

1. Family life is changing rapidly. 2. These days many people are complaining that life is too tough. 3. I can’t understand what he is talking about. 4. He is always coming up with new ideas. 5. Look here, Michael, I’m not being critical of you. 6. You’re looking strange, Teddy. What’s the matter? 7. You’re looking so very healthy at the moment. 8. She scanned the scenery. “What I don’t understand is why we’re not seeing the river.” 9. And so ... Am I understanding this correctly? 10. I’m hoping I’ll feel better by lunchtime. 11. Forgive me! I am being thoughtless. How is your son? 12. She is feeling dead guilty. Forgive her. 13. Maxim’s jaw dropped, he is unable to absorb the things he is hearing. 14. Isn’t he being just a little bit unfair? 15. I am only agreeing to this ridiculous decision of yours because there is no other way out.

226. Use the right form of the verb in brackets.

1. Oh, darling, pay no attention to Mr. Wonka! He (lie) to you. 2. “I (starve), and my feet (kill) me. I (want) to have a rest,” complained Grandma. 3. “Watch the road!” cried the policeman. “Something (happen) there.” 4. — You (kid)? — No, I not (joke), sir. I’m dead serious. 5. Now, children, we (go) to the most wonderful place in the world. 6. You (think) of selling this house? I not (think) it’s the right time to do it. 7. We still can’t understand what he (talk) about. 8. She (show) the latest collection of new designs tonight. 9. Today, in this country, we (face) a lot of problems. 10. — Why you (cry), Nicky? — Can’t you see I (cut) onions? 11. Listen, you and Eric (come) for Sunday’s barbecue? 12. — You (feel) better, darling? — Yes, I (do) fine, thank you.
13. — Have you put the kettle on to boil? — It (whistle) already.
14. All the talk tonight is about the house which he (renovate).
15. We not (get) younger. 16. Make the tea, Jess, the kettle (screech) its head off. 17. Now clear off, I (read). 18. Hello, is that me you (look for)?

227. Translate into English.

1. Когда я вдали от дома, то я с нетерпением жду (to long for) того дня, когда вернусь обратно. 2. «Мы обсуждаем тебя или меня?» — спросил он с улыбкой. 3. — И что же ты делаешь в Женеве? — Пишу пьесу. 4. Гораздо больше денег в том, что делаешь ты, чем в том, чем занимаюсь я. 5. Он постоянно говорит мне о своих чувствах! 6. Успокойся! Ты же всех раздражаешь! 7. Он подумывает о том, чтобы эмигрировать. 8. Я знаю, что ты чувствуешь сейчас, мы все чувствуем то же самое. 9. — Они встречаются (to see) сегодня вечером. — Понимаю. 10. Посмотри, девушка на экране рекламирует новый шампунь. 11. — Все зависит от того, как он видит свое будущее. — Да, но он ничего не планирует. 12. — Взгляни, наш сосед опять бегает по утрам. — По-моему, он устанавливает новый рекорд. Он выглядит измученным. 13. Какие это у тебя духи (to wear perfume)? Они удивительные. 14. Он прекрасный человек. Но сегодня он просто невыносим. 15. — Твой английский становится все лучше и лучше. — Да, я занимаюсь с утра до ночи.

228. Use the right form of the verb in brackets.

1. My aunt often (talk) to herself. Look, Grandpa (talk) to himself. 2. I never (drink) anything with my meals. — What you (drink)? — Tonic water. 3. The days (get) longer from January to June. The days (get) longer now. 4. We (go) out a lot in the summer. We (go) out on Saturday. 5. — What’s that terrible noise? — My neighbour (drill) the wall. He (do) it every weekend. 6. I wonder if Kate is on a diet. She (get) thinner and thin-
ner. 7. My house plants (grow) very slowly. 8. She can’t come to the phone right now. She (wash) her hair. She (wash) it twice a week. 9. Many people (go) to church on Sundays. Hey, people! Where you (go)? 10. Unemployment (rise) at an alarming rate. Prices (rise) after economic crises. 11. Don’t disturb him, he (work). 12. Your husband ever (work) at the weekends? 13. Come in, I not (sleep). 14. He always (come) at the wrong moments! 15. She constantly (talk)! 16. Why you always (chew) something?

229.

A. Translate into English.

1. У них сейчас второй завтрак. У них есть проблема. Они обсуждают ее сейчас. 2. — На Джулии сегодня новая шляпка. Она здоровь выглядит. — Да, шляпка меняет женщину. 3. Клара пробует мороженое. Мороженое восхитительно на вкус. 4. Она щупает бархат. Он такой мягкий. Она чувствует себя счастливой. 5. Я думаю о тебе. Я считаю, что ты чудо, девушка моей мечты. 6. Я правильно вас понимаю, что я прошел собеседование? 7. — Как ты себя чувствуешь сейчас? — Не могу пожаловаться. Если жалуешься, то никто не слушает тебя. 8. Моя бабушка постоянно делает мне подарки. 9. Он работает как раб. Экзаменены приближаются. 10. Брюс настроился. Голос, который он слышал, вызвал о помощи. 11. Посмотри на эту фотографию. Это моя семья. Мы отдыхаем на море. Девочка, которая держит собаку, моя дочь, Евгения. Моя жена Луиза сидит справа. Слева стоит мой сын Денис. Мальчик, который стоит в центре, мой племянник. Вдалеке видна яхта, которая плывет по морю. Здесь здорово!

B. 1) Take any picture you like and describe it. Use the Present Progressive and Present Simple.

2) Imagine you are in a nightclub watching what is going on around you. Write about what people around you are doing.
The Present Perfect

230. Read and translate the following sentences. Explain the use of the Present Perfect.

1. We live in the life that we have created. 2. Miss Lazy has hardly done any work this week. 3. I’ve said all I wanted to say on the matter. 4. Alan and Chloe are both down with the flu. Thank God I haven’t caught it from them. 5. I think you’ve made a good choice. 6. Rick, I’ve just told you that we don’t have a future together. 7. The country has made enormous progress this year. The Prime Minister has done so much good. 8. I’ve studied the last two faxes from Geneva and I’ve come to a decision. 9. You are my mother. I love you very much, and I thank you from the bottom of my heart for everything you have done for me. 10. Wait, you haven’t read the details. 11. You have become very dear to me, and in such a short time. I’ve fallen in love with you, Mary. 12. So the vendetta has finally ended. You have united the two families at last. 13. You’ve been generous beyond belief. Thank you. 14. Have you ever seen a ghost? 15. We’ve run out of sugar. Ask Mrs. Helpful to lend us some. 16. We have had some successes in tennis lately.

231. Translate into English.

1. — Что-то горит! О, я опять оставила кастрюлю на плите. 2. Есть кое-что, чего я тебе не сказала. 3. — Ты собирался замуж за Джона? — Он не делал мне предложения. 4. Она выглядит старше своих лет. Это неудивительно после всего того, через что она прошла (to be through something). 5. Письмо, которое она только что прочитала, беспокоит ее. 6. Сотрите, пожалуйста, слова, которые вы написали на доске. 7. Марина очень расстроена, потому что провалила экзамен. 8. Он очень изменился, его трудно узнать. 9. Могу сказать, что
я наконец-то научилась правильно работать на компьютере.
10. — Я так понимаю, что вы пришли попрощаться. — Это так. 11. Все уверены, что он сыграл главную роль (а key role) в успехе этой компании. 12. Его взгляды не очень изменились на протяжении ряда лет. 13. Посмотри, что ты сделал! Ты не мог бы быть поосторожнее? 14. Мы никогда не пользовались этим сервисом, хотя он у нас много лет. 15. Я повидал мир и хочу, чтобы ты его увидел. 16. Теперь, когда ты достиг совершеннолетия, ты должен сам все решать.

232. Read and translate the following sentences. Comment on the use of tenses in them.

1. I have had a headache since I got up. 2. Things have been pretty tight lately. Many people have died as a result. 3. I have often thought of changing my job. 4. That’s something he’s known all his life. 5. I have been married to Andrew for ten years now. 6. You are a human dynamo, I’ve never seen you waste a minute. 7. They have been separated for donkey’s years. 8. We’ve been friends since we were babies. Actually, you can say we’ve been inseparable since our prams. 9. “People haven’t changed much over the centuries,” he remarked. 10. I can see that my lessons over the past few weeks have served you well. 11. Have you ever had an experience of telepathy? 12. He’s been my friend for forty-seven years. Loyal, devoted, staunch and wise. 13. That’s what I’ve always wanted for you, my dear, a big white wedding with all the trimmings. 14. My motto has always been: Through thick and thin and thin and thin. 15. Cricket has for centuries been the most popular English national pastime.

233. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

1. They (be) political rivals for more than thirty years and still are. 2. New York house (be) his main home for the last forty years. 3. I (miss) you terribly! Where you (be) all this time? 4. It
The Verb

(be) a long way, I really feel tired. 5. I always (like) being near water, and for as long as I can remember. 6. Frank wants to fly. He (do) this so many times in his mind that he is beginning to think it really (happen). 7. Life always (be) very kind to me. 8. I not (see) fireflies since I (be) a kid. 9. I (notice) something strange in her lately. 10. We believe you (be) very busy since you (arrive) in New York. 11. Melanie (know) the Hills for donkey’s years. 12. After all, Nigel always (be) a bit of a know-it-all. 13. It is quiet in the apartment now that everybody (leave) it. 14. It’s strange that they are friends, they never (share) the same interests. 15. “I think you had better leave,” he said icily. “Before I really lose my temper. I just (have) enough of you.” 16. I always (want) to look clever, but now at the age of twenty I have to admit that I look like a person who never even (hear) of Capote or Updike. 17. We (see) each other fairly steadily for the past year, and when David (ask) me to marry him last week, there (seem) no reason to say “no”. I (be) very lonely for a very long time. And so (have) David, ever since his wife (die) seven years ago.

234.

A. Read the following text and retell it.

Fear has paralyzed me emotionally for a number of years. I am well aware of that, and so I have created a life for myself, a life alone; this has always seemed so much safer. Brick by brick I have erected a wall around myself, a wall built on the foundations of my business, my work, and my career. I have done this in order to protect myself, to insulate myself from life; work has been my strong citadel for such a long time now, and it has given me exactly what I have needed these few years. Once I had so much. I had everything a woman could possibly want. And I lost it all.

For the past five years, since that fateful winter of 1988, I have lived with pain and heartache and grief on a continuing basis.
CHAPTER 7

I have lived with a sorrow that has been, and still is, unendurable. And yet I have endured. I have gone on; I have fought my way up of a terrible darkness and despair when I had hardly any strength left and when I had lost even the will to life. I have managed, somehow, to survive.

(from “Everything to Gain” by B. Bradford)

B. Now that you have read the text, say what life has taught you, and what it hasn’t yet.

235. Translate into English.


236. Fill in the gaps with since or for.

1. I haven’t met my classmates .......... five years. 2. Grandma has had a headache .......... the weather changed. 3. They have
been in this business .......... twenty years. 4. It hasn’t rained .......... a month. 5. Andrew has been very busy .......... the conference began. 6. We’ve had the same director .......... twelve years. 7. He hasn’t spoken .......... his dog died. 8. My relatives haven’t visited me .......... quite a long time. 9. Nothing special has happened .......... yesterday. 10. I have passed all my exams .......... the last six days. 11. They have been up .......... early morning. 12. Margie has been unwell .......... she came back from the North. 13. Nick has had a beard .......... he was forty. 14. Mr. Stone has been our family doctor .......... ages.

237. Answer the following questions.

1. Have you ever pretended to be ill to get off work or school? 2. Have you ever cheated in an exam? 3. Have you ever ridden a camel or an elephant? 4. Have you ever read your brother’s, sister’s or friend’s letter which was lying around the house? 5. Have you ever hidden any of your earnings from the tax inspector? 6. Have you ever taken anything home with you from the hotel? 7. Have you ever travelled without a ticket on public transport? 8. Have you ever told lies and invented stories about yourself to impress other people? 9. Have you ever met any people who could speak Swahili? 10. Have you answered all the questions honestly?

238. Translate into English.

ФИЛОСОФИЯ ЖИЗНИ

Жаркий летний день в Древнем Риме. Философ пересекает Тибр в маленькой лодочке. Во время переправы он спрашивает у лодочника: «Ты когда-нибудь слышал о философии?» «Нет, — отвечает лодочник, — я никогда об этом не слышал. Что это такое?» — «Мне очень тебя жаль, — отвечает ученый

Мораль: В повседневной жизни практические умения бывают иногда более необходимы, чем знание многих наук.

239. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the use of tenses in them.

1. As long as I’ve known you, which is a good ten years now, you’ve been a workaholic, to use a nasty word. 2. That’s the most ridiculous thing I’ve heard you say in all the years I’ve known you. 3. I have really tried to help her since I have been at Fairley. 4. Help me! I’ve been ever so worried while you’ve been away. 5. The baby hasn’t cried at all since I’ve been home from St. Mary’s Hospital. 6. I must say, you’ve made my life easier since you’ve been in Town Street. I don’t have to do so much cooking these days. 7. But since I’ve been back in London I haven’t had time to come over to Jardine’s. 8. My mother is complaining that she has seen nothing of me since I have been in London. 9. We have been friends for many years and we have always shared the same interests.
240. **Read the following texts and discuss the two questions given below.** The words and phrases in bold type may help you.

1. I can’t cope with Maxim’s life, his business, **his work schedule.** He’s not a **nine-to-five man,** and he never has been. He’s **ambitious,** and **brilliant** at what he does. He is not **normal** when it **comes to work.** He is beyond a **workaholic,** Mother. They haven’t invented a name for a person who works the way he does. **Around the clock.**

2. “Everything looks beautiful, darling,” Meredith said as she walked into her daughter’s flat. “You’ve added a few things since I was here last. You’ve given it a wonderful look, your many new **touches** have really **worked.** That painting over there, the lamp, the sculpture in the corner.” “Thanks, Mom. **Like mother like daughter.** I guess I’ve taken after you. You know, I’ve become a real ‘nester’ just as you are.”

**Questions:**

1. Are you a workaholic? Describe your work schedule.
2. Are you a “nester”? Have you changed anything in your room, flat, house lately? Describe those changes.

241. **Translate into English.**

1. Nikto nikogda ne podaval men' nichego na bludchke. Vsyu zhizn' men' prioshlo rabotat' kak rabu za vse, chto u men' est'.
The Present Perfect Progressive

242. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the tenses in them.

1. — Can I let you in on a little secret? — Why not? You’ve been telling me your secrets since you were eight. 2. There’s something I’ve been meaning to ask you. 3. A fine rain has been falling steadily since six o’clock and there is a dark mist on the river. 4. “Are you thinking of selling off one of the hotels?” “I have been toying with the idea,” Meredith admitted. 5. She is filling the case with the papers she has been working on all day. 6. Was it gout again? Has it been bothering you lately, Bruce? 7. Blair has been working for days to make this Christmas Day a very special one. 8. Is there someone you’ve been seeing? 9. For generations, Transamerica has been helping people plan for a comfortable career. 10. In my eyes you can see all the love that I’ve been feeling. 11. Let’s talk about that fatigue, the attacks you’ve been having. When did the first one occur? 12. Her mind is still on her mother who has been seeing psychiatrist for the past few weeks. 13. British Rail has been wanting to close this line down for years on the grounds that it doesn’t pay
its way. 14. We’ve been hearing this warped reasoning for so long about so many things that it has become received wisdom. 15. What’s been going on? Why haven’t you been answering my letters?

243. Read the text and retell it. Find the cases of the Present Perfect Progressive and comment on them.

In the evening Mrs. Dursley told her husband that she had had a nice, normal day. She told him over dinner all about Mrs. Next Door’s problems with her daughter and how Dudley had learned a new word (“Won’t!”). When Dudley had been put to bed, he went into the living room in time to catch the last report on the evening news:

“And finally, bird-watchers everywhere have reported that the nation’s owls have been behaving very unusually today. Although owls normally hunt at night and are hardly ever seen in daylight, there have been hundreds of sightings of these birds flying in every direction since sunshine. Experts are unable to explain why the owls have suddenly changed their sleeping pattern.” The newscaster allowed himself a grin. “Most mysterious. And now, over to Jim McGuffin with the weather. Going to be any more showers of owls tonight, Jim?” “Well, Ted,” said the weatherman, “I don’t know about that, but it’s not only the owls that have been acting oddly today. Viewers as far apart as Kent, Yorkshire, and Dundee have been phoning in to tell me that instead of the rain I promised yesterday, they’ve had a downpour of shooting stars! Perhaps people were celebrating Bonfire Night early — it’s not until next week, folks! But I can promise a wet night tonight.” Mr. Dursley sat frozen in his armchair. Shooting stars all over Britain? Mysterious people in cloaks all over the place?

(from “Harry Potter” by J.K. Rowling)
244. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

1. Good gracious, Kit, whatever you (do)? You seem to have all the paint on yourself that there is in the world. 2. I (think) about you all day, Emma. 3. What you (do) since we last (meet)? 4. — You look hot. — Yes, I (play) tennis. 5. I (work) in a bookshop now. I (work) here for about six weeks. 6. I (do) so for thirty years and I’m not going to change my ways. 7. She (have) a toothache since she (get) up this morning. 8. How long you (know) Susan? 9. We (write) invitation cards all morning. We (write) eleven already. And we still not (finish) them all. 10. Mary (go out) with Steve for a year now, and they (plan) to get married soon. 11. I (keep) a watch on the road for the last few days, trying to catch a glimpse of you as you passed. 12. And now, gentlemen, I want to know what (go on) here and how long it (go on). 13. He (chase) this girl for half a year but she wouldn’t even look at him. 14. They (think) a lot about this situation these past few days, since they (be) home. 15. There’s something I (want) to ask you for the last couple of hours.

245. Translate into English.

1. Мы слушали тебя очень внимательно последние два часа, и теперь мы уверены, что ты говоришь правду. 2. Ты встречался с кем-нибудь последнее время? 3. Ты могешь все мне рассказать. Ты доверяла мне все свои секреты с тех пор, как научилась говорить. 4. Мы живем рядом с Романовыми двадцать четыре года. И мы всегда были хорошими соседями. 5. «Я хранила это кольцо много лет и теперь отдаю его тебе», — сказала мне бабушка. 6. Не могу передать, что чувствовали твои родители все то время, пока тебя не было. 7. — Давно мы не встречаем (to see) эту девушку. — Да, мы не видели (to meet) ее с тех пор, как вернулись из Парижа. 8. Мой сын собирает машинки (toy cars) с трех лет. 9. Я с утра готовлю, на-
The Verb


246. Complete the sentences by using the right tense of the given hints.

1. Why are your eyes red? a) celebrate something
2. The kitchen smells of fresh fruit. b) look for my passport
3. Why is the computer switched on? c) eat a Mars bar
4. You both look upset. d) talk about me again?
5. Ben, why are your jeans torn? e) eat honey
6. My clothes are all on the bed. f) bake a pie?
7. Your hands are in flour. g) my daughter, try on
8. Why have you all fallen silent? h) play football
9. My fingers are sticky. i) quarrel again
10. Little Nancy’s face is in something brown. j) look for the mail
11. Why is your room in such a mess? k) make a fruit salad
12. There are empty bottles and glasses and packets all over the place. l) watch television for hours
13. Mary, your hands are so cold! m) clean the snow off the doorstep
247. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

Tanya. Julia, what you (do)? It’s already two o’clock. Aren’t we going shopping?
Julia. I know, but everything takes twice as long to do as I expected. I (have) a lot of problems since I (move) into this apartment.
Tanya. How long you (paint) those cabinets?
Julia. I started at 8.00 this morning.
Tanya. You mean you (paint) for six hours!
Julia. I really don’t know what I (do). I never (paint) before.
Besides, nothing (go) right today. The man from the phone company still not (come). I (wait) for him all day.
Tanya. What’s that strange noise I (hear)?
Julia. Oh, that! That’s the toilet. It (run) like that since last night. And the refrigerator not (work) properly since I moved in.
Tanya. Well, just call the superintendent to fix those things.
Julia. I don’t know. Maybe I (make) a mistake. I (think) things over lately. Maybe I shouldn’t have moved into this apartment. It (need) too much work.
Tanya. It’s not that bad. Your apartment will be great in a few weeks.
Julia. Maybe. All I know is that I (have) nothing but headaches ever since I (move) in.
Tanya. But don’t forget that you (have) a lot of fun, too.

248. Answer the questions.

1. Have you made any changes in your life recently? What have you been doing since that change took place?
2. Choose a person that you know whose life-style has changed. What change took place in this person’s life? What was his or her life like before? What has he or she been doing since the change took place?
3. Do you have a particular hobby? Have you ever had one? How long have you been interested in this? How did you become interested in it? Why do you enjoy it? Why are hobbies important to people? What are some typical hobbies that people in this country enjoy?

249. Translate into English.

2. The Past Tenses

The Past Simple

250. Give the Past Simple of the following verbs.

Be, bear, begin, become, bring, buy, broadcast, cut, do, eat, fall, feel, find, found, give, go, have, read, rise, set, shine, sing, strike, stroke, swing, spring, throw, wear, win, write.

251. Make the following sentences interrogative and negative.

1. We went for a stroll down “Alphabet Street” to Ginger Street. 2. In the 1950s, television cut deeply into the movie-going audience. 3. He did a tremendous amount of work. 4. They carried out a huge survey. 5. There were a lot of disasters in the 20th century. 6. The actress gave a bravura performance in the Aldwych in London. 7. He failed to appear before the magistrate. 8. Hobbs was a founding partner in the Atlantic Financial Markets. 9. They couldn’t get out of the place. 10. We had absolutely nothing to do last weekend. 11. When they saw me, they shut up. 12. She began the examination on time. 13. She had a problem on her mind. 14. My friend taught English for twenty-five years. 15. The old man used to take a long walk every morning.

252. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

1. Hilary Benson let Melanie (weep). She handed her patient a box of tissues in silence. Then she (pour) a glass of water, and (bring) it to the crying woman. Meredith (take) it from her, (sip) the water, and (say) after a moment, “I’m sorry for my outburst.”
2. “Listen, you two, before we have supper I want to show you my finds.” “Finds? What you (mean)?” Andrew asked, smiling at me fondly. “I (poke) around in the library this afternoon, and I (find) a diary by one of your ancestors, Lettice Keswick, which she (write) in the seventeenth century.” “Good Lord! So that’s what you (do) all afternoon, digging amongst those old books,” Diana (cut) in, “but you (say) finds, Mai, in the plural. What else you (discover)?” “Let me (go) and (get) them. Once you (see) the books, you (understand) what I (talk) about.”

A. Read the dialogue between Jimmy and Nelly and retell it in indirect speech.

A VISIT TO THE DOCTOR

− Hello, how are you?
− I feel terrible.
− Oh, dear! What’s the matter?
− Well, I went to the doctor’s on Wednesday.
− Was it serious?
− Well, I felt fine on Tuesday, but now I feel dreadful.
− Poor you. What happened?
− Yes, poor me. He looked into my eyes, then he shone a light down my throat.
− Oh, dear!
− And he felt my chest, and hit me on the knee with a little hammer.
− Was it painful?
− It was murder! And he poked my stomach with his fingers, and gave me an X-ray.
− He gave you a thorough exam then.
− Oh, yes. Then he gave me two bottles of pills and a bottle of medicine. And now I feel terrible.
– Oh, dear! What a shame!
– Yes, it was! After all I only went to make an appointment for my sister!

**B. Speak about your last visit to the doctor.**

254. **Read the joke and retell it.**

An absent-minded professor moved to a new house further along the same street. His wife knew that he was prone to forgetting things and so she wrote down the new address on a piece of paper before he went off to college. She handed him the paper and the key to the new house and reminded him not to go back to the old address.

That morning, one of his students asked him a complex question and the professor wrote the answer down on the back of the slip of paper. The student asked whether he could keep the paper. Forgetting what was on the other side, the professor said, “Certainly.” In the evening, he returned out of habit to the old house, tried the key and couldn’t get in. Realizing his mistake, he searched in his pockets for the slip of paper with the new address, but of course there was no sign of it. So he wandered along the street and stopped the first reasonable-looking lad he saw.

“Excuse me, I’m Professor Galbraith. You wouldn’t happen to know where I live, would you?” “Sure, Dad,” said the boy.

255. **Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.**

1. As Emma walked, she (do) a little window shopping. From time to time she (stop) and (look) at the beautiful clothes in the chic boutiques. Milan (be) the fashion centre of the world and she (decide) to do some shopping later if she (have) time.
2. At nine Jack (stop) working, (shut) off the lights, (leave) the barn, and (go) back to the house. He (find) a cold beer in the refrigerator, (make) himself a cheese-and-tomato sandwich, and (take) his evening snack into the living-room. After turning on the television, he (sit) down in the chair, (eat) his sandwich, (drink) his beer, and channel (surf) absent-mindedly.

3. The days passed quietly, uneventfully. I (do) very little. I (read) occasionally, (watch) television, sometimes I (listen) to music, but for the most part I (sit) in the front of the fire, lost in my own world. I (have) no one and nothing I (can) live for. I simply (exist).

4. After dinner Molly (busy) herself at the sink. She (pull) apart several heads of lettuce, and (wash) the leaves scrupulously. Her thoughts (be) on her mother, but then they (take) an unexpected turn, and (zero) in on her father.

256.

A. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

1. The office hours were over at last. Jake (head) in the direction of the district where he lived. He (think) what a glorious day it (be), the way you always hoped an April day would be. It was crisp and dry, with bright sunlight and a vivid blue sky. It was the kind of day that (make) him (feel) good (be alive). He (open) the window of the pickup and (take) a few deep breaths of the clean air. Jake was finally feeling better in spirits. The light was crystalline today. Perfect.

2. As he (get) into the cottage, Jake opened the fridge and took out a cold beer. After swallowing a few gulps, he (go) into the living room, (sit) down, (pick) up the remote control and (flick on) the television. He (drink) his beer, staring at the set. He wasn’t paying much attention to the sitcom on one of the networks. Suddenly impatient with the television, he (flick off) the
set and (lean) back in the chair, taking an occasional swallow of beer.

3. Half an hour later, as he (step) out of the shower, Jake (hear) the phone ringing. Maggie’s voice (say) good-bye. The answering machine (click off); he (depress) the button and (play) the message back. Pulling the phone toward him, he (dial) Maggie’s number. They (talk) for good twenty minutes and (decide) to meet the next day.

B. Describe your after-work hours. Use the words and phrases in bold type from the above text.

257. Comment on the use of tenses.

1. I can’t come to your party because I’ve broken my leg. 2. Some fool has let the cat in and now I can’t catch it. 3. Who let that cat in? 4. Look what Victor has given me! 5. Who gave you that watch? 6. — Why are you crying? — Granny hit me. 7. That’s a nice picture. Did you paint it yourself? 8. How did you get that scar? 9. Have you seen Irene this week? 10. We saw Jack this week, and he says he’s leaving the city soon. 11. What did you do then? 12. You’ve done a lot for me, thank you. 13. My grandfather did a lot for me. 14. — Where did you actually meet? — At some party. 15. — When did you leave the city? — Last Tuesday.

258. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

1. “Don’t worry! She’ll book your flight and get you a ticket before you even (say) Jack Robinson.” Catherine (begin) to laugh. “I not (hear) you use that expression for years, not since I (be) a kid. You (tell) me once where it (come) from, but now I can’t (remember). It (be) such an odd expression!” “Yes, it is. I (think) it (originate) in England and the Pommies (bring) it to Australia. Australians (start) to use it, and I guess it (become) part of our idiomatic speech. Sort of slang, really.”
2. Maggie put the receiver in its cradle and (turn) around, (stand) leaning against the desk, staring at Samantha. “You not (be going) to believe it, but that snake in the grass just (have) the temerity to call me honey.”

3. I looked at my mother and (see) the tears rising in her eyes. She (push) them back, and (take) a deep breath. “Mai, you (be) really all right? I (feel) that you (push) me away recently. You not (say) a word since I (be) here. You (feel) a bit better, darling? Tell me the truth.” “Yes, I (do) fine,” I (lie). A few days after that visit of my mother’s, I (fall) into a deep depression. I (feel) listless, without energy. I (be) helpless, almost an invalid.

259. Translate into English.

CHAPTER 7

The Past Simple and the Present Perfect

260. Say if the given below words and phrases express finished or unfinished time. Make up sentences of your own with them to illustrate the difference.

Today, yesterday, this morning, ever, never, always, when I was nine, until I was nine, since I was nine, after I got up, since I got up, three years ago, for the last three years, this year, last year, for the last year, in 2008, since 2007, recently, lately, so far, just now, just, up till now.

261. Use the Past Simple or the Present Perfect of the verbs in brackets.

1. — You (see) Jane today? — Yes, I (see) her at about nine, but I not (see) her since then. 2. I always (want) to go to Scotland, but I never (manage) to get there. 3. Bob (want) to be a bodyguard until he (be) fifteen. 4. — We not (see) much of Helen lately. — You (see) her? 5. I (be) ill a lot last year. 6. I (be) ill for two weeks. 7. — How’s your new job? — Everything (be) all right up to now. 8. Nelly (go) to America on holiday ten years ago, and she (live) there ever since. 9. He (climb) quite a lot of mountains, but he never (be) up Everest. 10. You ever (study) a musical instrument? 11. Alex (have) an enormous amount of work last week. 12. We (have) a very busy week. We need a break. 13. When you first (fall in love)? 14. How long ago you (meet)? 15. How long you (be) in your present job?

262. Translate into English.

1. Я видела этот фильм, когда была подростком. С тех пор я его не видела. 2. В последнее время она не ест ничего сладкого. Она худеет. 3. Они встретились много лет назад. Это была их единственная встреча. Они больше не встречались.

263. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

Ninia. Guess what? I have wonderful news. Vladimir and I are engaged.

Erika. What! You ... engaged? It’s all so sudden.

Ninia. I not (tell) anyone yet. This is the first time I (speak) about it.

Erika. But are you sure you know what you (do)? I never (meet) Vladimir. Who is he?

Ninia. He’s the most wonderful person I ever (know).

Erika. Where you (meet) him?

Ninia. I (meet) him in History class last semester.

Erika. Oh, he’s a student. He (finish) college yet.

Ninia. He not (graduate), but he already (finish) most of his courses.

Erika. How will you support yourselves?

Ninia. We already (discuss) that. I am going to work until he (finish) school.

Erika. Nina, you never (be) on your own. Has he? He ever (work) before? He ever (live) alone?
Ninia. No, but that’s not important. What matters is that we’re in love.
Erika. How you (know) you’re really in love? You not (have) much experience with men.
Ninia. Yes, Vladimir is the first one I ever (fall in love with). But I feel as if I always (know) him.
Erika. I know, I know. Love (make) the world go round. But so far you not (convince) me that you know what you’re doing. Why you not (wait) for a while?

264. Read and retell the following stories.

**A SURPRISE BIRTHDAY**

A dear old lady often comes into our shop for her newspaper. A week ago she said excitedly, “It’s my eightieth birthday today.” I asked what she was doing to celebrate the event and she said, “Nothing.” Her son wasn’t visiting and she would be on her own.

There were several customers waiting to be served and I told them it was this lady’s birthday. We all started to sing Happy Birthday and then filled a bag with Crème Eggs and gave it to her. Her eyes were full of tears as she said, “I’m having a great day!” After she’d left, everyone paid their share towards her gift — and then we all reached for our handkerchiefs.

**WEDDING A LA MODE**

The bus-stop I usually wait at when returning from shopping is right opposite a church. A few days ago I watched a very fashionable wedding — there were horses and a carriage for the bride and groom, and all the guests wore formal clothes, with big hats for the ladies. This week, in contrast, I watched a biker’s wedding. The groom arrived on a powerful motorbike, and I thought, “Oh, no, surely the bride won’t do the same?”
But she did — and very happy she looked, too. I’d just like to wish both these lovely couples all the best in their very different lifestyles.

The Past Progressive

265. Comment on the use of the Past Progressive in the following sentences.

1. When Ann turned on the television, the weatherman was giving the weekend forecast for Europe. 2. Diana and I were sitting in the library on Sunday morning, reading the newspapers. Or rather, she was reading, I was merely glancing through them. 3. To make conversation I asked him what he was doing at Oxford. 4. The noise was caused by a dog, which was chasing a cat through the garden. 5. Summer was slipping away, day by day. 6. The crisis over, Jake was finally feeling better in spirits. 7. Maxim’s jaw dropped, he was unable to absorb the things he was hearing. 8. And I just knew it was my mother’s face I was seeing in my mind. 9. Emma was generous of her time and money and she was understanding of heart. And she was being understanding now. And yet part of her was still disbelieving that it was true. 10. As usual, he was being selfish, thinking only about himself. 11. When she came back to the office, the secretary was still riffling through some papers. 12. She was being perfectly friendly again. 13. Nora thought she was being noisy. 14. When I entered a Pizza Hut, all around me people were eating pizzas the size of bus wheels. 15. He was liking the boy less and less every second.

266. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

1. On that special day Grandma was in her best clothes, she (wear) net gloves and a hat. 2. The child’s eyes (shine) with excitement as he stared at the rows and rows of toys in this fantastic shop.
3. The scientists (work) around the clock, they (try) to raise funds for further research. 4. She looked out of the window and saw that the children (return) slowly from school. 5. When we (meet) for the first time, he (sell) newspapers on the streets. 6. At exactly this time yesterday they (have) a briefing. 7. What you (do) when I (call) you? You (sleep) or what? 8. We (have) a very lazy holiday. We (play) tennis, (visit) friends, the children (swim) and (sunbathe). 9. Gwenny still (leaf) through the magazines when I returned to the parlour. 10. The middle-aged couple next to me (discuss) their plans for Christmas — who to invite out. 11. The police who (investigate) the crime at the moment, (can) find no clues at all. 12. I know that you thought that I (be stubborn) the other day. 13. The train (speed) past hills full of cows and sheep.

267. Translate into English.

1. У него алиби, инспектор. В прошлую субботу в 9 часов вечера он сидел в пивной. Многие люди могут подтвердить это. 2. Извините, но я не мог присоединиться к вам, потому что смотрел свой любимый фильм. 3. — Чем сейчас занимается твой сын? — Готовится к вступительным экзаменам в университет. 4. Вечером мы поехали в центр города. Множество людей смотрели концерт на Красной площади, некоторые пели, другие танцевали. 5. Они уже опаздывали, но не могли выйти, потому что шел сильный дождь. 6. Кто-то стучал в дверь, но мы никого не ждали. 7. Никто не мог понять, что происходило. 8. Когда мы пришли в офис, все обсуждали последние события. 9. В доме было спокойно: тикали часы, кошка играла с мячиком, собака спала у камина, дети собирали новую игру. 10. Все были очень заняты — они готовились к отъезду. 11. Вчера он целый день лежал на диване: читал, спал, смотрел телевизор. 12. Мы видели, что он пытался помочь своим друзьям. 13. Идея осенила Норриса, когда он наслаждался сигарой.
268. **Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.**

It (snow) again. It (be) gorgeous. Just like a fairyland. All white. And the snow (glisten) in the sun. But the snow flakes (be) light, and as I (glance) out the window, I (notice) that they (melt) the moment they (hit) the pavement so it (can) not be the weather which (make) Andrew late getting home. “I think the traffic and the snow (hold) him up,” Sarah said. “If it (snow) in Connecticut, it (can) (slow) Andrew down, and everyone else who (come) back to the city on Sunday night. There (be) probably a backup of cars.” “That’s true, yes,” I (say), seizing on this possibility, wanting to ease my worry. But the fact (be), Andrew was never late, and that was what (trouble) me now. Sarah (know) it as well as I (do), but neither of us (voice) this thought at the moment.

269. **Translate into English.**

1. Спектакль длился несколько часов. Когда мы выходили из театра, мы увидели нескольких знакомых. 2. Он думал неделю и затем принял решение. 3. Он смотрел на огонь в камина и о чем-то думал. 4. В прошлом семестре мы часто посещали студенческие вечера. 5. Когда дети пришли домой, тети не было дома. Она навещала родственников. 6. Когда ты мне позвонил, я как раз думал о тебе. 7. — Сколько времени ты набирал этот текст на компьютере? — Я работал два часа. 8. В воскресенье мы долго гуляли по лесу. 9. — Как долго ты училась в школе управления? — Три года. 10. Они были партнерами, но затем расстались, так как больше не доверяли друг другу. 11. Она полистала журнал минут пятнадцать и пошла готовить ужин. 12. — Как долго ты был в армии? — Я три года служил на флоте. 13. Она написала этот роман за неделю. 14. Александр был очень занят. Он писал статью для журнала.
270. Make the right choice.

1. Kate’s hopes .......... after her last interview.
   a) raised  b) rose  c) were raising

2. The landscape .......... in silence, as if the world had stopped.
   a) lay  b) laid  c) was lying

3. The King’s palace .......... on the hill, overlooking the river.
   a) was standing  b) stood  c) stayed

4. A narrow path .......... to the entrance to the secret garden.
   a) led  b) was leading  c) is leading

5. Meredith laughed and .......... a perfectly shaped blonde brow.
   a) rose  b) raised  c) was raising

6. Instinctively, she recognized that here her future ...........
   a) lay  b) lied  c) was lying

7. She .......... suddenly and began to clear the kitchen table.
   a) raised  b) was rising  c) rose

8. I .......... my hand in greeting.
   a) raised  b) rose  c) was raising

9. A little river .......... through the grounds.
   a) flowed  b) was flowing  c) flew

10. Molly was walking along the lonely path that .......... between the hills.
    a) ran  b) was running  c) runs

11. A thick fog .......... in the air.
    a) hanged  b) hung  c) was hanging

12. Do you happen to know who .......... this public fund?
    a) found  b) founded  c) finds

13. My parents can’t offer me any financial help. I have to .......... the money myself.
    a) raise  b) rise  c) rose
14. Now she knew that her happiness .......... in his hands.
   a) was lying  b) was laying  c) lay

15. When I came into the room, my dog .......... on the bed again.
   a) was laying  b) lay  c) was lying

   a) stood  b) was standing  c) stood up

17. Last week he .......... a new record.
   a) sat  b) set  c) was sitting

18. After the heavy rains the lake .......... .
   a) rose  b) raised  c) risen

271. Translate into English.

1. Королевский дворец стоял в парке. 2. Полицейский стоял на перекрестке и регулировал движение. 3. Река протекала через лес. 4. Перед нами лежала прекрасная долина. 5. Мальчик лежал на полу и смотрел мультики. 6. Дорога вела к церкви. 7. Сусанин вел поляков через лес, все дальше и дальше от Москвы. 8. Ее будущее лежит в твоих руках. 9. Кто основал этот фонд? 10. Кто нашел мою кассету? Спасибо! 11. Дверь стояла открытой. 12. В воздухе висел густой туман. 13. Дай молоток, мы вешаем барометр. 14. Самолет взлетел, и через минуту огромный город лежал под нами. 15. Эта пьеса идет (to run) в нашем театре. 16. Почему вода течет на кухне? 17. Этот колодец пересыхает летом.

The Past Perfect

272. Comment on the use of the Past Perfect in the following sentences.

1. The programmer had done the work by four o’clock. 2. The policeman asked if there had been any witnesses. 3. By the time we got to the shopping centre it had closed. 4. The students
had written the test and were now checking them up. 5. Mike phoned Rosie, but she hadn’t returned home yet. 6. We had discussed the news and were now thinking about it. 7. She complained that she was penniless as she had spent all her money. 8. When I came back home, my family had already had dinner and were now watching the film. 9. It turned out that Dick was ill and he had been ill for a fortnight. 10. We learnt that they had been close friends for many years. 11. Hardly had I turned on the television, when I heard shocking news. 12. No sooner had he opened the door than the children rushed to meet him. 13. Scarcely had the inspector opened the envelope when he understood everything. 14. By next morning, the snow that had begun in the night had turned into a blizzard so thick that the last class of the term was cancelled. 15. She had a stock of excuses, as usual, when in fact she had overslept as usual.

273. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

1. She (talk) about the party she (arrange) for the children who (attend) her Sunday-school classes. 2. Emma suspected he (arrive) at the truth years ago. 3. Jack and Amelia were the only family she ever (have). 4. She got dressed in the cotton shorts and top she (wear) the day before. 5. Mari glanced over at the clock. It (be) nearly nine. She recently (learn) to tell the time. 6. Her words had touched the core of me, and I realized with a small shock how badly I (behave), I (think) only of myself. 7. They (be) truly good friends again, closer than they ever (be). 8. It was lovely to hear her laugh again. He not (hear) her laugh in years. 9. The police cordoned off the street where the bomb (go off). 10. The suspect refused that he (assault) a police-man. 11. The prisoner (spend) almost a month digging a tunnel before the guards (discover) it. 12. He said he (be) awfully sorry for the things he (do). 13. She seated herself in the chair Bill (pull) out for her. 14. The tense, worried expression he in-
variably wore, (disappear). Now it (be) smooth, free of pain and concern. 15. Roger guessed that she just (make) a dreadful slip of the tongue. 16. Before the mid-nineteenth century, no dentist (use) anesthesia.

274. Read and translate the sentences. Pay special attention to the use of the Past Perfect in the subordinate clauses of time.

1. After they had shaken hands, Steve said, “Thank you.”
2. Champagne was poured, and after they had all clinked glasses, Bill asked, “So are you here on business?”
3. Once she had applied a little make-up and sprayed on perfume, she ran downstairs to prepare lunch for David.
4. On Sunday morning, after she had drunk a quick cup of coffee, Vanessa dialed the Commodore Hotel.
5. After they had entered the church, they stood quietly for a moment, adjusting their eyes to the dim light.
6. After she had given the note to the front desk, her son led her outside.
7. Later that afternoon when Winston had left, she moved in the direction of the office.
8. When she had finished her cup, my mother put it down and started talking.
9. As soon as the last course had been served, the servants left the dining room.
10. After I had had my cup of tea, I went back to the library.
11. Once he had put everything away, Jake went back to the living room.
12. Once he had settled himself in the driver’s seat, he said, “It’s time to go home.”
13. When they had eaten as many sandwiches as they could, they rose and left the pub.

275. Translate into English.

1. После того как он увидел это собственными глазами, он поверил, что чудо действительно произошло. 2. Это было нечто, о чем мы никогда не слышали. 3. Эрик очень удивился, когда узнал, что Эрика влюблена в него и влюблена уже много
лет. 4. После того как дети ушли в школу, в доме стало тихо. 5. В прошлом году я впервые посетила Ирландию. Я не бывала там прежде. 6. Нам не пришлось стоять в очереди, потому что мы купили билеты заранее. 7. Когда Таня позвонила Рите, та уже легла спать. 8. До 1893 года ни один врач не оперировал на сердце. 9. После того как неловкий момент прошел, все расслабились. 10. Он представлял себе вещи, которые не произошли. 11. Я никогда не занимался водными лыжами раньше. В первый раз я сделал это во время поездки на Кипр. 12. Виктор был измучен, устал. Он плохо спал уже несколько ночей. Его бессонница не была чем-то новым. 13. С острой болью Нина вдруг поняла, как же она соскучилась по детям! 14. Возможно, Эmma и была одержима властью (to be power-ridden). Но конечно же, жизнь сделала ее такой. Андрей знал это, так как почти тридцать лет был ее финансовым консультантом. 15. После того как она совершила храбрый поступок, она стала героиней в глазах всех.

276. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the use of tenses in past-time contexts.

1. She sat staring at the page she had written last night in New York. How swiftly and drastically her life had changed since she had made that entry. 2. And for the first time in more than twenty years she had found herself living in the city where she had been born. 3. They walked toward the house. It had been months since they had been there. They felt comforted by the charm of the house. It had always been a peaceful place. Ever since they had first set eyes on it, they had thought of it as a living thing. 4. It crossed her mind that she had not been able to go out much since she had arrived almost five weeks ago. 5. Scott was definitely worried by something. It had been a long time since I had seen him in such a difficult mood. 6. The children loved Mat. They had felt safe with him from the very first
time they had met on the moors. 7. She remembered that once, long ago, her mother had said that Maxim was like a cat with nine lives. How many of his had he used up?

277. **Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.**

1. The three of them became inseparable. A great deal of camaraderie (develop) between them in the short time they (know) each other. 2. He admitted that it (be) too long since he (see) them. 3. My life was hectic. And indeed it (be) a stormy life I (live) ever since. 4. Joe saw that Nel was worried. She (live) with a problem for the last few days, ever since the baby (be) born. 5. Mrs. Loveday liked Maggie. In the few weeks she (know) the girl she never (see) her ruffled. Nor she ever (hear) her raise her voice at the children. 6. He painted mostly in the red barn. It (become) a refuge for him since he (move) into the house. 7. She looked up at Charles. She (be) acutely conscious of him from the moment he (arrive). 8. The Berlin, she (be born) in, and where she (grow up), no longer existed.

278. **Translate into English.**

1. Он вынужден был признать, что прошло много лет с тех пор, как он брал отпуск. 2. Они обожали этого ребенка. Он был их утешением с того момента, как родился. 3. Ее мысли все еще были о матери. Она не видела ее с тех пор, как Ирина уехала в Лондон. Она не только дала ей и ее брату любовь и поддержку, но и всегда вдохновляла их на достижение всех желаний. Она всегда была им материю и отцом. 4. Она пожаловалась, что сколько она знала своего мужа, он всегда был трудоголиком. 5. Оксана знала стихотворение наизусть, так как мать научила ее много лет назад. И все это время оно было у нее в памяти (to stay in the mind). 6. Он объявил, что был влюблен в нее с тех пор, как впервые увидел ее. 7. Было ясно, что у мамы не было ни минуты отдыха, с тех пор как
279.

A. Which of the following things have you done by your sixteenth birthday? Use the Past Perfect tense to answer.

Model: By my sixteenth birthday, I had smoked cigarettes and decided that I was never going to smoke again.

- smoke a cigarette
- learn to drive
- go on my first date
- get drunk
- study languages
- study physics
- fall in love
- have my first kiss
- learn how to support myself
- live apart from my parents
- learn everything there is to know about life
- be on an airplane
- learn to speak another language well
- get a job
- decide what I wanted to do for a living

B. Now ask a classmate the same questions.

Model: By your sixteenth birthday, had you smoked cigarettes?

---

The Past Perfect Progressive

280. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the use of the Past Perfect Progressive.

1. Later that afternoon, Derek put down the script he had been reading. 2. That evening Diana called me from London, and I told her what I’d been doing all day. 3. Emma, who had been
listening attentively, knew with absolute certainty that he was speaking the truth. 4. Ketti looked at Sue and knew that she had been weeping. 5. Catherine, who had been looking at her mother intently, now spoke in a concerned voice. 6. It just happened so that she knew what her son had been doing. He had been courting her personal clients in an effort to take them over himself. But it wouldn’t work as long as she was head of the company. 7. Andrew, who is English, had been living in New York for seven years when we met. We had been seeing each other for only two months when he asked me to marry him. 8. I had been hearing and reading about the Vatican for so long that I was genuinely keen to see it.

281. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

When Nikita finally reached the club, his friends Olga and Oleg were already waiting for him near the entrance. Nikita said he was sorry he was late and asked how long they (be) there. They explained that they (wait) for about thirty minutes and in their turn asked him where he (be). Nikita said he (finish) a pot in his pottery class, and it (take) him a really long time to clean up. Olga was greatly surprised and asked how long he (take) a class in pottery, as he never (mention) it before. Nikita said he (register) some time before as he needed a break from his classes. He never (try) to do anything creative before and he (have) a really good time. He admitted that since he (start) it, he (spend) all his free time in workshop. He also (run) around to antique stores, though he not (go out) much with his friends recently. His friends said they were sure it was just the beginning and soon things (get back) to normal.

282. Translate into English.

1. Она подошла к двери, чтобы поприветствовать своего адвоката, которого она ждала (to expect). 2. Наконец-то он вы-
сказал идею, которую прокручивал в голове в последнее время. 3. Молодой человек поднялся со ступенек, на которых сидел, и вошел в дом. 4. Художник внимательно рассматривал картину, которую рисовал уже несколько недель. 5. Он беспокоился о своей жене. В последнее время она посещала (to see) психоаналитика, пытаясь выяснить причину своей депрессии. 6. Все уважали президента фирмы. Он управлял (to run) этой фирмой много лет. 7. Наконец наступил момент, которого он ждал всю жизнь. 8. Она повесила в шкаф платье, которое только что примерила. Оно было слишком ярким. 9. В доме замечательно пахло. Бабушка с утра варила клубничное варенье. 10. Рабочие попросили нас ни к чему не прислоняться, так как они только что красили стены. 11. Когда я вошел в комнату, все замолчали, и я понял, что они говорили обо мне. 12. Наш шеф вошел в офис в пожаловался, что собака сжевала доклад, над которым он работал все выходные.

283. **Explain the difference between the following pairs of sentences.**

1. a) When I last went to London, they had renovated the National Portrait Gallery.
   b) When I last went to London, they had been renovating the National Portrait Gallery.

2. a) Although she tried to hide her face, we could see that Vicky was crying.
   b) Although she tried to apply some make-up, we could see that Vicky had been crying.

3. a) When they got to their dacha, they discovered that water was leaking through the roof.
   b) When they got to their dacha, they discovered that water had been leaking through the roof. There were pools on the floor.
4. a) By the smell in the room and his guilty expression I could tell that Stephen had been smoking.
   b) Yesterday he was caught red-handed. When I came in, he was smoking.

5. a) When Denny joined in the conversation, they were discussing the latest events in the Balkans.
   b) Everybody looked unhappy. They had been discussing the Concorde’s crash.

3. The Future Tenses

The Future Simple

284. Fill in the blanks with shall (not) or will (not).

285. **Match the following sentence parts.**

1. Advise him to stop before __________
2. You’d better stop before __________
3. I wonder if __________
4. My heart will be broken if __________
5. Don’t touch anything before __________
6. You’ll lose your looks if __________
7. You’ll feed a man for a day if __________
8. You’ll get rid of him at weekend if __________
9. I won’t have anything to do with you unless __________
10. You’ll have a beauty sleep if __________
11. You’ll find the fill as soon as __________
12. I will believe you after you __________
13. The secretary will remind in case __________
14. Ann’s mother doesn’t allow her to wear make-up till __________

   a) mother knows it.
   b) the police come.
   c) you apologize.
   d) you go to bed early.
   e) you switch on the computer.
   f) you tell me the truth.
   g) he gets into trouble.
   h) you break my heart.
   i) I lose you.
   j) you forget about it.
   k) she is sixteen.
   l) you don’t mind your diet.
   m) you give him a fish.
   n) you teach him to fish.

286. **Complete the following sentences.**

1. I’m going to eat without you if __________.
2. You’ll get some fresh fruit after __________.
3. I’ll be able to afford a holiday in case __________.
4. They’ll be able to leave their kids when __________.
5. Your T-shirts won’t shrink if __________.
6. You’ll tan more quickly after __________.
7. Your roses will last longer if __________.
8. Your house plants will die

287. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

1. If the car (be) out of order again, you (have to) call the service station, but I doubt if they (be able to) serve it very quickly. 2. Nobody (know) what (happen) in ten or twenty years if life (get) tougher and tougher. 3. I wonder if they (turn) to us if any need (arise). 4. My little son (want) to know if there (be) some cartoons on TV on Saturday. If there (be) some, he certainly (watch) them. 5. Everybody (be interested) if the weather (change) for the better next week. 6. I (leave) a message at the office in case the customer (phone). But it’s difficult to say if he (do) it today. 7. He (wonder) if Caroline (change) her mind about going to the party. If that (happen), he’ll be really glad. 8. Nobody can definitely tell us when he (come) back from London. But as soon as he (return), we (get in touch) with him. 9. — If Linda (want) to learn Italian, she (have to) attend a special course. — I wonder if it (cost) her a lot. 10. We (have) the meeting this week, provided no one (object). 11. I (be) always by your side as long as you (promise) to listen to me. 12. Not (speak) to her unless she (speak) to you first.

288. Translate into English.

1. Ей интересно, будут ли эти цветы хорошо расти, если она посадит их в тенистом месте. 2. Никто не может сказать мне точно, будет ли врач работать сегодня. Если будет, то мне
предется пойти на прием. 3. — Если Борис бросит курить и пить, то это пойдет ему на пользу. — Интересно, сможет ли он это сделать. 4. — Он не получит эту работу, если не представит рекомендации. — Хотелось бы знать, сможет ли он представить их вовремя. 5. Если я сделаю неверный шаг, мне придется отвечать за это. 6. — Она будет в ярости, если узнает правду. — Я сомневаюсь, узнает ли она ее. 7. Если я буду в Нью-Йорке в мае, то мы обязательно встретимся. Но я не знаю, получу ли я визу вовремя. 8. Все еще неясно, согласится ли Миша на эту работу. Если только не найдет что-то лучше. 9. Если какой-нибудь новый вирус попадет в наши компьютеры, то он заблокирует всю информацию. 10. Без твоей улыбки солнышко не будет сиять, и если солнце не будет сиять, птицы не будут петь. А если птицы не будут петь, люди не будут счастливы. А если человек не будет счастлив, мир будет скучным и безжизненным!

289. Comment on the use of the tenses in the following sentences.

1. We’ll do that once you’ve made your final decision. 2. Charles can take the luggage to the apartment, after he’s dropped us off. 3. Once the waiter has disappeared, we’ll discuss this problem. 4. Next week is a bit tough for me. I’m due in Paris soon, in case you’ve forgotten. 5. As soon as you have seen her, come and tell me. 6. I’ll write to you after I have spoken to Frederick. 7. After Roger has written this book, he’s having a holiday. 8. You can go when you’ve typed these letters. 9. I won’t take any decision before I have received the fax from the head office.

290. Translate into English.

1. Мы поверим тебе, дорогой, только после того, как ты расскажешь правду. 2. Они свяжутся с нами после того, как получат последние данные. 3. Я расскажу тебе все, пока кто-то другой не сделал этого. 4. Вы можете сесть за стол, дети, только
после того, как вымоете руки. И вы сможете погулять только после того, как съедите кашу. 5. Мы встречаемся в шесть часов у фонтана, на тот случай, если ты забыла. 6. Сообщи нам, как только узнаешь результаты экзаменов. 7. Мама все поймет по твоему лицу, прежде чем ты откроешь рот. 8. Они закончат ремонт, прежде чем наступит зима. 9. Мы должны накрыть на стол, прежде чем придут гости.

291. Translate into English.

1. Прежде чем вы осознаете это, ваши дети уже вырастут. 2. Прежде чем вы сядете за стол, друзья, позвольте мне показать вам дом. 3. Нам лучше найти наши места, прежде чем начнется спектакль. 4. — Ей будет двадцать три года, когда она закончит университет. — Сомневаюсь, сможет ли она сделать это вовремя, если она выйдет замуж и у нее появится ребенок. 5. Можешь смотреть телевизор после того, как уберешь свою комнату. 6. Когда увидишь Сашу, скажи ему, что он все еще должен мне деньги. Скажи ему также, что я интересуюсь, когда же он мне их вернет. 7. Как только детектив получит компрометирующие сведения, он свяжется с вами, мистер Ричардсон. Но ему хотелось бы также знать, получит ли он полную свободу в своих действиях. 8. Никто не может предсказать, где и когда этот человек появится. Но как только он появляется, все начинают работать с удвоенной энергией (twice as hard).

The Future Progressive

292. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the use of the Future Progressive.

1. You’ll have to add another cup and saucer on the tray, Parky. A friend of Mrs. Keswick’s has just arrived. She’ll be having
tea with us. 2. I’d better get you home, Theodora darling. Your aunt will be worrying and wondering where you are. 3. Goodbye. You won’t be seeing me for a long time. 4. — Why must I take a book and a packed lunch? — You’ll be sitting on the train for hours. 5. While you are slicing the cheese, I will be buttering the bread. 6. We’ll be arriving at Miami airport at exactly this time tomorrow morning. 7. Next Sunday, the Prime Minister will be celebrating ten years in power. 8. Whenever I think of you, I will be remembering the shadow of your smile. 9. And you, Edwin, will be doing me a great service if you get me the smelling salts from my bedroom. 10. Will you be wearing your new earrings tonight? 11. Mind, I shall be keeping a very careful eye on you from now on! 12. She’ll be soon coming round the mountains! (about the first train) 13. In the next few minutes we shall be crossing the Belgian border.

293. Translate into English.

1. В своей следующей лекции ученый будет говорить о сверхъестественных явлениях в этой области. 2. Не волнуйся, Аня будет помогать нам организовывать вечер. 3. — Не представляю, что будут говорить обо мне люди после этого случая. — Будут сплетничать, а потом найдут новую тему для разговоров. 4. Нас не будет в Москве в августе. Мы будем гостить у родственников в Великом Новгороде. 5. — Интересно, как она будет реагировать на эту новость: будет ли она смеяться или плакать, будет ли она сердиться или же радоваться? — Поживем, увидим. 6. Хотела бы я знать, чем будет заниматься мой брат, пока нас не будет дома. Боюсь, что целыми днями он будет лежать на диване и смотреть боевики по телевизо- ру. 7. Не волнуйся, я не забуду тебя. Я буду думать о тебе день и ночь. А ты будешь вспоминать меня? 8. Ирина не сможет присоединиться к нам сегодня вечером. Она будет сидеть с соседскими детьми. 9. Ты весь день будешь пользоваться
294. Read, translate and learn the song in bold type.

Now, in the hall floated the familiar voice of Vera Lynn, singing one of the most popular and sentimental songs of the war years. The lights were very dim in the room, and on the dance floor the atmosphere was highly conducive to romance, and perfect for young lovers caught up in the fears and dangers and tensions of war. Mark took Teddy in his arms and they moved slowly around the room to the music, holding each other tightly, Teddy sang softly, in a low voice that only Mark could hear: “I’ll be seeing you in all the old familiar places that my mind and heart embraces all day through. In that small cafe, the park across the way, the children’s carousel, the chestnut trees, the wishing well. I’ll be seeing you in every lovely summer’s day, in everything that’s light and gay, I’ll always think of you that way, I’ll find you in the morning sun, and when the night is new, I’ll be looking at the moon, but I’ll be seeing you.”

(after B. Bradford)

295. Read the text and translate it. Comment on the ways of expressing future actions.

It’s struck me several times lately that perhaps I should write down my stories and draw pictures to illustrate them. Perhaps I will, but only for Jamie and Lissa. This idea suddenly took hold of me. What a wonderful surprise it would be for the twins if I created a picture book for each of them, and put the books in their Christmas stockings.

I groaned inside; how ridiculous to be thinking of Christmas on this suffocatingly hot summer’s day. But the summer will soon
be drawing to an end; it always does disappear very quickly after July Fourth weekend. Then Thanksgiving will be upon us before I can blink, with Christmas not far behind. This year we are planning to spend Christmas in England. We will be staying with Diana at her house in the Yorkshire dales. Andrew and I are really looking forward to it, and the children are excited. They are hoping it will snow so that they can go sledding with their father. He’s promised to take them on the runs he favoured when he was a child; and he is planning to teach them to skate, providing Diana’s pond has frozen solid.

The Future Perfect

296. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the use of the Future Perfect.

1. By the time my parents get back home I will have cleaned the house from top to bottom. 2. The tourists hope that the tornado will have finished before they arrive in California. 3. Next month I will have known Rick for twenty years. 4. By the time you start writing your test I will have finished mine. 5. When you drop in at my place, I will have painted the door. 6. Will you have arranged everything by tomorrow?

297. Translate into English.

1. Я надеюсь, что напишу дипломную работу к концу учебного года. 2. Решешь ли ты все свои проблемы до нашей следующей встречи? 3. К концу года цены на бензин вновь вырастут. 4. У меня короткая стрижка, но к лету волосы вырастут. 5. Садовник подстрижет кусты и деревья, расчистит дорожки, сожжет опавшую листву до наступления зимы. 6. Не беспокойся, платье сошьют к выпускному вечеру. 7. К тому времени, как ты доберешься домой, пицца будет приготовлена.
8. Программист завершит новую программу до назначенного срока. 9. Учительница обещает, что проверит наши контрольные работы к следующему уроку. 10. Я сдам все экзамены к июлю.

The Future Perfect Progressive

298. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the use of the Future Perfect Progressive.

1. Next year I will have been living in Moscow for thirty years. 2. Next month we shall have owned this house for ten years. 3. When he is forty, he will have been learning English for twenty-five years. 4. By the time the manager turns up, the customers will have been waiting for him for several hours. 5. He complains that by May he will have been reading “War and Peace” for five months. 6. I shall have been staying here just a year this July.

299. Translate into English.

1. К первому сентябрю этого года я уже десять лет буду работать в этом университете. 2. В июле будет год, как они женаты. 3. К тому времени, как ты проснешься завтра утром, мы уже три часа будем лететь над Европой. 4. К маю будет пять лет, как он водит эту машину. 5. Они будут экспериментировать в этой области уже много лет к концу тысячелетия. 6. К тому времени, как придет полиция, детектив уже два часа будет изучать место происшествия.

300. Read the sentences and comment on the ways future actions can be expressed.

1. Their plane arrives at two o’clock in the morning. 2. I’m away on holiday next week. 3. The sun rises at 5.30 tomorrow. 4. She’s making a speech at the conference next week. 5. I’m going to
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town next week. 6. I think it’s going to rain. 7. Alison is going to enter the university this year. 8. This Saturday Nora will be celebrating her birthday. 9. We are to meet after lunch. 10. He is to be in court tomorrow morning. 11. Who is going to be the next to take the floor? 12. The new tax is to be introduced next week.

Test Your Knowledge

301. A TV correspondent is interviewing a famous woman author who is eighty-five years old. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

C. I’d like to ask you some questions about the changes you (see) in your lifetime. What is the biggest change you (notice) in the way people live?
A. That’s a difficult question to answer. I guess it is the change in the younger generation. Young people (change) a lot recently. In my day, young people (be) very different.
C. In what way they (change)?
A. To my way of thinking, they (become) too casual and much too liberal in language, in dress, and in attitude in general. I guess I’m just old-fashioned.
C. Would you give me an example of what you mean?
A. Here’s a small example. For the last fifteen years, since my youngest granddaughter (leave) high school, students (wear) blue jeans and T-shirts to school. Even some women-teachers (wear) pants in the classroom recently. In my day, they (kick) you out of school when you not (dress) properly.
C. What you’re saying is true. Even professors at the universities (lecture) in blue jeans nowadays.
A. It also seems to me that young people (tend) to start dating at an earlier and earlier age. They start dating at thirteen, and,
as you know, many couples (live) together without being married. That (be) unthinkable in my day.
C. And what is the biggest change that you personally (experience)?
A. I suppose getting married was the biggest change.
C. How long ago you (get) married?
A. I (get) married sixty years ago. My husband and I (live) happily together ever since.
C. Congratulations. It’s nice to meet someone who (be) married for so long and (be) still happy.

302. Make the right choice.

1. George is on holiday. He .......... to Barbados.
   a) is gone  b) has gone  c) has been

2. Everything is going well. We .......... any problems so far.
   a) didn’t have  b) don’t have  c) haven’t had

3. Nelly has lost her passport again. It’s the second time this .......... .
   a) has happened  b) happens  c) happened

4. You’re out of breath. .......... ?
   a) Are you running  b) Have you run  c) Have you been running

5. Where’s the letter I gave you? What .......... with it?
   a) have you done  b) have you been doing  c) are you doing

6. We’re good friends. We .......... each other for a long time.
   a) know  b) have known  c) knew

7. Sindy has been writing this programme .......... .
   a) for a month  b) since six months  c) six months ago

8. “... this week?” — “No, he’s on holiday.”
   a) Is Bill working  b) Does Bill work  c) Had Bill worked

9. John .......... tennis once or twice a week.
   a) is playing usually  b) is usually playing  c) usually plays
   a) you are feeling   b) do you feel   c) are you feeling

11. Tracey .......... her hand when she was cooking dinner.
   a) burnt  b) was burning  c) has burnt

303.

A. Read, translate and retell the text.

I walked home from school with Beth Ann. Beth Ann Bartels is my best friend, I guess. We’re very different, but we have been friends, with no fights, since the fourth grade. I tell her just about everything, and she tells me everything, even things I do not want to know, like what she ate for breakfast and what her father wears to bed and how much her new sweater costs. Sometimes things like that are just not interesting.

I always stop at Beth Ann’s house for a little while before I go home. We have this little routine. We go in and the house is so quiet, not at all like my house which is a complete zoo at any hour of day or night. Her house is also always immaculately clean, as if someone had just raced through with a duster and a vacuum cleaner or as if no one really lived there. Our house always has people’s clothes lying all over; socks on the stereo, jackets on the kitchen table, everyone’s papers and books clumped in piles on chairs and counters. So, I like to stop at Beth Ann’s house before I go home.

Beth Ann’s parents both work and so does her elder sister Judy, so we have the house to ourselves. We always go into the kitchen and I sit at the table while Beth Ann takes out a bottle of Coca Cola and a bag of potato chips. In our house, stuff like that would disappear in about ten minutes.

After about a half-hour she goes into her room and changes her clothes and hangs everything up. She has special hangers for her skirts so she can put six skirts on one hanger. Her closet is very, very neat. The closet that I share with Maggie is just
a mad jumble of hangers and the clothes are always falling off
and they are wedged in so tightly that you can’t ever see any-
thing and when you go to get something, things fall off other
hangers and on the floor are piles of old shoes and boots. I don’t
know why we are such slobs. The other day, I found in the bot-
tom of my closet, back in the corner, a pair of shoes I had in the
fifth grade! Lord.

B. Do you like or dislike to visit your friends’ houses? Is your closet neat? Does it relax you to put your things in order?

304. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

1. I found Mother at one of the counters in the kitchen. She (slice) the chilled boiled potatoes I (make) earlier. She (have) a cup of coffee next to her, and a cigarette (dangle) from her mouth. I hated her to smoke around us, and most especially when she (work) in the kitchen. “Mother, you (mind) not smoking when you (prepare) food?” “I not (drop) cigarette ash in the salad, if that’s what you (get) at,” she answered. “I know you’re not. I just hate the smoke, Mom. Please, put it out. If not for your health or mine, at least for your grandchildren’s sake. You know what they (say) about secondhand smoke.” “But the kids live in Manhattan. Think of all the polluted air they (breathe) in there.” “Only too true, Mother,” I (snap). “But let’s not add to the problem of air pollution out here, shall we?”

2. “Why I not (go) into the kitchen and start on the potato salad?” my mother said. “Oh, but Diana’s going to make that.” “Good heavens, Mallory, what an Englishwoman (know) about making an all-American potato salad for an all-American celebration like Independence Day? Independence from the British, I (may) add.” “You not (have to) give me a history lesson.” “I (make) the salad,” she sniffed. “It always (be) one of my specialities, in case you (forget).”
A. Read, translate and retell the text.

Ever since my childhood, I have loved nature and the wild creatures who inhabit the countryside, and I have encouraged Jamie and Lissa to respect all living things, to treasure the animals, birds, and insects that frequent Indian Meadows. Unconsciously, and very often without understanding what they are doing, some children can be terribly cruel, and it always makes me furious when I see them hurting small, defenceless animals, pulling wings off butterflies, grinding their heels into earthworms and snails, throwing stones at birds. I made up my mind long before the twins were born that no child of mine would ever inflict pain on any living thing.

I am extremely partial to the old stonewall property, mostly because it is home for a number of small creatures. I know for a fact that two chipmunks live inside it, as well as a baby rabbit and a black snake. Although I know the chipmunks well and have spotted the bunny from time to time, I have never actually seen the snake. But our gardener, Anna, has, and so have the twins. At least, this is what they claim, most vociferously. To make nature more personal, to bring it closer to them, I invented stories about our little friends who inhabit the garden wall. I tell Jamie and Lissa tales about Algernon, the friendly black snake, who has a weakness for chocolate-covered cherries and wishes he had a candy store; about Tabitha and Henry, the two chipmunks, married with no children, who want to adopt; and about Angelica, the baby bunny rabbit, who harbours an ambition to be in the Fifth Avenue Easter Parade. Jamie and Lissa have come to love these stories of mine; they can’t get enough of them, in fact, and I have to repeat them constantly. In order to satisfy my children, I’m forever inventing new adventures, which entails quite a stretch of the imagination on my part.

B. Speak about your attitude toward nature. What are your childhood experiences with animals?
306. **Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.**

It was grey and overcast as I (leave) the hotel and (head) towards Berkley Square. I glanced up at the sky. It was leaden and promised rain, which Andrew (predict) before he (go) to the office earlier. Instead of walking to Diana’s, which I usually (like) to do, I (hail) a cab and (get) in. Just in time, too. It (begin) to drizzle as I (slam) the door and (give) the cabbie the address. English weather, I (think) glumly, staring out the taxi window. It always (rain). But one not (come) to England for the weather, there (be) other, more important reasons to be here. I always (love) England and the English, and London (be) my most favourite city in the entire world. I (love) it even more than my hometown, New York.

307. **Translate into English.**

ЧЕРНЫЙ ТЮЛЬПАН

Много лет назад жил в Нидерландах, на окраине Гааги, ничем не примечательный (unremarkable) человек по имени Ганс. Он был сапожником по профессии и к тому же очень хорошим. Голландцы, как известно, очень любят цветы, они в особенности славятся своими тюльпанами. И Ганс не был исключением. В течение многих лет он выращивал различные виды тюльпанов, пока в один прекрасный день не увидел в своем саду необыкновенный тюльпан. Он был черный. Никто раньше не выращивал черные тюльпаны, и Ганс очень гордился своим удивительным цветком. Новости, как вы знаете, распространяются очень быстро. И новость об уникальном цветке стала известна во всей стране. Многие хотели купить луковицу черного тюльпана, но сапожник-садовник и слушать об этом не хотел, хотя и очень нуждался в деньгах. Однажды приехали к Гансу люди, которые предложили ему столько денег, сколько он не заработал за всю свою жизнь,
хотя он всегда был очень искусным мастером и трудолюбивым человеком. Ганс думал несколько дней и сказал, что продаст луковицу. И неудивительно! Ведь в то время, а именно в 1670 году, на эти деньги можно было купить несколько домов. Только после того, как он получил деньги и пересчитал их, он отдал этим людям свое сокровище. Не успели незнакомцы получить луковицу, как они бросили ее на землю и стали топтать, пока от нее ничего не осталось. «Что вы делаете? Вы что, с ума сошли? — закричал потрясенный Ганс. — Я всю жизнь трудился, чтобы вырастить это чудо, а вы его уничтожили!» — «Глупец, — ответили ему, — мы были готовы заплатить тебе в два раза больше. Дело в том, что мы тоже вырастили черный тюльпан, но мы не хотим никаких конкурентов в этой стране!» Когда Ганс услышал, что он упустил шанс получить в два раза больше денег, чем те, что ему дали, он сошел с ума. Ну, а черные тюльпаны перестали со временем быть редкостью. Наиболее известные их сорта называются «Королева ночи», «Черная красавица», «Черная магия», «Черный герой».

308. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

1. Harry (wake) early on Saturday morning and (lie) for a while thinking about the coming match. He (be) nervous since Monday, mainly at the thought of what Wood (say) if the team (lose). He never (want) to beat Slytherin so badly. He (get) up, (dress), and (go) down to breakfast early, where he (find) the rest of the team. They (sit) at the long, empty table. Nobody (talk).
2. A week later, Harry, Snape and Ron (walk) across the Entrance Hall when they (see) a small knot of people who (gather) around the notice-board and (read) a piece of parchment that just (pin up). “They (start) a Duelling Club!” (say) Ron. “First meeting tonight! I not (mind) duelling lessons, they (may) come in handy one of these days. We (go)?” Harry and Snape (be) all
for it, so at eight o’clock that evening they (hurry) back to the Great Hall. “I wonder who (teach) us? I hope it (be) Frederick,” said Snape.

4. Reported Speech.
The Sequence of Tenses

309.

A. Change the sentences into reported speech according to the model.

Model: Miranda says, “I work for a small publishing house.” — Miranda says (that) she works for a small publishing house.

1. I’m going to work in England, next year. 2. I’m their marketing manager. 3. The company has opened an office in London. 4. Up till now I’ve been very successful in my career. 5. I’ve been chosen to run the new office in London. 6. I’m studying English in the evenings. 7. I don’t have much time to enjoy myself. 8. I haven’t had lunch with a friend for ages. 9. I hope my friends will come and visit me in London. 10. I went there last week with my secretary. 11. We didn’t have much time for sightseeing. 12. I have to get back to work now.

B. Tell your friend what Miranda said.

310. You are being interviewed for a job and are asked the following questions. When you come back home, tell your parents what questions you were asked.

311. Translate into English.

1. Интересно, который сейчас час. 2. Кто-нибудь может сказать мне, в чем дело? 3. Сейчас уже никто не может вспомнить, чья это была идея. 4. Пожалуйста, скажите мне, куда идет этот автобус. 5. Интересно, чем он зарабатывает на жизнь. 6. Мы должны спросить кого-нибудь, где находится вокзал. 7. Тебе придется сказать нам, каковы твои ближайшие планы. 8. Ты можешь объяснить мне, что тебе нужно? 9. В деканате вам скажут, когда заканчивается семестр. 10. Полиция не знает, чья это машина. Она без номеров. 11. Спроси кого-нибудь, какой сегодня день. 12. Вы не понимаете, как это серьезно.

312. Read the jokes and retell them in indirect speech.

1. If an Englishman gets run down by a truck, he apologizes to the truck.
2. A foreign visitor to England is completely baffled by the language and struggles with the pronunciation of words such as “enough”, “bough” and “though”. He usually gives up altogether when he reads a local newspaper headline “Fête Pronounced Success”.
3. An American tourist comes to London to stay at a top hotel. He picks up the phone one morning and asks for room service. He says, “I want three overdone fried eggs that are hard as a rock, toast that is burnt to a cinder and a cup of black coffee that tastes like mud.”
   “I’m sorry, sir,” replies room service, “we don’t serve a breakfast like that.” “Well, you did yesterday!”
4. An old woman from the country is visiting the big city for the first time in her life. She checks in at a smart hotel and lets the bellboy take her bags. She follows him but as the door closes, her face falls. “Young man,” she says angrily. “I may be old and straight from the hills, but I ain’t stupid. I paid good money
and this room won’t do at all. It’s short of what I expected. It’s too small and there’s no proper ventilation. Why, there’s not even a bed!”

“Ma’am,” replies the bellboy, “this isn’t your room. It’s the elevator!”

313. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the use of the Future in the Past.

1. He knew that their paths would cross again. 2. Emma hoped that the baby would be a girl. 3. I promised Edwina I would help her to dress the tree. 4. I knew you would do the right thing. I trusted you. 5. Maggie was a kind of woman a man wouldn’t look at twice. 6. And he often thought that if he was lucky he would meet another woman one day and fall in love. He would get married again. And hopefully there would be a wife, a home, a family, and his own business. 7. He knew that with Frank in Venice, for a few days he would be able to shake his depression, and recharge his batteries completely. 8. The knowledge that she would have to leave him was an agony. She prayed to God every night that Sigi would succeed in getting the child out of Germany.

314. Change the sentences into indirect speech. Use the verbs in brackets.

315. **Change the sentences into indirect speech.**

1. I confess that I’m a shopaholic. 2. Let me tell you that every time I see you, I’m shining like a candle in the night. 3. He is terribly sorry for the things he has done. 4. It’s a beautiful fish, we shall let it go. 5. I’m sorry to say that I don’t believe you and I never will. 6. The inspector worked hard, but it didn’t get him anywhere. 7. This film is a work of fiction. 8. Can you kiss me goodbye? 9. We are having a very lazy time. 10. David saw a flying saucer last summer. 11. — I have a chronic headache. My organism needs a painkiller. — Take this pill. It will have an immediate effect. Though it may have some side effects as well.

316. **Retell the following jokes in indirect speech.**

1. Dentist. Stop screaming! I haven’t touched your tooth yet.
2. Barry. I know, but you’re standing on my foot. 2. What are two reasons why men don’t mind their own business? 1. no mind 2. no business.
3. Bill. Why the glum look?
   Stan. I just don’t understand today’s world. My son wears an earring. My daughter has a tattoo. My wife makes twice what I do.
   Bill. So what are you going to do?
   Stan. I’m going home to my father.
4. When he found a six-year-old shoe-repair ticket in the pocket of an old suit, Brown called the shop to see if the shoes were still around.
   “Were they black wing tips needing half soles?” asked a clerk.
   “Yes,” said Brown.
   “We’ll have them ready in a week.”
5. Mother to daughter:
— What kind of person is your new boyfriend? Is he respectable?
— Of course he is, Mom. He’s thrifty, doesn’t drink or smoke, has a very nice wife and three well-behaved children.

*(from “Stupid Men’s Jokes”)*

317. **Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the sequence of tenses in them.**

1. Our Geography teacher told us at the last lesson that there aren’t any unknown islands left on the Earth.
2. My Grandmother used to say that tastes differ and that I shouldn’t be so choosy.
3. Don’t leave, Katya. Ann said that we’ll be having tea soon.
4. Melanie said she hadn’t met Eddie since she (had) left the town.
5. I replied that she should not be so noisy.
6. Bruno remarked that when he came in, Sonya was crying.
7. She noticed that the child ought to be more well-behaved.
8. Grace explained that when she left school, Donald was already studying at University.
9. Susan said that she (had) learnt how to eat with chopsticks when she was in Hong Kong.
10. He said that he could meet us at the airport.
11. Bill declared that he had owned the firm ever since he (had) started it in 1990.

318. **Use the right form of the verbs in brackets. Retell the texts.**

1. Two men were passengers on a four-engine plane. Suddenly, one engine (fail) and the pilot (announce) that the plane (be) now fifteen minutes late. A short time later another engine (go) out of order. The pilot (have to) announce they (be) thirty minutes late. Then the third engine (start) burning, and the stewardess announced that they (be) one hour late. At this point, one man (say) to his neighbour, “If the fourth engine (break), we (can) (be) up here all day.”
2. Sitting at home one afternoon, a retired doctor and his wife decided to call another couple to see what they (do). “Oh,” (say) the other wife, “we just (drink) coffee and (talk).” The doctor’s wife (hang) up the phone. “Why we not ever (do) that?” she (demand). And she (explain) that they just (drink) coffee and (talk). So, the doctor (tell) his wife to make them a pot of coffee. Soon they (sit) with their freshly brewed coffee, staring at each other. “Call them back,” he (direct), “and find out what they (talk) about.”

319. Retell the following jokes in indirect speech.

1. A man walked into the emergency room with both of his ears badly burnt. The man explained, “The phone rang and I picked up the iron by mistake.” The nurse asked, “How did you burn the other ear?” “I did that,” said the man, “when I went to phone the ambulance.”

2. A telephone man was trying to measure the telephone pole but couldn’t figure out how to climb up the pole. He radioed the office and they suggested that he should lay the pole down on the ground and measure it. The phone man didn’t like that idea. “That won’t work. I need to measure how high it is, not how long.”

3. Did you hear about the man who died from jumping out of an airplane? It seems he was watching the movie, forgot where he was and stepped out for some more popcorn.

4. “I have good news and bad news,” the defence attorney told his client. “First, the bad news. The blood test came back, and your DNA is an exact match with that found at the crime scene.”

“Oh, no!” cried the client. “What’s the good news?” “Your cholesterol has gone down to 140.”

(From “Stupid Men’s Jokes“)
320. Translate into English.

1. Туристы были очень удивлены. Никогда раньше они не видели такого количества людей. Но гид объяснил им, что это обычное явление в Гайд-парке в хорошую погоду. 2. Они надеялись, что если мать поговорит с ним, то он изменит свое решение. 3. Он позвонил нам и сказал, что всю неделю идет дождь, но синоптики обещают хорошую погоду в начале следующей недели. 4. Отец посмотрел на мои ботинки и сказал, что это просто позор, потому что я не чистил их неделями. 5. Каролина сказала нам, что этот красивый комод был в ее семье более двух веков и что сейчас он очень ценный. 6. Мальчик сказал, что их путь лежал через лес. Снег перестал идти, сияло солнце. Они надеялись, что вскоре доберутся до станции. 7. Я столкнулся с Анжели, когда проходил мимо банка. Мы не встречались с тех пор, как закончили университет. Она радостно поздоровалась со мной и сообщила, что только что открыла счет в этом банке. 8. Учительница объяснила шестилеткам, что земля круглая и что она вращается. Одна девочка очень удивилась и сообщила, что она всегда считала, что земля плоская. 9. У стены стоял старомодный шкаф, который видел лучшие времена (дни). Хозяйка объяснила нам, что он принадлежал ее прабабушке.

5. The Passive Voice

321. Change the sentences from active to passive.

1. The teacher explains the new rule.
2. The teacher is explaining the new rule.
3. The teacher has explained the new rule.
4. The teacher explained the new rule.
5. The teacher was explaining the new rule.
6. The teacher had explained the new rule.
7. The teacher is going to explain the new rule.
8. The teacher will explain the new rule.
9. The teacher can explain the new rule.
10. The teacher should explain the new rule.
11. The teacher ought to explain the new rule.
12. The teacher must explain the new rule.
13. The teacher has to explain the new rule.
14. The teacher may explain the new rule.
15. The teacher might explain the new rule.

322. **Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.**

1. This program (run) by very good managers. 2. These workers usually (pay) monthly. 3. The public not (allow) to drive on the park roads. 4. This city (bomb) heavily in the war. 5. The editorial staff (call) to the conference room. 6. Tim studies hard. He hopes he (give) the highest grades this semester. 7. The lost children just (find) in the park. 8. The new computer system (install) at the moment. 9. I (teach) to play chess by the time I was four. 10. He was getting the best care and treatment in the hospital, and he (monitor) night and day. 11. If all the money in the world (collect) and (divide) equally among all the people living on the Earth, each of us (give) three million dollars. 12. Don’t worry! By the time we meet again, all your problems (solve). 13. We (tell) that the exact days for the talks not (set) yet. 14. It (decide) last week that this novel (televise). 15. The Olympic torch (pass) from one runner to the next one.

323. **A. Read the following text and learn it by heart.**

When packages don’t arrive on time things can’t get done,
people wait, clients leave,
orders get backed up, jobs get lost,
bosses get angry, people are disappointed,
stores can’t open, factories shut down,
money gets lost, meetings are missed,
conferences are cancelled, businesses can’t open,
blood pressure goes up, people can’t work,
promises are broken, trust is lost,
opportunities are missed, deals aren’t made,
transactions never happen, ideas aren’t shared,
products don’t get made, information is missed,
and the person who used the shipping company
that messed it up looks really, really, really bad.

When packages **do arrive on time** the world works just fine.

**B. Say what happens to you if you are not on time.**

**324. Change the sentences from active to passive if possible.**

1. Doctors use this medicine widely. 2. They deliver milk before 8 a.m. 3. When I came to the service station, they were still repairing my car. 4. Jack walked to school yesterday. 5. Don’t worry, our people will meet the group at the airport. 6. This man is installing a new xerox in the office. 7. We stayed in a three-star hotel. 8. The police arrested the wrong man mainly because they confused the names which the witness had given them. 9. They threw him into prison and deprived him of his property. 10. The leaves fell to the ground. 11. Have you received the message yet? 12. People are destroying large areas of forest every day. 13. Mary’s cat ran away last week. 14. I hope they will have completed the repairs by tomorrow. 15. Some people were using the tennis court, so we couldn’t play. 16. No one has solved that problem yet. 17. Did someone invite you to the party? 18. I agree with you, gentlemen. 19. This news surprised me. 20. Mr. Lee will teach this class.
Nearly a quarter of a century has passed since this book first (publish). During this period several hundred thousand copies of the book (dispose) of, and it (sell) practically in every country in the world where English (teach) as a second language. Nevertheless, the twenty-fifth anniversary is so important an occasion that it (commemorate) with the publication of the new edition, which thoroughly (revise) and considerably (enlarge). Additional sections (include). Another innovation is that a list of irregular verbs in everyday use (introduce). These verbs intentionally (place) as endpapers for easy reference. Besides, the opportunity (take) of revising the book from cover to cover, bringing it up to date and introducing many little improvements here and there. Much care (give) to the preparation of the Index, which it (hope) will make the book a useful work of reference. The writer is of the opinion that the best results (achieve) if it (use) by the students both as a textbook and as a book of reference.

1. If you want, I’ll dictate the address to you. 2. The customer repeated his request several times. 3. In his speech the lecturer mentioned some historic dates. 4. The council pointed out some shortcomings in the project. 5. The client explained his terms clearly. 6. Sally described all the details of the incident vividly. 7. The chief announced the good news to everybody’s delight. 8. The lawyer suggested the new strategy. 9. She pointed out the mistake to us. 10. The policeman repeated his orders several times. 11. You won’t get lost. We’ll describe all the directions thoroughly. 12. I’ll point him out to you.
327. Translate into English.

1. Нам объяснили, как работает аппарат. 2. Его так хорошо описали, что мы сразу поняли, что это он. 3. Письмо было продиктовано мне по телефону. 4. Об этом законе физики лишь упомянули, он не был объяснен студентам. 5. Тебе когда-нибудь объясняли значение этих слов? 6. Сообщение повторялось каждые полчаса. 7. Им указали на их недостойное поведение. 8. Заказчикам предложили новые условия контракта. 9. На днях вам было указано на эту проблему. 10. Вся информация будет записана для нас автоответчиком.

328. Read the dialogue, paying special attention to the forms of the verbs in bold type. Answer the questions given after it.


Eugene. You know I was hired part-time at the office this semester. I just got my first paycheck.

Nina. So why are you so down? You should be happy.

Eugene. I was ... before. But when I looked at my paycheck and saw how much money was taken out in taxes, I couldn’t believe it.

Nina. I feel the same way. Taxes are already high, and the government wants to raise them next year.

Eugene. What! If taxes are raised any more, I won’t have any salary left. Are they kidding?

Nina. No, I guess they hope that a lot of problems will be solved by increasing taxes.

Eugene. But the cost of living is just too high. Why isn’t something done about it? If my rent is raised again this year, I’ll be forced to move.

Nina. Everyone has the same problem. We are all asked to sacrifice a little.
Eugene. What’s it like for you? When were you last given a raise? Are your raises determined by the cost of living? Nina. No, I don’t think so. I guess our raises are based on merit. If the boss likes your work, you’re given a raise. If he doesn’t you may even be fired. Cheer up, Eugene. Life is still great!

1. Why does Eugene look upset?
2. How does he feel about the possibility that taxes will be raised next year?
3. Is Eugene having problems in making ends meet?
4. What will happen if his rent is raised again this year?

329. Change the sentences from active to passive.

1. You can hear this hit everywhere. 2. One can’t learn a foreign language in a few weeks. 3. You shouldn’t put fruit into the fridge. 4. She is a rude child. Her mother must teach her good manners. 5. I have to complete the letter today. 6. Clara is going to mail these letters tomorrow. 7. Someone must call the police. 8. We ought to invite them, too. 9. They may raise the price of gas. 10. I am going to paint the walls white. 11. The customer has to pay this bill. 12. You shouldn’t carry large sums of money with you. 13. Aluminium is a valuable metal. You can use it again and again. Because you can recycle this metal, nobody should throw away aluminium cans. 14. People must protect endangered wildlife from extinction. 15. They may easily fool you.

330. Ask questions indicated in the brackets.

1. Such equipment is sold in special shops. (In what shops?) 2. These files must be returned in two hours. (When?) 3. This picture gallery was destroyed by the fire. (How?) 4. This work can be done in two days. (In how many days?) 5. The money will be spent on medicine. (On what?) 6. Such questions are often asked by children. (By whom?) 7. The post will be delivered at 7 o’clock. (When?) 8. New roses have been planted in her gar-
den. (What?) 9. The telephone was invented by Alexander Graham Bell. (Who?) 10. Rice is grown in many countries. (Where?) 11. A new house is being built on Elm Street. (What?) 12. This report must be signed by Mr. Hardy. (Who?) 13. These data will have been collected by the end of the year. (By what time?)

331. Change the sentences from active to passive where possible.

1. They offered me the vacancy. 2. The boss has given us all the instructions. 3. We showed the girls our buys. 4. Father promised Ted a new skateboard. 5. Somebody told him the truth. 6. The manager sent them the fax last night. 7. Ben offered the fellow a beer. 8. The expert recommended the client several solutions to the problem. 9. Grandmother gave me a wonderful cookery book. 10. Our partners promised us support and understanding. 11. The policemen showed us the way to the Tower. 12. They paid him a pretty sum of money. 13. They filled the glasses and made another toast. 14. They took these examples from literature.

332. Translate into English.

1. Академия наук была основана Петром Великим в 1725 году. 2. Вся важная информация обычно посылается электронной почтой. 3. Слово грамматика пишется с двумя м. 4. Шесть месяцев спустя они обвенчались в местной церкви. 5. Когда все книги были пересчитаны, то оказалось, что одной не хватало. 6. Предпринимаются попытки освободить заложников. 7. Точные цифры пока что не были опубликованы. 8. Сливки были хорошо взбиты. 9. Мне сообщили об этом лишь вчера. 10. Грабители обнаружили, что код на сейфе был изменен. 11. Если главой предприятия выберут его, то все будут удивлены. 12. Дверь твоей машины уже неделю сломана. Ты собираешься ее ремонтировать? 13. Мы чувствовали, что за нами следят. 14. Они надеялись, что будут приглашены на ужин. 15. Если что-то будет разбито, вам придется платить.
333. Match the words or phrases in column A and the correct endings in column B in the following signs and labels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Rooms</td>
<td>a) must not be removed from the library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Shoplifters</td>
<td>b) should be addressed to the office.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. This wine</td>
<td>c) will be prosecuted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. This dictionary</td>
<td>d) must not be left unattended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. No goods</td>
<td>e) is protected by guard dogs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Applications</td>
<td>f) can be exchanged without a receipt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Bags</td>
<td>g) must be vacated by 12 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. This building</td>
<td>h) is best served at room temperature.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

334. Change the sentences from active to passive.

1. Philosophers very often refer to that quotation. 2. Have you sent for the doctor yet? 3. They spoke to me with great suspect. 4. Specialists regularly refer to this phenomena. 5. I’ll try, but I don’t think they will listen to me. 6. Don’t put on this hat or people will laugh at you. 7. He lost sight of her in the crowd. 8. The examiner took no notice of her slip of the tongue. 9. Julia’s boyfriend always waits for her after studies. 10. The surgeon is operating on the boy now. 11. People speak a lot about the latest events. 12. Don’t worry. I’ll look after your house plants properly while you’re away. 13. They hoped their relations would take good care of the kids.

335. Translate into English.

1. — Полицию вызвали? — Её вызвали десять минут назад. 2. Что за сумасшедшая идея! Только никому не говори, а то над тобой будут смеяться. 3. На словарь Хорнби часто ссылаются. 4. Профессор был уверен, что лекцию о сленге подростков будут внимательно слушать. 5. О последнем кинофестива-
336. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

1. The first self-service groceries (open) in America in 1912. 2. Oh, no! My car (go)! 3. Taking photographs in the museum (forbid). 4. Children should (see) but not (hear). 5. Milk (sell) often in cartons. 6. Energy could (save) if people made more journeys by bicycle. 7. Our team (beat) only once so far this year. 8. This painting probably (paint) by Dali. 9. She’s only crying because some soap went into her eye while her hair (wash). 10. A new guidebook to the U.K. (write) at the moment. 11. In some countries women still (deny) the right to vote. 12. This event not (forget) very quickly. 13. The votes (count) by midnight? 14. The guard noticed at once that the safe (break into). 15. He didn’t know where he (take) at the moment.

337. Translate into English.

1. Детективные романы хорошо продаются. 2. Эта ткань хорошо стирается. 3. Дмитрий перевелся в другой университет. 4. Сухие листья хорошо горят. 5. Шум стих (to calm down). 6. Эта книга легко читается. 7. Это вещество хорошо горит. 8. Кафель легко моется. 9. Этот свитер не садится и не линяет. 10. Эти брюки совершенно не мнутся. 11. Тесто хорошо поднимается. 12. Пирог еще печется. 13. Этот диск хорошо расходится. 14. Это лекарство хорошо продаётся. 15. Золото легко плавится. 16. Этот металл деформируется под давлением.
338. Choose the correct form of the words in brackets.

1. Many students are (interesting, interested) in the Internet. 2. Nigel’s classes are always (interesting, interested). 3. Don’t bother to read that book. It’s (boring, bored). 4. I’m (boring, bored). How about going to a movie? 5. Most children are (fascinating, fascinated) by animals. 6. Young children think that animals are (fascinating, fascinated). 7. I was very (embarrassing, embarrassed) by that question. 8. That was an (embarrassing, embarrassed) experience. 9. I read a (shocking, shocked) report yesterday. I was really (shocking, shocked). 10. The children went to a circus. For them, the circus was (exciting, excited). The (exciting, excited) children jumped up and down.

339. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

Many changes are happening in education today. In the traditional classroom, the teacher is in complete control. The teacher decides when the class will study which subject, and all students must work on the same subject at the same time.

Nowadays developments in technology (use) in the classroom. Children (teach) Mathematics with calculators. Television (use) to teach basic Reading and Mathematics. The influence of general computerizing can’t (overlook) either. In many schools computers (experiment) with in the classroom. They (use) to help teach English. In many elementary schools children (teach) how to read and write on computers. In some schools, a new method called “the open classroom” (apply) these days. More and more students (permit) to choose for themselves which subject they want to work on and for how long. Students can work by themselves or in groups. Children are usually enthusiastic about this new method, but some parents are beginning to have doubts. According to these concerned
parents, the children (give) too much freedom nowadays, not enough time (spend) on real work, and the children not (teach) the subjects that are most important. In some schools that experimented with the open classroom in the past, the traditional methods of teaching (reinstate).

A number of years ago, universities also experimented with television in college lectures. Professors recorded their lectures on videotapes, which later (play) in class. The professors were not present in the classrooms. This new method (use) when studies came out showing that students were not learning. One professor received an unpleasant surprise when he entered his classroom. His lecture (show) on TV, but no students were in the room.

340. Translate into English.

1. Учти, в расписание внесли некоторые изменения. 2. Словарями нельзя пользоваться на экзаменах. 3. Его постоянно критикуют за плохие манеры. 4. — Машина сияет. — Да, ее только что помыли. 5. Дайте нам знать, если хотите, чтобы вас встретили в аэропорту. 6. Синтетические ткани хорошо стираются. 7. Вещи, сделанные из льна, сильно мнутся. 8. Его необходимо остановить, пока не слишком поздно. 9. Его укусило странное насекомое. 10. Детей следует уважать так же, как и взрослых. 11. Лабораторией нельзя было пользоваться вчера, в ней устанавливали новое оборудование. 12. Все работы будут закончены к концу недели. 13. — Ты почему не в новых туфлях? — Они в ремонте. 14. Инспектор заверил нас, что все необходимые меры уже были приняты. 15. Как только данные будут получены, вас проинформируют об этом. 16. Эйфелева башня была спроектирована Александром Эйфелем. Она была сооружена в 1889 году. Ее можно видеть из любой части города.
341. Read the text and retell it.

THE FOUNDING OF WEDGWOOD

It was in 1759 that Josiah Wedgwood — the “Father of English Pottery” — founded the Wedgwood firm. By 1766, Wedgwood had prospered sufficiently to build himself a house and a splendid new factory which he named Etruria. During his lifetime (1730–95), J. Wedgwood invented and produced a wide range of table ware and ornamental wares. Wedgwood’s greatest achievement and contribution to the British pottery industry was his development and production of cream coloured earthenware. Later it was known as Queen’s Ware. Inexpensive and beautiful this new tableware was within reach of all people and its success was immediate and world-wide. The most famous commission of all was a dinner and dessert service for Empress Catherine II of Russia. The service consisted of 952 pieces which were decorated with paintings of 1244 different English scenes. Fine bone china was first made by the firm in 1812–22 and has been made by the company ever since. Fine bone china is made from three main raw materials — china stone, china clay and oxbone. It is the bone (reduced to a fine ash) that gives china its whiteness, translucency and above all its amazing strength.

Test Your Knowledge

342. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the use of tenses in them.

1. It’s not age that matters. It’s the spirit. 2. — And you, Henry? How’s life treating you? You’re looking well enough. — I’m doing fine. — I see you’re keeping yourself busy. The old garden’s
looking as lovely as ever. 3. People are always blaming their circumstances for what they are. 4. — Have you come to any definite conclusion yet? — No, I’m still feeling my way. 5. What have you been up to all day while I’ve been away? 6. I wish you would go, we’ve been getting on each other’s nerves lately. 7. She felt that a little break like that was what she’d been needing all those years. 8. When did you actually arrive? 9. The rain was falling in sheets. 10. I was perky again as if I’d just been given a booster shot of vitamins. 11. I had to be in Bulgaria in six days or my visa would lapse. 12. He looked at me with the expression of a man who had just lost his job and had his car stolen and now had learned that his wife had run off with his best pal. 13. Irene said she had been reading a lot since she had been working in the library. 14. Will you be waiting for me while I am in the Army?

343. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

1. Now I (read) a short story about a young actor, who follows his heart (but not his head) to Paris in search of the secrets of life and love. 2. This book is for Bob, who (mean) all the world to me. 3. She just (crack) the shell of the hard-boiled egg and now (peel) it. 4. The old grandfather clock (stop) in 1990 and not (work) since. 5. What you (do) tonight? You (make up) your mind where to go? 6. You (look) so pale! What’s the matter? You (see) a ghost? 7. Where you (get) that black eye? You (fight)? 8. They (move) to the country last year so that their children (grow up) away from the city traffic. 9. The road through the city centre (repair) at the moment so we (take) the longer way which seldom (use). 10. When you (listen) how he (speak), you (understand) what his brother (mean). He not (change) at all since we last (meet) him. 11. Much later, when we (finish) dinner and (drink) wine near the fireplace, Andrew (rise) to make a toast to everybody’s health. 12. The snow (stop) falling by the
time they (arrive) in New Milford, and the sun (shine) in the brilliantly blue sky. 13. The baby, due in January next year, (raise) in America. 14. He (beat) by his rival in the presidential elections. 15. You (use) your computer this afternoon? — I not (decide) yet. 16. Henry’s wife served the meat which (marinate) in wine and fresh herbs.

344. Retell the following jokes in indirect speech.

1. Many years ago when the rivers were clean and our Earth was not polluted Old Joe was sitting on the river bank fishing. The catch was good, there was nobody around and Old Joe was very happy. “Nobody will see me fishing here,” he said to himself. He was about to go home already when suddenly he heard a man’s voice over his shoulder asking “Have you caught anything?” “Only forty trout,” answered Joe. “I guess you don’t know who I am,” continued the voice. “I am the fishing inspector here, and you are breaking exactly six laws.” But Joe was not at a loss. “I guess you don’t know who I am either,” he said. “I am the biggest liar in this country.”

2. Harry came to his mother one morning while she was having her breakfast, and said to her, “Nobody at my school likes me, Mother. The teachers don’t, and the children don’t. Even the cleaners and the bus drivers hate me.”
“Well, Harry,” his mother answered, “perhaps you aren’t very nice to them. If a few people don’t like a person, he or she may not be responsible for that; but if a lot of people don’t, there’s usually something wrong, and that person really needs to change.” “I’m too old to change,” Harry said. “I don’t want to go to school.” “Don’t be silly, Harry,” his mother said, going towards the garage to get the car out. “You have to go. You’re quite well, and you still have a lot of things to learn. And besides that, you’re the headmaster of the school.”
345. Read the following just for fun.

I am a poet, though few know it. I have been writing poetry since I was eight years old. Here is some of it:

1. Teacher’s a fool, down with skool!
   My form teacher was very cross with me only because I didn’t know how to spell “school”, of course!

2. Latin is a language as dead as dead can be;
   First it killed the Romans and now it’s killing me!

3. When I die, bury me deep; bury my history book at my feet.
   Tell the teacher I’ve gone to rest and won’t be back for the history test.

4. I eat my peas with honey; I’ve done it all my life.
   It makes the peas taste funny but it keeps them on the knife.

346. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

RETURNED HOSPITALITY

A well-to-do young Cambridge University student took a year off to visit his relatives in Australia, who (deport) some two centuries earlier. They lived in humble circumstances in Melbourne but when the posh Pom arrived, he (treat) like a royalty. He (stay) for six months though he originally (say) it (be) “just a week or so“, and during the entire period he never even (offer) to help with the household chores. They (take) him to all the sights, (go) to the opera and to the beach — all for no gratitude whatsoever.

Naturally, the family (be) intensely annoyed by this relative’s manner, and when he announced the date when he (leave), they (can) not help feeling great relief. Before leaving, just for manners’ sake, he suggested that the family (may) look him up and his rich widowed mother in their huge country house when they (visit) England later that year.
So, when the Aussies — mum, dad, and two young kids (arrive) at Heathrow, they immediately (ring) up the man who (stay) with them. His mother answered the phone and as soon as she (understand) who they (be), she (croon) that they really (must) come up for tea. To say the least, this was alarming to them — they (expect) (put) up at least for a week after the hospitality they (extend) to her obnoxious son.

However, they (decide) to travel to the mansion, deep in the Yorkshire dales, that very day. But the journey was a nightmare. The weather was horrid, wet and windy. Worse, their relatives’ village (be) not on any map and they (have to) ask a dozen people in the locality before they (get) the right directions. Finally, just before 11 p.m., they (reach) the place and (be) thrilled in anticipation of what they (discover) about their forebears. The door (open) by a lady, who (tell) them to leave their bags in the car for the moment. She (lead) them by candlelight to a dim dusty study with a real fire which (glow) on one side, and explained how expensive electricity (become) in this day and age. The mother (disappear) and soon (come) back with a plate of ginger cake and a pot of tea and listened abstractedly to their description of the journey with a soppy fixed smile.

Half an hour later, she (stand up), (clasp) her hands together, (say) “Well” and (begin) walking towards the door. The family looked at each other — was she saying they (should) (go) and (get) their bags from the car now? But then their worst fears (confirm). The woman simply thanked them for coming and, without ceremony, (show) them through the door and out into the rain-drenched night.

347. Read the story and retell it in indirect speech.

A BORN PESSIMIST AND AN ETERNAL OPTIMIST

A mother had twin children Will and Jenny. The two had entirely different outlooks on life — Will was a born pessimist
while Jenny was an eternal optimist. These attitudes caused the mother a great deal of concern, particularly when it came to buying presents for them. So she decided to consult a child psychiatrist with regard to what she should buy them for Christmas. The psychiatrist told her to spend as much as she could on Will the pessimist but said that Jenny would probably be happy with anything. “Why not get a pile of manure and wrap that up for Jenny?” he suggested. “I’m sure she’d be fine with that.” The mother took his advice and spent 300 dollars on presents for Will and wrapped up a heap of manure for Jenny. Christmas morning came and the kids were opening their presents. “What has Santa Claus brought you?” she asked Will. He answered gloomily, “A bike, but I’ll probably get run over while riding it; football boots, but I’ll probably break my leg while playing; and an electric train set, but I’ll probably electrocute myself.” Realizing this wasn’t going as planned, she turned swiftly to Jenny. “And what has Santa Claus brought you?” “I think I got a pony,” said Jenny, up to her elbows in manure, “but I haven’t been able to find it yet!”

348. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

The very next day, the first Golden Ticket (find). The finder, was a boy who (call) Augustus Gloop, and evening newspapers (carry) a large picture of him on the front page. The picture showed a nine-year-old boy who was so enormously fat that he looked as though he (blow) up with a powerful pump. The town in which Augustus lived, the newspapers (say), (go) wild with excitement over their hero. Flags (fly) from all the windows, children (give) a holiday from school, and a parade (organize) in honour of the famous boy. “I just knew Augustus

---

1 manure [mə'ɲuə] — навоз.
(find) a Golden Ticket,” his mother (tell) the newspapermen. “He (eat) so many bars of chocolate a day that it was almost impossible for him not to find one. Eating always (be) his hobby, you know. That’s all that (interest) him. But still, that’s better than being a hooligan, isn’t that? And what I always (say) is, he not (eat) like he (do) unless he (need) vitamins, anyway.”

(after R. Dahl)

349. Read and retell the jokes in indirect speech.

1. Three elderly women were discussing the problems of growing old. One said, “Sometimes I find myself in front of the refrigerator with a jar of mayonnaise and I can’t remember if I am putting it away or making a sandwich.” Another said, “And I can trip on the stairs and not remember if I was walking up or down.” “Oh well, I don’t have those sort of problems, touch wood,” said the third, tapping her knuckles on the table, before adding, “That must be the door — I’ll get it.”

2. Two burglars were robbing an apartment block when they heard the sound of police car sirens. “Quick! Jump!” said one. “But we are on the thirteenth floor,” protested the other. The first burglar said, “This is no time to be superstitious.”

3. A teenage boy with spiked hair, a nose ring and baggy combat trousers told his friend, “I don’t really like dressing like this, but it stops my parents from dragging me everywhere with them.”

4. I had a linguistic professor who said that it’s man’s ability to use language that makes him the dominant species on the planet. That may be, but I think there’s one other thing that separates us from animals — we aren’t afraid of vacuum cleaners.
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350. Translate into English.

1. Britanitsy говорят, что если кошка переходит вам дорогу (to cross one’s path), то это принесет удачу. 2. В этом магазинчике продают женскую одежду. На этой неделе расподают летнюю коллекцию. 3. Вчера шел дождь, а сегодня идет снег.
4. — Я знаю, о чем ты думаешь. — И о чем же я думаю? — Я думаю, ты опять мечтаешь о большой круглой пицце. 5. Она ждет ребенка. Полагаю, Петр знает об этом. 6. Вечно ты пускаешь пыль в глаза и выуживаешь комплименты! 7. Вчера он сказал, что у него никогда не было времени на развлечения. 8. Ну что же, дорогой профессор, Вы сделали из меня леди и выиграли свое пари. 9. Кто съел мой обед? На тарелках ничего не осталось. 10. Кто ел мой обед? На тарелках осталось мало еды. 11. Он поинтересовался, куда все ушли. 12. Он спросил, где мы были все это время. 13. Этот вопрос давно беспокоит меня, и я давно хочу задать его вам. 14. Фермер сообщил нам, что вплоть до этого дня погода была хорошая. 15. Это нечто особенное, вот увидишь. И через минуту ты будешь меня благодарить. 16. Я пробую суп, чтобы понять, не нужно ли добавить соли. — Да нет, на вкус он отличный. 17. Все надеялись, что успех его последней книги значительно улучшил (to improve) его настроение. 18. Она объяснила ему, что достаточно долго прожила в Англии, чтобы знать цену деньгам (быть аккуратной с деньгами).

6. Mood

351. Comment on the mood of the verbs in the following sentences.

1. My children ask me too many questions. 2. Now, ask your question! Go ahead! 3. Steve was sure that his teacher would answer all his questions. 4. I wouldn’t ask you this question if
I knew the answer. 5. Relax! There is no hurry. Take your time. 6. She looks as if she were miserable. 7. I shall ask you for support if any need arises. 8. I know that you will do it as soon as you can. 9. I know that you would do it as soon as you could. 10. He promised he would go there if he had a chance. 11. I would go if I had time. Time is money, you know. 12. — You could do it if you tried. — Shall I really make an effort? 13. You could have done it if you had tried. 14. It would have been most helpful if you had done the washing. 15. If the ancient Egyptians had not had slaves, they would not have been able to build the Pyramids. 16. But for our books we would be ignorant and unaware of so many things! 17. I know you are a great man. But your greatness would be enhanced if you said “Sorry”. 18. If it weren’t for the last minute, a lot of things wouldn’t get done. 19. If you gave him a penny for his thoughts, you would get some change. 20. If you want to be happy, Be!

(Leo Tolstoy)

352. Read the text and find the cases of the Imperative Mood. Translate them into Russian.

It was Matilda’s first day in Miss Honey’s class. After the usual business of going through all the names of the children, Miss Honey said, “Now this is the very first day of school for each one of you. It is the beginning of at least eleven long years of schooling that all of you are going to have to go through. And six of those years will be spent right here at Crunchem Hall where, as you know, your Headmistress is Miss Trunchbull. She insists upon strict discipline throughout the school, and if you take my advice you will do your very best to behave yourselves in her presence. Never argue with her. Never answer her back. Always do as she says. If you get on the wrong side of Miss Trunchbull she can liquidize you like a carrot in a kitchen blender. It’s nothing to laugh about, Lavender. Take that grin
off your face. All of you will be wise to remember that Miss Trunchbull deals very, very severely with anyone who gets out of line in this school. Have you got the message?”
“Yes, Miss Honey,” chirruped eighteen eager little voices.
(after R. Dahl)

353. Translate into English.


354. Read and translate the sentences into Russian. Pay attention to the mood of the verb.

1. If no one were allowed to ignore the rules, language would stagnate. 2. If I lived in England, I wouldn’t have any problems with my English. 3. If people trusted and respected each other, it would make life easier. 4. If I could read people’s thoughts, it would be interesting to know all beforehand. 5. If you met her, you would fall in love with her at first sight. 6. If I were ill, I wouldn’t eat anything. The best remedy would be to starve a day or two. 7. If Caroline didn’t love roses, he wouldn’t give them to her on her birthdays. 8. If Alison had bought the dress yesterday, she would have spent all her money. 9. Just imag-
ine what chaos there would be if we lived in a society without laws! 10. If you had given us a hint, we would have guessed your secret then. 11. If Olga hadn’t been so exhausted, she might have been suspicious of this. 12. It would have been helpful if someone had met me at the airport and had taken me to the hotel. 13. He says that if he could start his life anew, he wouldn’t change anything. 14. If the babysitter had arrived at the appointed time, we would have met. 15. Your house plants wouldn’t have died if you had watered them regularly. 16. If Bobbie were less curious, he wouldn’t have asked us so many personal questions yesterday. 17. If Liz had tried harder at college, she would be more successful now. 18. Mary gave Joe a smile that would have melted half the ice in the Arctic Circle. 19. There are some subjects I wouldn’t discuss with people I don’t know quite well.

355. Read the following sentences and give their Russian equivalents.

1. A blind man would be glad to see. 2. An unfortunate man would be drowned in a teacup. 3. The cat would eat fish and would not wet her paws. 4. If ifs and ands were pots and pans, there would be no work for tinker’s hands. 5. If my aunt had been a man, she’d have been my uncle. 6. If there were no clouds, we would not enjoy the sun. 7. If only youth had the knowledge; if only age had the strength! 8. If youth knew what old age would crave, it would both get and save. 9. Life would be too smooth if it had no rubs in it. 10. If fools wore white caps, we would seem a flock of geese. 11. If there were no fools, there would be no wise men. 12. If riches were granted, even beggars would become rich. 13. If you had as little money as manners, you’d be the poorest of your kin. 14. If wishes were fishes, you’d need a whole ocean to hold all of mine! Happy Birthday! 15. If he were to fall into the pond, he would come out with a fish in his mouth.
356. Change the Indicative Mood of the verb into the Present Conditional.

1. I use my computer every day. 2. She cares for Jack, she loves him. 3. Fred reads newspapers regularly. 4. The friends play golf every weekend. 5. She is scared and will lock the door. 6. Brian sometimes agrees with his father. 7. I consult my family doctor now and then. 8. He is a reliable person and can help you. 9. We call them very often. 10. She is always easy to deal with. 11. He will do his best, but he has no chance. 12. The Parkers can afford a big house. 13. The weather may change again. 14. We may never meet again.

357. Complete the sentences by using the Past Conditional of the verbs in brackets.

1. He didn’t know anything about the party, or he (come). 2. The doctor told me nothing about the new treatment, or I (try) it. 3. Why didn’t you consult your tutor? He (advise) you what to do. 4. We couldn’t get in touch with each other, or we (avoid) a lot of trouble. 5. There were no computers in those times, or my father (learn) them. 6. He was pressed for time last week or he (visit) his inlaws. 7. Helen didn’t buy the dress though it was just what she wanted. In her place I (buy) it. 8. Michael finally made up with his son or he (change) his will. 9. Why didn’t you ask me? I (can) (give a lift) you to the fitness centre. 10. It really was hitting news or everybody (take) it easy. 11. — You’ve got into a mess again! — Really, you (can) (be) more careful! 12. Olga’s mother did all the housework, or she (learn) how to cook. 13. She had an alibi or the police (arrest) her. 14. The new perfume was too sweet or I (buy) it. 15. The serial was too long otherwise I (watch) it to the end. 16. If it weren’t for electricity, we all still (watch) television by candlelight.

358. Make the sentences complete by using either the Present or the Past Conditional.


359. Translate into English.

360. Transform the verb to be into the Present or Past Subjunctive, to express an unreal wish.

**Model:** It’s not sunny today. — If it were sunny today!
It was foggy yesterday. — If it hadn’t been foggy yesterday!

1. It’s autumn now. 2. He isn’t my friend. 3. She wasn’t my teacher. 4. This dress isn’t my size. 5. I’m not happy about it. 6. The bag was too expensive. 7. I am a dreamer. 8. My holiday wasn’t long. 9. This money isn’t mine. 10. The party is very dull. 11. The secretary isn’t efficient. 12. The car was out of order. 13. The boss is out. 14. We were scared. 15. English phonetics is so difficult! 16. Uncountable nouns are so misleading!

361. Transform the sentences into unreal ones, paying particular attention to the use of the negative particle not where necessary.

**Model:** Simon smokes too much. — If Simon didn’t smoke so much!
She didn’t learn the news. — If she had learned the news!

1. Our neighbours visit us every weekend. 2. He didn’t notice me. He ignored me. 3. I don’t often meet my school friends now. 4. The children don’t obey their grandparents. 5. Emma had too much work to do last week. 6. I have to work even on Sunday. 7. Theresa didn’t help her mother about the house. 8. The dog eats too much meat. 9. Nobody knew his address or telephone number. 10. I don’t speak English fluently. 11. They have no chance to travel. 12. Ridge makes friends too easily. 13. Nelly went there too late. 14. She doesn’t often go to the theatre. 15. My sister buys too many things.

362. Make the following sentences with the modal verb can unreal.

**Model:** — You can’t speak to the boss now, he is busy. — If the boss were not busy, you could speak to him now.
— They couldn’t join us, it was too late. — They could have joined us if it hadn’t been so late.
1. The children can’t play this game in the house. They are so noisy! 2. You can’t watch this film before going to bed. It’s a horror film. 3. We couldn’t listen to the pop-concert. It started too late. 4. I can’t sing at all. I’ve lost my voice. 5. Angela couldn’t dance with Nick. They had quarrelled. 6. They can’t show you all the sights of the city. They are working all the week. 7. Pam can’t afford this ring. She earns too little money. 8. We can’t relax at the moment. There is some work to do. 9. Nobody in the office knows Turkish. We can’t read the letter. 10. The child can’t tell the truth. He is too scared. 11. I can’t help you out. I’m leaving the city. 12. My grandparents can’t live in the country all the year round. There are no conveniences in the cottage. 13. My friends and I couldn’t meet very often. Everybody was so busy! 14. I can’t sit and watch the telly with you! I have to cook supper. 15. The police can’t find the robbers. They didn’t leave any traces.

363. Join the sentences making them unreal.

1. He’s getting fat. He doesn’t take much exercise. 2. He smokes about 50 cigarettes a day. He is always coughing. 3. She goes to bed very late. She feels tired in the morning. 4. He is not a strong child. He never eats fruit. 5. Jack doesn’t listen to the teacher very carefully. He makes a lot of mistakes. 6. Unfortunately I don’t know his address. I can’t write to him. 7. Marina went to the market too late. She couldn’t buy any fresh strawberries. 8. You didn’t sweep the room properly. It’s dirty. 9. The play was boring. Some people didn’t even watch it to the end. 10. Yuri didn’t even try to do the job. It wasn’t done. 11. Molly felt that the woman was deceiving her. So she didn’t obey her. 12. My T-shirt shrank. I think I didn’t dry it properly. 13. The flowers have died. You constantly forget to water them. 14. The tourists didn’t wear sensible shoes. Now they have blisters. 15. The store is not well located. It doesn’t attract many customers.
364. Complete the following sentences using the suitable mood of the verb.

1. It snowed all day otherwise .......... 2. We would join you .......... 3. If our building were better located, .......... 4. Henry wouldn’t have said that .......... 5. If Alison had found time, .......... 6. But for the hint .......... 7. If my father were there .......... 8. The sea was stormy otherwise .......... 9. But for the dense fog .......... 10. If there were no television, .......... 11. Life would be very dull .......... 12. If you used your brains, .......... 13. The boss would have raised my wages .......... 14. But for the ecological situation .......... 15. If you were not such a spendthrift, .......... 16. But for bad luck .......... 

365. Make up a chain story by combining the sentences and making them unreal.

**Model:** If David hadn’t got an invitation, he wouldn’t have gone to the party. If he .......... 

I. 1. David got an invitation. 2. He went to the party. 3. David drank too much. 4. He got drunk. 5. David drove dangerously. 6. He had an accident. 7. David was seriously injured. 8. He had to be taken to hospital. 

II. 1. Lucy saw the advertisement. 2. She went for an interview. 3. Lucy got the job. 4. She met Alan. 5. He asked her out. 6. They fell in love with each other. 7. Alan proposed to her. 8. They got married. 

366. Complete the sentences.

1. If you pay your money right now, .......... 2. If I had known this was so difficult, .......... 3. If you did what your parents advise you, .......... 4. If it is fine weather tomorrow, .......... 5. If there were no oxygen in the air, .......... 6. If the campers had put up the tents accurately, .......... 7. If Mary had not been idle all this time, now .......... 8. If the child eats too much, .......... 9. If you know what to do, .......... 10. If I were King, .......... 11. If he was
late this morning again, ........... 12. Napoleon would have taken England ............ 13. A student soon forgets what he has learned, unless ........... 14. Had I known how dangerous this journey was ............. 15. If this matter were not so costly, ...........

367. Translate into English.

1. Ты уверена в своем выборе мебели? Я бы предпочла что-нибудь более современное. 2. Мне не нравятся портьеры на кухне. Я бы их сменила. 3. Лена, ты не устала от этой громкой музыки? На твоем месте я бы давно выключила радио, хотя бы на время. 4. Она все еще любит его, а то бы они давно расстались. 5. Тебе не кажется, что вино слишком терпкое? Я бы предпочла сухое вино. 6. Если бы не холодный климат, то мы никогда бы не носили вещи из натуральных мехов. 7. Если он будет более терпелив со своими детьми, то их отношения значительно улучшатся. 8. Ах, если бы мне не приходилось так рано вставать по утрам, чтобы вывести на прогулку собаку! Я мог бы подольше поспать. 9. Сейчас она прекрасно понимает, что если бы вышла замуж за Бориса, то они были бы несчастливы. 10. Я бы не купила это платье, если бы это не была последняя мода. 11. Какие красивые цветы! Если бы я не дотронулась до них, то никогда бы не подумала, что они искусственные. 12. Если бы Молли поддалась соблазну и взяла волшебный браслет, то эта история имела бы совершенно другой конец. 13. Если бы дети не были вконец измучены, то они не уснули бы в самый разгар рождественских приготовлений. 14. Если бы не это глупое замечание Майкла, Джейн не обиделась бы. 15. Если бы наш климат был более стабильным, то многие люди не страдали бы от резкой перемен в погоде.

368. Make the following sentences conditional (real or unreal), starting with If.

1. It’s important to protect wildlife now or there will be nothing left for future generations. 2. He’s not a millionaire. He won’t buy
you a house. 3. The schoolchildren sowed some seeds, but they forgot to water them, so the seeds didn’t grow. 4. He hopes he will get rich one day and will see the world. 5. When they were young, many people didn’t realize that smoking was dangerous. Now they are having serious health problems. 6. I couldn’t stop the car. There was an accident. 7. They are leaving soon and it makes me unhappy. 8. He didn’t enjoy school, so he didn’t do very well. 9. Time flies! You can never think of your future. 10. The fax hasn’t come yet. We can’t act. 11. It was raining quite hard, but Mary went out wearing thin sandals, and her feet soon got wet. 12. He bought the house without consulting the agent. Now he realizes it wasn’t a sensible thing to do. 13. Helen ate too much birthday cake. She was sick. 14. Heidi is going to eat the whole cake. She is sure to fall ill.

369. Make the following sentences unreal.

1. I have a car but I can’t drive. 2. I have to get up early in the morning. I don’t have enough sleep. 3. She has a lot of problems. She doesn’t smile much. 4. The tickets for Sapsan are rather expensive. Ann can’t often go to St Petersburg to visit her friends. 5. Some people eat too much fast food. They get obese. 6. She didn’t read any books in her childhood. Now she is absolutely ignorant about Literature. 7. My teacher encouraged me and now I am a teacher too. 8. My Mother went to a disco that night. Now she is married to my father. 9. I didn’t know anything about it. I didn’t talk to him. 10. Some people watch television too much. They don’t have time for reading good books. 11. I recommended you this book as it is very good. 12. Many people are the Internet users. They can get all the necessary information. 13. Steve Jobs invented iPod. Now we have such a wonderful device. 14. The Japanese eat a lot of sea food and they live long lives. 15. The journalists wrote about that event and now everybody knows about it.
370. **Use the correct mood of the verbs in brackets.**

1. It (be) nice if our lives (be) like VCRs! 2. If the storm not (rage) so furiously last night, many trees not (break). 3. I (go) and (live) in the tropics if only I (can). 4. What we (do) if television not (invent)? 5. If the laws of nature not (break), the situation (be) different. 6. Australia (be) a delightful country to live in if it not (be) so far. 7. He not (catch) a cold if he not (drink) so much cold beer in the pub yesterday. 8. If I (live) long enough, I (can) do so many great things! 9. If I not (pay) all my bills before leaving the hotel, I not (be) penniless now. 10. If the fellow not (leave) the city, the police (arrest) him. 11. If Mel not (be) so light-minded, Hilda not (leave) him! 12. If the case not (be) so interesting, the inspector not (take) it up. 13. If we (know) how dangerous the expedition was, we (refuse). 14. Ratchel (pass) the interview on Friday if she (know) a second foreign language. 15. She (wear) this frock tonight if she not (put on) so much weight lately.

371. **Discuss the following topics.**

1. A scientist has discovered a drug which will cause you to forget everything that has happened to you. He has also discovered one which causes you to remember everything that has ever happened to you. You must choose one of these two drugs. Which would it be and why?

2. A machine has been invented which will make you invisible for 48 hours. How would you want to spend these two days?

3. You can be any living person in the world. Who will it be and why?

4. You have to make a decision about two jobs. One is exactly what you have wanted all your life; however, it doesn’t pay a lot of money. The other job pays a very good salary but is
not at all interesting to you. Which job will you choose and why?

5. Your car has broken down. You are in a jungle. You have not eaten for three days. Your foot is injured and it is difficult for you to walk. If you follow the road, it will be at least two days before you reach civilization; if you take a shortcut through the jungle, you will get to a village within less than a day. The jungle is full of wild animals. Would you stay on the road or go through the jungle?

372. Translate into English.

1. — Будь она моей сестрой, я бы нежно ее любила. — Правда? 2. Если бы она умела хорошо готовить, то ее муж был бы счастлив. 3. Если бы я жил в Африке, то ел бы одни фрукты: бананы, апельсины, финики. 4. Будь он более энергичным, то давно мог бы сделать отличную карьеру. 5. Мы были бы очень признательны, если бы вы извинились. 6. Если ты будешь стирать свою майку в горячей воде, то она сядет и полиняет. 7. Розы стояли бы гораздо дольше, если бы ты добавила в воду две столовые ложки сахара. 8. Если бы она носила короткие юбки, то выглядела бы моложе. 9. Если бы ему были нужны деньги, то он мог бы обратиться к нам. 10. Не будь дело таким серьезным, Давид не нанял бы частного сыщика. 11. Когда она узнает результат, то не поверит, что ей так повезло. 12. Если бы не запутанные обстоятельства, детектив сумел бы найти преступника намного раньше. 13. Если все пойдет нормально, то мебель доставят сегодня. 14. Если бы они не перепутали адрес, то мебель доставили бы неделю назад. 15. Если бы не внешность и талант, он никогда бы не стал суперзвездой Голливуда.
373. Practise the Conditional and the Subjunctive Mood while discussing the following ideas.

1. What if Christopher Columbus had been lost at sea on his first voyage to the New World? 2. What if the wheel had not been invented? 3. What if the ocean were filled with fresh water instead of salt water? 4. What if printing hadn’t been invented? 5. What if the airplane hadn’t been invented? 6. What if the electric light had not been invented? 7. What if man could control the weather all the time? 8. What if a new ice age should begin within the next five years? 9. What if everybody in the world spoke the same language? 10. What if signs of intelligent life were discovered on another planet? 11. What if science should discover a way to prolong life to 150 years? 12. What would you like to be: a sparrow or a snail? A hammer or a nail? A forest or a stream? 13. What animal or plant would you like to be and why? 14. If you had only one day to live, what would you do?

374. Translate into English.

1. Если бы не он, то я не стал бы тем, кто я есть сейчас.
2. Если бы ты встретился с ней, то влюбился бы в нее. Она прелестна!
3. Если бы она пристегнула ремень безопасности, то инспектор не оштрафовал бы ее.
4. Будь у них больше общих интересов, то их жизнь была бы интереснее.
5. При других обстоятельствах ваше предложение было бы весьма заманчивым.
6. Если бы мы сумели связаться с директором школы, то мы пригласили бы его на конференцию, которая состоялась на прошлой неделе.
7. Если бы я знала, что встречу его, то я бы постаралась выглядеть лучше.
8. Мир был бы намного здоровее, если бы все магазины, продающие химикаты в Англии, были закрыты.
9. Если бы не бесконечные праздники, то работа могла бы быть закончена еще вчера.
что сказала бы твоя мама, если бы увидела тебя сейчас? — Она бы меня убила! 11. Если бы он не был таким скрытым и смог объяснить все, то тогда не было бы никаких трудностей. 12. Знай ты ее так же хорошо как мы, ты не поверил бы ей тогда. 13. Она могла бы стать манекенщицей, но родители отговорили ее. 14. Если бы не невезение, то бразильская команда сумела бы выиграть в чемпионате. 15. Все было бы сейчас прекрасно, если бы я не провалилась на последнем экзамене.

375. Make the condition more problematic according to the model.

Model: If danger comes, we shall be prepared to meet it.
— Should danger come, we shall be prepared to meet it.

1. I don’t care if the whole village knows. If that happens, we shall have to send you away. 2. If you decide to sell your country house, my brother will be willing to buy it. 3. If there are many problems by chance, we are ready to help. 4. If you get lost in the area, ask a policeman. 5. If I get the job, I’ll invite you to the restaurant. 6. If there is something urgent, call us. 7. If Maxim fails you again, forget that he has ever existed. 8. If something goes wrong, we’ll hire a private detective. 9. If I lose my independence, I’ll get a full-time job. 10. If Adrian turns up, inform him of the latest events. 11. If he insists, ask him to give all the reasons. 12. If the weather by chance turns out to be on the miserable side ... well, there are alternatives.

376. Translate into English.

1. Если вы когда-нибудь будете путешествовать по Италии, то обязательно поезжайте в Неаполь, чтобы увидеть Везувий, Помпеи и Капри. 2. Случись вам побывать в Италии, обяза-
тельно посетите Венецию. 3. Сегодня я еду в книжный магазин. Если увиду хороший словарь, то куплю его. 4. Я знаю, что ты книголюб и часто бываешь в книжных магазинах. Вдруг ты увидишь словарь сленга, купи мне его, сколько бы он ни стоил. 5. Если он решит рискнуть, что же, это его выбор. 6. Случись, что они все—таки рискнут, они определенно все потеряют. 7. Если ты получишь эту информацию по Интернету, дай мне знать. 8. Тебе здорово повезет, если вдруг ты обнаружишь эти данные в Интернете. 9. Если шеф задерживается, то он всегда звонит и предупреждает об этом. 10. Случись, что я задержусь, мой управляющий может начать переговоры. 11. Вдруг самолет задержится, вот тебе журнальчик, чтобы скоротать время. 12. Если он опять попадет в аварию, то потеряет права. 13. Случись вам попасть в Кению, поездайте на сафари. 14. А что если она вдруг выйдет замуж за этого мафиози? 15. Откуда мне знать, чем он занимается? И почему это тебя интересует?

377. Comment on the use of tenses in sentences after wish.

1. We wish she
   were with us now.
   had been with us last night.
   would be with us next summer.
   always had time for him.
   had had more time last week.
   would have more time in future.
   were with us at the moment.
   had been with us the night before.
   would be with us (the) next summer.
   could do it myself.
   could have done it then.
   would be able to do it soon.

2. John wishes Sue

3. We wished she

4. I wish (wished) I

240
5. Linda **will wish** he **always told** her the truth.
    **had told** her the truth **then**.
    **would tell** her the truth **one day**.

378. **Explain the relative use of tenses in the following sentences.**

1. Kate wished her boyfriend were more attentive to her.
2. Now she wishes she had agreed to marry him.
3. We wish it would rain. It’s too hot.
4. I wish you wouldn’t talk about that, Dad.
5. She wishes she were in love again.
6. I wish you would stop contradicting me!
7. We wished the police were more efficient and hadn’t just turned everything upside down in the house.
8. Oh, I’m so miserable! I wish I were dead!
9. I wish I could make him change his mind! I wish he would give up that silly idea.
10. Sometimes I wish I were thousands of miles away from civilization.
11. How I wish it were so for ages and nothing would ever change!
12. Many people wish life were not so hectic.
13. They wish you were less bossy and were not ordering people about.
14. How I wish I could fly in the blue sky, over the roofs, over this town!
15. — What is love? — I wish I knew the answer.
16. I just wish I had your kind of spirit, Maggie.

379. **Express a wish by using the given hints.**

**Model:** I wish my friend were (had been) more optimistic.

to be
1. more helpful
2. less curious
3. not so choosy
4. a child again
5. healthy, wealthy and wise
to have

6. more experience
7. less work
8. a different job
9. a better love-life
10. a big flat
11. a better life
to know
12. five foreign languages
13. what to do
to live
14. in another district
15. in the nineteenth century
can (may)
16. help them
17. take part in the research
come
18. to visit us
19. in time for supper
speak
20. about his impressions

380. Express regrets about the following (starting with if or wish) and add four more regrets of your own.

1. My students are not always in time for class. 2. I didn’t work hard when I was at school. 3. Our climate is so changeable! 4. Nelly is sorry that she didn’t save enough money when she was still working. 5. What a pity we have ever met! 6. I didn’t stay at home late at night and got involved into an accident. 7. My neighbours are very noisy people. 8. Helen didn’t buy the dress and is very sorry about it. 9. My director is too bossy and demanding. 10. Victor can’t get on well with his relatives. 11. My father couldn’t fix our new VCR yesterday. 12. I still don’t know who you really are.
381. Translate into English.

1. Жаль, что я сейчас не с вами. Это было бы здорово! 2. Зря я здесь сейчас с вами. Дома так много дел! 3. Напрасно вы не подписали бумаги вовремя. 4. Досадно, что вы подписали бумаги тогда. 5. Жаль, что жизнь такая короткая и жестокая. 6. Хотелось бы, чтобы жизнь была более счастливой. 7. Жаль, что Денис не влюбился в эту прекрасную девушку. Она бы сделала его счастливым. 8. Напрасно Игорь влюбился в эту капризную девушку. Она сделает его жизнь невыносимой. 9. Жаль, что мы живем так далеко друг от друга. Мы могли бы стать близкими друзьями. 10. Мы могли бы стать близкими друзьями, но не стали. Жаль, что это так! 11. Жаль, что у меня вчера болело горло, и я не смогла пойти на дискотеку. 12. Досадно, что мы заблудились именно в центре Парижа. 13. Жаль, что мы не говорим по-французски и не взяли карту города. 14. Зря я постирала белую майку с черными джинсами. Теперь она стала модного серого цвета. 15. Жаль, что мои дети не со мной и что они покинули меня, как только закончили школу.

382. Read the following verse and compose a similar one, expressing a wish of your own.

**THE HORSE MARCH**

I wish I had a horse.
I wish I had a horse of my own.
And if I had a horse of my own,
That horse would never be lonely.
If I had a horse of my own,
He would stay every day
By my window.
If I had a horse of my own,
He would never be alone.
If I had a horse of my own,
I only know that
The horse and I
Would not be lonely in this big and wide world!

383. Express an unreal wish according to the model.

Model: I have too much work. — I wish I didn’t have so much work.
Amanda didn’t study Spanish. — Amanda wishes she had studied Spanish.

1. It isn’t Sunday today. 2. Brendon has to study so hard! 3. Lucy has too many friends. 4. I don’t have a computer. 5. My cousin can’t find a good job. 6. They live far from the station. 7. She doesn’t know Ted’s address. 8. Billy leaves for work too early. 9. The child didn’t tell us the truth. 10. Helen didn’t finish high school. 11. I didn’t call my parents yesterday. 12. Wespent all our money at the sale. 13. My neighbour bought a used car. 14. Paul went to bed too late last night. 15. The weather was miserable last week.

384. Translate into English.

1. Жаль, что жизнь такая бурная (hectic)! 2. Напрасно ты отказался принять участие в телевизионной программе «Давай поженимся!». 3. Жаль, что твоя сестра не заботится о своем здоровье. 4. Зря ты не веришь в чудеса. Они существуют! 5. Напрасно она не вышла замуж за этого человека. Из них вышла бы прекрасная пара. 6. Жаль, что у меня нет ни денег, ни времени, чтобы путешествовать по всему миру. 7. Напрасно ты споришь со своим учителем. Учитель всегда прав! 8. Хотелось бы, чтобы наш климат был более стабильным. 9. Жаль, что мы не деловые партнеры. Мы могли бы много-го достичь. 10. Напрасно мои родители не поддержали меня, когда я объявila, что хочу стать актрисой. 11. Зря ты не при-
The Verb

яла участие в новогоднем вечере. Это было здорово! 12. Напрásno ты потратила так много времени на этот проект. Он слишком дорогой. 13. Хотелось бы, чтобы на наших дорогах было меньше пробок. 14. Жаль, что хорошие книги такие дорогие. Они могли бы быть немного дешевле. 15. Хотелось бы, чтобы вы всегда были здоровы, состоятельные и мудры!

385. Use the right forms of the verbs in brackets.

1. I have never seen your kids. I wish you (have) a picture of them with you. 2. The police wish they (be) better equipped to work more efficiently. 3. They wished their daughter (be) more careful in choosing friends. 4. Susan wishes she (go) to college instead of leaving school and getting a job. 5. I wish we (buy) a house of our own long ago and not (live) with our grandparents all these years. 6. Melanie wished she not (say) she was going to the party. 7. He wished his mother still (live) nearby. 8. The Dixons wish their son not (marry) that punk girl. 9. We wish you (can wait) to see him then. 10. I wish I (be) nicer to my parents when I was a teenager. 11. Ted wishes he (follow) his tutor’s advice. 12. How I wish I (can play) some musical instrument! 13. I wish people (be) more honest. 14. People wish the government (do) something about unemployment. 15. I wish I (start) learning English much earlier.

386. Paraphrase the following so as to use the Subjunctive Mood in object clauses after the verb wish.

1. What a pity that I have grown up and that I am not a child any longer! 2. The patient is sorry that he lost control of himself and spoke to the doctor rudely. 3. What a shame that you can’t believe us! 4. Mike’s parents regret not having listened to what their son wanted to do in life. 5. My brother is a born worrier, I’m sorry to say. 6. I am awfully sorry I disturbed you in the middle of the
night, but the matter was urgent. 7. It’s a pity she couldn’t find accommodation in the city. 8. What a spendthrift you are! But today you really spent too much! 9. It’s so annoying but we have to go. 10. We’re upset that our plan failed. 11. Marina was sorry that she hadn’t invited her classmates to her party. 12. What a shame! I forgot to call Robert again. 13. The whole family was disappointed that they couldn’t buy the house. 14. I must say she’s an extremely tough woman. 15. Unfortunately, you will not receive the job you’ve applied for.

387. Translate into English.

1. Хотелось бы, чтобы люди были более дружелюбными. 2. Жаль, что люди так напряжены. 3. Хорошо бы он позвонил мне вечером. 4. Напрасно я позвонила ему первой. 5. Жаль, что Петр не умеет работать с компьютером. 6. Зря я научилась работать на компьютере. Это как наркотик. 7. Хотелось бы, чтобы этот психолог не испытывал свои методы на моем ребенке. 8. Хорошо бы этот психиатр использовал более современные методы лечения. 9. Напрасно я не приняв это лекарство от головной боли. 10. Зря я выпила эту таблетку от зубной боли. Теперь хочется спать. 11. Жаль, что Нина не всегда искренна со мной. 12. Досадно, что ты часто откровенничаете с моими друзьями. 13. Напрасно вы были так откровенны. Ведь он наш конкурент. 14. Как жаль, что она не умеет ни петь, ни играть на музыкальном инструменте. 15. Жаль, что наш шеф не смог предупредить нас, что дело очень рискованное. 16. Я бы хотела, чтобы мой день рождения длился и длился, и чтобы я всегда была так же счастлива!

388. Comment on the use of the Subjunctive Mood in subject clauses after the expression It’s (high / about) time ..........

1. Your car is absolutely filthy! It’s high time you had it washed. 2. Well, well, young man, it’s time you settled down, had a wife
and nice kids! 3. It’s time we turned over a new leaf in our life, my darling. 4. Isn’t it time we should put an end to this horrible war? 5. It’s high time you should forgive me. 6. Well, it’s high time you should realize that times have changed. 7. Sergeant, it’s high time you reported to the captain. 8. Isn’t it time the children switched off TV and went to bed? 9. It was high time she got used to his strange ways. 10. Don’t you think it’s high time you changed your manner of dressing? 11. I’m sure it’s high time you told it to her face. 12. It’s time you earned your own living.

389. **Paraphrase the sentences using It’s time ..........**

1. Marina should think of her future. 2. Oleg must consult a specialist. 3. The family ought to have a holiday. 4. The house needs to be given a new coat of paint. 5. We need to call an electrician. 6. I must become independent from my parents. 7. The children should go to bed and switch off the light. 8. You ought to feel responsible for your family. 9. Will you stop asking me provocative questions about my personal life? 10. Why should you live throwing your parents’ money around? 11. I’m sorry, I have to say goodbye and leave. 12. How can you watch that boring programme? 13. You are a modern woman. Don’t you want to learn to drive a car? 14. Your parents need your support. Why don’t you help them? 15. Will you get down to business, all of you!

390. **Translate into English.**

1. Всем давно пора понять, что назад пути нет. 2. Какой стыд, тебе давно пора выучить английский алфавит! 3. Шесть часов. А не пора ли пригласить гостей к столу? 4. — Не пора ли тебе сменить майку и джинсы? — А не пора ли тебе перестать делать мне замечания? 5. По-моему, тебе давно пора переключить телевизор на другую программу. 6. Пора тебе перестать
CHAPTER 7

391. **Comment on the Subjunctive Mood in predicative and comparative clauses introduced by as if, as though.**

1. Erik looks as if he were at peace with himself and the universe. 2. Samantha looks as if she had fallen in love. 3. Sindy felt as if she had lived a long, long time. 4. He looks as though butter wouldn’t melt in his mouth. 5. Adrian felt as if he were suddenly transported into a different world. 6. The children now felt as if their father had never been away on that terrible war in the Persian Gulf. 7. The girl looked happy as though she had been waiting for that moment all her life. 8. Daniel felt as if he were being reprimanded, as if he had let his friends down. 9. Molly dropped the bracelet instantly, as if it were red-hot coals. 10. Bill behaves as if he had got into a pretty good mess. 11. We began talking as though we were old friends, as if we had known each other for many years. 12. For a second she hesitated as if she were taking the last chance to refuse. 13. The Stones behaved as though we were the bitterest of enemies and hadn’t been living next door to each other for twenty-four years. 14. Glan pushed his father’s chair closer to the table and tucked a serviette under his father’s chin, as if he were a baby in a high chair. 15. Don’t act as if you cared nothing for my feelings. 16. They were looking as though someone had died.
392. Complete the following sentences.


393. Open the brackets using the right form of the Subjunctive Mood.

1. When you watch all those soaps on television, you feel as if people in them (think) only of love and (not have) any problems. 2. She walked as if she (be) a Queen, as if the world (belong) to her. 3. He felt fresh and rested as if he (not work) for twelve hours non-stop. 4. In that small dress Miranda looked as if she (be) a teenager. 5. What a fuss and what a mess! It looks as if the last preparations for Christmas (make). 6. He was holding the baby as if it (be) something very fragile. 7. Sometimes it seems to me as though the world (come) to an end! 8. It appears now as if Cora never (love) Martin, as if it (be) a bad dream. 9. While reading the novel I felt as if I also (live) in those times and actually (take) part in the events. 10. When you are looking at Vesuvius, you feel as if it (can erupt) at any minute. 11. Nigel is searching for something. It looks as though he (lose) the key. 12. The agent felt as if he (watch) by somebody. 13. She put on her sunglasses as if she (try) to hide the expression of her eyes. 14. Surprisingly, there were no people in the streets. It looked as if they (stay) at home or (leave) for their country houses. 15. Adrian looked at Pamela so tenderly as if he (forgive) her
and (be) in love with her again. 16. She looked as though her mouth (be) full of lemon juice. 17. He kept gazing at her as if she (be) some sort of goddess or something. 18. Snape looked as though Christmas (cancel). 19. In so many ways he felt as though he (know) nothing, (learn) nothing, though he was sixty-eight years old. 20. She looked to him as if she (need) a good meal.

394. Translate into English.

1. Жизнь протекала гладко, словно никогда ничего не происходило. 2. Будь я на твоем месте, я бы попытался вести себя так, словно ничего не случилось. 3. Она чувствовала, словно что-то необычное должно было случиться с ней. 4. Почему ты ведешь себя так, словно что-то скрываешь от нас или словно совершил что-то плохое? 5. Мы не обратили внимания на слова Чарльза, словно они не были важны, словно никто их и не слышал. 6. Он покачал головой, словно прочитал мои мысли и знал обо всем. 7. Я уже взрослый. Почему ты все еще обращаешься со мной так, словно я ребенок? 8. Она выглядела так, словно была вполне довольна своей жизнью и не перенесла такого страшного шока. 9. Все это выглядит так, словно Николай всю жизнь учит английский язык и все-таки не может на нем говорить. 10. Лектор начал говорить медленно и красноречиво, словно старался с самого начала завоевать внимание аудитории. 11. В комнате был такой аромат, словно в ней был миллион роз. 12. Пирог был таким необычным на вкус, словно в него положили все пряности Востока. 13. Фильм произвел на меня такое сильное впечатление, потому что казалось, словно он о моей собственной жизни. 14. Все выглядит так, словно они узнали о моем решении и сейчас пытаются заставить меня изменить его. 15. — Я чувствую себя так, словно я абсолютно счастлив. — Словно это возможно! 16. Эмма взглянула на него и улыбнулась так, словно опять прочитала его мысли.
395. **Comment on the use of the Subjunctive Mood.**

1. It’s absolutely necessary that I should see them before you do. 2. It’s vitally important that the child should have all the care he needs. 3. It was contrary to the traditions of the school that one of the lower masters be chosen. 4. It is requested that each member contribute ten dollars. 5. It was necessary that somebody should sit up with the child for a couple of hours. 6. Doreen would have adored to live in the country. Besides, it was vitally necessary that she should look after the estate. 7. It was suggested that the students consider the shifty nature of the mood. 8. It is most strange that she should have chosen such a profession. 9. Is it possible that he should have been so rude? 10. It is recommended that everybody have a thorough medical check-up every year. 11. It is time she should be back. 12. It was most important that no one should see them entering the secret garden.

396. **Complete the phrases, using the Subjunctive Mood in subject clauses.**


397. **Translate into English.**

1. В этом мире совершенно необходимо, чтобы мы помогали друг другу. 2. Как вы думаете, необходимо ли, чтобы пациент знал, что написано в его медицинской карте (a medical record)? 3. Необходимо, чтобы требования шахтеров были удовлетворены. Они справедливы. 4. Вполне естественно, что он боится опе-
Comment on the mood of the verb in the subordinate object and predicative clauses.

1. The job demands that the employee be in good physical condition. 2. We are anxious that you should take part in the debates. 3. Then the innkeeper suggested everybody should go to bed. 4. Every single person suggested he should join in the search. 5. When we insisted he should tell the truth he said he was in no mood for it. 6. The chairman proposed that every speaker have five minutes. 7. They arranged that all the preparations stay secret. 8. The children feared lest the dog should run away. 9. All the time she fears lest she should be rejected by the committee. 10. Everybody fears lest the weather should suddenly change for the worse. 11. The general suggestion was that there should be no hurry. 12. My friendly advice is that you take it easy. 13. The strikers’ demands were that they be paid their money immediately. 14. My ambition has always been that. I should become a writer. 15. Nigel’s father insisted he become head of the company. 16. It was imperative that he detain her at all costs.
399. Complete the given phrases using the Subjunctive Mood in predicative and object clauses.

1. We advise .......... .
2. They insist .......... .
3. The speaker demanded .......... .
4. His proposal is .......... .
5. The president ordered .......... .
6. The headmistress’s advice was .......... .
7. The doctor’s demand was .......... .
8. The councillor strongly advised .......... .
10. The kids feared lest .......... .
11. The manager was determined .......... .
12. The order was .......... .
13. Our objective has always been .......... .
14. He thinks it is reasonable .......... .
15. I suggest .......... .

400. Translate into English.

1. Почему ты настаиваешь на том, что ты должен сдавать экзамен досрочно? 2. Ее заветная мечта о том, что когда-нибудь она станет известной актрисой. 3. Мой совет таков, что вам нужно бросить курить. 4. Зимой они опасались, как бы их дачу не ограбили. 5. Порядок таков, что вы прежде всего должны зарегистрироваться. 6. Ветер был настолько сильным, что путники опасались, что старая хижина развалится. 7. Все опасались, что с похищенными детьми будут плохо обращаться. 8. Рекомендация врача заключалась в том, чтобы мне перейти на диету. 9. Заключенные опасались, что стражник выдаст их. 10. Я предлагаю, чтобы мы организовали пикник в воскресенье. 11. Вся страна опасалась, что президент опять может солгать. 12. Вы согласны, чтобы мы работали вместе? 13. Я предлагаю, чтобы мы продолжили переговоры. 14. Партнеры настаивали, чтобы Фрэнк организовал эту встречу.

401. Make the sentences complete by using the Subjunctive Mood in adverbial clauses of purpose, introduced either by so that or lest.

1. Stay away from those people .......... .
2. Cut your expenses .......... .
3. The children hid in the barn .......... .
4. Let’s make a stop .......... .

402. Translate into English.

1. Ольга опасалась, что он может прочитать ее мысли. 2. Она нервничала, что все может пойти не так, как нужно. 3. Анна надела парик и темные очки, чтобы никто не узнал ее. 4. Он смертельно боялся, как бы кто-нибудь не вошел и не увидел его. 5. Водитель гнал машину на предельной скорости из боязни, что может опоздать к самолету. 6. Я пригласил всех своих родственников на юбилей, чтобы никто не обиделся. 7. Запишите мой номер телефона, чтобы не забыть его. 8. Приходи вовремя, чтобы не пропустить начало матча. 9. Сконцентрируйтесь, чтобы не наделать ошибок в тесте. 10. Позвони им еще раз, чтобы они не забыли о нашем заказе. 11. Поставь сигнализацию, чтобы машину не угнали. 12. Я объясню это еще раз, чтобы не было недопониманий. 13. Агент опасался, что его могут разоблачить. 14. Петя, придержи панаму рукой, чтобы ее не сдуло ветром! 15. Уберите подальше деньги, чтобы они не пропали.

403. Open the brackets using the right mood of the verb in brackets.

1. — Fiona (get) the job if she (know) computers. — What a shame! 2. If they (be) more careful and (lock) the flat, the burglars (break in). 3. If the headmaster (be) here he (tell) us what to do. 4. If I (have) enough money next year I (go) to Cyprus. 5. Do you think it (be) a good idea if we (phone) the police? 6. Well, honey, what you (say) if I (ask) you to marry me? 7. We (go) and see the Lovedays tomorrow if we (know)
the address. 8. If we (have) time next Sunday, we (go hiking). 9. If Mason not (be) so short-sighted, he (notice) the change in the figures at once. 10. We not (be) in such a tough situation now if you (make) all the arrangements beforehand. 11. If you (be) a stamp collector at the beginning of the 1840s, you (have) no problem in getting an example of every different stamp in the world. After all, there were only two! For 1840 was the year the postage stamp was invented. 12. Her daughter-in-law was coming toward her; she looked as if she (walk) on air, so graceful was she. As if she not (have) two kids. 13. I’m sure Gideon not (make) the announcement if he not (be) deeply in love with Lenore. I just wish the situation (be) a little less complicated. 14. This (be) a headache years ago; now all the programs are computer-aided. 15. If you (have) thirty children and (be asked) which is your favourite you (have) to say that the youngest, because they are the ones who still need you the most.

404. Comment on the Subjunctive in the following sentences. Translate them into Russian.

1. Far be it from me to marry a woman for her money! 2. Be that as it may, but I know nothing about it. 3. Peace be with you! Success attend you! 4. Blessed be the day of his birth! 5. If it means that one day I will face execution for my presumption, then so be it. 6. Blessed be he who expects nothing, for he shall never be disappointed. 7. Manners be hanged! 8. I suggest he do the job. 9. The miners demand they be paid at once. 10. Be yours a lucky choice!

405. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the use of the mood.

1. It was best he remain out of it altogether. 2. It was vital that he get help immediately if he was to save Sir Maxim. 3. You should have insisted that he stay here tonight. 4. So it’s much
better that he spend the night at the Queens Hotel in Leeds, and travel home comfortably tomorrow. 5. She was fully aware that it was imperative that she know everything there was to know. 6. If she is going to make you happy, then so be it! 7. It was imperative that he be fresh tomorrow morning when he would make a final decision about his latest business proposition. 8. I'll suggest we all have lunch after our Friday morning meeting. 9. She was eager that they buy that house. 10. We’re a bit short of staff quarters, if the truth be known.

406. Translate into English.

1. К черту эту английскую орфографию! 2. Да будет благословенна земля, которая дает миру таких сынов! 3. Кто бы он ни был, мне до этого нет дела. 4. Ну что же, я сдаюсь. Да будет так! 5. Он велел, чтобы все присутствовали. 6. Необходимо, чтобы у вас были все данные. 7. Пусть вам сопутствует удача! 8. Желательно, чтобы вы поддержали его. 9. Да благословит вас Бог! 10. Будь что будет, а я все-таки рискну.

407. Open the brackets using the right tense, voice and mood of the verb.

A NIGHT ACCIDENT

One night I (wake up) by a slight noise. I felt as if someone (stand) outside my bedroom door. I wished now I (lock) it before going to bed. As I hurried (lock) it, I called “Who’s there?” There was a strange sound, then I heard someone (run) upstairs. My curiosity made me (open) the door, and I found the corridor full of smoke (come) from Mr. Rochester’s room. It looked as if someone (set fire) to the house. I completely forgot all my fears and ran into Mr. Rochester’s room. He (sleep). Everything around him (surround) by flames and smoke. I threw some water (wake) him up and (put) out the flames. I explained
what I (see). He thought for a few seconds. “Jane, I have been watching you all this time, and I can’t help admiring you!” “I wish you (be) more reasonable, sir. If we not (hurry), it (be) too late. We have no time for small talk now. I not (be) so quiet if I (be) in your place. I (call) the servants, sir?” I asked. “No, not (do) it,” he answered. “It is necessary nobody (know) it.” I realized that he feared lest anyone (learn) about the accident. And then he added, “If Adele (wake) up in the middle of the night, she (frighten). I am glad you are the only person who (know) about it. And thank you! But for you I (burn) alive! And now, I think, it’s time you (go) to bed and (have) a good sleep.”

(after Charlotte Bronte)

408. Translate into English and retell the jokes.

1. У писателя был мальчик-слуга, который был очень глупым. Писателю очень хотелось, чтобы мальчик был более сообразительным, но все его усилия были бесполезны. Однажды, когда писатель сидел и писал новую книгу, в комнату ворвался слуга. Он выглядел так, словно был напуган до смерти, словно наступил конец света. «Пожар! Пожар! Кухня горит!» Писатель кинулся вслед за слугой на кухню. Огонь полыхал рядом с печью, так как слуга оставил там полено, которое теперь горело. Но на печи стоял большой котел с водой. «Ты, глупый мальчишка! — закричал писатель. — Разве ты не мог вылить воду на горящее дерево?» Мальчик сильно удивился, словно услышал что-то очень странное и затем объяснил хозяину, что это было бы абсолютно бесполезно, так как это была горячая вода.

2. Американец приехал в Японию. Он совсем не умел говорить по-японски. Он опасался, что у него могут быть недоразумения из-за незнания языка, и нанил слугу-японца. Японец был очень вежлив. Он обслуживал американца так, словно
тот был императором. Однажды американец попросил слугу
разбудить его пораньше на следующее утро. Он объяснил,
что было необходимо, чтобы он встретил самолет рано утром.
В шесть часов утра слуга тихонько вошел в комнату амери-
канца, увидел, что тот крепко спит, взял лист бумаги, что-то
написал на нем и так же тихо удалился. Американец про-
снулся в одиннадцать часов утра, взглянул на часы, увидел
рядом с собой записку и прочитал следующее: «Дорогой сэр,
шесть часов. Пора вставать».

**Test Your Knowledge**

409. Answer the questions.

1. What would you do if you had a chance to choose your
   profession a second time? 2. Which aspect of the language would
   you prefer to teach: Phonetics, Lexics or Grammar? Explain
   your choice. 3. A friend of yours would like to learn English
   as quickly as possible. What would you advise him to do?
4. Just imagine that you were born a member of the opposite
   sex. What would have happened to you? How would your life
   have been different so far? 5. How would you act if you found
   yourself on an uninhabited island? Would you become a new
   Robinson Crusoe? 6. What would you think of if you wanted to
   give your mother something special on her birthday? 7. How
   would things change if there were no advertising? 8. If you met
   a space invader, what questions would you ask him? 9. How
   would you act if you’d been born with an ability to see the
   future? 10. What would you do if you were the teacher of this
   class? 11. What do you wish were different about the world we
   live in?
410. Complete the sentences.

1. The popular music industry would disappear .......... 2. We would learn a lot about this planet .......... 3. The people would be happy .......... 4. The city wouldn’t be so polluted .......... 5. There would be fewer accidents .......... 6. Children would have better health .......... 7. The roads would be less crowded .......... 8. People wouldn’t eat a lot of “fast food” .......... 9. People would read more .......... 10. Pam would have got the job .......... 11. Money wouldn’t be so important .......... 12. Life would have changed radically .......... 

411. Translate into English.

1. Если бы ты любил меня, то выполнял бы все мои желания. 2. Если бы мы знали, что делать сейчас, то действовали бы решительно. 3. Я знаю, что ты сделаешь это, как только сможешь. 4. Мы уверены, что вы сделали бы это, как только смогли бы. 5. Будь он здесь сейчас, он бы нас защитил. 6. На твоем месте я бы был бы более осторожен по поводу того, что говорю. 7. Если бы ты не бездельничал всю свою жизнь, то был бы богат сейчас. 8. Если бы в воздухе не было кислорода, мы не могли бы жить. 9. Будь я королем, я бы правил справедливо. 10. Если бы она опять не потеряла очки, то смогла бы проверить наши работы вчера. 11. Студенты забывали бы очень много, если бы им не приходилось время от времени сдавать экзамены. 12. Будь я богат, я был бы очень щедр и делал бы много добра. 13. Если бы вы пригласили хорошего врача, когда заболели, то вы никогда не попали бы в больницу. 14. А почему ты не идешь на вечер? На твоем месте я пошел бы. Будет хорошо! 15. Все было бы хорошо, если бы не неожиданный приезд ревизора.
412. Open the brackets using the right tense, voice and mood of the verb. Retell the story.

OPEN THE BOX!

In Stevenage one evening, a woman whose phone was out of order, strolled a few blocks from her home (use) a public phone as she long (want) to chat with her twin sister. Just as she (pick up) the receiver, an excited young man (tap) on the window. His face was flushed as if he (run) for a long time and (need) the phone urgently. But the woman ignored him completely, she (feel) that as she (get) there first, now she (can) talk to her heart’s content. She lined up all her 50p, 20p and 10p pieces on top of the box and turned her back in a smirk. Ignoring her frosty attitude, the bloke opened the door and (beg) for the use of the phone as if it really (be) a question of death and life. The huffy woman (carry) on discussing the weather with her sibling. Finally, after she (talk) for ten minutes, the furious bloke (can) (stand) it no more! “Isn’t it high time you (stop) chattering?” he shouted. He opened the door, pulled the woman out, tossed her change on to the pavement, and picked up the receiver, swearing furiously as if he (go) mad. The woman (give) the rude man a piece of her mind, then (go) back home. As she turned the corner of her road, the world (fall) before her eyes: her house (burn) to the ground! And the young man (try) to call the emergency fire brigade all that time. How she wished now she not (be) so unfriendly and (let) the young man (use) the telephone!

413. Translate into English.

1. Англичане говорят, что подкову нужно вешать концами вверх, чтобы удача не вывалилась. 2. Застегните пальто, чтобы не простудиться. Вам следует больше заботиться о своем здоровье. 3. Они вынуждены были говорить шепотом, чтобы
никто их не услышал. 4. Она сделала вид, будто ищет что-то в карманах, чтобы никто не заметил ее волнения. 5. Давайте сядем и поговорим, чтобы не было недоразумений. 6. Давайте возьмем такси, чтобы не пропустить поезд. 7. Мать закрыла балкон, чтобы шум не разбудил ребенка. 8. Он надвинул шляпу на глаза, чтобы его не узнали. 9. И вдруг ему стало душно, и он ухватился за спинку стула, чтобы не упасть. 10. Что-то меня клонит в сон. Давай выпьем по чашечке кофе, чтобы не заснуть. 11. Разведчикам пришлось двигаться очень осторожно, чтобы враг не услышал их. 12. Дети были взволнованы, они опасались, как бы кто-нибудь из старших не вошел до того, как они упакуют рождественские подарки. 13. Уберите книги в шкаф, чтобы они не запылились. 14. Мне нужно просушить вещи, чтобы их не испортила моль. 15. Закрой тюбик клея, чтобы он не засох. 16. Закрой окно, прежде чем включить свет, чтобы не натеши комары. 17. Смой косметику перед сном, чтобы не было аллергии.

414. **Read the following jokes and retell them in indirect speech.**

1. **Tom.** What would you do if you were in my shoes?  
   **Tim.** I would polish them.

2. **Teacher.** What’s wrong in the sentence “Ann didn’t go to the library yesterday as she had had a birthday”?  
   **Student.** If the sentence which had “had had” had had “had”, it would have been correct.

3. A nervous passenger approached the captain timidly. “What would happen,” she asked, “if we struck a large iceberg?” “The iceberg would pass on as if nothing had happened,” replied the captain. The old lady was very much relieved.

4. **Wife.** Darling, where would you go for a holiday if you could afford it? **Husband.** I would go somewhere I’ve never been to. **Wife.** Well, how about the kitchen?
5. Roger. Why do you think your marriage has lasted so well? Jeff. My wife and I always have dinner out on Saturdays. Roger. How very romantic! I wish Laura and I had done so too, maybe we wouldn’t have parted. Where do you go? Jeff. Well, I go for a Chinese. I haven’t the foggiest idea where she goes. Roger. Well, well, sometimes two is a crowd, too.

415. Translate into English.

иначе кто-нибудь уже увидел бы его и слух о нем распространился бы среди нас. 15. Случись, что ты передумаешь, дай нам знать. Необходимо, чтобы мы нашли тебе замену.

416. Translate into English.

МАЛЕНЬКИЙ ДОМ И ВЕРНЫЕ ДРУЗЬЯ
Однажды мужчина построил дом. Он знал, что долг каждого человека — построить дом, посадить дерево и вырастить ребенка. Поскольку у него не было семьи, он решил, что пора ему иметь хотя бы крышу над головой. Дом был маленький, удобный и милый. Хозяин подумал, что если он пригласит всех своих друзей, то они смогут вместе отметить новоселье. Друзья приехали, осмотрели дом, и каждый сказал что-то свое. Один из них отметил, что дом мог бы быть побольше, другой заявил, что он сожалеет, что потолки такие низкие. Третьему было жаль, что кресла такие неудобные. Конечно, хозяину дома все это не понравилось, но он и вида не показал. Он выглядел так, словно нисколько не возражал против этой горькой правды, словно он и сам знал все это с самого начала. Он знал, что необходимо, чтобы все приличия были соблюдены. Он опасался, что его друзья, которых он знал много лет, обидятся. Однако когда гости покидали его маленький, но гостеприимный дом, он сказал: «Да, мой дом действительно очень маленький, но как бы я хотел заполнить этот дом хорошими и верными друзьями!»

7. Modal Verbs

Must

417. Comment on the meanings of the modal verb must.
1. Who says A must say B. 2. Knowledge must be gained by ourselves. 3. What everybody says must be true. 4. What can’t
be cured must be endured. 5. I felt sure it must be a ghost, a visitor from another world. 6. I think we must rely only on ourselves. 7. We must not look for a golden life in an iron age. 8. Caesar’s wife must be above suspicion. And so should Caesar. 9. Well, I must have looked an ass. 10. My matches must have fallen out. I believe I must have dropped them somewhere just by the bridge. 11. At work today, my boss told me that I must stop sleeping. 12. He realized he must do it. 13. Henry must be still sleeping. 14. — Must I send the fax and write the contract today? — You needn’t send the fax, but you certainly must write the contract. 15. Phil must have been looking for the right girl all his life. 16. There must be a legal loophole, a way out of this ridiculous marriage. 17. After all, if you are a teacher, you must, by nature, be an original and creative person.

418. Open the brackets using the right form of the infinitive after the verb must.

1. He looks intelligent. He must (be) a good chess player. 2. They must still (play chess), they really must (make) a break. 3. Ted looks upset. He must (lose) the game again. 4. The friends must (play) chess non-stop the whole day. 5. “Something must (keep) the children,” said Aunt Molly. “They must still (look) for the dog.” 6. She went red in the face. She must (offend). 7. He must (know) about her state of mind long before, but finally he came to say that they must (do) something about it. 8. I realized that it must (be) a wrong word to use in a lady’s presence, and that now I must (apologize). 9. He must never (be) poor. How should he know what poverty is? 10. The Browns must (fail) to get in touch with us. 11. The children must never (suffer), however difficult the situation may be. 12. Janice’s number is still engaged. She must (be) on the phone all morning. 13. The Dean must (misunderstand) me. I didn’t really mean that. 14. “Oh, you mustn’t (go) yet,” he protested. “You must (come)
and see my new kitchen.” — “Oh, it must (cost) you a fortune with all those new prices!” 15. She must really (make) your life unbearable all these years.

419. Make sentences according to the model.

**Model:** All the shops are closed. — It must be Sunday.
Nell is crying. — She must be having some problems.
The girl turned pale. — She must have been frightened.

1. He lives in a cell. 2. They’re shouting at each other. 3. I don’t think he is telling the truth. 4. I can’t find my purse anywhere. 5. The dress is gorgeous. 6. The leaves on the trees are golden. 7. The two sisters look alike. 8. The little girl is blowing out the candles on the cake. 9. I phoned you last night but I got no answer. 10. He was shining like a new penny. 11. Everybody is congratulating the producer. 12. The patient is in the maternity ward of the hospital. 13. The creature is green and has an antenna on its head. 14. The audience is shouting for more. 15. The hotel had no vacancies.

420. Make the following sentences opposite in meaning using the words given below.

1. He must be very competent in economics. 2. Brian must have been very experienced in mountaineering. 3. They must have realized the danger. 4. The lawyer must have found the clue to the crime. 5. The committee must have been informed of the coming changes. 6. Everybody must have done the wrong thing. 7. This young man must have had any chance to succeed. 8. The fax must have reached him at last. 9. The doctor must have read my mind. 10. The detective must have understood the policeman’s words. 11. The poor thing must have been aware of it all the time. 12. The parents must have been quite conscious of the child’s strange ways. 13. The landlady must have been very
careful in choosing the tenants. 14. She must have loved him all her life. 15. He must have done something about it, I can see some changes in the design.

to fail, to misinform, to be incompetent, no, to misunderstand, to be inexperienced, to be unaware, to be unconscious, to be careless, to dislike, nothing

421. Translate into English.

1. Вы должны следовать инструкции и ни в коем случае не должны нажимать на эту кнопку. 2. Чтобы преподавать грамматику, вы должны понять, что язык — это система. 3. Чтобы приготовить хороший торт, нужно сначала хорошенько взбить яйца. 4. Он, должно быть, очень силен. Посмотрите на его бицепсы. Он, по всей видимости, тренируется уже много лет. 5. Ты не должна приходить домой так поздно. Ты, должно быть, не можешь понять, что это опасно. 6. Он, должно быть, не узнал ее. Жизнь, вероятно, была суровая к ней. 7. Доктор, должно быть, неправильно произнес это трудное японское имя. 8. Луиза, должно быть, опять влюбилась. Достаточно просто посмотреть на нее. 9. Раненный, должно быть, был без сознания несколько дней, прежде чем охотники нашли его. 10. Дома, наверное, опять никого нет. Видимо, все ушли на концерт. 11. Извините, но вы, должно быть, либо неправильно услышали, либо неправильно истолковали мои слова. 12. — Марина, по всей видимости, ждет нас у клуба. — Да, и ждет, должно быть, с шести часов. 13. — Нужно ли связаться с агентством сегодня же? — Нет, не нужно. Но нужно сделать это завтра. 14. Вам нужно уходить. Вы, должно быть, устали. 15. Он, должно быть, в полном неведении, что ситуация кардинально переменилась. 16. Это, должно быть, была любовь.
Have (to)

422. Analyze the meanings of the verb have and modal verb have (to).

1. Everybody had a really enjoyable experience last night.
2. James had a farm on which he raised sheep.
3. Does he really have eight children?
4. Have a seat, please. I have to make a call before we leave.
5. You’ve just broken the law and you shall have to answer for it.
6. Norris had to learn a couple of hard lessons on his road to the top.
7. We’ll have to label all the goods which we have to sell.
8. — When will you actually have to report? — I have no idea.
9. I think I’ll have a snack, then I’ll have a look at the paper, maybe I’ll have a nap before I return to my studies.
10. Dad has something to tell you, Nick, and he has to say it right now.
11. I have been living here for a couple of weeks and I have already fallen in love with the place.
12. Do I have to have another checkup, doctor?
13. Teachers have to be performers.

423. Translate the sentences into Russian, paying attention to the meaning of the verb have (to).

1. He had to raise his voice to be heard through the rising gale.
2. You don’t have to cheer up if you don’t want to!
3. Jane has to get up early to catch the coach.
4. You’ll have to say it to his face.
5. I had to run for my life! But for my feet I would have long been dead!
6. Just think of the arrangements that have to be made. And the people we have to fetch.
7. You’ll have to be very cautious; it wouldn’t do for you to get caught.
8. He had to submit to his fate. He had no choice.
9. From now on, my son, you’ll have to earn your own living.
10. Mary had to invent a story to escape from the house.
11. I understand, darling. Work has to come first.
12. It was something she had to put up with.
13. It was the cross he had to bear in life.
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424. Make the following sentences interrogative and negative.

1. Mr. Bucket has to support his elderly parents. 2. We’ll have to admit that she is right. 3. They had to turn to a private detective. 4. Michael has to read a lot for tomorrow’s exam. 5. These contracts have to be filed. 6. Whether they like it or not they will have to do it. 7. Everybody has to be very careful with this device. 8. She had to study hard last semester. 9. I shall have to go out and greet the guests. 10. Again I have to have tinned food for dinner!

425. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb have (to).

1. The car broke down so I .......... go by bus. 2. We arrived too early so we .......... wait. 3. Nobody likes it when he .......... get up early in the morning. 4. The building .......... be demolished. It’s not safe. 5. My passport was out of date so I .......... renew it. 6. If weather conditions get any worse, the climbers .......... give up. 7. The manager told me I .......... reduce my lunch breaks. 8. If you broke it, you .......... pay for it. 9. The old man told me he .......... work very hard when he was my age. 10. If business hadn’t improved, they .......... closedown. 11. I .......... learn Spanish at the moment because I need it for my job. 12. If I hadn’t passed the exam, I .......... take it again. 13. It .......... be ready by the end of the week or you won’t get paid. 14. I regret to .......... inform you of the sad news. 15. .......... the Queen .......... tell a black lie?

426. Translate into English.

1. Сегодня Александру необходимо поехать в центр города, потому что у него там деловая встреча. 2. Наконец-то она купила себе машину, и теперь ей не приходится пользоваться автобусом. 3. Если вы хотите получить хорошее образование, то нужно много заниматься. 4. Я не могу пойти с вами
на вечеринку, мне придется посидеть с младшей сестренкой.
5. Если он хочет быть здоровым, ему придется следовать сове-
етам врача. 6. Вчера мы хотели поехать на пикник, но не смогли, потому что вместо этого нам пришлось принимать не-
ожданных гостей. 7. Мистер Рич очень богат. Ему не прихо-
дится зарабатывать на жизнь. 8. Большинство овощей можно
есть сырыми, их не приходится готовить. 9. По субботам моим
dетям не приходится как обычно ложиться спать в восемь
часов, они могут не спать до девяти часов. 10. Сегодня мне
не нужно готовить домашнее задание, я все сделала вчера.
11. — Вам никогда не приходится ездить в командировки, не
tак ли? — Бывает иногда. 12. Психологу приходится помогать
людям преодолевать трудности, не так ли? 13. Мэри пришлось
внимательно слушать, чтобы понять его. 14. Ей пришлось по-
кориться его воле. 15. Твоему боссу никогда не приходится
брать кредит в банке, не так ли? 16. Ей приходится думать
о себе, защищать себя.

To Be (to)

427. Comment on the form and meaning of the modal verb to be (to).

1. We are to decide it right now. 2. It was the first and the
last ceremony I was to see. 3. Who is to do the talking today?
4. What am I to tell my parents? 5. The Government was to
have reduced inflation. 6. When he found what his fate was to
be, he got very enraged, he wouldn’t submit to it. 7. I thought
she was my love forever but it was never to be. 8. She couldn’t
make up her mind whether the letter was to be answered or
not. 9. There was a fair in our little town and we put on red silk
robes and painted our faces red. I was to tell people’s fortunes.
10. “You are not to blame. How were you to know that they
could have drugged me?” 11. Who was to have done the shopping? 12. A fortune-teller told me that I should be rich one day. I should soon be married, and after that I was to have a severe illness, from which I was to recover. My next adventure would be to cross the water, after which I was to return to my country. 13. Whatever will be will be! You are to discover very soon that it can’t be helped. 14. How was I to know all this was going to happen this summer? I just thought it was going to be a great lazy summer. How was I to know Carl Ray would come to town and turn everything into an odyssey? 15. Some months later she was to remember his words and wonder. 16. This was the way it was meant to be. 17. The new tax was to have been introduced last year, but the Duma boycotted it.

428. Translate into English.

**Need**

429. Comment on the form and meaning of the verb need.

1. You need to take more care of your kids. 2. — Do you really need my help? — You needn’t worry, I’m fine. 3. You needn’t finish the work if you are to leave, it can wait. 4. I need nobody to keep me occupied. 5. My cousin needed a new suit for his graduation ceremony so I took him to Marks and Spencer’s. 6. I didn’t need a coffee break, I needed a break from coffee. 7. You just need someone to love. 8. We needn’t have taken so much food for the picnic. 9. We didn’t need to go shopping. The fridge was full. 10. His followers are ready to help him when he needs them. 11. Need I tell you that you needn’t have taken so much trouble? 12. He doesn’t really need to go. 13. You needn’t have done the shopping. We are dining out tonight. 14. What the boy needs is a good whipping. 15. Where have you been? I need you badly. 16. I think everybody needs a hero. Young or old, you need someone you can look up to.

430. Make sentences according to the model.

*Model: He wore a hat. It wasn’t necessary. — He needn’t have worn a hat. He didn’t wear a hat. It wasn’t necessary. — He didn’t need to wear a hat.*

1. She invited him. It wasn’t necessary. 2. They didn’t arrive early. It wasn’t necessary. 3. They arrived early. It wasn’t necessary. 4. She didn’t invite them. It wasn’t necessary. 5. He took the exam. It wasn’t necessary. 6. She went to the bank. It wasn’t necessary. 7. The teacher didn’t help him. It wasn’t necessary. 8. The teacher helped him. It wasn’t necessary. 9. He didn’t take the exam. It wasn’t necessary. 10. She didn’t go to the bank. It wasn’t necessary. 11. She went to the doctor. It wasn’t neces-
sary. 12. He didn’t go to a language school. It wasn’t necessary. 13. He went to a language school. It wasn’t necessary. 14. She didn’t go to the doctor. It wasn’t necessary.

431. **Complete the sentences with** _mustn’t, needn’t, don’t (doesn’t) have (to)._  
1. You _mustn’t_ pay. It’s free. 2. You _needn’t_ forget to call me. 3. You _must_ shout. I’m not deaf. 4. You _need_ hurry. There’s plenty of time. 5. You _must_ drop it. It’s very fragile. 6. You _mustn’t_ accept a lift from a stranger. 7. Service is included. You _mustn’t_ leave a tip. 8. You _must_ stroke the dog because it bites. 9. Tomorrow’s Sunday so she _must_ get up early. 10. The old man retired so he _need not_ work anymore. 11. You _must_ read in the dark. You’ll strain your eyes. 12. You _must_ worry. All is going to be fine. 13. When you’re driving you _must_ take your eyes off the road. 14. You _mustn’t_ cheat or you’ll be disqualified.

432. **Use must (not) or need (not) to complete the sentences.**  
1. You _must_ go to school this morning unless you wish to do so. 2. You _must_ go to school because you may give your cold to your classmates. 3. Your father is very busy so you _must_ disturb him. 4. This is so easy that you _must_ ask your father to help you: you can manage it by yourself. 5. Debra _must_ have asked the teacher but she did. 6. Nicholas _mustn’t_ have failed to understand or he wouldn’t have asked the teacher to explain the point again. 7. You _must_ have told him to go in such a rude way. 8. There _must_ be a misunderstanding, she looks hurt. 9. You _must_ go or I shall be lost without you. 10. I am sure you _must_ go just yet, even though you have said you _mustn’t_. 11. You _must_ pay tax on most things that you buy abroad. 12. If you are Russian, you _must_ have a visa to get to Britain, but you _mustn’t_ any if you go to Turkey.
433. Translate into English.

1. Тебе в самом деле нужен этот словарь? Но ведь он такой дорогой! Ты можешь пользоваться моим. 2. Если тебе не хочется, то незачем ехать с нами. 3. Ни к чему торопиться. У нас еще масса времени. 4. Необязательно сдавать плату в чистку. Он чистый. 5. Напрасно я брала сегодня зонтик. Дождь так и не было. 6. Зачем ты вымыла окна? Они же чистые. Не нужно было делать этого. 7. Холодильник полон. Тебе незачем идти за продуктами. 8. Не нужно было покупать шоколад! Не много ли ты его ешь? 9. Мне вчера не пришлось рано вставать, и поэтому я отспался. 10. Вы совершенно напрасно так рано поднялись сегодня! Ведь сегодня воскресенье, или вы забыли? 11. Вы нуждаетесь в отдыхе, не нужно отрицать, что вы переработали. 12. Ни к чему было брать такси. От станции до моего дома рукой подать. 13. — Мне нужны верные друзья. — А кому же они не нужны? 14. Я независим, и мне ни к чему просить денег у родителей. 15. Только не рассказывай мне, что ты опять забыл о нашей встрече. Не нужно мне было волноваться и торопиться. 16. — Им срочно нужна твоя помощь! — В самом деле? 17. Мне нужен был отдых от всей этой сумасшедшей жизни, и я уехала в Сочи. 18. Тебе нужно снять розовые очки и реально взглянуть на жизнь.

Can

434. Read, translate and comment on the form and meaning of the modal verb can.

1. On a clear day, you can see the shores of Haiti and Cuba from the summit of Blue Mountain Peak. 2. I know you can do it because you have the courage. 3. Bungalows are for old people who can’t manage the stairs. 4. She gave Mary the names of several friends, whom she could trust. 5. We wish we could rely
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on him! 6. If I could, I would get the moon for you! 7. I can’t wait to get back into the swing of things. 8. Warm thoughts can fill the day with sunshine. 9. I can’t stop talking! I just can’t help it! 10. — Can I keep your CD till Sunday? — You could if it were mine. 11. Can this young girl really be my boss? 12. Oh, no! You can’t have failed the exam again! 13. Can the child have been watching the telly all day long? 14. Ben can’t be still sleeping! It’s time he went to college. 15. Who could have expected him to become a politician? 16. You can’t use your own name in a novel. 17. Even the best memory can let you down. 18. My God, what those walls could tell us if they could talk!

435. Read and translate the following sentences. Find their Russian equivalents.

1. One Englishman can beat three Frenchmen. 2. You can’t please all of the people all of the time. 3. Life cannot be one endless round of pleasures. 4. Good advice can be given, good name cannot be given. 5. You can’t put new wine in old bottles. 6. A man can do no more than he can. 7. You never know what you can do until you try. 8. God could not be everywhere, therefore he made mothers. 9. You can take a horse to the water, but you can’t make him drink. 10. Where nothing is, nothing can be had there. 11. Love can neither be bought or sold; its only price is love. 12. One cannot love and be wise. 13. You can’t get blood from a stone. 14. You cannot make bricks without straw. 15. Man cannot live by bread alone. 16. You can’t change the number of hours in a day. But you can take control of your schedule. You can increase efficiency.

436. Comment on the form and meaning of the modal verb can in the following pairs of sentences.

drive us to the school? 4. Sorry we can’t join you on Sunday. Sorry we couldn’t visit you last Sunday. 5. Can you lend me your bike? Could you lend me a pound, please? 6. I could speak better English when I was at school. You could speak good English if you tried. 7. Can we cross the street here? There was no traffic and we could cross the street quietly. 8. What a perfect morning! Who could feel sad at heart on a day like this? He began to doubt whether the old man could smile.

437. Insert can (cannot), could (not), be able to. In some cases there can be more than one answer.

1. ........ you tell me the time, please? 2. No more for me thanks. I ........ eat another thing. 3. Who is that outside? It ........ be the policeman — he has already been here. 4. I ........ open the drawer in my desk as it was stuck. 5. You ........ make an omelette without breaking eggs. 6. We loved the cake. ........ you give us the recipe for it? 7. Mr. Marshall is busy this week, but he ........ see you next week. 8. It ........ be 12 o’clock already! 9. We told him he ........ leave whenever he wanted to. 10. I’ll get a car of my own as soon as I ........ drive. 11. Interpreters ........ translate without thinking. 12. It would help if you ........ give me friendly advice. 13. Sometimes gossiping ........ be a real pleasure. 14. He promises he ........ inform us of the turn of events in future. 15. Angela ........ speak French when she was four, she ........ do it now and she ........ speak it perfectly in some years. 16. He ........ sell his car unless he reduces the price. 17. My aunt ........ tell fortunes from tea leaves.

438. Make the sentences negative and interrogative to express doubt or disbelief.

Model: He is lying. — Can he be lying? He can’t be lying.

1. The night before the exam I went to a party. 2. She’s drinking her tea from a saucer. 3. The bride is dressed in black. 4. The
kid is drinking wine. 5. I left the gas on. 6. Angela threw the receipt away. 7. Brian is always late for work. 8. The judge sent an innocent man to prison. 9. It’s late but the children are still watching the telly. 10. He has been in love with her all those years. 11. Her name is also Tamara. 12. Violet has been so rude to her friends. 13. I’m afraid we’ve missed our stop. 14. What a shame! We’ve run out of salt again! 15. We don’t believe them. It’s not like her to behave so!

439. Read the text and translate it. Comment on the verbs in bold type.

“Mai, you are still so very young, and I simply won’t allow you to become a mere vegetable, a blob sitting around doing nothing except mourning and feeling sorry for yourself. It’s vital that you mourn, yes. We must do that, we must get the grief out. But I can’t, I won’t permit you to throw your future away.”

“Do I have a future, Diana?” “Oh, yes, you do. That’s another thing you have to gain. Your future. But you must reach out, grab life with both hands and start all over again. It will be the hardest thing you’ve ever had to do, but it will be worth it.”

“How would I begin again?” I asked, my mind starting to work in a more positive way. “First, I think you have to get yourself completely fit physically. You’re far too thin, for one thing. You must start eating properly, and walking and exercising, so that you regain your strength, that vigour and energy of yours which I’ve always admired. And then you must think of the kind of job you’d like to find. You must work, not only because you need to earn money, but because you must keep yourself busy.” I bit my lip and shook my head. “I realize I have to begin to support myself, and very quickly. I can’t let my Mother and Dad go on helping me. But I don’t have any idea what I could do. Or what I’m capable of doing, for that matter.”

(after B. Bradford)
440. Translate into English.


May

441. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the form and meaning of the modal verb may.

1. Mum, may I have another sweet? 2. I told him that he might go home. 3. At least you might phone your parents more often. 4. He seemed to read my mind. “Yes, you’re right. I have plenty
of faults. But I might have been very different, I might have been as good as you, and perhaps wiser.” 5. I must check my diary. I may have a prior engagement. 6. He who falls today may rise tomorrow. 7. Fashions may be changing, but style remains. 8. A fool may give a wise man counsel. 9. Fortune may very well smile upon you one day. 10. May each day bring you closer to better health! 11. May this fresh bouquet of flowers brighten up your day! 12. Don’t throw it away, it may come in useful, you never know. 13. When the ship is sunk everyone knows she might have been saved. 14. We knew that it might be tough to ask the necessary question. 15. — Might I trouble you, madam? — You might have knocked! 16. Very simply, he was afraid he might say the wrong thing. 17. A stumble may prevent a fall. 18. They toasted the baby with the ruby port. “May she be healthy, wealthy and wise.”

442. Read the following and learn it.

A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO YOU

May the New Year bring your way
Nice, unexpected things each day –
New joys, new dreams, new plans to make.
Worthwhile things to undertake...

And may it bring you peace of mind.
Success — the real and lasting kind.
The gift of health, the joy of friends
And happiness that never ends!

443. Use the required form of the infinitive in brackets after the verb may (might).

1. “I will go in first, shall I?” he said. “There’s no light in the passage, and you may (fall) over something.” 2. For all I hear
he may still (live) in that old house of his. 3. Don’t reject me, I might (do) a thing or two. 4. I thought you might (discover) it accidentally during your last visit. 5. You might (get) the soldiers into no end of trouble if they had been convoys. 6. “All right this time,” he said. “But you be more careful in future, young man, it might (be) a very serious matter.” 7. After all, Timothy might (make) a mistake, and the magician might (hide) in the village; it would never do to pass it by. 8. Who knows what may (happen) tomorrow? 9. But for your help it might (turn out) to be hopeless. 10. What a fuss! You really might (spare) me all this! 11. It appeared much better than it might (expect). 12. — How did the boy manage the task? — Not bad, it might (be) worse.

444. Translate into English.

1. — Можно взглянуть на этот документ, инспектор? — Боюсь, что пока нет. 2. Решение может быть очень простым, можешь мне поверить. 3. — Можно мне вызвать портье? — Можно было бы, если бы вы жили в этом отеле. 4. Вы, возможно, приняли меня за сестру. Мы близнецы. 5. Я, может быть, совершаю ошибку, но я не вижу другого выхода. 6. Вы, возможно, не осознаете этого, но вы великий человек. 7. Я был уверен, что могут появиться другие проблемы. 8. Он уверил нас, что мы можем прийти в любой удобный для нас день. 9. Ребенок поинтересовался, можно ли ему посмотреть еще два мультика. 10. Он, вероятно, опаздывает. Застраял, наверное, где-нибудь в автомобильной пробке. 11. Я не уверена, но, возможно, они встретились на чьей-то свадьбе. 12. — Она выглядит так, словно ничего не случилось. — Она, вероятно, не слышала последних новостей. 13. Вы могли бы оказать им финансовую помощь! Теперь они обанкротились. 14. — Ты мог бы быть более отзывчивым, дорогой! — Уж какой есть. 15. Она решила, что может воспользоваться машиной отца. 16. На оленей можно охотиться только лишь в определенное время года.
445. Fill in the blanks with can or may in the correct form.


446. Paraphrase the following, using can or may in the necessary form.

1. I wish you would mind your speech. 2. We are upset that he didn’t apologize. 3. Daniel wished you had warned him. 4. Nancy’s mother wishes her daughter were not so messy. 5. I’m annoyed she didn’t offer to help. 6. He wished she would remember to write down his address. 7. I think it was wrong of them not to invite us. 8. Nobody believes that he built the house all by himself. 9. Would you mind my using your fax? 10. I don’t believe that he is so sensitive. 11. Is it in your authority to cancel the flight? 12. It’s irritating the way he treats his wife. 13. Dick thinks it was wrong of her not to consult him. 14. I think you would remember to send Christmas cards. 15. Evidently they didn’t notice us, or they would have greeted us. 16. Is it possible that he should have been so tough? 17. She is crying, perhaps the boss was rude to her. 18. Nobody believes that they have left the country for good.
447. **Read and translate the following sentences with concessive clauses.**

1. However rich you may be, you cannot be sure of happiness.  
2. I will not believe it, even though an angel may come and say it.  
3. However kind he may be, we cannot count on it.  
4. However badly he may work, we must give him a chance.  
5. However wise she may be, she won’t cope with the task.  
6. However powerful a king may be, he cannot buy happiness.  
7. Though he may live to be a hundred, he will never learn to be patient.  
8. However little money I may have, I’ll survive.  
9. However much he may try, I still don’t believe him.  
10. Whatever may happen, life will still go on.  
11. Accidents will happen, however undesirable they maybe.  
12. He is suffering, however hard he may try to hide it.  
13. However badly he may have behaved to you in the past, he still remains your brother.  
14. I would gratify all your wishes, however unreasonable they may be.

448. **Complete the following sentences.**

1. I shall buy it, however ...........  
2. I am determined to go, whatever ...........  
3. However powerful a king ........... , he cannot force his subjects to love him.  
4. Although Louis XIV ........... powerful, his later days were unfortunate for France.  
5. Though he ........... live to be an old man, he will never change.  
6. Although he ........... fifteen years old, ...........  
7. Although an elephant ........... a powerful animal, ...........  
8. Although he ........... a thief ...........  
9. Though it ........... , I will help you to escape.  
10. However wise ........... , he cannot answer this question.  
11. He will never understand, though ........... .  
12. Though you ........... in China, you will never master the Chinese language.  
13. Although Belgium ........... , yet it has a very large population.  
14. Though you ........... a millionaire, you cannot buy health.  
15. The ships reached the harbour safely, although ........... .

449. **Read the text and translate it. Comment on the words in bold type.**

Then it hit me. I had a moment of truth — I wanted to go home. I missed it. I was homesick. I needed to be there in order
to get on with my life. Everybody had been telling me I must do that, but I hadn’t been able to make a move. But now I must move on immediately. I must go home, I must live in that old house Andrew and I had so lovingly made ours. I needed to be in its lovely cool rooms, to be close to my old apple tree and my barns. But if I were to keep my Connecticut homestead, I had to earn a living. I could open my own shop. I could call it Indian Meadows. There could be a café as well, serving coffee, tea, cold drinks, soups, small snacks. Nora and Anna could help me run it. They’d enjoy it, certainly they’d enjoy making the extra money. I experienced such a rush of excitement I could hardly contain myself. All kinds of ideas were rushing into my head. There might even be a catalogue one day.

(after B. Bradford)

1. Translate into English.

1. Давайте сохраним наше мужество, как бы трудно это ни было. 2. Он не может вспомнить шифр, как бы упорно он ни пытался это сделать. 3. Хотя я и могу потерять все свои деньги, но к нему обращаться не стану. 4. Кризис неизбежен, как бы упорно мы ни пытались его предотвратить. 5. Хотя я и мог показаться скупым, но я дал то, что мог позволить. 6. Он не поблагодарил ее, хотя мог бы и сделать это. 7. Хотя кризис и будет ощутимым, компания оправится от его последствий. 8. Как бы много он в прошлом ни жертвовал на благотворительность, он и сейчас остается богатым человеком. 9. Как бы плохо она ни водила машину, в отличие от тебя она ни разу не попадала в дорожное происшествие. 10. Что бы ни случилось, река вспять не потечет. 11. Образование может быть большим преимуществом, хотя путь к нему тернист. 12. Что бы вы ни думали, но такие вещи неизбежны. 13. Когда бы вы ни пришли, вам всегда рады. 14. Кем бы ни был этот человек, его нужно судить по закону. 15. Каким бы ничтожным ни был этот шанс, мы должны им воспользоваться. 16. Хотя ветер может быть и очень сильным, наша палатка его выдержит.
451. Read the following wishes and try to realize them in your life.

**WHAT I WISH FOR YOU**

**Inspiration**  May you dream magnificent dreams and awaken to make them true.

**Sanctuary**  May your home always be a place of warmth, caring, friendship and sharing.

**Friendship**  May you have many wonderful friends who love you just the way you are, yet challenge you to be all that you can be.

**Work**  May you find creative work that nourishes your spirit with joy and fills your pocketbook with green.

**Well-being**  May you honour the needs of the body and spirit so as to experience good health always.

**Wisdom**  May you let your intuitive self become the supreme authority in your life, and may you always trust what you know from that self.

**Humour**  May you cultivate the ability to laugh at yourself and eliminate the habit of feeling sorry for yourself.

**Freedom**  May you live each moment free of worry about the future and regret about the past.

**Recognition**  May you realize what an incredible Being you are.

**Romance**  May you join with mate and together share as much love and affection as anyone could ever want.

**Joy**  And last, but not least, May you live with outrageous joyfulness in all your years.
452. Translate into English.

1. Вы, возможно, правы, но я все-таки не могу согласиться с вами. 2. Возможно, он получит первую премию. 3. Мне, возможно, понравится этот фильм, хотя мне не нравятся боевики. 4. Она, возможно, сумеет сдать историю английского языка с первого раза. 5. Она, возможно, смогла бы пройти интервью, если бы постаралась. 6. — Могу я взглянуть на фото? — Да, конечно. 7. Не могла бы я пройти сегодня в банк без пропуска? 8. Вы, возможно, неправильно истолковали мои слова. 9. Когда врач сказал, что я могу покинуть больницу, то я просто не мог поверить в это. 10. Какая жалость, что ребенок не умеет плавать! Это может ему очень понадобиться в жизни. 11. Каким бы важным это дело ни было, я не могу сейчас им заняться. 12. Кто бы он ни был, он должен играть по правилам. 13. Где бы вы ни были, мы всегда вспоминаем вас с любовью. 14. Как бы вы ни старались, но я не уступлю. 15. Все, что бы он ни сказал или сделал, всегда умиляет ее. 16. Ужасно, когда ты не можешь вспомнить чье-то имя.

453. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the form and meaning of the verb should.

1. When we say, “Oh, you really shouldn’t have”, we don’t really mean it. 2. You should call us to keep up with the latest IBM security solutions. 3. The report says the country should think twice before joining the European market. 4. A gentleman should be honest in his actions and refined in his language. 5. Children should be seen and not heard. 6. Law makers should not be law breakers. 7. We should consult three things in all our actions: justice, honesty and utility. 8. People should reflect how tender is the Earth’s environment. 9. We assured her that we
should soon come back. 10. Is it vitally important that I should say “yes”? 11. Had it not been for miserable weather, we should have gone out for a stroll. 12. Well, you should be working now instead of relaxing. In fact you should have finished everything by now. 13. You shouldn’t remember the clothes but the feeling they give you. 14. The Admiral’s order was that every man should do his duty. 15. How should I know about their arrival? But should I hear something, I’ll let you know. 16. But why should I let you in my life? 17. You should always follow your star, me dear, and never listen to anyone!

454. Read the letter of a teenager carefully and discuss it in class. Do you agree or disagree strongly with anything that is said?

**SHOULD I LIE TO MY PARENTS?**

Can you help me? I’ve fallen in love with a really nice boy I know at college. I’m 16, but I don’t have a lot of freedom — I’m Asian, and my family have very strict attitudes because of their religion. So I’m not allowed to go out in the evenings, and even if I did go out with this boy during college hours I couldn’t tell my parents, because they’d be really upset if they knew I was going out with a white boy. I feel bad about the situation, because I love my parents and they trust me, but this relationship is really important to me. What do you advise?

I understand your problem, but I really don’t think you should go out with him. It’s all right for the two of you to be friends, but you mustn’t get yourself into a situation where you have to lie to your parents. Their religious beliefs are an important part of your family life, and it would be a mistake to go against the rules that they have made for you. If you did go out with the boy you would eventually get found out, and then the trust between you and your parents would be destroyed. If you need
to talk it over, you could get in touch with a group that gives advice to young Asian women like yourself who are caught between two cultures. Their help is free and confidential.

455.

A. Use the modal verb should to express:

1) inequalities

Model: Why should some people be rich while others are poor?

1. eat well / starve
2. happy / miserable
3. in palaces / slums
4. succeed / fail
5. have everything / nothing
6. educated / ignorant

2) surprise

Model: I was sitting in the park when who (what) should I see but my teacher (a flying saucer).

1. I was standing in the queue .......... .
2. I was digging in the garden .......... .
3. I was on my way to work .......... .
4. I was looking for something .......... .
5. I was waiting for a bus .......... .
6. I was walking along the street .......... .

B. Speak about the four things you should have done, and about the four things you shouldn’t have done.

456. Read another letter of a teenager and discuss it in your group.

SHOULD I ASK HER OUT?

I’m 16, and I really fancy a girl at my school. For the last few weeks I’ve been getting more and more attracted to her, and
it’s turning into a very serious relationship. The trouble is that she is Asian, and I know my parents would object if I asked her out. They are Catholics, and they would be shocked and angry if I got involved with a Muslim girl. I respect their beliefs, and I don’t want to go behind their backs, but I have to think of myself. What should I do?

The first thing is to make absolutely sure of your own feelings. You haven’t been seeing this girl for very long, and there’s no point in upsetting your whole family for a relationship that might not last. But if you’re convinced that this is the real thing, then you must make sure what your parents’ attitude is. Do you really know they wouldn’t let you go out with the girl? Maybe they will. Talk the situation over with them, calmly and openly — that you can be certain what they feel instead of just guessing.

If they really do object, you will have to make a decision. You can either respect their beliefs and live the way they want, or you can do what you think is right. If you tell your parents firmly that you’re going to go out with the girl, then you won’t be going behind their backs, and you will be showing them that you have a right to follow your own opinions, even if these are very different from theirs.

457. Translate into English.

1. Если вы хотите преуспеть, то вам следует набраться знаний, опыта и терпения. 2. Тебе следует проконсультироваться у профессионала, прежде чем принимать какие-либо решения. 3. А не следует ли мне начать брать уроки вождения? 4. Единокровных детей не следует разлучать. 5. Тебе не следует есть так много конфет! Это же плохо для тебя. 6. Замороженные продукты следует разморозить, прежде чем готовить их. 7. Я убеждена, что тебе следует обратиться к врачу
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458. Give advice in the following using the verb *should (have)*.

1. My eyes are tired. 2. They quarrelled last night. 3. My life is hectic. 4. Bess’s boyfriend is too young. 5. What a horrible film! 6. Jack thinks his girl is lightminded. 7. Mr. Snow has gone bankrupt. 8. The roses have faded. 9. I caught a cold last week. 10. Now I’m coughing and sneezing. 11. The police are helpless in this case. 12. I have developed a splitting headache. 13. I haven’t been getting enough sleep lately. 14. She’s been eating only one meal a day. 15. This is my sixth cup of coffee this evening.

459. Practise the modal verb *should* to express reproach in “A Long Sentence Game”.

Begin the game by saying: You shouldn’t have .......... interfered in her affairs. Explain that the first player has to repeat this sentence and to add a new criticism.
e.g. You *shouldn’t have interfered in her affairs and made a mess of everything.*

The game continues with each player in turn trying to remember what the last player said, and then adding a new item to the sentence.

Players are out of the game if they: (a) make a memory mistake, or (b) hesitate too long. The players should not be eliminated for grammar mistakes — just correct the mistake and let the player continue.

**An example round with a group of 6 players.**

Player 1. You shouldn’t have interfered in her affairs.
Player 2. You shouldn’t have interfered in her affairs and made a mess of everything.
Player 3. You shouldn’t have interfered in her affairs and made a mess of everything and persisted in going there.
Player 4. You shouldn’t have interfered in her affairs, made a mess of everything .......... *(This player makes a memory mistake and so is out.)*
Player 5 *(beginning again).* You shouldn’t have lost your (temper).
Player 6. You shouldn’t have lost your temper and reported him to the Dean.
And so on, with everybody, apart from Player 4, still in the game.

Set a time limit depending on a number of students in your group and on how long your list of verbs is. **The last player left is the winner.**

*Hints:* You could play further rounds with different starters, for example:
You should have asked more questions.
You should have asked more questions and work harder. 
You should have asked more questions, worked harder and 
read more books.

(A list of verbs is to be composed by the teacher in advance.)

460. Translate into English.

1. С какой стать мне не доверять им? 2. Невероятно, что он 
может верить в такую чушь. 3. Что же мне лгать лишь ради 
приличий? 4. — Где дети? — Где же им еще быть, как не в по-
стели? Уже 11 часов вечера. 5. Ужасно, что ты так презираешь 
людей беднее тебя. 6. Не вижу причин, почему вы должны 
расстаться. 7. Было странно, что такая молоденькая девуш-
ка одевалась как старуха. 8. И чего это он вдруг позвонил 
мне? 9. Странно, что она влюбилась в этого любеласа. 10. — Не 
следовало тебе вмешиваться. — Откуда мне было знать, что 
все так серьезно? 11. Забавно, что она выглядит такой важной. 
12. Ну где же мне еще быть, как не здесь? 13. Есть нечто, что 
мне следовало сказать тебе вчера. Я собирался несколько раз, 
но мужество покинуло меня. 14. Не следовало тебе настаивать. 
Тебе следовало сразу понять, что случай безнадежный.

Would

461. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the form and meaning of 
the verb would.

1. He had a wound that wouldn’t heal. 2. The boy said he 
wouldn’t eat up his porridge. 3. Jessica cried that she wouldn’t 
go to bed without her teddy bear. 4. He would say over and over 
again that he wouldn’t leave his father till he was better. He 
wouldn’t agree to leave him to the care of the nurses. 5. If you 
would be happy for a week, take a wife; if you would be happy
for a month, kill a pig; but if you would be happy all your life, plant a garden. 6. Tired though she was, sleep wouldn’t come to her. 7. He knew that one day he would win the world. 8. The monks would rise at four and pray and pray and pray. 9. She would often lie awake for a long time after she had gone to bed, thinking and planning. 10. Sometimes Bessie would come up to my lonely bedroom, bringing a piece of cake, sometimes she would tell me a story, and sometimes she would kiss me good-night. 11. — Someone’s knocking at the door. — That would be the Pest Control man. 12. Not for love or money would he do it! 13. — Would you help me? — I would be delighted to do it! 14. Why she has to go I don’t know, for she wouldn’t say. 15. Once again, fate would intervene and change Norris’s course. 16. It would be such an honour if you would attend our party. 17. They used to be our regular customers. 18. She didn’t use to be like that. 19. Did you use to have long hair?

462. Use would to express:

1) a wish

*Model:* You are impolite. — I wish you would be polite.

1. Ted is lazy. 2. Betty is so stubborn. 3. Monica isn’t my friend. 4. He isn’t trustworthy. 5. Nelly isn’t hardworking. 6. She doesn’t agree with me.

2) surprise

*Model:* They aren’t here yet. — You would think that they’ve got lost.

1. She’s blushing. 2. He’s out of breath. 3. They are scared. 4. The sky is black. 5. She’s trembling like a leaf. 6. He’s complaining all the time.

3) an assumption

*Model:* Someone’s coming to paint the ceiling. — That would be the decorator.
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1. Someone’s coming to clean the windows. 2. Someone’s coming to repair the car. 3. Someone’s coming to collect the rent. 4. Someone’s coming to mend the television. 5. Someone’s coming to unblock the sink. 6. Someone’s coming to read the meter.

463. Read the text and translate it. If you’ve ever had any experience of the same kind, speak about it.

THE WAY TO FLORENCE

I went on the world’s slowest train to Florence. It limped across the landscape like a runner with a pulled muscle, and it had no buffet. At first it was crowded, but as afternoon gave way to evening and evening merged into the inkiness of night, there were fewer and fewer of us left, until eventually it was a businessman buried in paperwork and me. Every two or three miles the train stopped at some darkened station where no train had stopped for weeks, where grass grew on the platforms and where no one got on and no one got off. Sometimes the train would come to a halt in the middle of nowhere, in the black countryside, and just sit. It would sit for so long that you began to wonder if the driver had gone off into the surrounding fields for a pee and fallen down a well. After a time the train would roll backwards for perhaps thirty yards, then stop and sit again. Then suddenly, with a mightily whoomp that made the carriage rock and the windows sound as if they were about to implode, a train on the parallel line would fly past. Bright lights would flash by — you could see people in there dining and playing cards, having a wonderful time, moving across Europe at the speed of a laser — and then all would be silent again and we would sit for another eternity before our train gathered the energy to creep onwards to the next desolate station. It was well after eleven when we reached Florence.

(after B. Bryson)
464.

A. Insert used to or would.

1. When we were young we ........ spend every summer on the beach. We ........ swim, sunbathe, catch crabs. 2. We ........ live in this street. 3. I ........ meet her and she ........ say, “Can’t stop. I must get home.” 4. Mr. Dobson ........ be very generous to his servants. 5. She ........ often hear him grumbling to himself. 6. What an agreeable town this ........ be! 7. On Sundays he ........ sleep late. 8. My English friends ........ send me cards at Christmas time. 9. Whenever I went on hikes with my friends, we ........ make a wood fire, bake potatoes, play the guitar and sing songs. 10. The museum ........ be in the city centre. 11. — Oh, I’ve become so absent-minded! — But you ........ be very punctual. 12. — Does Denny smoke? — He ........, but I think he has given it up. 13. Julia never ........ be aggressive. 14. Every Saturday evening, Father ........ take out his old accordion and start to play old songs. Mother ........ look at us severely if we laughed or made a noise. Sometimes Father ........ go on for hours. 15. My Grandfather ........ smoke like a chimney. 16. The Romans ........ enjoy gladiatorial shows.

B. Discuss with other students what you used to do and what you didn’t use to do when you were a child (a teenager).

465. Translate into English.

1. Я бы очень хотела, чтобы ты не говорила об этом, мама. 2. Мы ждем уже полчаса, а поезда все нет. 3. Давай остановимся! Не годится портить наши хорошие отношения. 4. Видишь ли, это выглядело бы странно, если бы ты пошел туда. 5. Мы уговориваем ее уйти на пенсию, но она и слушать не хочет. 6. Он пообещал, что вскоре навестит их. 7. Что-то случилось с замком, и чемодан никак не открывался. 8. Никто не предполагал, что французы выиграют кубок. 9. Можно поду-

466. Fill in the spaces with should (have), would (have).

1. He .......... do as he is told or it .......... be the worse for him. 2. He .......... know better if he were a little older. 3. .......... the guests arrive before the time, show them into the drawing-room. 4. He has been misled by people who .......... have known better. 5. I .......... be ashamed to acknowledge my cowardice, if I were in your place. 6. Most savages .......... run away if they heard a gun for the first time. 7. I .......... learn music if I only had the time. 8. God promised Noah after the flood that day and night, summer and winter .......... not cease, and that there .......... never come another flood upon the earth. 9. One .......... see and hear much, and speak little, and one .......... only believe the half of what he hears. 10. Those who live in glass houses .......... not throw stones. 11. I made up my mind that he .......... pay what he owed me. 12. He was so miserly that he .......... not give anything to the poor. 13. It seemed so incredible that I .......... not believe it at first. 14. People who .......... hear good of themselves, .......... not listen behind doors. 15. The donkey .......... not go any faster even when he was beaten. 16. I said you were wrong, but you were so obstinate that you .......... listen to it. 17. .......... misfortune overtake us, we must trust in Providence. 18. You .......... not be so
easily cast down by a small misfortune. 19. He .......... have written better, if he had had more time. 20. I .......... have arrived on time, if I had not lost my watch.

**467. Insert the verbs can, could, may, might, should, would.**

1. It is very curious that you .......... take that view. 2. It is disappointing that he .......... know so little. 3. If the enterprise .......... succeed, he will be a rich man. 4. I hope I .......... be famous some day. 5. I .......... not despair even though I .......... lose all my money. 6. He declared he .......... not believe it, even though he .......... see it with his own eyes. 7. It .......... be so, though I doubt it. 8. He .......... perhaps succeed, if he changed his way of living. 9. If there were less ice it .......... be easy to reach the Pole. 10. I .......... come and see you next summer, but my plans are not fixed. 11. If the matter were less involved, I .......... possibly be able to help you. 12. However poor a man .......... be, he has always something to be thankful for. 13. If it .......... turn out wet, we must seek shelter where we can. 14. I am grieved that you .......... be so overworked. 15. If disaster .......... come upon us, we will cling to our leader. 16. Pigs .......... fly, but they .......... be strange birds. 17. If that .......... happen, we .......... only say it was contrary to our experience. 18. Yet we trust that the sun .......... continue to rise as before, and that we .......... be alive to enjoy its warmth.

**Shall**

**468. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the meanings of the verb shall.**

1. That’s against the law! I shall complain to the council. 2. Well, what shall we do next? 3. Shall I tell you the real reason, sir? 4. Let’s go there, shall we? 5. It is a clever piece of work — and useful — as you shall see. 6. “You shall retain your human forms in the Impossible World,” said Old Nancy to the spies.
“You shall become a hassock. You shall never, never return.”
7. — Seek and you shall find. — All right, I shall try. 8. — As a man lives so shall he die. — Yes, as you sow, so shall you reap.
9. Come live with me and you shall know me. 10. Even as the father was so shall the son be. 11. He is your enemy and you shall meet him everywhere. 12. He that has no money, shall need no purse. 13. He that commands well, shall be obeyed well.
14. Fragile articles, money, jewellery, business documents shall not be accepted as checked baggage. 15. Blessed be he who expects nothing, for he shall never be disappointed.

469. Translate into English.
1. — Нам остаться дома или же пойти с вами? — Это вам решать. 2. — Мне ответить на телефонный звонок? — Да, пожалуйста. 3. Если не последует моим приказам, то вы меня еще вспомните. 4. Как посеешь, так и пожнешь. 5. Не волнуйся, дорогая, ты получишь это кольцо. 6. Будь спокоен, ты получишь по заслугам. 7. Они будут следовать за вами повсюду, как тени. 8. Если послушаешь этого дилера, то точно потеряешь все свои деньги. 9. Она боится, что ей придется отвечать за свои грехи. 10. Будь уверен, они обеспечат твою полную безопасность. 11. Если все будет в порядке, я позвоню тебе. 12. Не знаю, куда мы поедем отдыхать следующим летом. 13. Учти, ничто не останется безнаказанным. 14. Уверяю вас, ничего подобного больше не произойдет. 15. Что же мне тебе посоветовать?

Will

470. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the meanings of the verb will.
1. And I want you to help me, sir, if you will. 2. People will gossip, it’s in their nature. 3. I will wait for you for a thou-
sand summers till you are back beside me! 4. Now, miss, if you will be so good, listen to me! 5. “I will lead you home if you will trust me,” she said. 6. Whatever will be, will be! 7. Keep your mouth shut, will you? 8. — Will you invite them for the weekend? — No, they will be away. 9. I will take no more “I love yours” from you. 10. A wise man changes his mind, a fool never will. 11. There’s none so blind as those who will not see. 12. Boys will be boys. Sometimes girls will be boys. 13. We’d like her to retire but she won’t listen. 14. Emma has a strong character: she will not do what she is told to do. 15. Friends will be friends right to the end. 16. “Bad accidents,” he said, “will happen.” 17. Well, I’ll leave you now if you will excuse me. 18. If you think that a language is hard, it will be hard. 19. He will chair the meeting. Always.

471. Look at the following examples and:

1. decide which of them express purely the future;
2. find a way of paraphrasing any examples which don’t express futurity, but carry some modal meaning.

1. Will you have another drink? 2. Will you marry me? 3. Do you think the President will win the next election? 4. He will speak with his mouth full. 5. Trespassers will be prosecuted. 6. Opening the door will trigger off the alarm. 7. That will be the postman. 8. Oil will float on water. 9. I shall do it. I will certainly profit by it. 10. Will you shut up! Truth will out all the same! 11. She will always have it her own way. 12. Will I be happy, will I be rich? 13. The bird will always fly away before the cat can jump on it. 14. If you will wait for me, I’ll be right back. 15. He will not accept that some of us are born to rule, and others need to be ruled.
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472. Translate into English.

1. Что бы ни случилось, я всегда буду с тобой. 2. — А не потанцуешь ли ты со мной? — Потанцую. 3. Он не уверен, что справится с заданием. 4. Пойди погуляй с собакой, хорошо? 5. Преступления не скроешь. Правда выйдет наружу. 6. Голос крови обязательно скажется. 7. Студенты есть студенты. Они все равно будут пропускать лекции. 8. Мы уговориваем ее купить вечернее платье, но она и слушать не хочет. 9. Справедливость все равно восторжествует. 10. Она всегда настоит на своем и ни за что не уступит. 11. Я поговорю с тобой, если ты соблаговолишь подождать меня. 12. А сейчас, если вы извините меня, мне и в самом деле пора уходить. 13. Я пытаюсь открыть баночку горчицы, но крышка никак не открывается. 14. Дворники в машине никак не работают (windscreen wipers).

473. Complete the following with the verbs shall (not) or will (not).

1. Jenny. Dad, .......... we use cars twenty years from now? 
   Mr. Bell. I think we .......... , but they .......... use petrol. They .......... be electric.
   Jenny. .......... we still have pollution?
   Mr. Bell. I hope we .......... , but I’m afraid we .......... .
   Jenny. And what .......... I be like?
   Mr. Bell. You .......... be older.
   Jenny. But .......... I be different?
   Mr. Bell. You .......... be taller.
   Jenny. But .......... I turn green and drive a spaceship?

2. — .......... it rain tomorrow? — If it does, I .......... take an umbrella.
5. There .......... be many interesting people in your life. 6. I have eaten three pizzas. I hope I .......... be ill. 7. You .......... be a successful man one day.
474. Comment on the use of the verbs **shall** and **will**.

1. You can go back to the old life if you want to, but I shall stay with my poetry and my flute and my new life. 2. “Drive carefully, Nigel,” Tamara cautioned. “Don’t worry, I will. See you later, darling.” 3. It’s absolutely monstrous! I shall complain to the Dean! 4. “Go back to Paris and leave me alone, Alex.” “I will go if you will come with me, yes,” he said. 5. But you’d better not try cheating in this school, young lady. I shall be keeping a very careful eye on you from now on! 6. — Happy birthday, Mother! Congratulations! And your present is being delivered later. I hope you will like it. — I’m sure I will, darling. 7. Miss Honey turned and walked out of the study feeling depressed but by no means defeated. I am going to do something about this child, she told herself. I don’t know what it will be, but I shall find a way to help her in the end. 8. “I don’t really want to go beyond that price,” she said, “but I will if I have to.” 9. When you are ready to leave, I shall take you to dinner at the Ritz. 10. I will never forget tonight as long as I live.

Ought to

475. Comment on the meaning of the modal verb **ought to**. Translate the sentences into Russian.

1. Kings ought to be kings in all things. 2. A liar ought to have a good memory. 3. We ought to weigh well what we can only once decide. 4. We pass our lives in doing what we ought not, and leaving undone what we ought to. 5. He ought to have been more tactful and would have been but for the stress of the moment. 6. Everybody thinks that I ought not to complain. 7. Molly hesitated. Ought she to accept this present from a stranger? 8. The child is delicate, she ought to have a change of air. 9. I suppose we really ought not to be laughing at her, but I just
can’t help it. 10. But Jack, I’ve got a feeling that we ought to go on, if only we could ... 11. Before the children could wonder what they ought to do, the King spoke. 12. You ought to remember the rule, it has been explained so many times before. 13. — He ought to have done what I told him. — Ought I to speak to him? 14. You oughtn’t to have tried to escape from prison. It made things worse. 15. I really ought to find something to take my mind off my troubles.

476. Translate into English.


Dare (to)

477. Read, translate and comment on the use of the verb dare (to).

1. Molly dare not think about that. 2. Neither of them dared to speak of what he might do when he came. 3. “They dare not touch it either, even if they do know where it is,” replied Old Nancy. 4. How do you dare deceive me? You are fired! 5. I daresay, young man, it’s time you settled down. 6. Still, I daresay
we could reach the camp before dusk if we don’t have to make
too many stops. 7. She doesn’t dare to go dancing. 8. Children
didn’t dare to misbehave. 9. Sergei dared not disobey the teach-
er. 10. How did you dare play truant? 11. He longed to know
more about her, yet he did not dare ask her anything.

478. Translate into English, using different modal verbs.

1. Не трогай кошку, она может оцарапать тебя. 2. Собака мо-
жет быть очень приятной компанией во время долгих заго-
родных прогулок. 3. Не могу удержаться, чтобы не сказать
tебе, что ты не должен приходить, когда тебе вздумается.
4. Ситуацию можно было спасти одним единственным словом,
и это все еще можно сделать. 5. — Твоя фотокамера, должно
быть, очень дорогая. — Понятия не имею, сколько она может
стоить. Это подарок. 6. Ни к чему тебе брать с собой все эти
пакеты. Ты можешь оставить их в машине. 7. — Не нужно
было вам ехать туда поэзdom. Мы могли отвезти вас на ма-
шине. — Мы не осмелились обратиться к вам. 8. Нам не при-
шлось лететь туда самолетом, они отвезли нас на машине.
9. Он, должно быть, изучает физику, как и его отец. 10. — Ба-
бушке может не понравиться такой подарок. — Ну, с ней ты
не можешь быть полностью уверен. — Как ты осмеливаешься
tак говорить о ней! 11. Джон не мог потерять новые часы,
on, вероятно, куда-то их переложил. 12. Она поняла, что и ей
суждено было испытать всю горечь предательства. 13. — Воз-
ражение следует высказать сейчас же. — Я не осмеливаюсь
сделать это. 14. Ты мог бы справиться с этим еще тогда. Ос-
мелись ли ты рискнуть сейчас? 15. Он, бывало, навещал их
время от времени, но упорно не хотел писать писем. 16. Тебе
лучше не носить ей больше шоколад, пока она лежит в боль-
нице. 17. Пожалуй, я сегодня надену что-нибудь яркое. У меня
dепрессия. 18. Она никогда не осмеливается возражать свое-
му боссу.
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Had Better, Would Rather

479. Read and translate the following sentences.

1. I’d rather go for a walk in the rain than do nothing at all.
2. You’d better not say what makes you think so.
3. I’d rather be told the truth.
4. You’d rather not lie to me.
5. You had better do some revision work.
6. It would be better not to interfere.
7. I’d rather wear a sweater than a jacket.
8. I’d rather you didn’t smoke in here.
9. We’d prefer you not to smoke, if you don’t mind.
10. We’d rather you didn’t say anything about it.
11. You’d better get out your calculator and tot it up.

480. Give advice according to the model.

Model: I’ve lost my passport. — You’d better get a new one.
I’m feeling very tired. — I’d rather go to bed.

1. I’ve got an awful toothache.
2. Your record-player is too loud.
3. It’s too hot in here, too stuffy.
4. I’m putting on too much weight.
5. Please, don’t speak about it!
6. I received the bill over a month ago.
7. She wants a job in Spain but she can’t speak Spanish.
8. Please don’t interrupt me when I’m speaking to you.
9. They should book early if they want tickets for the concert.
10. My parents enjoy their jobs and don’t want to retire.
11. I don’t want an orange, can I have an apple, please?
12. My brother prefers to live in an apartment than in a house.
13. It’s freezing, I think I’ll put on a coat and a cap.
14. Will you have a cup of coffee or a cup of tea right now?
15. You shouldn’t spread that news! It’s top secret.

481. Add correct question tags to the following statements.

1. All the family took to him at once, ........?
2. Don’t interrupt and read your magazine, ........?
3. There is no way to solve this problem, ........?
4. Nothing nasty happened, ........?
5. He delights in teasing her, ........?
6. Just try to remake her, ........?
7. They are
on Christian terms, ..........? 8. You’re coming, ..........? 9. He doesn’t like jazz, ..........? 10. You won’t tell anyone, ..........? 11. She didn’t mean that, ..........? 12. Maxim hadn’t been to a casino before, ..........? 13. You’ve got some time to spare, ..........? 14. Shut the door, ..........? 15. Don’t be late, ..........? 16. I’m right, ..........? 17. Nobody called me, ..........? 18. Everyone was very excited, ..........? 19. I don’t imagine he will turn into an ideal husband overnight, ..........? 20. She seems a bit nervy and unable to get out of her old habits, ..........? 21. But let us look on the optimistic side of things, ..........?

482. Add correct question tags to the following statements with modal verbs.

1. My parents must have guessed something, ..........? 2. They had to ask for your permission first, ..........? 3. You’d rather keep it a secret, ..........? 4. She’d better end with him once and for all, ..........? 5. Weddings in the old days used to be more showy, ..........? 6. They might get along well, ..........? 7. You should be in bed by now, ..........? 8. You can’t speak Swahili, ..........? 9. You’d better answer the telephone, ..........? 10. You could always borrow the money, ..........? 11. Nothing could be better, ..........? 12. It was to happen, ..........? 13. You’d rather be staying at home, ..........? 14. You shouldn’t have made such a fuss, ..........? 15. My boss needs a new car, ..........? 16. We need to go at once, ..........? 17. England needed a strong king in that particular period, ..........? 18. I may call you by your first name, ..........? 19. You shouldn’t be able to help me out, ..........? 20. She used to read a story to her son before bedtime, ..........?

483. Read the texts, translate them and comment on the meanings of the modal verbs in bold type.

1. The next morning everybody was waiting for Charlie to start opening his present. Charlie looked down at the bar of chocolate lovingly. How he wished there could be a Golden Ticket inside it! Then his mother said gently, “You mustn’t be too disappointed, if you don’t find what you’re looking for, my dear. You really can’t expect to be as lucky as all that.” But
the grownups knew that however small the chance might be of striking lucky, the chance was there. The chance had to be there. Very slowly Charlie’s fingers began to tear the wrapper, but when he did it there was no sign of a Golden Ticket.

2. “Did you love my Chocolate Factory, Charlie?” Mr. Wonka asked the boy. “Oh, yes, it’s the most wonderful place in the world. I couldn’t believe my eyes when I saw it. Can it be really yours? It must have been a dream!” “I am very pleased to hear you say that,” said Mr. Wonka, looking more serious than ever. “I have decided to make you a present of the factory. I have no children of my own, no family at all. Someone has to keep it going, I don’t want a grown-up person at all. He wouldn’t listen to me, he wouldn’t learn. So I have to have a child. I want a good sensible boy, one whom I can tell all my most precious sweet-making secrets — while I am still alive. We must go at once and fetch the rest of your family. They can all live in the factory from now on! They can all help to run it until you are old enough to do it by yourself!”

3. Matilda knew she had to tell somebody about what had happened with the glass. She couldn’t possibly keep the gigantic secret like that bottled up inside her. What she needed was just one person, wise and sympathetic, who could help her to understand the meaning of this extraordinary happening. She knew her parents almost certainly would fail to realize what an astonishing event had taken place that afternoon. So, the one person she would like to confide in was Miss Honey. Matilda said, “Please may I talk to you for a moment?” “Of course you may. What’s troubling you?” “I made the glass tip over, and I did it with my eyes.” Miss Honey did not think Matilda was meaning to tell a lie. “Could you do it again?” she asked, not unkindly. “I don’t know,” Matilda said, “but I think I might be able to.” Miss Honey moved the now empty glass to the middle of the table. “Should I put water in it?” she asked, smiling a little. “I don’t
think it matters, but it may take some time.” “Take all the time you want, I’m in no hurry.” Miss Honey replied, smiling a little. “I have to stare at it very, very hard, and then I can feel it happening behind my eyes,” the little girl explained.

(after R. Dahl)

Test Your Knowledge

484. Use the given hints to make dialogues with your partner.

HOW HONEST ARE YOU?

1. You really need something but you haven’t got enough money. Would you ever do any shoplifting? 2. Would you ever tell lies about yourself to impress other people? 3. There is some fine stationery in the place where you work. Is it all right to take some? Would you ever do so? 4. You are going to sell your car. Someone offers you a good price, and you agree to sell the car. Before you sign the necessary papers, someone else offers you a much higher price. Would you stay with the first buyer or sell to the second? 5. Would you hide some of your earnings from the tax inspector? 6. In an American school it’s quite a normal situation when a pupil tells the teacher about his classmate cheating during the test. Would you think it normal? 7. You are staying in a hotel, and you see that they have very nice towels. Would you take any home with you? 8. You find a wallet containing a big sum of money and a ticket for a flight to Geneva with the person’s name and address. What would your actions be? 9. What do you think about travelling without a ticket on public transport? Would you ever do so? 10. You have just had an expensive meal in a restaurant. When you check the bill, you see that the waiter has forgotten to charge you for the drinks. Would you tell him or keep quiet? 11. You
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find out, by chance, that your sister is adopted but she doesn’t know. Should you tell her? 12. You find out that your sister’s husband is having an affair. Should you tell her?

485. Combine the following sentences making them unreal. Start with If.

I. 1. It was a rush hour. 2. Something happened. 3. He turned up late. 4. His girlfriend was furious. 5. They had a row. 6. He made her cry. 7. He felt guilty. 8. He apologized. 9. She forgave him. 10. They are happy now.

II. 1. I won a pretty sum of money. 2. I bought a big car. 3. I drove too fast. 4. There was an accident. 5. The ambulance took me to hospital. 6. I fell in love with a nurse. 7. We got married. 8. We were happy at the beginning. 9. But then I met somebody else. 10. And we parted forever.

486. Complete the sentences.


487. Comment on the meanings of the modal verbs in bold type.

1. My mother said I never should play with the Gypsies in the wood. If I did so, she would say, “Naughty Girl, if you disobey your hair won’t curl, your shoes won’t shine. Naughty Girl, you won’t be mine.” 2. Supposing she had to return home to Mother without Jack. She couldn’t. She wouldn’t, she vowed to herself. She would
stay in this country and search until the Black Leaf was found, even if she had to wait for years ... and here her tears began to flow again. 3. “You’ll have to be very cautious, missie, if you go back to the wood,” said Farmer Rose. “It wouldn’t do for you to get caught, too.” “But I mustn’t be afraid of anything now.” 4. “Let’s stop! It wouldn’t do for us to run on him like this. It might look as if we were — oh, well, it would look funny, you know.” 5. You must try to get a good rest tonight, and then you can start off fresh in the morning — and you mustn’t cry anymore or you’ll make yourself ill. 6. What ought she to do, she wondered. Should she open the envelope? What was she to do with it? 7. I don’t feel I dare go out again. I will wait here. I can trust no one. 8. He, who spends more than he should, shall not have to spare when he would. 9. You can’t make me let him do what he ought not to do. 10. — You needn’t explain, Fred. — But I want to. I have to. We must improve the situation. 11. “I must have this mink coat! I can’t bear somebody else wearing it,” she said to her husband. “Very well, my dear, you shall have the coat!” 12. The past can’t be helped! It’s the future we can help, and it’s the future we should give our thought to. 13. I daresay, I can’t make him change the way he dresses. He needs a new style, he really does. 14. Little birds that can sing and won’t sing must be made to sing.

488. Fill in the spaces with should (have), would (have).

1. I’ll remind you of the rules frequently lest you forget them. 2. You pay more attention to the subject, when you had the opportunity. Then this not happen. 3. If you had not been there to help me, I do not know what I do. 4. I come to your party, had your invitation reached me sooner. 5. you (be) so kind as to tell me the way to the gardens? 6. He benefit his native town greatly, if the authorities had not opposed his plans so bitterly. 7. If I were to find myself homeless, I do not know where I go. 8. What (be) the use of schools and teachers, if the scholars were not willing to
learn? 9. I hoped that you .......... (help) me in that serious matter. 10. Those who are not without faults themselves, ............ (avoid) blaming others. 11. I pointed out to him that some people I knew were so obstinate that they ............ (not listen) to any reasons. 12. He was not deaf, but he was so obstinate that he ............ (not follow) my advice. 13. He ............ (listen), however, if you had approached him tactfully. 14. He was so disguised that I ............ never (know) him, but for his beard. 15. What do you think we ............ (do) in the circumstances in which we have found ourselves?

489. Insert the verbs can, could, may, might, should, would.

1. ............ you be prosperous and happy! 2. I trust that your fears ............ not be realized. 3. In my perplexity I appealed to my guide to know what I ............ do. 4. A good general makes every preparation against defeat, ............ such a contingency arise. 5. It makes my blood boil to think that such cruelties ............ go on around us. 6. ............ such circumstances arise, I shall take steps to deal with them. 7. Whatever ............ have happened, the result is the same. 8. Who can say what ............ have happened, had not the accident been averted? 9. Some of these rocks ............ perhaps have been deposited by passing icebergs. 10. He was so indifferent to public opinion that he did not care what the papers ............ say. 11. I ............ support your enterprise, but I am not yet convinced that it deserves it. 12. With a little encouragement, he ............ do wonders. 13. I am not likely to be moved by anything you ............ say; I judge by results. 14. Let him show what he has done; then we ............ perhaps believe his words. 15. We hope that Your Majesty ............ long rule over us, and that your reign ............ be as glorious as those of your predecessors.

490. Translate into English.

1. Она гладила белье и время от времени выглядывала в окно. 2. Они, возможно, были слишком строги к своему сыну. 3. Иногда он просто невыносим, все равно будет все делать по-
Everybody is being perfectly horrid to me at school. I’ve been to the headmistress to complain, but even she was unsympathetic. She said, “You’re overworking, Roberts, I wish you were less enthusiastic and took a few days off.” I protested that the school couldn’t function without me. The head snapped, “Go home, Roberts, and give this note to your parents.”

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Roberts,
Margaret’s behavior has been giving me great cause for concern. At all times she is neat, clean and controlled. She works hard. She is top of every subject. She is highly competitive on the sports field, is an excellent needlewoman and always wears highly polished shoes. Indeed she is the type of girl one ought to be proud of; I wish some girls were like her in these respects. But Margaret is wearing out my staff with her constant requests for more work. She is always ink, milk and register monitor.
Class, sports and house captain. She works in the greenhouse during her playtimes, this morning I came into school early and found her mopping out the lavatories. All very well, you may think, but her mania for work is making her very unpopular with the other girls. Can there be any problems at home? Can she be compensating for some lack of affection or attention on your part? Maybe, I shouldn’t have worried you with all this but she must learn to tolerate these of us who are rather more fallible. Headmistress Kesteven, Grantham Girls School.

Father’s hand trembled as he put down the note. He said “Geniuses are never recognized in their own land.”

(after S. Townsend)

492. Translate into English.

1. — Случись так, что тебе будут нужны деньги, обратись к управляющему. — Хотелось бы, чтобы мне не пришлось этого делать. 2. — Получи он тогда наследство, он не жил бы все эти годы в такой нищете. — Да, никогда не знаешь, что может случиться в жизни. 3. Давно пора вам выучить географию! Если бы я отвечал на уроке вчера, то я бы не сказал, что Миссисипи находится в Африке. 4. — Странно, что у него нет никаких сомнений по поводу своих способностей. — Да, хотел бы я тоже быть таким уверенным в себе! 5. — Случись так, что ты передумаешь, дай нам знать, мы хотели бы знать о твоем окончательном решении. — Обязательно сообщу. 6. Если бы полиция не прибыла в самый последний момент, то грабители сбежали бы. 7. Присмотри за ним, и случай, что он опять будет драться с младшим братом, дай мне знать. Он будет наказан. 8. О, хорошо бы вы ушли! Если бы я знала, что вы корреспонденты газеты, то ни за что не впустила бы вас. 9. Мама была бы ужасно рада, если бы вы сумели найти немного времени для нее. 10. Думаю, что мне следовало рассказать родителям о проблемах в школе, но не хотелось их беспокоить. Что будет, то и бу-
дёт! 11. — Симпатичный молодой человек приходил повидать вас. — О, это, должно быть, мой двоюродный брат Андрей. Неужели случилось что-то неожиданное? — Да, но он мог бы и позвонить. 12. Она учит этот этюд, должно быть, уже целый месяц. Я просто слышать его не могу! Она, должно быть, неспособна к музыке. 13. Я была очень удивлена тем, что Юля уже ушла. Она должна была напечатать весь текст, но оказалось, что она сделала только половину работы. Должно быть, она плохо себя чувствовала.

8. The Non-Finite Forms of the Verb (Verbals)

The Infinitive

493. Comment on the forms of the Infinitives.

1. When I go on holiday, I ask Mum to look after my houseplants. 2. In the morning Mr. Dulton was nowhere to be seen. 3. He seemed to be reading my mind. 4. You have your own life to consider. 5. The agent must have misunderstood the chief. 6. He was witty and clever and he made me laugh. 7. But what kind of rules might be required? 8. They seem to have been fighting all their lives. 9. The manuscript appears to have been written in Greek. 10. This is a date still to be agreed. 11. Brian can still be watching the western. 12. They believed the soldier to have taken unofficial leave. 13. Don’t you understand that all the personal sentiments ought to have been put aside? 14. At times, lightning decisions had to be made. 15. It was vital for her presence to be felt in New York from time to time.
494. **Give all possible forms of the following Infinitives.**

To do, to study, to live, to sit, to lie, to raise, to set, to sell, to leave, to go, to inform, to like, to write, to run, to make.

495. **Comment on the cases of the Split Infinitive. Translate the sentences into Russian.**

1. I think the time has come for you to totally decide your future.  
2. In 1992 Maxim decided to legally change his name.  
3. Then Dad yelled at everybody to just shut up.  
4. That was too horrible to even think about.  
5. I want to tenderly hold you, my dear child!  
6. She fell into a chair, clapped one hand over her mouth once more, to again stifle the scream of pain and outrage rising in her throat.  
7. When you are in Italy, remember to always add the area code to the number you want to call.  
8. Obviously she’d said what he wanted to hear; it appeared to both excite and relax him.  
9. When you travel by the train, don’t push and shove with might and main! Let those who wish to first alight, then pass on quickly left and right.  
10. The detectives needed special equipment to thoroughly and accurately investigate the mystery.  
11. Jack was the first person to ever show me any affection in my life.  
12. The mayors met in order to fully explore and discuss the problems of managing large cities.  
13. Most companies will have to severely limit their dumping of pollutants.  
14. They say they would like to eventually expand the business.  
15. My advice to you is to initially receive a thorough examination by a good therapist.  
16. To fully appreciate the splendour of Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel, you need to visit the Vatican.

496. **Use to before the Infinitives where possible.**

1. We did everything we could .......... make him .......... join us.  
2. You can’t .......... make me .......... do what I don’t want ..........  
3. Are you sure you can .......... afford .......... waste another year?  
4. You need .......... take more care of yourself.  
5. It would be
The Verb

very foolish .......... let the child ........... have his way. 6. Let the
next student ........... come in now. 7. We’d rather ........... take a train
than ........... fly. 8. Why not ........... go with us? Let’s ........... have fun!
9. You’d better ........... stay in bed not ........... make your cold ...........
get worse. 10. I need a car ........... get to my country-house. 11. We
heard the postman ........... come up to the front door and then we
saw him ........... slip a thick envelope into the box. 12. He can’t
but ........... admire her beauty and talent. 13. You ought ........... have
told me all this before. 14. We got them ........... rebuild the house.
15. He was seen ........... enter the house through the back door.
16. — What made you ........... terrorize me? — I was made ........... do
it. 17. Will you be able ........... let your son ........... decide his future?

497. Answer the questions.

1. What are you learning to do, and why do you do it? 2. What
can’t students afford to do? 3. If someone works hard, why do
they do it? 4. What do students aim to do? 5. What is a quick-
tempered person inclined to do? 6. What are troublemakers apt
to do? 7. If workers are dissatisfied, what can they threaten to
you have to get ready to do on a Monday morning? 10. What
do stubborn people refuse to do? 11. What are generous people
willing to do? 12. When a man proposes, what does a woman
agree to do? 13. When two people get engaged, what have they
resolved to do? 14. When people get married, what do they
promise to do? 15. What are you planning to do in future?

498. Complete the sentences by using suitable Infinitives.

1. I learned ........... when I was around six or seven. 2. We’ve
decided ........... a new washing-machine. 3. Hugh promised not
........... late for his own wedding. 4. My boyfriend and I would love
........... Venice. 5. You seem ........... in a good mood tonight. 6. Felicia
appeared ........... asleep, but she wasn’t. 7. The Martins can’t afford
........... a house. 8. Try ........... to class on time every day. 9. I can’t
wait .......... my family again! It’s been a long time. 10. She is very sorry. She didn’t mean .......... you. 11. My friend offered .......... me a little money. 12. Erik is only five, but he intends .......... a doctor when he grows up. 13. What time do you expect .......... the Hague? 14. I forgot .......... some cheese when I went to the grocery store. 15. They are planning .......... to the Canaries after they get married.

499. Read and translate the sentences. Pay attention to the Split Infinitives.

1. At the time, it seemed wiser for me to simply disappear, quickly and quietly. 2. I placed the tray in the middle of the kitchen table and began to methodically chop an egg. 3. She wondered how to effectively explain this to the kids without resorting to a pack of lies. 4. The offer came from out of the blue and she did not want to even discuss it. 5. It was hard to truly estimate how rich she was. 6. Henry had known Emma for almost forty years, long enough to fully understand her. 7. They had come to bitterly accept the fact. 8. Nelly paused, uncertain of how to correctly explain her behaviour. 9. The boy licked the pencil and began to carefully print Mrs. Daniel’s address. 10. He did not appear to physically favour either of his parents. 11. She had never ceased to secretly worship her elder brother. 12. Melanie began to selectively tick off the goods, she could readily dispose of in her store. 13. She had to hear it from Julia’s own mouth to truly believe it. 14. Something of his good humour seemed to mysteriously transfer itself to everybody in the room. 15. She had to occasionally neglect on some of her chores to make time for reading.

500. Use the verbs in brackets in the required form.

1. I like (give) presents to friends, but even more I like (give) gifts. 2. She is so lucky (have) such a good family, (see) all love and care since childhood. 3. The dictionary seems (belong) to my great-grandfather. It appears (publish) ages ago. 4. The young man seemed (study) Marion, and she gave him a cold stare.
5. The key to the grandfather clock was believed (lose) some twenty years before. 6. One more window remained (wash). 7. The child is so pale! She ought (have) a change of food and air. 8. Well, sir, I want (take) my words back. I’m sorry (call) you names. 9. The case was urgent. The man had (operate on). 10. He was sorry (not notice) the fax on the secretary’s table. 11. But what kind of rules might (require)? 12. The rules must (leave) to the Government to decide. 13. Everybody is going (give) a raise. 14. Parenthood, someone once said, is the only 24-hour-a-day job for which you can (not pay) overtime. 15. The country is considered (make) enormous progress this year. 16. English people don’t like (tell) what to do.

501. Translate into English.

1. Я счастлива пригласить вас на вечер. 2. Я счастлива, что меня часто приглашают на премьеры. 3. Я счастлива, что меня пригласили на новый спектакль в «Сатирikon». 4. Хочу рассказать вам последние новости. 5. Хочу, чтобы мне рассказали эту историю. 6. Я рада, что мне рассказали об этом. 7. Роберт не собирается обвинять вас. 8. Он не предполагал, что его обвиняют. 9. Мне жаль, что я причиняю вам столько хлопот. 10. Мне жаль, что побеспокоила вас. 11. Дети любят выдумывать разные истории. 12. Дети обожают, когда им рассказывают страшные истории. 13. Он, кажется, знает всех в городе. 14. Тед, кажется, читает что-то смешное. Он все время улыбается. 15. Он, кажется, выполняет эту работу уже много лет.

502. Comment on the form and function of the Infinitives. Translate the sentences into Russian.

1. To read books means to enlarge one’s horizons. 2. He read a lot to broaden his mind. 3. To part from friends is to die a little. 4. To win friends and influence people, one must employ guile and fraud, some politicians believe. 5. A friend is someone special to laugh with, to reminisce with, to dream with, to
shape with, to bitch with ... 6. He had no idea whom he was to meet. 7. What he really wanted was to be alone, entirely alone. 8. She could not afford to panic, not under any circumstances. 9. — You always make me feel better. — Do I? 10. She didn’t love Willy enough to marry him. 11. Gradually, she came to understand how wrong she had been. 12. To begin my story, I must go back in time, to 1990. 13. He was far too bright a boy to be deceived. He would probe and probe. 14. To tell the truth, a cigar gives me a chance to relax and to meditate. 15. Maxim flew to New York only to discover that his daughter was on the Coast. 16. She began to realize that her husband was a difficult man, not easy to know, or live with, and secretive. 17. In Greece people often shake their heads from side to side to say “Yes”. With us it means “No”. 18. They need nobody to protect them. 19. To recover completely, he must begin to work, but it mustn’t be hard work. 20. It makes everybody so happy to see you again! 21. It takes a long time to become a personality. 22. It gives me great comfort to think of you.

503.

A. Read and translate the sentences. Define the function of the Infinitives.

1. To make the world better has always been his aim. 2. To lie or not to lie — that’s the dilemma. 3. It’s unusual to see you at home in the middle of the day. 4. To go out alone in the middle of the night is risky. 5. To fulfil all your wishes is all I want. 6. It is awful to be so stubborn. 7. It’s unwise to refuse.

B. Complete the following sentences, using Infinitives.

1. .......... that is the question. 2. .......... is to believe. 3. .......... is my aim in life. 4. .......... would be madness. 5. It makes me feel good .......... . 6. It would never do .......... . 7. It was unnatural .......... . 8. It annoyed them .......... . 9. .......... is everybody’s wish.
504. **A. Read and translate the sentences. Define the function of the Infinitives.**

1. To agree to this offer is to lose self-respect. 2. Gold and love affairs are hard to hide. 3. A witty limerick is very difficult to write. 4. That sort of thing is easy to do. 5. My friends are very interesting to talk to. 6. This musical instrument is easy to learn. 7. My main chore in the house is to vacuum and dust the rooms. 8. The only sensible thing to do when you are attacked is, as Napoleon once said, to counter-attack. 9. Some girls are catty and difficult to live with. 10. Bad habits are easy to acquire and hard to break. 11. This is something that is hard to describe. 12. She was not going to be easy to deal with. 13. Office affairs are easy to begin and difficult to finish. 14. The toilets were few and hard to find.

**B. Complete the following sentences.**

1. The idea was .......... 2. What I want is .......... 3. The main point is .......... 4. To travel means .......... 5. The only thing to do was .......... 6. To tell a white lie is .......... 7. To live is .......... 8. To be up to date means .......... 9. My telephone number is .......... 10. This girl is .......... 11. The secret of life is .......... 12. Money is .......... 13. This code is ..........

505. **Read and translate the sentences. Define the function of the Infinitives.**

1. Miss Honey removed her spectacles and began to polish the lenses with a piece of tissue. 2. I told my parents they ought to take some vitamins. 3. Her heart began to pound in a most unreasonable and unfamiliar way. 4. Television started to resemble radio. One station provides news; another soft rock; a third is all-sports. 5. She could no longer bear to keep the secret of her past from him. 6. Catherine took out various items from the refrigerator, and started to make a selection of small tea sandwiches. 7. The boy broke off, unable to voice his fears about his parents. 8. She needed to find him, immediately. 9. As time passed she began to function like her old self. 10. Paula started to extend her family business.
506. Translate into English.

1. Это паркеровскую ручку очень удобно держать, и пользоваться ею — настоящее удовольствие. 2. Подать в отставку (to quit) значит проиграть игру. 3. Трюк в том, чтобы знать, как пользоваться этим ключом. 4. Эти данные трудно разобрать. 5. За этим столом приятно работать. 6. Любить значит жертвовать. 7. Моя задача — учить вас. 8. Вынужден признаться, что вы правы. 9. Когда ты начнешь думать о будущем, сынок? 10. Эту машину очень легко установить. 11. На неё приятно смотреть, и очень легко иметь с ней дело. 12. Ему следовало уступить. 13. Вам следует сесть на диету. 14. Этим цифрам трудно поверить. 15. Слова этой песни легко запомнить. 16. Часто Марию было трудно контролировать. 17. Хорошего управляющего, как вы, трудно найти. 18. Причину их отказа легко угадать.

507.

A. Read and translate the sentences. Define the function of the Infinitives.

1. A good education should, among other things, train you to think for yourself. 2. He is rather unbearable at times; he wants to have everything his own way. 3. He failed to appear before a Milan magistrate to answer accusations of a tax fraud. 4. She used to enjoy the village life. 5. My parents have taught me to see the best in people. 6. She pretended not to care for that man. 7. They plan to marry next week.

B. Complete the following sentences.

508.

A. Read and translate the sentences. Define the function of the Infinitives.

1. Biologically, there is only one quality which distinguishes us from animals: the ability to laugh. 2. An active life gives man the opportunity to realize values in creative work. 3. There is a time to fish and a time to dry nets. 4. There are no more copies of this book to be had. 5. TV-viewers now have the choice and freedom to select from various programmes and enjoy them when it suits them best. 6. The best way to see Rome is either on foot or on a bus. 7. This is a popular place to see and be seen. 8. You give me reason to live, my dear. 9. He who has a why to live can bear with almost any how. 10. The Rolex company were the first to develop the idea of a modern watch. 11. Don’t worry about Tracey! She’s got Keith to protect her. 12. I have absolutely nothing to do this weekend. Though there is business to attend to in Manhattan. 13. He has a talent to make the best of any bad situation. 14. I think there is something special in you ... a will to endure, to succeed no matter what. 15. She immediately made a desperate effort to still her nerves. 16. Internet gives everyone the power to contribute. The power to share information and ideas. The power to move your business forward.

B. Complete the following sentences.

1. I have hitting news .......... 2. These are the rules .......... 3. She’ll always say something .......... 4. The situation leaves much .......... 5. They had nothing .......... at the Customs. 6. There was nothing .......... all day, and no one .......... 7. We’ve always admired the old man’s will .......... 8. The shops before Christmas are full of things .......... 9. I had a vital date .......... 10. The guests have left, and now I have a pile of dishes ..........
509. Complete the sentences with the phrases from the right column.

1. There are always choices
   a) to suffer.
2. You give me reason
   b) to marvel at.
3. They have the power
   c) to dream their little dream.
4. Now there's an easier way
   d) to have in the kitchen.
5. Whenever economic hardship breaks, children are the first
   e) to veto any project.
6. In Egypt you've got plenty of geological wonders
   f) to mix with others.
7. Everybody has the right
   g) to do the talking.
8. A food mixer is a very useful gadget
   h) to make.
9. In those days I had a baby
   i) to chew on.
10. There are four ways
    j) to give your child a world of knowledge.
11. Mr. Illingworth is the right man
    k) to do this sum.
12. She had no desire
    l) to amuse everybody.
13. Bill says he needs a wife
    m) to take care of him.
14. She has always had the ability
    n) to talk about it.
15. This was a wonderful chance
    o) to look after.
16. This fashion magazine shows you
    p) to live.
17. I went back to work with this thought
    q) the most successful ways to dress.

510. Read and translate the text. Comment on the Infinitives.

I WANT A WIFE
A Feminist Classic from the Early '70s
By Judy Syfers

I belong to that classification of people known as wives. I am A Wife. And, not altogether incidentally, I am a mother.
Not too long ago a male friend of mine appeared on the scene fresh from a recent divorce. He had one child, who is, of course, with his ex-wife. He is obviously looking for another wife. As I thought about him while I was ironing one evening, it suddenly occurred to me that I, too, would like to have a wife. Why do I want a wife? I would like to go back to school. And I want a wife who will work and send me to school. And while I am going to school, I want a wife to take care of the children. I want a wife to make sure my children eat properly and are kept clean. I want a wife who will wash the children’s clothes and keep them mended, who arranges for their schooling, takes them to the park, the zoo, et cetera. I want a wife who takes care of the children when they are sick, a wife who arranges to be around when the children need special care, because, of course, I cannot miss classes at school. Needless to say, my wife must arrange to lose time at work and not lose the job. It may mean a small cut in my wife’s income from time to time, but I guess I can tolerate that.

I want a wife to take care of my physical needs. I want a wife who will keep my house clean. A wife who will pick up after me. I want a wife who will keep my clothes clean, ironed, mended, replaced when need be. I want a wife who is a good cook. I want a wife to plan the menus, do the necessary shopping, prepare the meals, serve them pleasantly, and then do the cleaning up while I do my studying. I want a wife who will care of me when I am sick and sympathize with my pain and loss of time from school.

I want a wife who will not bother me with rambling complaints about a wife’s duties. But I want a wife who will listen to me when I feel the need to explain a rather difficult point I have come across in my course of studies. And I want a wife who will type my papers for me when I have written them. And I want a wife who knows that sometimes I need a night out by myself. But I want a wife who understands that my
sexual needs may entail more than strict adherence to monogamy. I must, after all, be able to relate to people as fully as possible.
If I happen to find another person more suitable as a wife than the wife I already have, I want the liberty to replace my present wife with another one. Naturally, as I expect a fresh, new life, my wife will have to take the children and be solely responsible for them so that I am left free.
When I am through with school and have a job, I want my wife to quit working and remain at home so that my wife can more fully and completely take care of a wife’s duties.
My God, who wouldn’t want a wife?

511. Read the poem and learn it. Comment on the Infinitives.

**WHAT IS THIS LIFE?**

What is this life if, full of care,
We have no time to stand and stare?
No time to stand beneath the boughs
And stare as long as sheep or cows;
No time to see, when woods we pass,
Where squirrels hide their nuts in grass;
No time to see, in broad daylight,
Streams full of stars, like skies at night;
No time to turn at Beauty’s glance,
And watch her feet, how they can dance;
No time to wait till her mouth can
Enrich that smile her eyes began?
A poor life is this, if full of care,
We have no time to stand and stare.

*W. H. Davies*
Translate into English.

1. Вот программа, которую нужно утвердить. 2. Это книга, которую нужно прочитать. 3. У него потрясающая новость, которую он расскажет вам. 4. Поверьте, вам нечего бояться. 5. Мне о столь многом нужно подумать. 6. Нельзя терять время. Нужно принять решение. 7. Есть несколько фактов, на которые необходимо ответить сейчас же. 8. Это — платье, которое любую женщину сделает красивой. 9. Дэвид не тот человек, который может осчастливить женщину. 10. У нас долгая жизнь, которой нужно наслаждаться. 11. Давай поишем место, где мы могли бы перекусить. 12. У него три сына, которых нужно вырастить. 13. Он первый угадал их намерения. 14. Почему это я всегда все узнаю последним? 15. Он не тот человек, который может вас подвести. 16. Им пришлось долгий путь. 17. У них не было желания спорить. 18. Амелия чувствовала потребность высказатьсь. 19. Она сделала отчаянную попытку освободиться. 20. — Ты будешь выступать следующим? — Нет, я буду выступать последним.

A. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the form and function of the Infinitives.

1. To get daily updated news, to be in the know, just slip through the net and you are on the Internet. 2. Aunt Louise whirled around to greet me. 3. We didn’t tell him the whole truth not to discourage him. 4. I ran back to my room to collect my belongings. 5. Tony’s father died of pneumonia when he was nine. His mother, a seamstress, struggled to raise three children on her own. 6. Unable to make such a decision alone I asked my brother for help. 7. The clock buzzes to tell you when to get up. 8. Most Islanders have at least two jobs to earn enough to cope with the sky-high prices. 9. You don’t have to be a genius to understand it. 10. When in Paris we went to a wonderful res-
taurant to enjoy an open-air meal. 11. To overcome the problems that face each one of us — and no life is problem-free — it is crucial to have a plan to live by. 12. He opened his mouth to say something, but then changed his mind. 13. They had come to attend the party. 14. So sensational was the news that the entire class jumped out of their seats to have a really good look. 15. He remained silent for a few moments to allow her to compose herself. 16. If the state borrows heavily to rebuild the economy, the Central Bank will keep monetary policy tight. 17. I popped into the snack bar to buy a soda.

B. Complete the following sentences.

1. This car is designed .......... 2. The mayor cut the ribbon .......... 3. It took all her strength .......... 4. The young man works hard .......... 5. You don’t have to be a genius .......... 6. She has only to say “yes” .......... 7. Keep your mouth shut .......... 8. She spoke more slowly .......... 9. She sipped her tea .......... 514. Complete the sentences using to or for.

1. She opened the file .......... look for the necessary information. 2. She scanned the text .......... the needed data. 3. The family went to Paris .......... a short visit. 4. The Parkers went to Bath .......... visit the distant relatives. 5. Every evening she takes long walks .......... relax. 6. It’s good to take long walks .......... relaxation. 7. I’m going to University .......... a good education. 8. I’m going to University .......... get knowledge. 9. My kids aren’t going to school just .......... have fun. 10. Charlie has done it just .......... fun. 11. I went to the store .......... some bread and cheese. 12. Mum has gone to the store .......... get some milk. 13. I turned on the radio .......... listen to the news. 14. I listened to the radio .......... news about the weather. 15. In this country we wear fur coats in the winter .......... keep us warm. 16. I have put on this sheepskin coat .......... warmth. 17. I had a long stroll .......... boom my appetite.
515.

A. Read and translate the sentences. Define the function of the Infinitives.

1. The day is too hot for us to be out on the beach. 2. The cigarettes are expensive enough to be good. 3. The tea is too sweet to be refreshing. 4. She is clever enough to be at the top of the class. 5. The wine is too harsh to be tasty. 6. The dress is cut well enough to be elegant. 7. The oranges are too tired to buy them. 8. The weather is frosty enough to be enjoyable. 9. The colours are too loud to be good. 10. Wilfred was far too bewildered even to speak. 11. Life is too short to continue hating anyone for a long time. 12. My relatives never visit us. They have too many kids to fit in the car. 13. Catherine had never judged Meredith and Jack. She was far too intelligent to do that and mature enough to realize that no one else ever knew exactly what went on between two people. 14. But in the end the burden had got too big to carry. 15. The man was too big to be allowed.

B. Complete the following sentences.

1. She is old enough .......... 2. He was too stressed and busy .......... 3. You are too pessimistic .......... 4. They know him well enough .......... 5. You are mature enough .......... 6. I became brave enough .......... 7. Life is too tough .......... 8. She was too much of a lady ..........

516.

A. Read and translate the sentences. Define the function of the Infinitives.

1. I woke up to find the doctor lifting me very carefully into my own bed. 2. They went to their friends’ country house to find all the doors locked and nobody in sight. 3. Michael returned to his native village never to leave it again. 4. Helen came to the University to be told that all the lectures had been cancelled. 5. She awoke one morning to find herself famous. 6. She walked
into the back room to see her mother crying over the broken China vase. 7. He came into the garage to discover that his car was gone. 8. In a month I returned home to learn that my son needed a surgery.

B. Complete the following sentences.

1. I took a mouthful of juice ......... 2. David opened the cellar ......... 3. Marion went to the East ......... 4. She switched on the TV-set ......... 5. The woman opened her bag ......... 6. One morning I came into the room ......... 7. In the morning I awoke .........

517. Give the English equivalents for the following phrases. Make up sentences with them.

Поправьте говоря, чтобы быть абсолютно откровенным, в довершение всего, для начала, мягко говоря, не говоря больше, нет нужды говорить, чтобы быть более точным, короче говоря, как ни странно это звучит.

518. Translate into English.

1. Жизнь слишком коротка, чтобы понапрасну тратить время. 2. Мисс Темпл поднялась рано, чтобы успеть на первый автобус. 3. Сказать правду было невозможно для нее, и поэтому ей пришлось придумать историю. 4. Новость была слишком хорошая, чтобы поверить в нее. 5. Кто говорит, что жизнь скучна? Ведь есть книги, которые можно читать, картины, которыми можно восхищаться, музыка, которая может соответствовать вашему настроению (to meet your mood). 6. Он недостаточно жесток, чтобы сказать ей это в лицо. 7. Не волнуйся, мы встретимся, чтобы поговорить за рюмкой коньяка и решить все проблемы человечества. 8. Я решил прогуляться, но пошел мелкий дождь, и мне пришлось вернуться домой. 9. Бетси имела обыкновение подниматься в мою комнату, чтобы рассказать мне историю перед сном (a bedtime story). 10. Дети
519. **Read and translate the sentences. Define the function of the Infinitives.**

1. I don’t expect you to understand. You wouldn’t listen to me in 2006 and you won’t listen to me now. But I want you to take some precautions. Would you like me to help you? 2. If you don’t want anyone to know your business, keep your mouth shut. 3. What made you decide to enter that competition? 4. They wanted her to relax and sent the children to their aunt’s. 5. They know him to be a responsible person. 6. Sunglasses make you look mysterious. 7. They consider him to be a real professional. 8. The desire for fame makes men work hard and does not let them rest till the goal is gained. 9. She regards him as a superman. 10. The big breakfast made me feel drowsy and I let the book fall to the floor. 11. Let me take you to the Milky Way on your holiday! 12. It makes my mouth water just to think about all those tasty things. 13. Let the music play, let the voices sing, let’s stay together to the end! 14. It takes two to make a dream come true. 15. I don’t let my children watch TV shows that are violent. 16. Let the wind always blow in your back and the road always go downhill for you! 17. Don’t let that...
fool you! 18. These articles will make your hair stand on end. 19. I make myself exercise and do sit-ups for ten minutes every other morning. 20. Since I didn’t want that to happen, I took Andre’s advice.

520. Read the text and retell it. Find the cases of the complex objects in it.

“Do you remember, Maxim, what I told you about the standards I want you to have when you are a big boy, and when you are a man?” “Yes, Papa. You said a gentleman never tells a lie.” “That’s correct, but now I’m afraid I must amend that statement. I wish you to revise what I said to you last week. I have to change my opinion ... I believe it to be perfectly all right for a gentleman to tell a lie if it is a matter of life and death ... if it is to save his life. Or the lives of others, of course. I want you to remember that a man must have valour, honour and nobility if he is to be of great character. I want you to remember that when you grow up.” “Yes, Papa, I will.”

(after B. Bradford)

521. Translate into English.

1. Ваш начальник всегда предполагает, что вы будете все делать вовремя. 2. Они предполагали, что вы станете на их сторону. 3. Она знает, как заставить людей делать именно то, что нужно ей. 4. Мы заметили, что какие-то мальчишки забрались в соседский сад. 5. Когда мы вернулись домой, то обнаружили, что нас ожидают огромные счета. 6. Хочешь, чтобы я показала тебе своих рыбок? 7. Все хотели, чтобы он стал руководителем партии. 8. Многие люди считают бытовые химикаты экологически вредными. 9. Никто не предполагал, что последствия будут столь ошутимыми. 10. Почему вы заставили нас так долго ждать? 11. Дети подслушали, как какой-то незнакомец угрожал их отцу. 12. Мы слышали, что она нашла новую работу. 13. Я осознал, что это правда, и почувствовал, как у меня
The Verb

заколотилось сердце. 14. Они позволили мне пользоваться их машиной, пока они отдыхали. 15. Когда я попадаю на Арбат, то очень люблю наблюдать, как рисуют художники.

522. Make the sentences passive.

Model: They saw him do it. — He was seen to do it.

They made him come. — He was made to come.

1. Everybody heard her say that. 2. The neighbours noticed the burglar get into the house. 3. The policeman saw the car disappear in the tunnel. 4. The public made the poet read some more of his poetry. 5. Don’t worry! We’ll let you go to the match. 6. Tom’s father made his son apologize. 7. They made the customer accept their terms. 8. They consider him to be an expert in his sphere. 9. She regards her father a perfect example to follow. 10. Everybody knows that this theatre was built by a famous architect. 11. They suspect that the teenager helped them. 12. We expect that they have learnt the truth. 13. It was announced that the pop-group had arrived. 14. It is understood that the partners have come to an agreement. 15. It was reported that the verdict was announced.

523. Translate into English.

1. Отступить (to quit) значит проиграть. 2. Лучший способ потерять вес — изменить привычки в еде (eating habits). 3. Есть три способа сделать это. 4. Если я передумаю, то ты первый узнаешь об этом. 5. Она никогда не может прийти к финишу первой. 6. Я в это время случайно оказался в госпитале. 7. Он отправился на кухню, чтобы приготовить бутерброды. 8. У меня есть признание, которое я должен сделать. 9. Иногда он невыносим. Он хочет все делать по-своему. 10. А еще что-нибудь нужно сделать? 11. Бесси ворвалась в комнату, чтобы сообщить, что меня ждет посетитель. 12. Ему пришлось повысить голос, чтобы быть услышанным. 13. Когда я шел до-
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524. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the forms of the Infinitives after the verbs seem, appear, happen, chance, turn out, prove.

1. The old woman seemed to read my mind. 2. They proved to be old friends. 3. David happened to witness the incident. 4. But his advice didn’t prove to be sound. 5. It turned out to be their last meeting. 6. They chanced to find a treasure under the house. 7. I always seem to be waiting for things. 8. Mr. Smith appeared to be thinking aloud. 9. Vesta happened to be playing in the corner of the room. 10. He might turn out to be another Newton. 11. The child seemed on a sudden to have entered a magic world. 12. Dinny seemed to have lost already all her doubts. 13. Herbert would appear to be involved in it. 14. We seemed to be surrounded by shouting policemen. 15. The patient seemed to have been improving lately. 16. It proved to be true in the end.

525. Make sentences according to the model.

Model: I was in the bank. Two robbers broke in. — I happened to be in the bank, when two robbers broke in.

We were waiting at a bus-stop. Our friend drove past. — We happened (chanced) to be waiting at a bus-stop when our friend drove past.

1. You were there. The incident took place. 2. She was in the bath. The telephone rang. 3. You were watching television. There came a knock on the door. 4. He was sitting in a restaurant. A friend walked in. 5. You were passing by. A passer-by
stopped you. 6. They were there. The flying saucer appeared. 7. The sheriff was in the club. A fight started. 8. You were talking about her. She came into the room. 9. An old man was walking past a hospital. He had a heart attack. 10. You were standing outside a hotel. A Rolls-Royce drove up.

526. Change the sentences according to the model.

Model: She appeared not to hear him. — She didn’t appear to hear him.

1. She seemed not to know real life. 2. This man seemed not to care for rules. 3. He was busy with the car and appeared not to see the policeman. 4. John seemed not to enjoy playing cards but he had to. 5. The boss never seemed to pay any attention to our needs. 6. The boy seems not to be healthy and happy. 7. Andrew appeared not to notice her. 8. The waiter seemed not to notice our anger. 9. Christine seemed not to take in what he meant. 10. He appeared not to have learnt the results of the investigation. 11. The women seemed not to like the work they were doing. 12. Simon seemed to see and hear nothing. 13. You seem not to have forgiven me, Denny, which is very, very sad. 14. I seemed to have no feeling left in me at all. 15. His heart appeared not to be beating any longer.

527. Open the brackets and use the required form of the Infinitives.

1. So far she appeared (do) Henry nothing but harm. 2. He appeared (see) the light and decided to drop in. 3. Here, in a small village, the world seems (construct) on a smaller scale. 4. Yes, they seemed (appreciate) my picture a whole lot last night. 5. The children seem (eat) ever since they arrived, as if they had been starved before. 6. It may turn out (be) interesting. 7. She appeared (cross-question) me. 8. Everyone seemed (talk) for hours. 9. The idea of escape seemed (become) less fantastic. 10. Possibly it might prove (be) dead good luck. 11. Twenty years seem (pass) so quick-
ly! 12. Verena seemed (let) the matter (die). 13. The sound of the phone ringing seemed (wake) every nerve in my body. 14. Scarlett seemed (pay) little attention to what they said. 15. Her legs seemed (lose) power to move, and now she appeared (break).

528. Translate into English.

1. Джуди действительно оказалась звездой. 2. Оказалось, что они и в самом деле братья. 3. Он, казалось, получал удовольствие от игры с детьми. Они были такие забавные. 4. Мама, кажется, узнала правду и выглядит очень сердитой. 5. Они, кажется, не доверяют друг другу. 6. Экзамен, кажется, подходит к концу. 7. Предложение кажется многообещающим. 8. Они, кажется, не поддержали новый проект. 9. Он, казалось, всю жизнь мечтал об этой поездке. 10. Я случайно услышал эту новость. 11. Предчувствия Макса оказались верными. 12. Кажется, что делать нечего, кроме как отправиться спать. 13. Ночь оказалась холоднее, чем мы предполагали. 14. Вы случайно не знаете номер его факса? 15. Джек, кажется, учит немецкий всю свою жизнь.

529. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the functions of the for-phrases with an Infinitive.

1. For him to act so is rather unusual. 2. It was difficult for Bill to keep such a big family. 3. All she wanted was for her mother to come to terms with her past, gain peace of mind, as well as a bit of happiness for once. 4. The best thing is for you to leave at once. 5. Teddy put the kettle on, stood near the stove waiting for the water to boil. 6. He stopped the car for the kids to get in. 7. That is for the boss to decide, isn’t it? 8. Steve was a suitable candidate for them to hire. 9. I am still waiting for the mail to come. 10. Emma was a suitable child for them to adopt. 11. I’ve bought a tin of pastries for you to enjoy them. 12. After all, we have known the man long enough for Steve to trust him.
530. Transform the sentences according to the model using the words necessary, important, possible, impossible, difficult, traditional, hard, easy, customary.

Model: You should think twice before you agree.
It is important for you to think twice before you agree.

1. Students should enjoy their student life. 2. Teachers should be competent. 3. We don’t have to hurry. There’s plenty of time. 4. A fish can’t live out of water. 5. A child usually can’t sit still for a long time. 6. Students have to budget their time carefully. 7. My family always eats turkey on Christmas. 8. I usually can’t understand fluent English. 9. The guests usually wait until the hostess begins to eat. 10. The bride usually feeds the groom the first piece of wedding cake. 11. Mary should start thinking about her future. 12. Animals can’t talk or think or plan something. 13. I can understand my teacher most of the time. 14. A writer should be imaginative. 15. My parents are anxious I should enter the University.

531. Transform the sentences so as to use the for-to-infinitive construction.

1. The most important thing is that we should stay cool. 2. Let us wait till the fax arrives. 3. This is the day which they shall remember for a long time. 4. He is the expert whom you should have consulted. 5. I shall leave some money so that they may spend it. 6. Martin sent his family to his parents’ so that they could be safe there. 7. The days have become too short, so we can’t walk as much as in the summertime. 8. The new manager must be very competent as the director has entrusted him with a most difficult task. 9. It is quite natural that she should have refused his proposal. 10. What I want is that you should understand me. 11. There is no need that we should stay here any longer. 12. It’s unbelievable that he should have really meant it. 13. Phone the office and someone will meet us. 14. When I became a vegetarian, I had to wait for some period of time until
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my organism got used to it. 15. It is impossible that he didn’t believe you even after you showed him the file. 16. He waited in the reception. The secretary hadn’t turned up yet. 17. Mr. Marshall’s suggestion was that the contract should be signed without any delay.

532. Read and translate the following. Comment on the form and function of the Infinitives.

1. My sister Maggie is cooking up a plan to get Dad to let her go to that party on Saturday. 2. I’d been trying to find a way to convince them to let me stay home, and they had finally to give in, which made me feel a lot better. 3. To tell the truth, I work alone, I have no partner to worry about. 4. To live is to suffer, to survive is to find meaning in the suffering. 5. To develop the strength and tone of your voice you have to practise voice exercises daily. I was too self-conscious to find a teacher and have singing lessons, but it wasn’t an ordeal to record yourself singing and send the tape off to be assessed. And then I received my tape back from my tutor to improve it further. 6. Patsy drove on in silence, too tired to speak, but after a while she said, “I’m not too sure about parking in Leeds. I think the best thing to do is to go to the Queens Hotel to park there.” 7. There were certain matters at the London office to attend to, and she and Patsy had to make a trip to Ripon where they had some work to complete. 8. Now Maxim, it would be wiser to let the subject rest for the moment. Anastasia is far too intelligent a person to expect you to do such a thing — to get rid of your business empire. 9. “Ever since I first arrived to take up my post in London, I have sought an opportunity to show something of the rich cultural links that Brazil has had with Europe over many centuries,” said the Brazilian Ambassador in London.
The Gerund

533. **A. Write the Gerunds of the following verbs.**

spend, shop, play, clean, read, travel, collect, use, swim, save, watch, listen, see, do, be

**B. Now put the Gerunds in the sentences.**

1. .......... coins is an interesting hobby. 2. .......... waste glass and paper again is called “recycling”. 3. .......... is a healthy sport.
4. .......... money has become a mania with her. 5. .......... too much television gives me a headache. 6. .......... to such loud music is bad for your ears. 7. .......... time with your kids is the best thing you can do for them. 8. .......... is my life! As well as gardening!
9. .......... tennis has become fashionable lately. 10. .......... my rooms is so boring. 11. .......... authentic literature improves my English.
12. .......... broadens your horizons.

534. **Complete the sentences by using Gerunds. Add the necessary preposition.**

535. Use the right form of the Gerund of the verbs in brackets.

1. We insist on (do) the work right now. The customers insist on the work (do) at once. 2. I enjoy (go) to her parties. But I dislike (take) there by my boyfriend. 3. Stop (talk) about it. The incident isn’t worth (mention). 4. — Have you finished (correct) the composition? — No, it still needs (brush up). 5. Sue admitted (tell) a lie. And she didn’t mind (reprimand) for it. 6. I am used to (remind) by my mother that life is great and I should keep (smile). 7. Ted couldn’t imagine (abuse) anyone, or (abuse) by anyone. 8. He is very secretive. He avoids (ask) any personal questions or (ask) any even by his closest friends. 9. I remember (beat) once by my elder brother for cheating. 10. They suspected the inspector of (get) some more evidence and were afraid of (call) to the police station. 11. He wasn’t used to (ignore).

536. Complete the sentences. Add the necessary preposition.

537. **Use the right form of the Gerund instead of the verbs in brackets. Add the preposition if necessary.**

1. The art (weave) has been known for many thousands of years. 2. After (destroy) by the eruption of Vesuvius Pompeii has never been rebuilt. 3. He was very much annoyed (refuse) the visa. 4. The sun is too strong today to go out (protect) your eyes. 5. I dislike (sit) at a small table at meals. 6. Allow us to congratulate you (graduate) from King’s College. 7. An impulsive man should keep himself (fly) into fits of rage. 8. She cannot forgive him (betray) their friendship. 9. If you insist (thwarting) my plan, I can go (work) at it (consult) you. 10. She prayed to God every night (see) her son soon. 11. Ursula tried to warm the girl’s hands (rub) them with her own. 12. You enter a world of information (enter) the Internet.

538. **Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the functions of the Gerunds.**

1. Taking a picnic in the heart of the English countryside is one of life’s most treasured experiences. 2. Swimming every day keeps me in good shape. 3. Rooming with Fred was like sharing a telephone booth with a hippopotamus. 4. Skateboarding is both exciting and dangerous. 5. Learning to meditate was a very enlightening experience for me. 6. Trying to do it has proved to be a Herculean labour. 7. It’s no good talking about it. 8. Exercising in a pool is a great way of building up strength and endurance. 9. Smoking cigarettes can be as dangerous as playing Russian roulette. 10. There was no mistaking what they wanted of me. 11. Hearing him is a must for every beat fan. 12. Reading Russian classics calmed her. 13. Your knowing a thing is nothing unless another knows that you know it. 14. Working with Bruce was like going to several universities. 15. Doing this movie is wonderful. 16. You know, thinking about you makes me feel good. 17. It’s been wonderful sharing this time here with you. 18. But
we were all wrong. Now I don’t think there is any turning back. This is the end, for me, anyway. 19. Once this happens, there’s no going back. Not for me. 20. There’s no improving on nature.

539.

A. Read and translate the sentences. State the functions of the Gerunds.

1. Giving presents is one of the most possessive things we do, did you realize that? It’s the way we keep a hold on other people. 2. Watching movies on my VCR late at night has become an important way for me to relax. 3. Cora was in the kitchen making sandwiches. Making sandwiches took her thoughts off her problems. 4. “There’s no knowing where they’re going,” cried Mr. Wonka, hooting with laughter. “You can imagine that I’m not overpleased, but there’s no escaping it in the long run.” 5. Answering the seemingly simple question is very difficult. 6. You had better not count on her. There’s no predicting her mood. 7. Driving a car and talking on the car phone at the same time demand care. 8. Smoking when pregnant harms your baby. 9. Having a child has been a turning point for me. 10. There was no talking to Celeste once she got her back up. The less she said, the better. 11. Being so emotional herself, forever telling him that she loved him and often having to drag a response from him, frustrated her. 12. Loving a man who did not love her was a waste of time. 13. Having coffee together has become a daily ritual with the two of them. 14. It’s a well-known fact that black makes you look slimmer, but wearing it top to toe can be very ageing, and choosing to wear it all the time is boring. 15. Remembering that particular day, so long ago now, still affected her deeply. 16. Papermaking began in China and from there spread to North Africa and Europe. 17. Banking was in his blood. Centuries of it, passed down from father to son.

B. Speak about your hobbies, likes and dislikes, your everyday activities. What is a must for you and what is not?
540. Translate into English.

1. Изучение иностранного языка — трудная, но интересная работа. 2. Отсутствие прогресса — это регресс. 3. Выбор профессии — важнейший шаг в жизни каждого человека. 4. Связаться с ними безотлагательно — вопрос жизни и смерти. 5. Заниматься пересудами — любимое занятие не только женщин, но и мужчин. 6. Меня не проводишь. Даже не пытайся сделать это. 7. Выращивание клубники стало ее страстью. 8. Он был так упрям. И убедить его было невозможно. 9. Купание в ледяной воде чуть не убило меня. 10. Ссориться и мириться — любимое занятие моих соседей-молодоженов. 11. Добраться до сути дела — это было все, чего он хотел. И остановить его уже было невозможно. 12. Заводить романы — это не по моей части. 13. Преподавание — не очень благодарная работа. И отрицать этого нельзя. 14. Предаваться воспоминаниям о прошлом — пустая трата времени. Ведь назад дороги нет. 15. Никогда не скажешь, что она может выкинуть в следующий момент. 16. Вязание, как говорят психиатры, успокаивает нервы.

541. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the functions of the verbals.

1. His hobby is collecting mushrooms. 2. The key in life is setting goals. 3. The best part of Tacitus is reading between the lines. 4. What he loves best in the world is meeting old friends. 5. “Hedonism,” says the dictionary, “means seeking pleasure as a way of life.” 6. Her favourite pastime is daydreaming. 7. My only hope is winning the lottery. 8. What teachers usually dislike most is cheating. 9. The most difficult thing in this life is choosing. 10. My first job was delivering flowers to people. You’ve never seen so many smiles on so many faces. 11. My dentist said, “The secret to a good life is being happy with what you have.” But he got married five times, the last time to one of his patients. The people who know keep silent, and those who don’t keep giving advice. 12. Sometimes
the hardest part of writing is getting started. Looking at a sheet of blank white paper is like looking at a snowcovered car on an icy winter morning and wondering if the engine will turn over.

542. **Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the functions of the Gerunds.**

1. Stop spreading the news, will you? 2. She keeps saying she has got out of practice, but as a matter of fact she had nothing to get out of. 3. I cannot stop believing in you! 4. Sandy kept trying to get in touch with them until there was no hope left. 5. After that we stopped exchanging letters. 6. He kept begging me for money for a new bicycle and in the end I had to give in. 7. Make her stop screaming, doctor. 8. My English teacher keeps on saying that I need to expand my vocabulary. 9. “And Teddy dear, there’s Maxim to think of, the boy needs so much. If you don’t stop worrying, you’ll drive yourself mad.” 10. Whenever you are ready to start talking again, I am here to listen. 11. It would save them money in the long run; they wouldn’t have to keep replacing staff all the time. 12. She couldn’t help wishing that things were somewhat different. 13. You must stop smoking here, right now, Ted!

543. **Translate into English.**

1. Мои увлечения — это чтение, решение кроссвордов, танцы и вязание. 2. Он не мог удержаться, чтобы не сказать ей как она хороша. 3. Когда же вы закончите спорить! Ведь спорить — это попусту тратить время. 4. Я не могу позволить этим людям заставлять моего сына делать все, что они хотят. 5. Вы должны хорошенько подумать, прежде чем начнете работать на эту фирму. 6. Его обычные занятия — это написание писем, гуляния с собакой, игра в шашки с друзьями. 7. Он продолжал вести себя так, словно ничего не произошло. 8. Пе-рестаньте обращаться со мной так, словно я ребенок! 9. Затем они стали рассказывать о последних событиях в их городке.
10. Вам не нужно ничего объяснять мне. Я вижу, в чем суть.
11. Им пришлось принять экстренные меры, чтобы избежать скандала. 12. Ее величайшее удовольствие — танцевать.

544. Read and translate the sentences. State the functions of the Gerunds.

1. Celeste enjoyed winning more than losing. 2. I hate being left alone on weekends. 3. Would you mind wiping your feet before entering? 4. We feel like celebrating today. 5. I wouldn’t mind rearranging the furniture, after all, but papering, that’s the limit! 6. My boss hates being pushed into doing things. 7. Omar’s guests don’t feel like eating his over-spiced oriental dishes. 8. I like interpreting at conferences but I don’t like sitting up too late after them. 9. I don’t understand why people enjoy reading about disasters at the breakfast table. Surely I’m not one of them. 10. I distinctly remember telling you that I needed you here with me. 11. I like companionship. I don’t really like being alone or coming home to an empty house. 12. My nerves don’t need calming. 13. “The Cat and Fiddle” is an English pub, only worth visiting if the weather’s good. 14. My piano needs tuning and polishing. 15. Do you think Bob’s trouser leg still worth invisible mending? 16. The water in this area requires filtering.

545. Insert the necessary prepositions.

1. There’s no point .......... contradicting women, is there? 2. Think twice .......... selling the house, will you? 3. Don’t be frightened .......... making decisions and .......... taking initiative. 4. Excuse me .......... rushing you around like that. 5. He is addicted .......... drinking. 6. It’s really rather late .......... ringing people up. 7. I’m desperately keen .......... watching fashion shows. 8. She is mad .......... cooking. Imagine the amount of time she loses .......... cooking. 9. I am far .......... exaggerating, I’m just stating facts. 10. He blamed himself .......... not having seen the spot before, and still more .......... having lit the fire himself. 11. I am used .......... eating salads and
drinking juices. 12. Hollywood stars are getting huge money acting and producing. 13. She is thinking hiring someone to clean her apartment. 14. You should have seen her face being caught red-handed. 15. Score one for the Brits! creating a most unique vehicle combining refined elegance and brute strength — The Range Rover.

546. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the functions of the Gerunds.

1. He hates the very thought of cleaning. 2. Her husband seems to have a somewhat false impression of her art of cooking. 3. He feels the need of pouring out his heart. 4. I trained with a small firm, where I was able to learn the nitty-gritty of running a small business. 5. Next comes the question of fulfilling the plan. 6. In the past few years technology has changed our ways of working. 7. Persuasion is the art of getting other people to do something or to believe something without being compelled to do so. 8. Companies generally welcome the idea of job-sharing. 9. Fanny asked me to keep an eye on her things with the idea of showing that she trusted me. 10. She has a nasty habit of guessing, and the trouble is, she’s often right. 11. They had a million-to-one chance of making it. 12. There is little hope of receiving a message from them soon. 13. At 60, Norris is comfortable with the idea of growing older. 14. Believe me, I have no intention of giving up my business. 15. He wanted a wife. He didn’t relish the idea of living alone for the rest of his life. 16. The actor was stunned not only by the noise of booing but also by the sight of flying tomatoes. 17. Once more he scotched the idea of opening a store in New York.

547. Complete the following sentences.

1. Shall I ever have the chance? 2. The quickest way. 3. Is there any hope? 4. I always marvel at his art.
5. Melanie had a talent .......... 6. The fear .......... paralyzed him. 7. They couldn’t get used to the perspective .......... 8. The dealers seized the opportunity .......... 9. You must certainly give up the habit .......... 10. I haven’t the slightest intention .......... 11. Nobody appreciated the idea .......... 12. Why didn’t you even take the trouble ..........? 13. At the party we had the pleasure .......... 14. What are the latest methods ..........? 15. Will you take the risk ..........?

548. Translate into English.

1. Вам следует отказаться от мысли поехать на юг летом. 2. Я уверена, что у меня есть шанс выиграть в этой лотерее. 3. У школьников есть плохая привычка рисовать что-то на столах. 4. У моей бабушки хорошая привычка выпить чашку кефира перед сном. 5. Сегодня у меня потребность высказать- ся, излить душу. 6. Дашь ли ты мне шанс когда-либо увидеть тебя вновь? 7. Риск быть пойманным с поличным страшил его. 8. Перспектива оставаться все лето в душном городе не радует меня. 9. Дашь ли ты мне шанс доказать тебе, что я не виноват? 10. У женщин талант вдохновлять мужчин на великие подвиги. 11. Самый простой способ развития какой-либо мысли — это двигаться от общего к частному. 12. У Фреда искусство убеждать людей. 13. У него не было намерения обсуждать свою личную жизнь с кем бы то ни было. 14. У меня впечатление, что меня обманывают. 15. Мало надежды, что климат изменится к лучшему.

549. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the forms and functions of the Gerunds.

1. Many Eastern people have a habit of using up the nervous energy that concentrates in the fingers and hands by fingering worry beads. 2. Daniel hesitated before making his final decision. 3. One learns by failing. 4. Drink nothing without seeing it, sign nothing without reading it. 5. They preferred to scrape a living
by catching crab, lobster and crayfish. 6. I roasted some chicken pieces without allowing them to get brown. 7. After closing the folder, the doctor went on briskly. “All right, then, let’s start by getting the tests done.” 8. The family expected Maxim to do the right thing by marrying the right kind of woman one day. 9. After searching the entire house I happened to find the key in the coat pocket. 10. Peace and happiness begin, gastronomically speaking, where garlic is used in cooking. 11. Generally speaking, the idea is worth considering. 12. Instead of stopping, the storm raged for two more days. 13. Before approaching the rope, I suddenly fell into the icy pond. 14. In writing the test she made too many mistakes. 15. On hearing the sad news she burst into tears. 16. In spite of being busy, the headmaster spoke to us.

550. **Use a Gerund instead of the subordinate clause.**

1. He wrote that he would comeback at the end of the war. 2. I remember that I met her at the concert. 3. After I bought the book I left the shop. 4. I am sorry that I kept you waiting. 5. They have given up all hope that they will ever see their native land again. 6. They stood for a moment. They didn’t say a word. 7. Everybody shook hands and got down to business. 8. When the child entered the room, he happily smiled at his parents. 9. Andrew is feeling all right now. He was operated on a month ago. 10. He remembered that he had seen the girl several times at the entrance exams. 11. She didn’t feel as if she would ever forgive him. 12. You will get nothing from him if you reproach him all the time. 13. Brian kept silent for fear that he might be misunderstood. 14. Once he decides something, it is impossible to talk him out of it. 15. It was good luck that I was there and then. 16. He came into the room very angry and didn’t even greet us. 17. Barbara felt much better after she had given him a piece of her mind. 18. She escaped danger as she listened to intuition.
551. Read and translate the sentences. Find complexes with the Gerund and define their functions.

1. I wouldn’t mind his running around with girls, if he were doing well at school. 2. And what about our changing roles for once? 3. There is no danger of me telling our secret to friends — I have no friends. 4. I insist on you showing me your work today. 5. My having failed merely made me try again. 6. Your advertising yourself continually is vulgar. 7. There is no doubt about his having mastered English thoroughly. 8. His friends’ betraying him filled him with bitterness. 9. Her only regret was that she would miss all those years of her son’s growing up, the wonderful years. 10. Apart from my putting my seat belt around my neck, the flight was uneventful. 11. The fear of their taking advantage of him never crossed his mind. 12. After his breaking our engagement, I have nothing to do with him. 13. The quietness of the house was broken by the children’s driving their toy cars on the floor. 14. I don’t want to run the risk of my house being robbed. 15. Is it worth while my calling them?

552. Insert a pronoun where necessary.

1. I object to .......... interfering in their family life. It’s none of my business. 2. I object to .......... interfering in my personal life. They are just neighbours. 3. They were keen on .......... winning the match. We deserved it. 4. We are keen on .......... winning the game. They are a nice team. 5. Simon never mentioned .......... letting him down. He just forgave them. 6. Daniel once mentioned .......... letting them down. He still felt guilty. 7. Excuse me for .......... calling you so late. But I need you badly. 8. Excuse .......... calling you in the middle of the night. They needed you urgently. 9. I remember .......... meeting her once. 10. I can’t remember .......... ever meeting each other. They live in different countries. 11. Everybody blamed the fellow for .......... abusing his children. 12. We are against .......... being ordered about. We are not slaves. 13. Mary
and Henry are against children being vaccinated this year.
14. My friends forgot promising to call on me. I had a lonely evening. 15. She completely forgot promising to drop in and went for a walk. They came but there was no one at home.

553. **Use a complex with a Gerund instead of the subordinate clauses.**

1. I remember that the children looked through the album last Sunday. 2. Mum suggested that we should make up. 3. Nancy insists that her father should allow her to keep a monkey as a pet. 4. My sister is very displeased that I have broken her favourite cup. 5. I insist that you should tell us what the real reason is. 6. Helen was confused that we were watching her. 7. There is a chance that my family will move to another city. 8. Do you mind if they join us? 9. The police have no objection that the man should be set free. 10. Do you remember that they promised to call us? 11. It may upset you to know that Rita is leaving soon. 12. Fancy how Boris appeared here all of a sudden! 13. I’m trying to tell you I have no objection if you see Jim.

554. **Translate into English.**

1. Мы полагаемся на то, что все придут вовремя. 2. Я рассчитываю на то, что факс отправят сейчас же. 3. Она отвечает за то, чтобы все папки были в порядке. 4. Родители были против того, чтобы дети устраивали шумную вечеринку. 5. Я совсем не возражаю, чтобы вы пользовались моим принтером. 6. Я не выношу, когда люди плохо говорят о других за их спиной. 7. Никто не требует, чтобы вы принимали участие в переговорах. 8. Не отрицайте, что Чарльз вмешался в это дело. 9. Все настаивали на том, что проект должен быть финансирован комитетом. 10. Я недовольна, что ты опять сделала эту ошибку. 11. Врач настаивает, что больному нужно пробыть в больнице еще неделю. 12. Они согласились, что полицейские были очень оперативны. 13. Я помню, как Кэрол однажды сказала,
555. Read and translate the texts. Comment on the form and function of the Gerunds.

1. I loved working on the fishing boat, with long periods of doing nothing, and then the hurly-burly of putting in the nets.
2. All over the world, Microsoft Office is helping drive businesses forward by making it easier for anyone to get their job done, no matter what that job might be. By bringing together top applications Office gives people the ability to find the best, most productive way to work.
3. Mrs. Cracklin accused Father of selling diseased cheese and rotten eggs. Father got rid of her by threatening to inform the authorities that she kept lodgers.
4. There was no stopping the boy now. “See you later, alligator!” he shouted. “I’m going to be the first person in the world to be sent by television.”
5. Eating is his hobby, you know. That’s all he’s interested in. But still that’s better than being a hooligan, isn’t it? And what I always say is, he wouldn’t go on eating like he does unless he needed nourishment, would he?
6. She had a knack of twisting her husband around her little finger, getting her way with him. But she had come to understand that there was no letting him down in any way.
7. Well, that’s a matter of opinion. One calls it killing time, another relaxation. What’s your way of looking at it? And is it worth while living that way?

556. Translate into English.

1. Ее родители против того, чтобы она сообщала сейчас всем о своей помолвке. 2. Я помню, что мама часто упрекала меня в детстве за то, что я была неаккуратна. 3. — Работая с магнитофоном, вы можете улучшить свое произношение. — Само собой разумеется, что это верно. 4. Какой же ты лентяй! Ты

557. Translate into English.

1. Не могу не восхищаться работами этого художника. С нетерпением буду ждать его новых работ! 2. Мне нравится мысль провести пару недель на Селигере. И мы рассчитываем на то, что вы присоединитесь к нам. 3. — Какой самый эффективный путь овладения иностранным языком? — Вы можете получить хорошие знания, работая над ним регулярно, день за днем. 4. Я не привыкла рано вставать по утрам. Ранний подъем заставляет меня чувствовать себя разбитой. 5. Перед ним открывалось блестящее будущее. Он не мог не улыбнуться при мысли о предстоящей поездке в Вашингтон. 6. Перестаньте делать ненужные остановки, когда вы читаете. Ваше чтение оставляет желать лучшего. 7. Мы перестали работать и вышли на улицу. По дороге домой мы остановились, чтобы прочитать несколько смешных объявлений. 8. — А стоит ли вообще плыть по Темзе в такую дождливую погоду? — Да, хотелось бы, чтобы погода была лучше, но погоду не менять. 9. Она полностью овладела искусством ничего не делать. Она жила, словно у нее не было забот, словно она всю жизнь купалась в роскоши. 10. Войдя в дом, она подумала, что если бы была богата, то обставила бы его совершенно другому.
The Infinitive and the Gerund

558. Comment on the difference between the following pairs of sentences.

1. I like cooking for my family. I’d like to cook something delicious today. 2. The manager stopped speaking on the phone. The manager stopped to pick up the file. 3. He’ll never forget meeting Mary for the first time. Don’t forget to meet the children after school. 4. They went on talking all night. After college, Andrew went on to study law. 5. If you want to improve your French, you can try watching French films. I am trying to give up smoking. 6. The piano needs tuning. She needs to be very, very careful. 7. When I was a kid, I used to play with my neighbours’ children. When I was a student, I had to get used to reading a lot.

559. Answer the questions.

1. What do you like doing in your spare time? 2. What would you like to do tonight? 3. If you want to lose weight, what must you stop doing? 4. What can you remember doing when you were a child? 5. What must you remember to do each day? 6. What do you regret doing in the past? 7. What did the doctor regret to inform the patient’s wife about? 8. What did the guests go on doing all night at the party? 9. When you left school, what did you go on to do? 10. What can you try doing if you want to improve your English? 11. If money burns a hole in your pocket, what must you try not to do? 12. If your room is in a mess, what does it need? 13. What does the government need to do to reduce inflation? 14. If you lived in Italy, what would you have to get used to eating?
560. Make sentences from the given words using either an Infinitive or a Gerund.

Model: like, visit — I like to visit my friends.
      enjoy, speak on the phone — She enjoys speaking on the phone.

18. postpone, go 19. continue, think 20. keep, try, improve

561. Answer the questions.


562. Complete the sentences with the Infinitive or Gerund of the verbs in brackets. In some cases both variants are possible.

1. Students need (buy) a lot of books. 2. I like (give) parties to my friends. 3. It started (snow) in early morning. 4. We’d like (celebrate) our wedding anniversary at the restaurant this year. 5. The tourists finished (pack) at about ten. 6. Are you planning (go) on a holiday this year? 7. I’ve just begun (read) a novel by B. Bradford. 8. Please stop (crack) nuts! 9. We stopped (buy) a packet of nuts. 10. Did you remember (feed) the fish this morning?
11. I remember (see) this writer at some conference. 12. Don’t worry! I promise (be) on time. 13. What time do you expect (arrive) in Newcastle? 14. I forgot (lock) the door of my apartment this morning. 15. He forgot (tell) these jokes many times before.

563. **Change the sentences, using the words in brackets according to the model.**

**Model:** The doctor advised going to bed. (the patient)

The doctor advised the patient to go to bed.

1. The Lovedays don’t permit watching television. (their children) 2. The travel agent recommends going to Italy. (the holiday makers) 3. The law forbids stealing. (people) 4. The guide recommends visiting the National Gallery. (the tourists) 5. They don’t permit the feeding of animals in the Zoo. (people) 6. The doctor advised going on a diet. (the patient) 7. They don’t allow parking there. (motorists) 8. The teacher advised using an English-Russian dictionary. (the students) 9. They forbid the wearing of make-up. (their daughter) 10. The attendants don’t permit the taking of photographs. (visitors) 11. They advised going to a language school. (the au-pair girl) 12. The hijacker intends flying to South America. (the pilot) 13. They forbid smoking. (their children) 14. The lawyer advised pleading quietly. (his client) 15. They don’t allow dancing. (people)

564. **Complete the sentences with the Infinitive or Gerund of the verbs in brackets.**

1. Maxim seems (want) (go) hiking this weekend. 2. The Carters can’t afford (go) on such an expensive tour. 3. I can’t stand (wait) in lines for a long time. 4. She hates (go) (shop) on Saturday. 5. My boss refused (give) me a raise, so I stop (work) for him. 6. Tom’s tomato crop always failed. Finally he quit (try) (grow) tomatoes in his garden. 7. Would you like (go) (dance) tonight? 8. Jeff expects (go) (fish) this weekend. 9. Alan likes (go) to pres-
entations. 10. Would you like (go) to my parents’ house next Saturday? 11. I enjoy (teach). Yes, I really enjoy (be) a teacher. 12. The children promised (stop) (make) so much noise. 13. I need (stay) at home and (study) tonight. 14. Tracey’s car needs (wash) and (oil). 15. Don’t forget (unplug) the coffee pot, (turn off) all the lights, and (lock) the door before you leave for work.

565. Use either the Infinitive or the Gerund of the verbs in brackets.

1. I have always tried (do) my best. 2. — My bolognese sauce always seems tasteless. — Have you ever tried (add) a little sugar to it? 3. Where did you get that money from? I don’t remember (give) it to you. 4. Did you remember (post) that letter I gave you? 5. Passengers are forbidden (talk) to the driver. 6. I’d love (meet) you when I am next in Athens. 7. There is a regulation which forbids (smoke) in hospitals. 8. Wouldn’t you prefer (stay) in this evening? 9. I will never forget (meet) you in Florence when you were there with Alan. 10. Don’t forget (give) me a ring as soon as you get back. 11. I cannot help (wonder) why she never goes out anywhere. 12. There was a lot to do. Fortunately, Janet agreed to help (prepare) the food. 13. I don’t want to go if it means (change) trains. 14. I’m sorry, I didn’t mean (interrupt) you. 15. — Won’t you stay? There’s a good match on TV. — No, thanks. I hate (watch) football. 16. Whenever John comes round, I like (cook) something special for him. 17. — What do you like best about wintertime? — Well, if it has snowed during the night, I like (get up) early and (go) for a walk in the fresh snow. 18. — Do you really like (meet) people? — Not really. I’m a rather shy person.

566. Use either the Infinitive or the Gerund of the verbs in brackets.

1. You must remember (call) at the baker’s on your way home because we need (buy) some bread and biscuits. 2. Could you
The Verb

353

stop (talk) for a moment? I need (concentrate) on this letter. 3. I hope you haven’t forgotten (telephone) the garage because the car badly needs (service). 4. We could try (make) a dash for the car if it would only stop (rain) for a moment. 5. I’m sure you won’t regret (buy) the car, even though it needs (paint) and (oil). 6. I regret (say) that he’s clean forgotten ever (promise) me a job. 7. I don’t remember (take) my wallet out of my bag, but I must have done it when I stopped (buy) a paper. 8. As I told you, he’s rather deaf, so don’t forget (try) (shout) if he doesn’t answer the door at first. 9. I’ve considered (ask) him (raise) my salary but I don’t think he can afford (do) it. 10. If the machine happens (stop) (work), just telephone and arrange for the service engineer (call). 11. I can’t help (think) that we shouldn’t have agreed (lend) him our car. 12. If you’ve finished (use) the typewriter, I’d like (borrow) it for a while, so that I can get used to (type) on that machine.

567. Translate into English.

1. Он забыл, что звонил мне, и позвонил во второй раз и в конце разговора сказал: «Не забудь позвонить мне вечером». 2. Помню, как мы мечтали о студенческой жизни. Я всегда помню, что нужно позвонить моим друзьям по особым датам. 3. Моя дочь любит готовить. Сегодня она хотела бы приготовить пищу с грибами. 4. Многие люди предпочитают оставаться за городом в жаркие дни. А я бы предпочла сейчас уехать к морю. 5. Бабушка запрещает курить в доме. Она разрешает внукам курить на балконе. 6. Он никогда не забудет, как впервые встретил ее. 7. Перестань укорять меня. Ведь мы остановились, чтобы поговорить. 8. Сожалею, что сказала вам это. С сожалением сообщаю вам, что самолет опаздывает на два часа. 9. Они продолжали танцевать всю ночь. Он продолжил учиться, чтобы стать юристом. 10. Если вы хотите усовершенствовать свой английский, вы можете попытаться
CHAPTER 7

Participle I

568. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the function of Participle I.

1. I saw you dancing, and I’ll never be the same again! 2. This novel explores the healing power of love. 3. I will always be here waiting for you! 4. Her mother was always there for her and for John, advising them when they asked, rooting for them, cheering them on. Meredith had always been mother and father for them both. 5. My days are spent taking books off shelves and putting them back on the shelves. 6. The clock told him it was almost twelve thirty. Throwing down the pencil, he stood up, stretching his long legs. 7. The balloons rose, slowly, big, red and round, hobbling and weaving toward the fluffy white clouds. 8. There was such a freezing cold wind, and such heavy rain, that we all stayed indoors. 9. Sliding down off the tall stool, she lifted her arms above her head, did a few stretching exercises, and then walked across her studio, heading for the kitchen. 10. They sat down, continuing to look at her with curiosity. 11. Not giving him an opportunity to start the ball rolling, Meredith jumped in with both feet. 12. Being an architect and a designer, he was an extremely visual man and so it was her looks that had initially attracted him to her. 13. I spent the evening chatting to a visiting Russian priest. 14. Louise followed two steps behind her sister, mouth rattling non-stop. 15. I love to watch my city waking up.
569. Replace the subordinate clauses by participial phrases.

1. As I didn’t know Chinese, I had to turn to the guide for help.
2. When it came out of the blue as it did, the question startled her.
3. The boy sat back in his chair, and bit his lower lip, and fought the sudden rush of emotions which filled his throat.
4. He ignored her question and went on reading.
5. Amelia sat quietly and waited for the conversation to come to an end.
6. Dennis got up and left abruptly his breakfast half eaten.
7. The leaves which were falling covered the earth which was waiting for the winter to come.
8. After she took a deep breath, she banged the door open and stood back to wait.
9. Nancy walked over to one of the French windows, stopped there, looked out at the garden, and thought how arresting it looked.
10. He went and threw money around.
11. The old man sat and waited, and watched, and never got tired of his self-appointed task of keeping track of all who passed.
12. I pulled my tie off and flung it onto the sofa, and stretched out to read the paper, and listened to the crickets chirp, and then I felt the tensions of the workday disappear.
13. We were frustrated, for we had been interpreting since early morning.
14. They watched the sun which was setting and admired the sight.

570. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the function of Participle I.

1. Keeping in mind the terrain, the weather, and the length of the hike, decide what you need to take.
2. You shouldn’t waste time dwelling on that old situation.
3. Glancing at her, Patsy decided to say no more for the moment.
4. On the way back to Ripon she talked about other things, wanting to take Meredith’s mind off her mother.
5. You know, I racked my brains last night, trying to remember the name of the man Kate married.
6. She noticed a handsome grandfather clock standing in a corner.
7. He sat for a long time wandering in a world of dream and memory.
8. Reaching for the kettle, she filled it and put it on the cooktop to boil. 9. At that point, the mother came in carrying a large tray on which were the four suppers. 10. I lay awake all night, trembling with fear, and eyes wide open in horror, imagining ghosts in every corner. 11. Madagascar is a living zoo. 12. Let sleeping dogs lie. 13. The cat lay sleeping on the floor. 14. People ran in and out of the house, shouting and crying. 15. Sally spends all her time going to parties. 16. Maxim gave the photographs a last lingering glance before running to the door. Picking up his suitcase, he took a deep breath and went out.

571. Open the brackets using the Infinitive or Participle I.

1. He was silent, staring at her, and she could almost hear his mind (work). 2. Clare found herself (giggle) with him out of sheer nervousness. 3. When they saw me (come), they sprang apart. 4. I failed to see the guests (leave). 5. I looked out of the window and saw the rain (pour) down on the leafless garden. 6. They heard a key (turn) in a lock and then, suddenly, a light appeared in a light corner; a trap-door was being opened, letting in the light. They could see a strong hand (push) it up, and Dick raised his crossbow, waiting for somebody (appear). 7. After an hour’s rest I felt the tensions of the workday (disappear). 8. She glanced back and saw the stranger (follow) her slowly. 9. I saw the cup (slip) from her hand and (fall) to the floor. 10. We felt it (come) for a long time. 11. Helen returned to the hostel from the University to find her roommates (have) a surprise party. 12. The police saw the agent (stop) and (take) a few shots. 13. The parents watched their kids (laugh, talk and enjoy) themselves on the green lawn. 14. I saw the unhappy young man (sit) with a miserable expression. 15. We noticed him (give) a start and (turn) pale. 16. I felt as if I could feel her heart (beat). And then, all of a sudden, I heard her heart (stop) (beat). 17. I walked happily through the streets (watch) the town come to life.
572. Translate into English.

1. Я видел, как ты танцует, и я никогда этого не забуду.
2. Я слышал, что ты прекрасно танцует. 3. Мы слыша-ли, что она прекрасно станцевала во вчерашнем спектакле «Щелкунчик». 4. Хозяйка наблюдала, как ее гости упаковывали чемоданы и видела, что им было очень жаль уезжать.
5. Я чувствую, что ты не согласен со мной, и это меня огорча-ет. 6. Я чувствовал, что что-то двигалось в комнате, и увидел большую бабочку, летавшую под люстрой. 7. Он почувствовал, как кто-то шумно дышит за его спиной. 8. Мы почувст-вовали, что у него есть чувство юмора. 9. Она чувствовала, что подходит для этой работы (to be fit for). 10. Присутствие молодой девушки заставляло его чувствовать себя молодым.
17. Я считаю его экспертом в этой области. 18. Мы почувствовали, как кофе закипает, и поспешили на кухню. 19. Вернувшись домой, он обнаружил, что дети лешили собачку. 20. Они услышали, как сработала ночной сигнализация, и увидели двух охранников, бежавших ко входу в банк. 21. Она поймала себя на том, что опять думала о нем.

573. Read and translate the sentences. Point out the verbal nouns.

1. At the core of the Internet is a sharing of information.
2. It’s the getting of the American visas, Theodora. Very difficult it is.
3. Thanks to Fred we no longer had the difficult financing.
4. The committee pretends to ignore all the kidding.
5. Something tells me that these young men should have
a talking to. 6. You know that our parents will kill you if you ruin the new wall-to-wall carpeting. 7. The barking and howling of the dog kept me awake. 8. The man’s shouting scared me to death. 9. A born flunky, Fernando loved gossip and the telling of it. 10. Blanche interrupted her musings. 11. The insistent ringing of the telephone awakened Meredith with a sudden start. 12. Then the clapping grew louder and the singing became more enthusiastic. 13. This story is not about the suffering of great heroes, or the sufferings of the mighty. 14. The sobbing of the two women slowly began to subside. 15. She was seized by a terrible weeping. 16. “I’m the one who’s been doing most of the talking,” she said with an apologetic smile. 17. And the bickering. How did you close your eyes to that? 18. We have a chance for a gathering today. 19. The monotonous ticking of the clock told Dina she had little time to waste. 20. In two or three years with the proper coaching she could be brought up to university standard.

574. Read and translate the sentences. State whether the ing-form is a gerund, a verbal noun or a participle.

1. I must say that nobody seems to really listen anymore. Except you. You’re the best listener I’ve ever known. But if you are the one doing all the talking then you don’t learn anything. 2. One of the things that had given him the most satisfaction in the past nine months since the shooting was the healing of the rift between his daughter and himself. 3. Alison began singing. While the singing was under way, Teddy sat in a chair near the fire. 4. Waiting was all she could do now. But there were times, like this morning, when she could hardly bear the waiting. 5. Anybody watching the comings and goings at the house would have thought it was a hotel! The detective observed the suspicious comings and goings of the men with interest. 6. Neither spoke for a moment, then
he said, “Congratulations again on winning the Oscar for Best Actress. I did drop you a note in April, I hope you received it.” “Yes, thank you,” Camilla replied, smiling, and then she began telling him about the making of the movie for which she had won the Oscar. 7. There’s a pounding on Matthew’s door, and Amanda flings the door open, her heart beating violently. 8. He had survived the shooting by the skin of his teeth, and when he began recovering from the shock, he made a promise to himself to change his life completely. 9. Looking through the accounts, Emma realized that Meredith would be doing all the decorating. 10. The people around began applauding. The roar of the crowd and the cheering were deafening. 11. The decision making was on a much more personal level and people were excited about making exciting programmes. 12. “She’s very creative, especially when it comes to marketing the inns.” “True. And I’m usually stuck with the plumbing.” “And the decorating. Let’s not forget that, Meredith. You know you love designing the inns, remodeling them, putting your own personal stamp on them.” 13. While burglary is the stealing of property from a place, robbery is the stealing of property from a person.

575. Read and translate the sentences. Define the verbals and their functions.

1. Not wanting to stir up bad memories, he said carefully, “I got the impression you didn’t have a very good childhood.”
2. The cause of your tiredness is an emotional problem. Or you could be depressed without knowing it.
3. Closing her eyes, she tried to push the fear away, not understanding why she was so frightened.
4. It’s easy to get injured in a football match without knowing how it happened.
5. Since I live in the land of political correctness, my car is the only place where I can smoke without getting dirty looks.
6. Not willing to take “no” for an answer, Norris came up with a plan.
7. Not knowing quite how to begin, she started in a roundabout way.
8. The boy
made it home without running into more trouble. 9. Without ever having been told, he knew intuitively that Irina would be closely tied to the movement. 10. Maxim glanced at the first page and put the paper down, not being in the mood to read it. 11. Not a day went by without her thinking of them. 12. One day, as she was scolding me, I suddenly threw a question at her. The words just came out without my planning to say them. 13. Not giving him a chance to say another word, Meredith walked rapidly to the elevator. 14. Forgive me for bursting in on you like this without warning. 15. After hanging up the coat in the hall closet, Teddy crept gingerly up the stairs, having no wish to disturb her aunt. 16. On the doorstep, Harry Potter rolled over inside his blankets without waking up. The boy slept on, not knowing he was special, not knowing he was famous, not knowing he would be woken in a few hours’ time by Mrs.’s scream as she opened the front door to put out the milk bottles.

576. Translate into English.

1. Nikogo ne podpisывайте бумаги, предварительно не прочи-
tav ih. 2. Ne znaia ni imeni, ni adresa dushi, on bojal’sia, что
nikogo ee ne naydet. 3. Ego napravili v politsiejkiy uchastek
bez predjàvleniya kakih-lijibo obvinenii. 4. Rebenok razbiral
novuyu igrusku, ne skryvaia svoyego lyubopytstva. 5. Nelz’ia ku-
pit’ etu kartinu, prest’ech chto ona budet vyставленa na ver-
niseshe. 6. Ona nikogo ne moshet vymyty posudu, chtoby chego-ni-
byud ne razbit’ 7. To, chto u menja ne bylo druzej, oslojnilo
situaciu. Za menja nekому bylo poruchitsya. 8. Alpinistitsy
dvigalis’i k vreshine, ne obrazhaya vnimania ni na palyashe
soln’ce, ni na sneznye laviiny. 9. Ne jelaya privlekat’ chego-
liibo vnimania, agent zateryashsya v tolpe. 10. Ne узнав меня, она
proshla mimo. 11. Oni vzjaszli za delo, ne osoznava, k chemu
eto moshet privesot’. 12. Ne ozhidaia dal’neyshih uказаний, po-
lishetskie brosily k samoletu. 13. Oni ne podhodyat drug
drugu. Oni i pяти minut ne mogut provesti vmesote, chtoby ne
577. Read and translate the sentences. Find Nominative Absolute Constructions and state their functions.

1. Eyes bright, Peg shot up her head. 2. Nose in the air, she walked right past me. 3. Head down, the bull charged straight at the man. 4. Chin on his chest, Finch dozed. 5. My fears laid to rest, I climbed into the plane for my first solo flight. 6. I stood on the deck, the wind whipping my hair. 7. His voice breaking with emotion, Ed thanked us for the award. 8. The naughty boy was carried upstairs, arms waving and legs kicking. 9. Arms linked, the two women walked over to the sofa, and sat down. 10. Now she stood at the front door, her hand on the brass knocker. 11. Pulling open the door leading into the hall, Maxim suddenly stopped dead, one foot poised on the step. 12. “Don’t tell me he’s proposed to you already!” Ketti cried, sitting up in the bed, her eyes flashing and flying open in surprise and alarm. 13. My knuckles white, my hair standing on end, my stomach heaving, I gripped the wheel of the skidding car. 14. Horns honking, truck drivers yelling, policemen whistling, the traffic inched along. 15. Forehead wrinkled, mouth pursed, watch ticking, Reese studied the board. 16. Shoulders hunched, hair streaming in the wind, toes curled over the edge of the board, Jackie rode the big wave. 17. Catherine sat studying the illustration on her drawing board, her head held on one side, her eyes narrowed slightly as she assessed her work.

578. Make up sentences or situations, using the following phrases as Nominative Absolute Constructions.

The weather being unusually hot, the situation being urgent, the experiment proving fruitless, there being no witnesses,
the inspection revealing new details, the circumstances being favourable, it being rather frosty, this done, introductions over, such being the state of things, there being no way out, the reception over, her mind turning again to business, no one in sight.

579. **Comment on the participles in the following extracts.**

1. She sat waiting patiently, watching Kate moving with swiftness, bringing plates of sandwiches and scones to the table, turning off the whistling kettle, pouring hot water onto the tea leaves in the brown teapot, which, as Kate always said, made the tea taste all that much better. 2. All through that weekend, as Teddy watched them enjoying so many different things together, talking about football, cricket, flying, sport cars, she came to understand how much Maxim must have missed a masculine influence in his life at home, with only her and Aunt Ketti to keep him company. 3. Walking to school in the mornings, Charlie could see great stabs of chocolate piled up high in the shop windows, and he would stop and stare and press his nose against the glass, his mouth watering like mad. Many times a day, he would see other children taking bars of creamy chocolate out of their pockets and munching them greedily, and that, of course, was pure torture. 4. The child nodded her understanding and reached for a sausage roll, eating it slowly but with great relish. Once she had finished, she sat eyeing the plates of sandwiches hungrily. There were various kinds — cucumber, polony, tomato and egg salad. Mari’s mouth watered, but because her mother had taught her manners, had told her never to grab for food greedily, she waited for a second or two, sipped the glass of milk her mother had placed next to her plate. Presently, when she thought enough time had elapsed, she reached for a cucumber sandwich and bit into it, savouring its moist crispiness. 5. Meredith walked over to the window, stood looking out at the garden, her mind on her
mother. Turning around, she gave Eunice a penetrating look and asked, “Did you ever run into my mother in the ensuing years?” 6. Charlie’s grandparents were over ninety. All days long they lay huddled in their one bed, dozing the time away with nothing to do. But as soon as they heard the door opening, and heard Charlie’s voice, saying, “Good evening“, all of them would suddenly sit up, and their faces would light up with smiles of pleasure — and the talking would begin. For they loved this little boy. Often, Charlie’s mother and father would come in as well, and stand by the door, listening to the stories that the old people told, and this room would become a happy place, and the whole family would forget that they were hungry and poor.

580. Translate into English.

1. Картины, висящие в этом зале, принадлежат кисти Левитана, Поленова, Коровина. 2. Картины, висевшие в зале номер пять, сейчас реставрируются. 3. Платье, выставленное в витрине магазина, стоит целое состояние. 4. Платье, висевшее в витрине магазина, исчезло. 5. Девочка, качающаяся на качелях, — моя внучка. 6. Мальчик, катающийся здесь на велосипеде, убежал купаться на речку. 7. Вчера была открыта новая линия метро, соединяющая этот район с центром города. 8. Панамский канал, соединяющий Тихий океан с Атлантическим океаном, был официально открыт в 1920 году. 9. Вертолет, летящий над шоссе, преследует черный джип. 10. Самолет, летевший в Бразилию, исчез из поля зрения час назад. 11. Студенты-медики не могли не восхищаться хирургом, проводившим эту уникальную операцию. 12. Хирург, сделавший эту операцию, обещал пациенту быстрое выздоровление. 13. Его внимание привлекла девушка, сидевшая напротив него в метро. 14. Девушка, сидевшая напротив него в вагоне, вдруг встала и вышла. 15. Через открытую дверь мы могли слышать студентов, репетировавших новогодний концерт. 16. Студенты, готовившиеся к фонетическому конкурсу, уже ушли.
581. Read the text, find the verbals and comment on them.

“I just knew I had to find the will to continue living somehow.” — Stevie let out a long sigh, wishing she knew of a way to help her son. It was a heavy burden to carry. Without thinking twice, or weighing the odds, and speaking from the heart, Stevie went on. “I hope I’m far too big a woman to hold a grudge against you. Grudges are petty. They’re the tools of the weak and the small-minded in this world.” “Mother, I don’t know how to redeem myself in your eyes,” Nigel said, searching her face. — “By doing a good job at the store, my son. By looking after your children and loving them well. By loving your brothers and sister. By standing tall, Nigel, and being the man I know you can be.” — “I will try. Now I will do it. I will.” She touched his cheek gently. “Love is so important in all of our lives ... and I mean all kinds of love, not just the romantic kind. Love has such tremendous healing powers.” She knew now that he had a good chance of getting back on his feet. Work was a great antidote to sorrow; she had discovered that for herself. And his children, too, would give him a reason to live.

(after B. Bradford)

582. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the difference in the functions of the verbals.

1. Being short-sighted, she wears contact lenses. Being short-sighted can cause problems. 2. Reaching the crest of the hill, we stopped to admire the view. Reaching the crest of the hill will take all my strength. 3. Being rather absent-minded, he tends to forget things. Being absent-minded can cause serious troubles. 4. Having no money, they decided to stay at home. Having no money can’t stop them from marrying. 5. Not having a work permit, he couldn’t get a job. Not having a work permit can be the reason for being refused. 6. Fastening their seat belts, they prepared to land. Fastening your seat belt is a must when the
plane takes off and lands. 7. Feeling tired, I decided to go to bed. Feeling tired is no excuse for being rude to your children. 8. Being ambitious, he hopes to get promotion. Being ambitious is the driving force to success.

**583. Paraphrase the sentences so as to use the right form of Participle I.**

1. She blushed because she was embarrassed. 2. I left the party early because I felt out of place. 3. The little boy tore his trousers when he climbed up the tree. 4. The students were bored so they started to fidget. 5. I was caught unawares and I was at a loss for words. 6. She was unable to sleep so she took a couple of sleeping pills. 7. The police couldn’t make an arrest as they didn’t have enough evidence. 8. The children had to go back to school because the holidays were over. 9. As I’d already eaten, I wasn’t hungry. 10. After the Prime Minister had lost the election, he resigned. 11. As I’d enjoyed the book, I decided to see the film. 12. He had to climb through the window because he had lost the key. 13. I don’t know whether I like it or not because I haven’t tried it before. 14. Now that the student has passed First Certificate, she’s hoping to take the Proficiency. 15. As she has been late for work every day, she’s in danger of losing her job.

**584. Change the sentences according to the model.**

**Model:** The weather was bad so they decided to stay at home. — The weather being bad, they decided to stay at home. The demand for cars has fallen because petrol has gone up in price. — Petrol having gone up in price, the demand for cars has fallen.

1. There was a queue so they had to wait. 2. It was late so they decided to go home. 3. After the programme had finished, they went to bed. 4. As the boss was out, the secretary took the message. 5. All the shops were closed because it was Sunday. 6. After the film started, everyone stopped talking. 7. Her husband committed adultery so she decided to get a divorce.
8. There was no coffee left so they had tea instead. 9. The castle was haunted by ghosts so nobody wanted to live there. 10. After the operation had been completed, the patient was wheeled back to the ward. 11. It was the height of the season so all the hotels were full. 12. A lot of people have given up smoking because cigarettes have gone up in price. 13. The student forgot the meaning of the word so he had to look it up in the dictionary. 14. As I didn’t want the responsibility of deciding, I tossed a coin. 15. As the driver was caught exceeding the speed limit, he had to pay a fine.

Participle II

585. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the functions of Participle II.

1. The clipped, dark green hedges of the garden were covered with a light frosting of snow. 2. There was a collection of blue and white porcelain effectively arranged on an oak console table. 3. Raised in Wyoming, David sometimes writes songs about sad cowboys. 4. The wounded soldiers were transported in a jam-packed lorry. 5. Where are you? I am totally lost without you. 6. Where have you been? What have you seen? 7. Lost in the world of imagination, I forgot my sad, lonely existence for a while. 8. He was tired of sitting, and he felt cramped after the drive from Paris. 9. The figure outlined against the sky seemed unable to move. 10. The mouse, frightened, darted off into a hole. 11. Shocked into silence, they kept their gaze fixed on the odd creature. 12. Left behind at the office, Dolores wept over the scattered papers. 13. The socks lost in the dryer were her favourites. 14. The girl sat silently as if transported into another world. 15. He forgets everything. He must have his head tested. The sooner the better. 16. We took care to have the gate washed. 17. My dentist advises me to have my teeth cupped. 18. “Gone with the Wind” is a fascinating and unforgettable book. 19. She arrived at her father-in-law’s office
unannounced. He looked startled and put out by her unexpected visit, but being a gentleman of the old school, he invited her into his inner office. 20. The child sat on a rock perched high up on the river’s bank. Elbows on knees, chin cupped in hands, she sat perfectly still, her eyes turned on the family of ducks circling around on the surface of the dark water, listening to the splashes of water rushing down the dappled stones of the river’s bed. 21. “Money shared makes love grow stronger, money given kills it dead,” Celeste held it firm.

586. Complete the sentences with the expressions from the list below.


be crowded, be made, be lost, be worried, be made, be interested, be involved, be gone, be qualified, be devoted, be composed, be engaged, be opposed, be exhausted, be located

587. Change the sentences so as to use Participle II.

1. The events and the characters which are described in this book are purely fictional. 2. The house, which was built two hundred years ago, stood in a long green valley. 3. He applied for
a job. It was advertised in the paper. 4. The bride walked down the aisle. She was accompanied by her father. 5. The millionaire bought a picture. It was painted by Picasso. 6. They were driven from the country by persecution. They had to emigrate. 7. He was disowned by his parents. He was forced to stand on his own feet. 8. They were disappointed with the meal. They complained to the manager. 9. The tourist was arrested for shoplifting. She had to pay a fine. 10. The suspect was arrested by the police. He turned out to be the wrong man. 11. The church was built in the fifteenth century. It’s in need of repair. 12. The old painting was found in a dustbin. It turned out to be worth a fortune. 13. You borrowed the books from the library. They’re now overdue. 14. Napoleon was born in 1769. He was Emperor of France. 15. The girl went to the party. Her boyfriend accompanied her. 16. His words had the effect which he desired.

588. **Comment on the function of Participle II.**

1. I slaved all my life to have my sons educated. 2. The king had the conspirators shot. 3. If you leave the door open, you will have your house robbed. 4. He is so slow that he never gets his work done. 5. I had my foot caught in the door and couldn’t get it free. 6. It took four men to have the piano removed to the upper floor. 7. This book will soon get finished. 8. — What’s the time? — Isn’t it time you had your watch repaired? 9. The shop had the labels made for the new collection. 10. She had Gerald cornered and he had to tell her everything. 11. The family has come to the church to have the Easter cake and the eggs hallowed. 12. If you can’t beat them, arrange to have them beaten.

589. **Read the dialogue and comment on the phrases in bold type.**

Helen and Igor are watching TV, but the TV set is not working very well, so the picture on the screen is not very clear.
Igor. This stupid TV! I just had it fixed a couple of days ago.
Helen. What did you have done to it?
Igor. I had a new picture tube installed. It cost a lot of money.
   Not only that, they made me wait for two weeks.
Helen. Who did you have to fix it? I won’t go to them next time my TV breaks.
Igor. The repair shop around the corner.
Helen. I bet you went crazy without your TV.
Igor. Yeah, I did. I guess I’m a TV addict.
Helen. How can I get you to turn this thing off? There’s nothing but garbage on TV now anyway. Let’s go out.
Igor. You’re right. Look at that commercial. Stupid commercials like that one make me want to throw this set out of the window.
Helen. That commercial may be stupid, but it’s very persuasive. Even simple-minded commercials get people to buy things that they don’t really need.
Igor. Yeah, there are too many ads on TV. I think the government should make the networks reduce the number of commercials.
Helen. And here’s another problem. Most parents let their kids watch too much TV. When I was a kid, my parents only let me watch one programme a night. They made me turn it off after an hour.
Igor. I know watching TV is really a waste of time. I should have the garbage collectors come and take this TV away.
Helen. Oh, come on, Igor. You’ll never give up watching TV.

590.

A. Complete the following sentences using the verbs get or have something done.

1. I must get to the optician’s to .......... 2. She went to the dentist to .......... 3. This coat is too long. I will .......... 4. The piano is
out of tune. You must .......... 5. Teresa will have to run to the chemist’s to ........... 6. Hard work is the best way to .......... 7. As Bill couldn’t find a suit to fit him, he had to ........... 8. This article is too long, I shall never ........... 9. If someone touched a hot iron, they ........... 10. The work of a lazy man never ........... 11. Let us ........... this business ........... as soon as possible. 12. You will ruin your reputation if ........... 13. I must take my dog Patrick to the vet’s to ........... 14. Peter’s wife can’t stand his beard. So he is going to the barber’s to ........... 15. We need a special cake for the wedding. We must go to the confectioner’s to ...........

B. Speak about the things you have done this week. What other things have to be done?

591. Read and translate the text. Comment on the words in bold type.

“You are a vile, repulsive, repellent, malicious little brute!” the Trunchbull was shouting. “You are not fit to be in this school! You ought to be behind bars, that’s where you ought to be! I shall have you drummed out of this establishment in utter disgrace! I shall have the prefects chase you down the corridor and out of the front-door with hockey-sticks! I shall have the staff escort you home under armed guard! And then I shall make absolutely sure you are sent to a reformatory for delinquent girls for the minimum of forty years!”

The Trunchbull was in such a rage that her face had taken on a boiled colour and little flecks of froth were gathering at the corners of her mouth. But she was not the only one who was losing her cool. Matilda was also beginning to see red. She didn’t in the least mind being accused of having done something she had actually done. She could see the justice of that. It was, however, a totally new experience for her to be accused of a crime that she definitely had not committed. She had had absolutely nothing to do with that beastly creature in the glass.
By golly, she thought, that rotten Trunchbull isn’t going to pin this one on me!
“I did not do it!” she screamed.

*(after R. Dahl)*

**592. Translate into English.**

1. Каждая женщина знает, что если у нее плохое настроение, то она должна купить что-то новое или же сделать прическу.
2. Мне подарили новые серьги. Нужно проколоть уши. 3. Мне опять разбили окно в машине. Нужно срочно установить сигнализацию.
4. Три месяца назад мы подали заявку на установку нового телефона. Мы все еще ждем.
5. Нужно пройти техосмотр. Но перед этим нужно сменить покрышки, зарядить аккумулятор, залить бак.
6. У него отобрали права за то, что он нарушил правила движения.
7. Смотри, чтобы тебе не прищемило пальцы дверью.
8. У моей бабушки частые головные боли. Ей нужно проверить сосуды.
10. Если ты не хочешь, чтобы у тебя опять угнали машину, держи ее в гараже, а не на улице.
11. Мне нужно сделать встроенные шкафы в квартире *(to recabinet)*.
12. Они собираются окрестить своего ребенка в следующее воскресенье.
13. Вам нужно подписать все бумаги, прежде чем идти к юристу.
14. Пока не пришла зима, мне нужно сдать в чистку все зимние вещи.
15. У него сдуло ветром шляпну и унесло далеко в море. Нужно покупить новую.
16. Я проявила пленки и заплатила целое состояние за это.
17. Мне нашли комнату.
18. Им доставили пищу в комнату.
19. Им должны установить новую копировальную машину в четверг.
20. Фермер собрал урожай в конце августа.

**593. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets. Use prepositions if necessary.**

1. Do you remember *(say)* it a few months ago? 2. We are tired *(push around)*. 3. Who is responsible *(clean)* the rooms?
4. The whole house needs (redecorate). 5. She loved (sing) at the top of her voice. 6. Congratulations on (pass) your driving test! 7. I am not afraid (misunderstand). 8. Have you finished (talk) yet? 9. Nobody wants Laura (hurt). 10. “Money should (make) to work,” she announced. 11. As a financial man you should know that money is a tool (use) to make more money. 12. The candidates waited for the questions (distribute). 13. Are you afraid (punish)? 14. We all enjoyed (swim) in the cool lake. 15. She knew what (do) to preserve it all. 16. Justice should (do). It must (do) in the name of those millions who died. 17. What can’t (cure), must (endure).

594. Translate into English.

1. Он стоял, словно громом пораженный. Непредвиденный по- ворот событий заставили его почувствовать себя побежденным.
2. — Я сейчас читаю «Униженные и оскорбленные» Ф. Досто- евского. — А я читаю «Отверженные» Виктора Гюго. 3. Пред- ставьте себе, сколь много мы еще не знаем, сколь многое остается скрытым от нас. 4. Застигнутый врасплох, мальчик спрятал руки за спину. 5. Мы ценим все усилия, сделанные вами. 6. Гости разъехались по домам, весьма заинтригован- ные. 7. Хлеб, выпекаемый в этой пекарне, особенно вкусен. 8. Давайте будем считать это дело решенным. 9. Она выгля- дела глубоко обиженной. 10. Ребенок рыдал над забитой игрушкой. 11. Войдя в столовую, мы увидели (обнаружили), что стол уже накрыт. 12. Методы, используемые для тести- рования знаний студентов, не всегда эффективны. 13. Давно забытые мечты ожили в его душе. 14. Обещание, данное ею в последний момент, тяготило ее. 15. Когда этот роман был экранизирован, он имел мгновенный успех. 16. Незамеченный, он внимательно наблюдал за всем и всеми. 17. Увядшая роза — символ давно забытой любви. 18. Заново отремонтиро- ванный, дом выглядел новым, как с иголочки. 19. Предостав-
The Verb

лений самому себе, мальчик стал разбирать новую игрушку.
20. Сконструированный по последнему слову техники, авто-
мобиль вызвал всеобщее восхищение.

Test the Verbals

595. Read the texts, translate them and comment on the verbals.

1. Meredith cleared her throat, and went on, “I never had any
sense of identity when I was young. Not knowing who you are
and where you come from is very frightening. It’s almost like
being a non-person. Since I didn’t have an identity, I invented
myself. But now getting my birth certificate means a great deal
to me.”

2. Always, in the past, Meredith had used work to subjugate
heartache, bring it to heal. Working hard until she dropped
had enabled her to keep her mind off her troubles, to function
properly.

3. Left alone, Meredith and Eunice looked at each other
carefully without speaking. It was Eunice who finally said at
last, “You’ve grown up to be a wonderful-looking woman, and
you’ve certainly made a go of it, you really have. Living in
America, owning all these inns.”

4. Reed Jamison was speechless. In all of his forty-one years
he had never been discarded by a woman. He had always been
the one to end affairs or start them, controlling, manipulating,
pulling the puppet’s strings and getting his own way. He
continued to stare at Meredith. She was the only woman who
had ever bested him, and a terrible rage began to fulminate in
him. He leapt to his feet, glaring at her. “I’m glad I found out
what kind of woman you really are! Before I made the terrible mistake of marrying you!” he shouted.

5. After that she managed to put the matter out of her mind; she had always had the ability to pigeonhole problems until it was the appropriate time to deal with them. And so she managed to get through the next few days without dwelling too much on her health or mental state.

6. After this sleepless night I was eager to see Mr. Rochester in the morning, but there was no sign of him. He had obviously told the servants that he had accidentally set fire to his room by knocking over a lighted candle. As I passed his bedroom, I saw Grace sitting inside, calmly mending the curtains. She certainly did not look mad enough to have tried to murder her master. But I decided to investigate.

596. **Open the brackets to make the story complete. Retell it.**

**FINDING SHELTER**

After (travel) for two days in the coach, I was put down at a crossroads on the moor, with no money or possessions, as I realized now that I had left my parcel inside the coach. I was glad (see) there were no towns around as I did not want people (question) me or pity me. After (search) for quite a long time, I found a dry place (sleep), there (be) no rain and it (be) a warm night.

In the morning I happened (find) a small village. I needed all my courage (knock) on some of the doors, (ask) if there was any (pay) work I could do, only (refuse) politely. And I could not (bring) myself (beg) for food, although by now I felt weak and faint. All I ate that day was a piece of bread, which I still had to beg from a farmer (eat) his supper. The next day I spent (walk) from house to house, (look) in vain for work. By the end of the day I began (wonder) why I should struggle (stay) alive, when I not (want) (live).
The wind and the rain (beat) down on me, I finally arrived at a long, low house, (stand) (isolate) in the middle of the moor. (Hide) near the door, I could (see) into the kitchen through a small (uncurtain) window. I saw an elderly woman (mend) clothes, and two young ladies, who seemed (learn) a language with dictionaries. The ladies looked so kind and sensible, that I dared (knock) at the door. The elderly woman opened it, but she (must) (think) I was a thief or a beggar, because she refused (let) me (speak) to the young ladies. The door closed firmly, (shut) me out from the warmth inside.
I dropped on to the wet doorstep, (prepare) (die). There the young ladies’ brother found me, (return) home a few minutes later, and he insisted (bring) me into the house. They gave me bread and milk, and asked my name. “Jane Elliot,” I replied. I did not want anyone (know) who I was and where I had come from. (See) that I was too tired (speak), they helped me upstairs to a bedroom. For three days and nights I lay in bed (exhaust) by my experiences. When I felt strong enough (go) downstairs, the sisters looked after me very kindly, and made me (feel) welcome in their pleasant home. They were sensitive enough (avoid) (ask) questions which would hurt me. I told them only that, after I (leave) Lowood school, I became a governess in a wealthy family, where an unfortunate event made me (run) away. I offered them (do) any kind of work, (teach), (sew), (clean), so that I (can) (become) independent again.

(after Charlotte Brontë)

597.

A. Read the text and translate it.

SING YOUR STRESS AWAY!

When was the last time you really sang your heart out? For most of us, the answer is likely to be at school — and that’s a real shame, because singing can do a lot more for us than just creating entertainment.
It’s terrific for our emotional and even our physical health. If your reaction is “Not me — I can’t sing a note” or “I’m tone deaf”, then think again. According to the experts, if you can speak, you can sing — you may never do it in the Bolshoi or in the Albert Hall but if you enjoy doing it and feel better for it, who cares?

**WHAT SINGING CAN DO FOR YOU**

1. **Drive away stress.**
Singing for pleasure can mean getting in touch with emotions that you’ve tried to bury. Singing unlocks a feeling that you’ve had inside for ages allowing you to feel refreshed and renewed.

2. **Give you more confidence.**
You may not believe it, but singing can become addictive! Many singers are hooked: they say it (singing) gives them more confidence. Maybe you’ve enjoyed singing in the bath or in the car, but haven’t had the confidence to sing in other situations. Very often you start off in a whisper but, by the end of the weekend, you’re singing your heart out.

3. **Boost your energy.**
Singing has clear physical benefits as well. Specialists say that singing is a very physical activity. The key to doing it well is being able to breathe properly. Most people get into bad habits and breathe shallowly from the chest. But this is the least efficient way to get oxygen surging through the body because it doesn’t put enough air into the lower lungs.
If you breathe fully through your nose, expanding the lower lungs exhaling fully, not only will you see an amazing transformation in your singing, but you’ll also find that you have more energy and feel healthier in general. Singing tones up the diaphragm and all the muscles around the ribs and back.
It also tones up the face muscles, which is why so many singers tend to look much younger than their actual age. And if you can’t bear the thought of doing aerobic exercise, then this may be just the hobby for you!

4. Make you happier.
Singing enables you to express yourself, it involves a sense of emotional release. It creates a chemical reaction in the body involving the pleasure-producing networks which are part of the brain and the nervous system. As a result, there’s an increased release of the body’s natural pleasure-giving and pain-killing chemicals. So, now you know what singing can do to you and if you are tempted, there are lots of different ways of going about it: you can either find a singing teacher, take a correspondence course or join a singing group. Many people are shy at first — but they’re soon singing with gusto and loving every minute of it. Now it’s up to you!

B. Say how good you are at singing. Discuss your ways of driving away stress, boosting your energy, making yourself feel happier.

598. Translate into English.
1. Не зная правил игры, они ушли, не приняв в ней участия. 2. Услышав новости, которые были потрясающими, она не могла не расплакаться от счастья. 3. Не настаивайте, чтобы я выступила. Я пришла, чтобы расслабиться. Я с таким нетерпением ждала этого события. 4. Наши партнеры, работавшие в Нидерландах, сейчас работают в Бельгии. 5. Нам нужно еще так много сделать, прежде чем мы уедем: почистить зимние вещи, подстричься, пройти техосмотр. 6. Малыш перестал плакать, только лишь когда мать остановилась, чтобы купить ему шоколадку. 7. Вы можете избежать сложных ситуаций тем, что будете более терпеливы, сдержанны и находчивы.

599. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the verbals.

1. When I was your age, I didn’t have time to worry about failing anyone. I had to succeed to survive. 2. After lunch Diana drove off to do some errands. I preferred to stay at home with Andrew, only to discover I was alone. 3. “You don’t have to be sarcastic, Mai, and look, there are ways to make unusual situations work. Many ways.” 4. Paul was domineering, bossy, he often felt the need to assert himself forcefully. He had made it clear who wore the trousers in their household. Emma had learned to let him have his way in most things, and he in turn, was wise enough never to interfere in her business. 5. As she continued to sew, she thought of her future. She had to work at the mill to earn a living and there was no one available to care for the child during the day. 6. And she knew that she could only rely on herself now to accomplish the tasks which would preserve her empire and her dynasty. To do that she had to live. And she thought to herself: The will to live is the strongest force in the world. 7. Without giving the landlady another glance, Emma mounted the stairs, her heart lifting. She certainly wasn’t going to give Mrs. Daniel the satisfaction of seeing her reading a note from a man who was obviously not her husband.
Test Your Knowledge

600. Read the sentences, translate them and comment on the verbals.

1. Ernie told me that his job was community policing. I asked him what this involved. He explained, “You have your own special area which you have to patrol. It really means being on the beat: walking round, keeping your eyes open, making sure you know what’s going on, chatting to people, basically trying to prevent crime.”

2. She sounded fine and friendly, and Mary began to feel better and soon stopped crying. Martha went on talking as she finished her cleaning, but Mary looked out of the window in a bored way, and pretended not to listen.

3. Now the impulse to dream surged up again and I hungered for books, new ways of looking and seeing. It was not a matter of believing or disbelieving what I read, but of feeling something new, of being affected by something that made the world look different.

4. And to answer your question, I don’t know what’s going to happen. Being in love is one thing, getting married another. And there’s so much to consider.

5. Being a single parent all those years had been a strain on her nerves at times, Meredith was the first to admit it.

6. She gripped the frame of her handbag tightly to stop her hands from shaking. But she could not afford to panic, not under any circumstances. So she immediately made a desperate effort to put it aside, to still her nerves.

7. “Time,” he mused. “I didn’t spend enough time with Adriana to get to know her properly. Marry in haste, repent at leisure,”
he recalled Teddy’s words after his wedding. But his dearest Teddy loved and respected him far too much to interfere in his life, tell him what to do.

601. Read the text and retell it paying attention to the use of moods, modal verbs, non-finite forms of the verbs.

THE WHEEL OF FORTUNE

I wish this summer could go on and on and on and I wish I could always be this happy. It seems that whenever you are sad or just normal, you’re always wishing you were happy, but when you’re happy, you start worrying about when all this happiness is going to end. At least that’s the way I am. Already, I’m worrying that I’m too happy, and I’m either going to have to pay for this or it’s all going to end real soon.

It reminds me of the wheel of fortune that Mrs. Zollar, our teacher, talked about. She said that Shakespeare and all his buddies believed in the wheel of fortune, that your luck kind of went round and round, and when you (or your luck) were at the top, everything would go right. But that it was inevitable that the wheel had to keep spinning, and sooner or later, you’d be at the bottom of the wheel, when everything would go badly. The only thing that kept people from jumping off cliffs when they were at the bottom of the wheel was knowing that sooner or later they would be at the top again. I feel as if the gods were going to spin my wheel any minute. Oh, please, let me stay where I am for a while! I also wish everyone’s wheel were at the top at the same time. Beth Ann, for instance, is at the bottom of her wheel and she’s driving me crazy. She must have called me ten times today to tell me about Derek. First she said that he was a complete creep and she never wanted to see him again and she cried. Then she called back and said that she loved him so much and maybe she could call him and tell him how much she missed him, and she cried. Get the picture?
DECIDING THE FUTURE

Now Mr. Rochester was becoming angry, and he looked as if he (be) about (lose) control. But I knew I still had the power (calm) him. So I took his hand and stroked it (say), “I do love you, but there is only one thing for me (do). I must (leave) you. If I (live) with you like that, I (be) your mistress.” “Jane, I want you (listen) to my story. My father loved money very much and he hated the idea (divide) the family property, so he left it all to my elder brother. I (have to) marry a rich girl. Very soon I (discover) that my bride’s mother was mad and that it ran in the family. We lived for four years. She was coarse and stupid, and her madness also made her violent. Well, in moments of despair I intended (shoot) myself, but in the end I decided (bring) the mad woman here. Once she nearly burnt me in my bed, and the second time she visited you. She must (remind) of her own wedding day at (see) your wedding dress. I travelled all over Europe, Jane, (look) for an ideal, for a woman (love). Finally, bitter and disappointed, I (return) to Thornfield on a frosty winter afternoon. And when my horse slipped and fell on the ice, a little figure appeared and insisted (help) me. Soon I began (depend) on you for my happiness.”

“Don’t talk any more of the past, sir,” I said, (wipe) a secret tear from my eye. “No, Jane, it was stupid of me (marry) you like that without (explain). I should (confess) everything as I do now. I promise (love) you for ever.” “No, sir, it (be) wicked to do what you want. You can only (trust) in God and yourself. Live without (do) wrong, and die (hope) to go to heaven.” “But you have no family (offend) (live) with me!” He was beginning (sound) desperate. I knew that what he said was true. However, in my heart I also knew I had the right (leave). He seemed
(read) my thoughts. (Rush) furiously across the room, he stared fiercely into my eyes. I stared firmly back at him. He (can) (break) me in two with one hand, but he (can) not (break) my spirit. “Goodbye, my dear master!” I said. “May God (protect) you!”

That night I only slept a little, (dream) of the red room at Gateshead. The moonlight shone into my bedroom, and suddenly I saw a white figure on the ceiling (look) down at me. It seemed (whisper) to my spirit, “Daughter, leave now before you are tempted (stay).” “Mother, I will,” I answered. I woke up (find) that it was still night. I wrapped up some clothes in a parcel, and crept downstairs, (fear) lest Mr. Rochester (hear) me (leave) his house. While (go) down, I (can) (hear) my master (walk) up and down and (sigh). I could (find) heaven in this room if I (want). But I stopped (reproach) myself and went miserably out of the house.

(Walk) along the road, I could not (help) (think) of Mr. Rochester’s despair at (find) himself abandoned. I hated myself for (wound) him. I wanted desperately (be) with him, (comfort) him, but somehow I made myself (keep) (walk). When I heard a coach (pass) by, I arranged (travel) on it as far as my money (allow). Inside the coach, I cried the bitterest tears of my life.

(after Charlotte Brontë)

603. Read and translate the sentences. Find and comment on the moods, modals and verbals in them.

1. I am not used to using used cars. 2. It would please me enormously to have you as my guests. 3. Only an Englishman could have asked that question. 4. He could hear the phone ringing inside, but by the time he managed to get the door opened, it had stopped. “Could it have been Maggie phoning from Scotland?” he wondered. 5. “You mustn’t be negative, Amy,” he replied gently, but firmly. “And you must keep your
strength up. Not eating is the worst thing you can do. Why
don’t you let me make you something? I bought all sorts of
special things you’ve always liked. I must make sure things
keep running smoothly. I can’t let anything slip, not now.”
6. Jake was doing everything he could to help Amy, but she
had to help herself. Her doctor had told him that a positive
attitude could work wonders. He wished he could make Amy
understand how important it was for her to look on the bright
side of things to get better. 7. She looks as if butter wouldn’t
melt in her mouth, doesn’t she? 8. He laughed and slapped his
thigh, as if it were a huge joke. 9. He looked at me as if I had
invited him to a funeral. His own. 10. Miss Trunchbull looked at
Miss Honey. Miss Honey met her gaze without flinching. “I am
telling you the truth,” she said. “You must have knocked it over
without knowing it. That sort of thing is easy to do.”

604.

A. Read and translate the text. Comment on the use of verbals.

**GREEN PEACE**

The scent of cigar smoke and freshly clipped grass are forever
in my memory. I can’t smell one without thinking of the other.
Together, they always suggest Saturday mornings to me. That
was when my father embarked on his weekly ritual mowing
the lawn, striding behind the Toro with a white Owl firm-
ly clamped in his mouth. My cigar odyssey began more than
twelve years ago, when as a young man of fifteen I would steal
my father’s cigars. For many years I watched the great men in
my life celebrate their triumphs, and relax with a cigar. Con-
sequently, I began to consider cigars as a symbol of success.
Every evening I sit with a cigar in my hand and go over the
day’s activities in my mind. What I did do, and what I didn’t
do, and what I should have accomplished. A cigar gives me
a chance to relax and think. Smoking a hand-rolled Cuban cigar is one of life’s last great pleasures for me. My favourite setting for a smoke is after dinner with friends, sitting outside on the porch at a restaurant on Long Island, accompanied by a strong Colombian coffee. Occasionally, I share a smoke with my wife as I know I look good with a cigar. I should as well admit that my wife looks like a complete knockout with a cigar.

Yes, a good aged cigar is absolutely fantastic. I reserve some when I want to give myself a treat.

B. What’s your attitude toward smoking? Discuss it in your group.

605.

A. Read the text and comment on the verbals.

GARDENING

If you would be happy for a week, take a wife;
if you would be happy for a month, kill a pig;
but if you would be happy all your life, plant a garden.

Every generation finds itself gravitating toward the ground as it grows older. Earlier in our lives we’re focusing on our careers, our relationships and our kids. But as we grow older we find we’ve got more time to pursue interests that simply make us feel good. And gardening offers almost instant gratification. At the same time, it allows us to enhance the value of our single biggest investment: our home.

It’s only after we reach a certain age that we’re ready for the emotional lift, the sense of security and accomplishment that gardening brings. Every generation reaches that point, but every generation does it differently.
Gardens have always been the mirror of the times. From the walled pleasure gardens of ancient Persia to the formal gardens of Versailles to the colonial kitchen gardens of Williamsburg, if you want to know where the nation is — what is held dear in taste and style — look in the backyards.

Today, gardens, like cigars, have made a comeback. Gardens have changed a lot since then, but still more and more people are discovering that they are perfect places to enjoy a leisurely smoke. Gardens today are more like outdoor rooms. We don’t want to spend a lot of time working in the garden. We’ve earned the right to enjoy it, so today’s gardens are easier to maintain. The garden should reflect your style and taste. Gardens are never done. Gardening is not like architecture — you’re allowed to change your mind, to pull something out and move it around. A garden gives you a feeling that you are in your own private world. That, after all, is the real reason for a garden, the true meaning of it is — a refuge. That’s what gardens were in their earliest incarnations.

B. Have you heard the old English saying “She has green fingers”? To put it simply, the person is good at growing things. Everything she plants comes popping out of the ground, and soon becomes the envy of the neighbourhood. Do you have green fingers? Exchange your ideas on gardening.

606. Translate into English.

1. — Будь я врачом, я бы нашел лекарство от ста болезней. — В самом деле? Перестань говорить чепуху. Можно подумать, что никто никогда не пытался это сделать. 2. Вы, кажется, приняли меня за моего брата-близнеца. Иначе вы бы меня не остановили. 3. Хозяин начал представлять гостей друг другу, словно они никогда раньше не встречались. 4. — Не могу противостоять искушению задать вам очень личный вопрос. Можно? — Вам следовало давно это сделать. У меня нет се-
кремов, которые я мог бы скрывать. 5. Мы стояли на пустын-ной улице, не зная, что делать. Нужно было найти место, чтобы провести ночь. 6. Вы только посмотрите! Лекарство, выписанное врачом, совершило чудо. Мальш выглядит так, словно он абсолютно здоров, словно он не был больен целую неделю. 7. Пора тебе перестать подшучивать над младшей сестренкой! На твоем месте я бы ей помогла вчера решить задачу, и сейчас она не плакала бы над двойкой. 8. — Терпеть не могу опаздывать на занятия. — Хорошо бы все так относились к учебе. 9. Вам трудно угодить, мадам. И отрицать этого нельзя. 10. Современные города стали слишком большими, чтобы их можно было контролировать. И нам приходится очень дорого платить за привилегию жить в большом городе. 11. — Неужели ты в самом деле не прошла собеседование? Ты, должно быть, очень нервничала. Нужно было мне пойти с тобой. — Да нет, жаль, что я не подготовилась как следует. 12. Мы были счастливы, что нам вручили дипломы. Ничего не скажешь, мы их заслужили. 13. Они оба такие замечательные люди, но никак не могут найти общий язык. 14. Рок-концерт должен был состояться на стадионе, но, поскольку начался ливень, его перенесли на закрытую арену. 15. Хотел бы я быть садовником и превращать нашу землю в огромный цветущий сад!

607.
A. Read and translate the text.

HOW TO DATE
A Guide to Modern Living

Dating is something that we just don’t do. Not between adults. Dating people is for Americans. Which, if you think about it for a moment, is a bit unfair. Why should they have all the fun?
So out for a little romance in your life: ask that person, whom in normal circumstances you’d go a long way to avoid, out for a date. Before you do, though, establish, what exactly is a date? Well, it doesn’t involve sex — you’re not feeling that desperate. Don’t involve your friends; they’ll only start treating your date as your partner (just to irritate you) and you don’t want to encourage crazy ideas like that. Avoid dinner, for obvious reasons: a) expense; b) the awkward silences; c) your date might think it’s “serious”. Go to the cinema. Cheap, in the dark (no one can see you with your date) and it solves the conversation problem. On how many occasions can you date someone before they become your de facto boyfriend or girlfriend? The answer is three. Any more than that and they’ll start developing unreasonable expectations of, for example, your talking to them. The golden rule is to never kiss. A peck is acceptable, but only as you are about to dash in the opposite direction for the sanctuary of your home.

One of the main advantages of having a date is that you might be able to discourage other potential dates — all those dates you don’t give a fig about — from asking you out on a date. “I’m sorry, I’ve got a date,” is such a convenient and effortless way of giving the brush off to no-hopers.

So don’t be dated, make a date with a date, and start enjoying life again!

B. Do you do any dating? Who with and how often do you date?

608.

A. See how verbals work to give you advice on how to stay calm and happy.

Stride For Your Life

1. Walking is one of life’s attitudes to stress. It’s simple, requires no special training and is pleasurable. Its effect begins within the first 200 metres. Walk every day — not because you have
to, but because it may be the most relaxing way to get from A to B.

Select Your Company Well

2. As harsh as it may sound, mixing with highly stressed people will make you feel stressed. On the other hand, mixing with calm people — even for the briefest period — will leave you feeling calm.

Sleep Like a Baby

3. Anything that interferes with your sleep — coffee, cola, alcohol — interferes with your ability to become calm. Do whatever is necessary to get as much sleep as you feel you need.

Wear Sensible Shoes

4. Any reflexologist will tell you that true relaxation begins at the feet. Wearing comfortable shoes is nearly as relaxing as wearing no shoes at all.

Ignore the Phone Once

5. You only have to leave a phone ringing once or twice in your life to understand that important calls always ring back. One less pressure in your life.

Go From A to B

6. While vitamin A foods enhance your ability to feel calm, it is the vitamin B foods that are known to have the most dynamic effect. Include beans, lentils, peas, nuts, seeds, wheatgerm, wholegrains, dairy foods in your diet.

Prune Pressure Phrases

7. Pressure phrases like “I have to”, “I must”, “I should”, “I don’t have the time”, provoke feelings of stress. Replace them in your thoughts and speech with more relaxed phrases — “I may”, “I choose to”, “I will make the time”.
Think Before You Buy

8. To avoid the stresses of debt, think about what you can afford to spend long before you think about what you’d like to buy.

B. Discuss in the group your ways of relaxing and staying calm.

609. Read the following and say what are your values and laws of life.

The world operates on spiritual principles, just as it does on the laws of physics and gravity. Following the laws of life will give you a greater chance of succeeding at anything you attempt to do.

1. **Enthusiasm** is a law of life. To be a success you must work with your whole heart. Work is the true elixir of life. The busiest man is the happiest man. Idleness warps the mind.

2. **Energy** is a law of life. Successful, deeply fulfilled people are constantly trying new things, searching for ways to improve what they are doing.

3. **Humility** is a law of life. The teacher is in school to help students; students should be humble enough to realize that the teacher knows more than they do. They should learn at an early age to profit from the knowledge of parents and teachers.

4. **Pleasing** others is a law of life. Now, of course, it’s impossible to please everyone, but we will be more productive and successful if we try. That means pleasing your colleagues, pleasing your clients and customers.

5. **Giving** is a law of life. Successful people give and give still more; their giving is returned to them in full measure as it leads to success, both in worldly terms and spiritually. Every act of helping is a way of saying *Yes* to life. The best way to help yourself is to help others. Remember the concept that as you sow, so shall you reap.

6. **Learning** from others is a law of life. You can learn to assimilate the wisdom of many lives. It is possible to learn to avoid
mistakes, and to put new virtues into practice. It is important to learn something new each day. Learning is a lifetime process. Don’t end up like people who, upon graduating from high school, never read another book. We must continue to read, to learn, to experience new feelings and ideas. To show the initiative at an early age. To observe others. To listen carefully to others.

7. **Altruism** is a law of life. The altruistic person tries to make our world a better place to live in his individual way.

8. **Value** time. Time is the only one thing that can never be retrieved. One may lose and regain a friend; one may lose and regain money; opportunity once lost may come again; but the hours that are lost in idleness can never be brought back to be used.

9. One of the laws of life states that by expressing love, you attract love. To succeed in your career you must **love yourself**. All successful people radiate self-love as well as love for others.

10. We live in a world and a time of spiralling progress. We are better educated, better fed, and better housed than any other people at any other time in the history of the world. One of the greatest secrets of success and progress is to understand our good fortune, and to continually use new methods, new ways of thinking. Whatever field you have chosen as a career, it is vital that you **study hard**, and try to become the most knowledgeable person in your field.
Syntax means “order” and Order is Heaven’s first law.

Alexander Pope

Part II
Syntax
Chapter 8

THE SIMPLE SENTENCE

1. The Principal Members of the Sentence

The Subject

610. Find the subjects in the sentences and say what they are expressed by. Translate the sentences.

1. Life is full of compensations. 2. Nancy is my close friend. 3. She found this hard to believe. 4. Everything that lay before us was new and mysterious. 5. Yours was a clever choice. 6. Reading is a way of learning things. 7. What I mean is that we should compromise. 8. To accept this offer is to radically change your life. 9. Thirteen is a tricky number: with some nations it means good luck, with others bad luck. 10. The rich and the powerful rule this country. 11. There are fashions in language learning. 12. Your constant “perhapses” and “might-have-beens” irritate me. 13. It was a pleasant surprise. 14. Shopping is my life. 15. To have been hit under the belt by your closest friend must have been a shock for you, Andrew.

611. Analyze the pronoun it used as the subject in the following sentences.

1. It doesn’t matter. 2. It was very pleasant on the river’s bank. 3. It’s raining here at the moment. 4. — Who was that you were
speaking to? — It was only the postman. 5. It took Stephen some
time to work out what she meant. 6. It is impossible to make any
decision. 7. He gave her an engagement ring. It was beautiful,
very expensive, too. 8. The strike went on for over a year. Finally
it was settled. 9. It seemed like a good idea. 10. The punishment
wasn’t severe. It was a three-month stay in prison. 11. We’ve
just got urgent information. It can explain everything. 12. It’s
unexplainable, don’t even try to do it. 13. It’s vitally important
that you give up smoking. It has become too bad for your lungs.
14. It’s hard to believe that you are leaving us for such a long
stretch of time. 15. It’s an antique vase. It’s very, very old.

612. Insert there or it.

1. .......... are about forty of us, sir. 2. .......... is a big group, of about
twenty. 3. .......... was a new cushion on one of the settees. 4. .......... was a cute cushion embroidered by my grandmother. 5. .......... was not a tree in sight. 6. .......... was a lonely place. 7. .......... is a reason for everything. 8. .......... is a very sound reason, Paul, you
may leave now. 9. .......... is a very sound excuse for my being late,
Mary. Do forgive me! 10. .......... is nothing new under the moon.
11. .......... is as old as the world. 12. .......... was raining cats and
dogs on Monday but .......... was still so much work to do in town.
13. — .......... never rains, but .......... pours. — Yes, one unhappy
event is followed by another unfortunate event. 14. — Is .......... snowing outside? — .......... is a lot of snow in the streets. 15. — .......... is something you are hiding from me, I feel it. — .......... is purely your fantasy, .......... is nothing to hide, especially from
you. 16. — .......... was an ordinary house, but in that ordinary house .......... lived an extraordinary wizard1. 17. According to
modern standards .......... is a big family. .......... are four children in
it. 18. .......... are 450,000 words in the English language. .......... is one
of the richest language in the world.

1  a wizard ['wɪzəd] — a magician, a person of extraordinary powers.
613. Make sentences with emphatic *it* according to the model. There can be more than one variant.

**Model:** She told me the truth (only) many years later.
   It was to me that she told the truth many years later.
   It was only many years later that she told me the truth.

1. Undoubtedly, he did it. 2. Mr. Nickolson himself offered me the vacancy. 3. Brian wants a new bicycle. 4. Victor met Victoria in the year two thousand. 5. I don’t like meat, I like fish. 6. Susan isn’t studying languages, she’s studying law. 7. We need your help badly. 8. Daniel particularly liked Nabokov’s works. 9. She escaped danger by listening to intuition. 10. Andy’s quick reaction saved the mountaineers. 11. Jane remembered her childhood years with nostalgic feelings. 12. I met Christopher on my way to the publisher’s.

---

**The Predicate**

614. Read and translate the sentences. State the types of predicates in them.

1. It takes a long time to learn a language. 2. My niece has been taking music lessons for a year already. 3. The storm started all of a sudden. 4. They started to work enthusiastically. 5. They stopped talking when the teacher entered the classroom. 6. He can’t stop loving her. 7. Every year he met with his classmates. They would sit to table, have a special supper and remember the good old times. 8. When I was a schoolgirl, my mother used to give me a lift to the school. 9. Sue, dear, this young man must have been waiting for you outside for two hours already. 10. Bob looks like a punk. 11. This novel was a bestseller last year. 12. Jessica looks elegant in the new suit. 13. She turned pale, the news was too bitter. 14. The strawberries look beautiful
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and taste delicious. I adore them. 15. Nora gave me an odd look. 16. Now we are having a very lazy time. 17. If I make a mistake, correct me. 18. He gave Henry a hearty wink and strode off.

615. Say what parts of speech the predicatives are expressed by in the following sentences.

1. This is a “cheer up” book. 2. The Renoirs in this museum are priceless. 3. Mrs. Norris is a great cat-lover. 4. This film was awfully funny. 5. You look great today! 6. The new manager is about thirty. 7. Chris became a computer whizz. 8. Your task is to find the right man to do the job. 9. I am scared, I really am. 10. It was them who did it. 11. The biggest problem in life is choosing. 12. It’s getting cold. 13. He felt lonely. 14. This perfume smells fantastic! 15. Harry’s mouth fell open as the full impact of what he was seeing hit him. 16. It’s up to you. 17. My French is very rusty.

616. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the difference between the words in bold type.

1. I feel good. I feel well. 2. The train arrived early. The train was early. 3. You look good in that hat. You look well as usual. 4. Yesterday was rainy. We met yesterday. 5. Home was a welcome sight. Do you want to go home? 6. Downtown is covered with smoke. She drives downtown every day. 7. Those were hard times. They do try hard. He was so weak, he could hardly walk. 8. We took a fast train. News travels pretty fast. 9. His is a fast car. How fast can you do it? 10. The exam was extremely hard. Think hard about what I’m offering. She had hardly any money. 11. He gave me a friendly smile. He smiled at me in a friendly way. 12. Richard has a high social status. That is a highly difficult sum. 13. The Volga is a deep river. We are deeply touched by your kindness. 14. No problem, I can do it easily. It’s not an easy question.
617. **Comment on the types of predicates in the following sentences.**

1. The show was entertaining. 2. The clown was entertaining the children. 3. Who broke this news to you? 4. He is completely broken today. 5. God knows I want to be free. 6. You can talk freely, we are all friends. 7. Let’s get out of here, I’m freezing. 8. This pond usually freezes in winter. 9. The gardener explained that the stream had run dry some ten years before and the garden had run wild too. 10. They were shouting and fighting wildly. 11. The door stood open. 12. The book stood the test of time. 13. She feels uncertain about it. 14. We are still feeling our way. 15. Truant children run wild. 16. He runs his own business perfectly. 17. The question remains open.

618. **Fill in the blanks with one of the following link-verbs.**

1. In the middle of the talk the line .......... dead.
2. She counted to one hundred to .......... cool.
3. The detective .......... motionless behind the door.
5. That dog .......... me crazy.
6. It .......... reasonable to me.
7. The music .......... too loud.
8. His words .......... true.
9. The words, unfortunately, .......... unspoken.
10. She .......... icy cold.
11. I think your memory .......... deeply buried, repressed.
12. It .......... a capital idea.
13. They .......... impatient.
14. To everybody’s surprise, she .......... a feminist.
15. The book .......... open at the end.
16. The sounds .......... sharp and clear in the quiet of the evening.
18. The North Sea oil revenues .......... dry.
19. But today, nothing was going to .......... wrong.
20. His face .......... from red to green like a set of traffic lights.

was going, became, grew, fell, went, stayed, felt, go, rang,
sounded, seems, drives, run, stood, dropped, stay, went,
remained, appears, rang

619. Translate into English.

1. Îí áûë òâåðä â ñâîåì ðåøåíèè. 2. Âîïðîñ îñòàåòñÿ îòêðûòûì. 3. Äîì îñòàâàëñÿ ïóñòûì â òå÷åíèå äâàäöàòè ëåò.

620. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the predicates in them.

1. Take it easy! 2. In the morning we discovered that the river had frozen solid during the night. 3. It serves him right. 4. They painted the door green. 5. Mrs. Weasley seemed to go on crying for so long that she had shouted herself hoarse. 6. If you enter deep into my world, you’ll sink low. 7. I thought I was going to faint dead away right there. 8. He was frozen
stiff and he was hungry. 9. The girl slapped her book shut and rose. 10. She climbed out of the tub and toweled herself dry. 11. He was buried alive. 12. The police caught the robbers red-handed. 13. Now, don’t get me wrong. 14. The pizza was served hot. 15. Love me tender, love me sweet! 16. I like my coffee white. 17. Why does he write so good? 18. Dig deep into the heart of English. 19. He drank the bottle dry. 20. You’ll have to judge it cold. 21. He kept it fresh in everyone’s mind by constantly talking about it. 22. Caught by surprise, the boy fell hard on the concrete floor. 23. Dudley had laughed himself silly at Harry. 24. He woke early the next morning, but for some time kept his eyes shut tight. 25. The bank promises to keep my money safe.

621. **Make sentences with double predicates out of the following sentences.**

1. The sun shone. It was bright and warm. 2. The strawberries arrived. They were fresh and delicious. 3. She went away when she was quite a child; she returned when she was a grown-up person. 4. She flushed. Her face was crimson. 5. Around the house the leaves fell. They were thick. 6. The trees showed against the sky. They were sharp. 7. The sunlight sifted through the pines. It was golden and heavy. 8. The sun sank into the sea. It was huge and crimson. 9. The clouds flew across the sky. They were quick and fluffy. 10. The words came. They were sharp and quick. 11. They painted the door. It was white. 12. The lasagna was served. It was hot. 13. The snow lay under the trees. It was thick. 14. Take it and stay (be) easy. 15. Love me and be tender. 16. I want to go into this matter. I want to be deep in it. 17. Uncle Vernon slammed the door and it was shut. 18. Nicholas sat, and he was bolt upright. 19. The boy sat on the sofa. He was frozen with fear. 20. He stopped. He looked as if he were dead. 21. People gazed at the sky. They were openmouthed.
622. **Read the sentences and give their Russian equivalents.**

1. Still waters run **deep**. 2. The new broom sweeps **clean**. 3. Take it **easy**. 4. Go **slow**, go **easy**, look before you leap. 5. The words cut **deep** into her very soul. 6. The detective is trying to dig **deep** into the matter. 7. Raising teenagers **right** is not an easy thing. 8. I like my coffee **black**. 9. There are some things that sit so **heavy** on my conscience. 10. **Easy** come, **easy** go.

623. **Translate into English.**

1. Относитесь к этому легко! 2. Снег лежал толстым слоем под деревьями. 3. Я хочу вырваться из твоей жизни (break free). 4. Солнце погрузилось в море, огромное и пунцовое. 5. Ее отец умер бедным человеком, и после этого семья распалась. 6. Тут и там окна светились желтым светом в темноте. 7. Корабль был отправлен налегке за грузом табака. 8. В ту ночь Гарри долго лежал без сна. 9. Книги лежали забытыми на столе. 10. Как правило, держите лекарства в прохладном месте. 11. Слова не идут легко. 12. Его нашли без сознания на полу. 13. Мать Эрика умерла молодой, и мальчик даже не помнил ее лица. 14. Их сын вернулся из экспедиции взрослым мужчиной. 15. Взошла луна, огромная и яркая. 16. Он стоял, никем не замеченный, в углу комнаты. 17. Журнал лежал открытым на столе. 18. Она лежала совершенно законченная. 19. После чудесного обеда я отправился спать счастливым человеком. 20. Если мне не изменяет память, самолет вылетает во вторник утром. 21. Новая метла по-новому метет. 22. Огромные богатства лежат скрытыми на дне океана.

624. **Choose the right word.**

1. The child feels .......... and behaves .......... (bad, badly) 2. The girl spoke .......... Hey, that’s really .......... (cool, coolly) 3. It’s .......... money, you can lose it .......... (easy, easily) 4. Marion had .......... any money left. She works .......... at keeping herself fit. He is
a .......... nut to crack. (hard, hardly) 5. All people are .......... the same. What is your .......... aim in life? (basic, basically) 6. It’s a .......... truth. It was .......... true. (universal, universally) 7. They were kissing .......... She burst out into .......... sobbing. (passionate, passionately) 8. I feel .......... in such cases. They stared .......... at the wounded man. (helpless, helplessly) 9. The kids looked .......... after a month in the country. We enjoyed the .......... squeezed orange juice. (fresh, freshly) 10. For the next few days the weather remained .......... We could hear the voices quite .......... (clear, clearly) 11. His words had an .......... effect. I have to call my lawyer .......... (immediate, immediately) 12. He was a .......... sick person. This doctor treats .......... patients. I must make a .......... note not to forget to book tickets. (mental, mentally)

625. Correct the sentences.

1. Nobody knows where is he. 2. This diagram shows us how is it done. 3. I am not sure when is he coming. 4. Mel isn’t certain why has he done it. 5. We can’t understand what is he saying. 6. I haven’t the slightest idea what is his job. 7. They don’t know what is the reason. 8. Can anyone tell me where does he live? 9. I wonder what does she do for a living. 10. Nobody knows what is the date. 11. I can’t understand what is the matter. 12. Does anyone know what is his address? 13. I’m sorry, but I still don’t know who are you.

2. Word Order. Inversion

626. Read and translate the sentences. Find and comment on the cases of inversion or stylistic emphasis.

1. Little did the children guess what a weird and mysterious end to the day was now approaching. 2. Had Aunt Phoebe known
when she bought this present what it really was, she would have preferred to buy something different. 3. No sooner had his head touched the pillow than he was as good as asleep, and no sooner had he opened his eyes in the morning than he was out of bed and hunting for his socks. 4. Never before in her short life had Molly dressed so quickly. 5. “Get up, Jack, quickly! Only do be quick, quick!” 6. But remember she did, and found herself explaining it to her brother. 7. “I don’t know,” said old Nancy, with a puzzled frown. “Never before have I missed doing the spell at sunset.” 8. On and on the Grey Pumpkin rolled, down the hill from the City. 9. “He does do dreadful things,” said Grace. 10. Oh, I do hope and trust you will be successful, my dears. 11. Sit you down, dearies, and rest yourselves and we’ll have things ready in no time for you. 12. “Poor old father,” said Glan, compassionately, “it does upset him so.” 13. Evening came and no sign of the Black Leaf had they found. 14. And not until Molly had emptied a big bowl of hot bread and milk would she let her say a word of thanks or explanation. 15. Of course, it does rain sometimes in Jamaica — that’s why the jewel island is so green.

627. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the cases of inversion.

1. Never in her wildest dreams had she thought she would ever be married to him. 2. Under no circumstances are you going to make any changes in this apartment as it suits me very well! 3. You imagined it, Reed. Never in a million years would I lead you to believe such a thing. 4. Little does he know of the hard fight for existence which rages among the prisoners. 5. Only in business was she prepared to gamble. 6. But she would not let this defeat her. She would find a way to make money, lots of it, for only then would they be safe. 7. And in this dun-coloured valley stood Fairley Hall. 8. She decided she would think about the baby the day it was born and not before. Then,
and only then, would she decide what her next step would be. 9. No sooner had he pronounced a few words than everybody understood that he was a foreigner. 10. In vain did the family try to discover the truth.

628. Translate into English.

1. Только лишь дома я могу полностью расслабиться. 2. Ни при каких обстоятельствах вы не должны открывать дверь незнакомым людям. 3. Ни за что на свете я здесь не останусь! 4. Тщетно кошка пыталась поймать мышку, та оказалась проворнее. 5. Лишь в последний день он признался ей в любви.

629. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the type of the subordinate clause in which inversion is used.

1. Try though she did, Teddy discovered that she was unable to look away. 2. Typical ten-year-olds that they were, they made ugly faces to her and she began to laugh, enjoying them.

3. Snow-white though her hair was, her face was plump, pink-complexioned and almost without a wrinkle. 4. Heavily bundled up though they were, they nevertheless moved in a relatively brisk pace, since there was an icy, cutting wind. 5. Popular and successful novelist though he had become over the years, he could no more abandon journalism than he could stop breathing.
6. Reluctant though she was to leave her mother, Mary now realized that this was exactly what she must do. 7. Calculating of brain though she was, Emily could be impulsive of heart.

630. **Use inversion in the subordinate clauses.**

1. Though she was tired, Emma unpacked her suitcase and put her clothes neatly away in the closet. 2. Though she was suspicious, cautious, and wary with everyone, she sometimes found herself admiring of Olivia, much against her will. 3. I was thinking of her, thinking that though she might be vain and foolish, she was not a bad person. 4. And at that moment something was settled between them, and they both understood this, though it was unspoken. 5. For a moment or two she racked her brain, but though she tried, she could not remember. 6. Amelia gets so tired at times. Though I have tried, I’ve not been able to find anyone to assist her. 7. Though she was good-looking, it was her winning natural charm that captivated most people. 8. Willy accelerated his speed to the maximum, though it was dangerous, and shot ahead to escape the scene of violent destruction. 9. The present narrative, though it is brief, is artfully constructed and gripping.

631. **Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the cases of inversion and emphasis.**

1. Well, I have to admit that we did get an interesting bit of news today! 2. So I had to stay and get Dougbie to help me move the bed. A lot of help he was. He has these skinny little arms and is about as strong as a pigeon. 3. Well, that does happen sometimes. And it does seem a little funny! 4. Carl Ray magically appeared at dinner time again. Just as we were putting the food on the table, in he comes and sits right down in my Dad’s “special” seat. 5. Dad had to call Carl a thousand times this morning to get him out of bed for his first day of work, but he finally did
get up. 6. But I did pretend to be interested. 7. Ale said he had to go or he would be late, so off he went. 8. In came a tall lady, with dark hair and eyes, and a large, pale forehead. 9. And do what I can, I cannot shake him out of the gloom into which he has fallen. 10. Hard as she tried, she still couldn’t understand the question. 11. Only after buying the cottage, did we discover that it was infested with mice. 12. Work I must, and for money. 13. That I couldn’t tell you.

632. Read the verse and learn it. Find cases of inversion in it.

THERE WAS AN OLD WOMAN
(English folk-song)

There was an old woman as I’ve heard tell
Who went to the market her eggs for to sell,
She went to market all on a market day
And she fell asleep on the King’s highway.

There came by a pedlar whose name is Stout.
He cut her petticoats all round about.
He cut her petticoats up to her knees
Which made the old woman shiver and freeze.

When this little woman first did awake,
She began to shiver and she began to shake.
She began to wonder and she began to cry
“Lauk a mercy on me, this is none of I!
But if it be as I do hope it be,
I’ve a little dog at home and he’ll know me.
If it be I, he’ll wag his little tail,
And if it be not I, he will loudly bark and wail.”
Home went the little woman in the dark.  
Up got the little dog and began to bark.  
He began to bark and she began to cry  
“Lauk a mercy on me, this be none of I!”

633. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the cases of inversion and emphasis in them.

1. Two sons had she sacrificed for the Fatherland. 2. A nice English boy she had wanted for her niece. One so high-born she had not quite bargained for. 3. Twenty-three she had been at the time, and so young in a variety of ways. 4. So Paris it is! 5. We lived in Farnley, a lovely old manor it was. 6. This she fully intended to do. 7. Maxim was intensely preoccupied with business and not in the mood to cope with Adriana tonight. But cope he must. 8. The prospects were bleak for Dustin, but love her he did. 9. “My brother isn’t going to spend the rest of his days in a wheelchair, Doctor! He is going to walk.” And walk he did. 10. “I think it is going to rain. I just felt a drop.” And Wilson was right. Rain it did. 11. My mother behaved as though my father was dead. But he was not. But exist for me he did, and very much so. 12. Later I was unable to explain how I came to fall. But fall I did. 13. She could hardly bear to hear those unspeakable things. But remember she did; she could not get them out of her mind. 14. A superstitious Celt that he was, Blackie shivered unexpectedly. 15. The girl had helped him so generously. Such kindness from a stranger he had never received. 16. A good-looking chap Miles was. 17. He had left silently, without so much as a good-bye. But good-bye it had been for him. 18. A kind of understanding had sprung up between them, brief as their acquaintance was. 19. Many a time did I watch him at work. 20. Much as I try to understand his behaviour, I can’t agree with it. 21. Right you are!
634. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the cases of inversion and emphasis.

I. 1. So intense was his voice that Emily was alarmed. 2. He opened his mouth to speak but no words came out, so undone was he. 3. She was mute, unable to say anything, so choked up was she. 4. And like Richard Burton before him, Derek was able to recite Shakespeare and other writers virtually on request, so well versed was he in their works. 5. So happy he felt, as though a large balloon was swelling inside him.

II. 1. God did give me an Easter miracle. 2. Now, that does surprise me! 3. David did indeed speak the truth. 4. And he does have pots and pots of money. 5. Just remember that I do have a very large private income from my trust. 6. Most women do cry at weddings.

635. Translate into English.

1. Настолько заманчивым было предложение, что они не устояли. 2. Пожалуйста, поверя же мне! 3. Да ты мне льстишь, дорогой! 4. Стив был так поглощен новостями по телевизору, что не заметил ее кратковременного отсутствия. 5. Как вы знаете, у нас действительно было несколько проблем на прошлой неделе. 6. Извините, но нам в самом деле нужно рано уехать. 7. Постарайтесь все-таки в будущем точно следовать нашим указаниям. 8. Столь красивы были волшебные звуки ее пения, что все были зачарованы. 9. Тебе ведь правда нравится мой новый друг, мама, не так ли? 10. Столь неожиданным был поворот событий, что все были растеряны.

636. Make cleft sentences with emphatic it. There can be more than one variant.

1. I bought this bag at Macy’s. 2. Columbus discovered America in 1492. 3. Sir Christopher Wren designed St. Paul’s Cathedral. 4. They met in Venice five years ago. 5. We stayed with the
Lovedays in the summer. 6. I lecture English, not French. 7. He left all his fortune to his cat, not to his relatives. 8. Alexander Fleming discovered Penicillin. 9. You are wrong, I ordered fish, not meat. 10. I graduated from University two years ago, not four years ago. 11. The telephone awoke me in early morning. 12. His remarks irritated the listeners.

637. Complete the following phrases.


638. Translate into English.

1. Тщетно агент пытался получить сведения. Они были сверхсекретными. 2. Столь высоки были ставки, что они не приняли участия в игре. 3. Как горько она сожалела о своей ошибке, но назад пути не было. 4. Не успел он нажать кнопку автоответчика, как услышал голос Бориса. 5. Случись, что ты увидишь Марину, попроси ее позвонить мне. 6. Знай я об этом тогда, моя жизнь могла бы сложиться иначе. 7. Ну и лентяй же ты! Никогда больше не доверяй тебе такого серьезного дела! 8. Далеко-далеко, в безбрежном океане, на маленьким острове жил Робинзон Крузо. 9. Едва он нажал кнопку телевизора, как услышал сенсационную новость. 10. Будь я на твоем месте сейчас, я бы была более осторожна. 11. Как сложна современная жизнь! 12. Как мало ему было дела (to care for) до наших проблем. 13. Велико же было их удивление, когда они увида-
ли в небе непонятный объект. 14. Хотя и была она неопытной, сердце подсказывало ей, что Александр — ее судьба. 15. Ни за что на свете мы не покинем вас. Будем вместе до конца.

639. Construct sentences out of the following words and phrases. Use the inverted word order.

1. the bell, comes, here 2. you, here, are, at last 3. bus, our, here, comes 4. in a dark wood, far away, a little hut, stood 5. a monument, high, the Moskva river, above the city, to Peter the Great, overlooking, stood 6. is, right, she 7. the memory, at the seaside, came, of that wonderful time, then 8. such a starry sky, had seen, I, never before 9. three cottages, in an open place, stood, amidst the big trees 10. came, the roar, from behind the hills, of the ocean 11. care, she, for his words, little, did 12. we, rarely, such a beautiful dawn, had seen

640.

A. Replace the nouns in bold type by the corresponding pronouns.

1. Here is the key. 2. Off went the girl, her nose in the air. 3. Out rushed the scared people. 4. In came the headmistress. 5. Down went the elevator. 6. Up went the rocket. 7. Down came a heavy snowball. 8. The teacher blew a whistle and off ran the children. 9. Off sped the boat toward land.

B. Replace the pronouns in bold type by the nouns in brackets.

1. The referee whistled, and in they ran. (the boxers) 2. There you go. (the buyers) 3. Up it flew. (the kite) 4. Down they came. (the prices) 5. Now it comes. (our turn) 6. Off she walked. (Miss Honey) 7. High up it rose. (the helicopter) 8. Off it flew through the open window. (the owl)

641. Read and translate the sentences. Pay attention to the word order in the responses.

1. The boss will be at the office tomorrow, and so will the secretary. 2. Bill isn’t married and neither is his elder brother.
3. — You look upset, Taras. — So I am. 4. I have never been to France. Neither has my husband. 5. Sue is wearing jeans today and so is Tracey. 6. — He seems to know everything. — So he does. 7. My parents were at home last night, and so was I. 8. Natasha went to a movie on Saturday, and so did Andrew. 9. I didn’t see that show, and neither did my friends. 10. Monica lives in an apartment. And so does Mel. 11. Our teacher can’t speak Japanese, and neither can we. 12. — I think he has to study hard. — So he does. 13. — They did not pass the interview. — Neither did Tatyana. 14. — It’s very hot in here. — So it is. 15. — You are a great cook! — So I am.

642.

A. Agree with the following negative statements.

1. I don’t want to make a fuss. 2. We didn’t want to offend him. 3. She couldn’t afford a new coat last year. 4. I won’t listen to such nonsense. 5. I can’t imagine it. 6. Tony doesn’t bite his nails. 7. I shouldn’t take sugar in my tea. 8. Stephen mustn’t eat so much. 9. I don’t feel the cold. 10. We haven’t gone out today. 11. I’m not really hungry. 12. I won’t ever be rich.

B. Agree with the following positive remarks.

1. I can whistle. 2. We must go now. 3. I’m feeling on top of the world. 4. I’d love a whisky. 5. I’ll be there on time. 6. I smoke too much. 7. I need a new suit. 8. Nina passed her driving test last month. 9. I wish the weather would improve. 10. He has a passion for Bach. 11. She’s a real opera fan. 12. I’m hoping for a raise.

643. Make the dialogues by agreeing or disagreeing with the speaker’s idea. Use so or neither.

1. I’m tired. 2. I didn’t enjoy the show last night. 3. We have never been to Japan. 4. I don’t feel like studying today. 5. I need
to go to the bank after lunch. 6. We studied hard last semester. 7. He should stay at home and help his wife. 8. I don’t have a computer. 9. I have to go to the chemist’s this afternoon. 10. I can’t speak Italian. 11. I can speak English. 12. I always have a cup of coffee in the morning. 13. I don’t like hot dogs. 14. Nick lost his passport. 15. Ben is intelligent.

644. Translate into English.


645. Translate into English.

1. Будь я знаменитым художником, я бы рисовал лишь то, что мне самому нравится. 2. Будь мы предусмотрены вовремя, катастрофы можно было бы избежать. 3. Никогда прежде нам не было так грустно, как при расставании. 4. Хотя и кратким был наш успех, но забыть его невозможно. 5. Занимательным и поучительным является его рассказ об условиях жизни в викторианской Англии. 6. Много раз (many a time) мы предупреждали ее об этом. 7. Как сильно они ни старались, они тем не менее не смогли догнать машину впереди них. 8. Они
CHAPTER 8


646. Make the following fables by Aesop more emphatic by using inversion where possible.

I. THE FOX AND THE GRAPES

One hot summer’s day a Fox was strolling through an orchard till he came to a bunch of grapes just ripening on a vine which had been trained over a lofty branch. “Just the thing to quench my thirst,” thought he. Drawing back a few paces, he took a run and a jump, and just missed the bunch. His disappointment was great, but turning round again with a One, Two, Three, he jumped up, but with no greater success. Again and again he tried after the tempting morsel, but all his efforts were in vain. At last he had to give up, and he walked away with his nose in the air, saying, “I’m sure they are so sour that I wouldn’t eat them.” And that is why even today, when people disparage something that is beyond their reach, we say that their attitude is one of “sour grapes”.

412
II. THE LION’S SHARE

The Lion went once hunting along with the Fox, the Jackal, and the Wolf. They hunted and they hunted till at last they surprised a Stag, and soon took his life. They had hardly done it when the question came how the spoil should be divided. “Quarter me this Stag,” roared the Lion; so the other animals skinned it and cut it in four parts. Then the Lion took his stand in front of the carcass and the other animals and pronounced judgment: “The first quarter is for me in my capacity as King of Beasts; the second is mine as arbiter; another share comes to me for my part in the chase; and as for the fourth quarter, well, as for that, not for the life of me I will let anyone lay a paw on it.”

Now you know the origin of the common expression “the lion’s share”, which has changed meaning since its first telling, “all of something”. Nowadays the phrase means a portion larger than anyone else’s.

A. Translate the following story into English.

Был вечер. Семья Браунов собиралась поужинать. Бабушка, отец, мать и их тринадцатилетняя дочь Линда сидели за столом. Они тщетно пытались позвать младшего брата Линды Тони к столу. Мальчик никак не хотел идти, он смотрел в соседней комнате фильм об ограблении банка. Едва все принялись за еду, как произошло нечто совершенно неожиданное. В дом ворвались трое вооруженных людей в масках. Угрожая оружием, они стали требовать деньги и ценности. Хотя взрослые и пытались убедить грабителей, что у них нет ничего ценного, те и слушать не хотели. Один из воров стал бросать все в мешок. Столь поглощены они были этим занятием, что не заметили, как Линда написала слово “Помогите!”
на листке бумаги и незаметно выбросила его в окно. Именно в этот момент его и заметил прохожий. Он вызвал полицию, которая несколько минут спустя сумела взять преступников с поличным.

Когда этих людей выводили, из соседней комнаты вышел Тони, который все это время смотрел фильм и понятия не имел о том, что происходило у них в доме. Он был на-столько ошарашен, что не смог вымолвить ни слова. Можете себе представить, как велико было его огорчение, что он пропустил такое волнующее приключение в собственном доме!

В. Make up a story of your own about some exciting experience in your life. Try to make it as dynamic and emphatic as common sense will allow you.

648. Translate into English.

ВЕЛИКИЙ ПИРАТ

Ральф Ровер был пиратом, который бороздил моря и грабил корабли. Однажды ранним утром он оказался у побережья Шотландии. Солнце вставало, багровое и зловещее. Прямо перед собой моряки увидели опасную скалу. Высоко в небе, на самой вершине скалы висел колокол, который был устано-новлен там много лет назад, чтобы предупреждать проходя-щие корабли об опасности. Мало, однако, Ровер беспокоился о других судах. Он подумал, что если он уберет колокол, то суда будут разбиваться о скалу и их груз достанется ему. Команда срезала колокол, и он погрузился глубоко в воду. Едва они сделали это, как, ни с того ни с сего, раздался ужасный раскат грома и земля содрогнулась под ними. Никогда прежде не видел Ровер ничего подобного, так же как и его люди. Они долго стояли, молчаливые и потрясенные. Хотя и были пи-
3. Agreement of the Predicate with the Subject

649. Read the sentences and comment on the agreement of the verb with the subject.

1. The dog barks. 2. The dogs bark. 3. A list of many things has been drawn up. 4. Agreement is one of those points in grammar that always confuse me. 5. Three months of my work were wasted. 6. The longest of modern epics is Joyce’s Ulysses. 7. Ulysses is one of the most interesting books that have ever been written. 8. The cause of the typhoon is known. 9. One of the cats has scratched the children. 10. Charles is one of those experienced accountants who never fail to spot an error. 11. Two ships of the Asiatic fleet are missing. 12. The theme of the novel is the experiences of a Hollywood writer.
650. Choose the right verb form.

1. Nora and I (am, are) great friends. 2. (Was, were) there three patients due today? 3. Laughing and giggling (irritate, irritates) John’s Granny. 4. Here, in the desk, of all the places, (was, were) the thermometer and the screwdriver. 5. Candlelight and wine (add, adds) a touch of romance to the party. 6. A black and white dog (is, are) guarding the house. 7. A black and a white dog (is, are) sitting on the porch. 8. The Dean and Lexicology lecturer (was, were) in the lecture theatre. 9. The director and the manager (has, have) signed the contract. 10. The cheese and the butter (is, are) in the shopping bag. 11. Whisky and soda (is, are) his favourite drink. 12. For supper there (was, were) fish and different vegetables to it. 13. There (was, were) cakes and tea for breakfast. 14. Cleopatra, as well as her entire retinue, (was, were) eager to meet Caesar. 15. Cleopatra and her entire retinue (was, were) eager to meet Caesar. 16. New York, together with all the other states, (vote, votes) for President. 17. Ellen, as well as her friends, (dislike, dislikes) classical music. 18. The soldiers, along with their commander, (enter, enters) the bivouac area. 19. The bacon and the eggs (is, are) in the fridge. 20. My cousin with his workmate (is, are) visiting us today. 21. David and his wife (has, have) just come. 22. All of the cake (was, were) eaten. 23. All the candidates (promises, promise) to do their best. 24. Every plant and animal (has, have) its own ecological niche.

651. Translate into English.

1. Женщина с ребенком на руках стояла у ворот. 2. Оба брата, так же как и их сестра, учатся водить машину. 3. У Ирины и Кати много общего. 4. На столе лежала раскрытая книга и несколько журналов. 5. Джин и тоник — его любимый напиток. 6. Первого сентября каждый студент получает сту-
652. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on the cases of agreement in them.

1. The committee have not agreed on many points. 2. The committee has been appointed for a second term. 3. After consulting, the jury reports its verdict. 4. The jury still disagree on many points. 5. The data is all in. (informal) 6. The data are all in. (formal) 7. The team need time to learn to cooperate with one another. 8. The team wearing black and red controls the ball. 9. The crew have divided the loot among themselves. 10. The crew is well-trained. 11. The director chose this cast because they had experience in the roles. 12. This cast consists of twenty actors. 13. The family of ducklings scatter when the cat approaches. 14. His family now is rather big. 15. All is clear. 16. Everybody was happy. 17. The staff of this bank is very competent. 18. Our staff are visiting theatres, restaurants, different presentations from time to time. 19. The public stop and stare. 20. The council have been promising to mend the fences, doors and windows for years. 21. A huge fire broke out near a farm. The country
fire department were called out. 22. The school were happily anticipating their Halloween feast. 23. The public have the right to know.

653. **Choose the right verb form. Mind the ambiguous cases.**

1. Visiting relatives (is, are) treacherous. 2. Flying planes (is, are) dangerous. 3. It (pains, pain) me to see so much misery in the world. 4. Walls of glass (characterizes, characterize) much modern architecture. 5. In many species, the male, as well as female, (cares, care) for the offspring. 6. A backpack, a canteen, and a rifle (was, were) issued to each recruit. 7. Drinking and driving (remains, remain) a major cause of highway fatalities. 8. Fried ham and grits (is, are) Diane’s idea of a great breakfast. 9. His closest friend and political ally (was, were) his brother. 10. Laws, rules, or convention (governs, govern) most of our everyday decisions. 11. The football team (was, were) beginning to quarrel with one another when the manager arrived. 12. There (is, are) a table, four chairs, and a sofa in the room. 13. The committee (has, have) arranged a new series of programmes. 14. The jury (has, have) been unable to decide upon a verdict. 15. He inspected each of the cars which (was, were) in the garage. 16. Fiona, along with her friends, (is, are) planning a party. 17. Each generation (has, have) its own slang. 18. That generation (has, have) sold their souls for money. 19. The crew (was, were) experienced pilots. 20. This bunch (was, were) whispering excitedly.

654. **Translate into English.**

1. Эта команда — призер чемпионата. 2. Команда мыла палубу. 3. Семья сидела за столом. 4. — А какая у него семья? — Они чудесные люди. 5. Была образована комиссия для раз-
655. Say which of the following words agree with *is* and which with *are*.

Clothes, money, customs, news, memoirs, pence, linen, leafage, glasses, advice, police, arms, information, scissors, weather, progress, knowledge, scales, jeans, furniture, work, equipment, pyjamas, poultry, measles, cattle, mumps, the French, the rich, the mysterious.

656. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

1. Measles still (strike) many Americans. 2. A pair of jeans (be) what I need to buy. 3. These trousers (be) very good. 4. (Be) your glasses expensive? 5. There (be) a lot of news in the e-mail. 6. The customs (be) at the end of the terminal. 7. Where your linen (come) from? 8. (Be) furniture sold here? 9. The cattle (be) in the fields now. 10. Diabetes (be) an illness caused by too much sugar in the blood. 11. His earnings (be) quite good. 12. What (be) the weather like in London now? 13. Dice (be) used in many games. 14. Your progress (make) everybody happy. 15. Work (be) the best cure of all the problems. 16. Her clothes (be) chic
and (cost) a fortune. 17. Martha’s poultry (be) the best in the village. 18. How (be) the wounded? 19. The goods (be) checked regularly. 20. The contents of the contract (change) yesterday. 21. Dice (tell) us interesting things. 22. All the floor sweepings and potato peelings (be) carried away into this particular chute. 23. Your hair (grow) fast?

657. Read the sentences and comment on agreement in them.

1. Neither my roommate nor my parents are going to vote. 2. Neither you nor Maria was among the invited. 3. Either you or I am wrong. 4. Either the defendant or the witnesses are lying. 5. Of the two jobs, neither holds much appeal. 6. Neither Boris nor his sisters plan to enter University. 7. Either my mother or I make breakfast each morning. 8. Either of these buses goes past my college. 9. None of the projects was useful to use. 10. None of these books is (are) worth reading. 11. None of the cake is left. 12. None of the applicants was (were) competent enough.

658. Translate into English.

1. И тот, и другой вариант возможен. 2. Ни тот, ни другой ответ не является верным. 3. Либо управляющий, либо его помощники ответственны за поставки. 4. Ни дети, ни их мама не занимаются спортом. 5. Никто из нас не знает, было ли изменено содержание программы. 6. — Либо ты, либо он виноват. — Никто не виноват, просто не повезло. 7. Она примерила несколько пар обуви, но ни одна не пришлась ей по вкусу. 8. Ни одно из заданий не было достаточно трудным. 9. Здесь не говорят ни по-русски, ни по-немецки. 10. Ни одна из двух альтернатив меня не устраивает. 11. Было поздно, но ни один из детей еще не спал. 12. Ни один из симптомов этой болезни пока не проявился.
659. **Read the sentences and comment on agreement in them.**

1. The number of Congress members is about 400. 2. An enormous number of photographs were taken. 3. The number of books in this library is great. 4. A number of new dictionaries are on sale now. 5. Mathematics is not always an exact science. 6. The mathematics (calculations) of the project are not quite exact. 7. Statistics is a course many students really dread. 8. The statistics of that study are highly questionable. 9. A great variety of whisky is produced in Scotland. 10. The variety of magazines on sale today is amazing. 11. A great variety of children’s toys are produced in the world. 12. He tells me that most of Majorca is mountains. 13. Most of us have strong views on life. 14. Most Arabic speakers understand English. 15. The amount of student grants at this University is considerable. 16. The percentage of young voters has risen. 17. A percentage of the work is finished. 18. A percentage of the reports are finished. 19. Sixty percent of the students are working. 20. Sixty percent of the work force is absent. 21. A (the) majority of teachers at our school are women.

660. **Read the text and retell it. Comment on the words in bold type.**

**THE LANGUAGE OF BUSINESS**

Here is a firm prediction for the years ahead. The impossible English language will be struggled with, cursed and brutalized by more students next year than ever before. It is the lingua franca of business to an extent not imaginable even a decade ago. Three-quarters of the world’s mail, telexes and cables are in English; English is the medium of 80% of all information stored in the world’s computers; 45% of scientific publications are in English. And each of these figures is growing. English is now the official language of a number of international companies. Unilever, Philips, Olivetti and France’s Total require
English of their middle and top level managers. IVECO, an Italian truck maker, and Cap Gemini Sogeti, one of Europe’s largest software producers, both use English as their house language. The EFTA organization has English as its official language despite the fact that none of its six member countries uses it as a native language. The EC, by contrast, so complicates its affairs by using all nine official languages that 60% of its administrative budget goes on translation and interpretation, despite the fact that most of its staff speak English or French. The teaching of English as a foreign language is a major (£1 billion) business in Britain; it is as large as that in continental Europe and twice as large in both America and Asia. It is growing by 10% a year. Over one billion people now speak English. The first foreign language the Japanese learn is English. Every Japanese child who finishes secondary school will have had an average of eight years of English language instruction for a total of over 1,000 hours. There are over 700 English language training schools in Tokyo alone; as many as there are in all of England. A further 13,000 Japanese students undertake courses, many of which emphasize language as well as technical skills, in America. Managers in Japanese firms are sometimes promoted for their English rather than for their business skills. The storage of Japanese managers able to speak other European languages is far greater; this is a major factor in luring Japanese firms to Britain rather than anywhere else in the EC.

(from “The Economist“)

661. Translate into English.

1. Большинство студентов нашего университета — москвичи.
2. Большое число ветеранов было приглашено на традиционную встречу. 3. Число членов этого общества постоянно увеличивается. 4. Две трети золотого запаса страны израсходовано.

662. Read and translate the sentences. Comment on agreement in them.

1. That is what interests me. 2. It is the children we live for. 3. It was they who organized all this. 4. The ten minutes is up. 5. Two plus two is four. 6. Two metres is not enough for such a dress. 7. Twenty years is nothing in comparison with eternity. 8. It’s they, not you, who are at fault. 9. Twenty five dollars is the price of the return ticket. 10. “Seven Days” is a very popular magazine. 11. Just look! This lazybones is sleeping again! 12. “Gulliver’s Travels” was my favourite book when I was a kid. 13. What a butter-fingers Tom is! 14. The Netherlands is a beautiful country. 15. It was a summons from the local police station. 16. Broadcasting House is the headquarters of the BBC.

663. Translate into English.

1. Это мы должны все организовать, но не они. 2. «Тысяча и одна ночь» — замечательная книга. 3. Прошло двадцать
пять лет с тех пор, как они поженились. 4. Двадцать пять лет брака — это больше, чем любовь. 5. Три мушкетера были неразлучны. 6. «Три мушкетера» — один самых известных романов А. Дюма. 7. Сорок километров — расстояние от Москвы до моей дачи. 8. Это сказка о трех толстяках. 9. «Три товарища» Э.М. Ремарка были поставлены в «Современнике». 10. На столе лежали две повестки. 11. Остатки ее второго завтрака все еще были на кухонном столе. 12. Развалины Греции полны древней истории.

664. Give the right form of the verbs in brackets.

1. Ten kilograms (be) a lot to lose in one month. 2. Five minutes (be) given to each speaker. 3. Half of her fortune (be) in jewels. 4. Half of her jewels (be) stolen. 5. Half of the cake (be eaten). 6. Half of the pies (be) eaten. 7. Statistics (be) a very important science in the life of any society. 8. Recent statistics on birthrate in this country (be) not very encouraging. 9. All of the money (be) gone. 10. All of the books (be) lost. 11. The number of homeless people (be) great. 12. A number of women now (be) against the new trends in fashion. 13. The cargo on the ship (be) oranges. 14. Many a prisoner (have) tried to escape. 15. It (be) they who raised the question. 16. It (be) millions of miles to the moon. 17. Seventy-nine years (be) a long time to love and to hate. 18. The contents of the glass (be) not hard to guess. Poison it was.

665. Translate into English.

1. Число учебных заведений в столице растет из года в год. 2. Роман «Большие надежды» написан Ч. Диккенсом. 3. На симпозиуме присутствовал ряд известных ученых. 4. «Кентерберийские рассказы» Чосера повествуют о различных социальных группах людей. 5. Число детей, рождающихся

3. The Secondary Members of the Sentence

The Object

666. Point out the objects and say what kind they are.

1. Tatyana gives music lessons to small children. 2. I bought a painting for my living-room. 3. Put the child to bed. Tell him
a story, sing him a song. 4. They gave their kids nice presents on Christmas. 5. The boy showed us his collection of stones. 6. They gave each student a copy of the text. 7. The secretary left a message for the manager. 8. Can you show me the new files? 9. The office got a new computer and a printer. 10. When you come to visit us, we’ll show you all the sights of Moscow. 11. Thank you, you’ve asked me a good question. 12. Don’t give the kids any more sweets. 13. I’d like to have a word with you. 14. The poet recited his new poems to the public. 15. The director promised me a promotion.

667.

A. Choose the preposition from the central column which fits the rest of the sentence.

Give your share to Robert.
Buy a drink to the rest of the group.
Do a favour to a friend.
Reserve a table to me.
Give all your money to your grandchildren.
Save a place for Ted.
Offer a job for the best applicant.
Pass the file to all of us.

B. Replace the noun-phrase after the preposition with a pronoun. Paraphrase the sentences according to the model.

Model: Give your share to Robert.
Give him your share.
668. **Put the words in the correct order. If necessary, add preposition to.**

1. The inspector refused to say / anybody / anything.
2. Would you like to read / the children / a bedtime story?
3. I have promised / a party / the children.
4. Don’t tell / anything / the others.
5. Edward teaches / chemistry / students.
6. I shall have to report / this / the authorities.
7. The manager forgot to mention / his boss / the matter.
8. The Dean explained / the colleagues / the situation.
9. The President announced / his resignation / the press.

669. **Choose the correct alternative from the central column.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(that) he/she was not (would not be) responsible for that.

670. **Comment on the objects in the following sentences.**

1. My children have their teeth checked every six months.
2. We must have this place tidied up before mother and
father come home. 3. How on earth did you manage to have your house redecorated so quickly and so well? 4. Get your hair cut — it’s a disgrace! 5. I had my wallet stolen when I was in Naples. 6. We’re trying to get the central heating repaired before the bad weather comes. 7. You really ought to have that cut examined: it looks infected to me. 8. She let us have our way. 9. He made us go out. 10. I heard her sing the latest hit. 11. We heard the children quarrelling over the new toy. 12. She expects the guests to arrive soon. 13. Harold promised to be in time for the presentation. 14. Most women enjoy shopping. 15. My guitar needs tuning. 16. Police officers are not used to being contradicted. 17. We waited for the weather to clear. 18. Never write down what you don’t want to be published.

671. Translate into English.

1. Может ли кто-нибудь объяснить мне, в чем дело? 2. Не думаю, что кто-нибудь может диктовать нам, что делать. 3. В своем романе писатель часто ссылается на политические события. 4. Это информация, на которую можно ссылаться в будущем. 5. В своих мемуарах актриса часто ссылается на многих известных людей. 6. Егор попросил меня представить его Насте. 7. Мы встречаемся целый год, а ты еще не представила меня своим родителям. 8. Позвольте представить вам нашего нового управляющего — Сергея Круглова. 9. Моя няня бывало читала мне сказки перед сном. 10. Очень сомневаюсь, что ты сумеешь объяснить своим друзьям этот поступок. 11. Пожалуйста, никогда больше не ссылайся на меня в подобных ситуациях. 12. Если вы мне напишете, то я буду счастлив. 13. Они написали нам из Гааги. 14. Манекенщицы продемонстрировали публике последние модели. 15. Адвокат предупредил своего клиента об опасности.
The Simple Sentence

The Attribute

672. Say what the attributes are expressed by in the following sentences.

1. It was a gorgeous morning, much too gorgeous to waste.
2. After lunch at the zoo cafe, the children went to the reptile house.
3. The zoo director himself made a cup of strong sweet tea for Aunt Petunia.
4. He was the first to make a first step.
5. This old woman has the power to see the past and the future.
6. Old people have a habit of forgetting things.
7. The police warned the tourists that there were pickpockets operating in the area.
8. There were no rooms to be had anywhere.
9. Harry had never in all his life had such a Christmas dinner.
10. The room looked like an unused classroom.
11. Some herbs have astonishing powers.
12. The idea of visiting Scotland was wonderful.
13. This is my file, your files are on the upper shelf.
14. The professor looked at them very seriously over the top of his half-moon glasses.
15. Merry Christmas! What a glorious season!

673. Read the following sentences and translate them into Russian. Pay special attention to the attributes in bold type.

1. Before Christmas a lot of people go shopping for last-minute gifts.
2. Whenever I feel depressed, I take an “away-from-it-all” holiday and head for my century-old house.
3. This play has become a “once-a-year” treat.
4. You always were a regular-old-mother hen, even when you were little.
5. Santa Barbara is a must-see city on California’s Riviera.
6. This is an easy-to-make soup for a hot day.
7. She made an excuse-me face.
8. Maxim was not a nine-to-five man.
9. He behaved in an I-don’t-care attitude.
10. Sue Townsend’s marvellous novels are not-to-be-missed books which have become English classic
literature. 11. A pay-as-you-go system is practised here. 12. You are my true-blue friend. 13. It was a life-changing event. 14. Most drugs have a five-year shelf life. 15. She gave me a bored, nothing-to-do-with-me shrug. 16. Theirs was a cat-and-dog life.

The Adverbial Modifier

674. Put the frequency adverbs in their right places in the following statements.

1. You can get your car serviced here. (always) 2. He would have been able to do it. (never) 3. I have been told what to do. (rarely) 4. The old woman goes out on her own. (hardly ever) 5. You will not see men queuing up. (often) 6. I do not give interviews to the press. (normally) 7. People have wondered what he does. (often) 8. We liked to meet for a chat. (sometimes) 9. They have done ice-skating before. (never). 10. I am too busy to go out in the evenings. (usually) 11. Denny would lend money to strangers. (often) 12. You must answer me back. (never).

675.

A. Add still or yet to the sentences, making the necessary changes.

1. Do you work at Olivetti? 2. Have you finished your exams? 3. They will be here when you get back. 4. He hasn’t come back. (He’ll be here soon.) 5. He hasn’t come back! (I wonder what has happened to him.) 6. He won’t be back for some time. 7. Are you here? I thought you were leaving. 8. Hasn’t the mail arrived? 9. It isn’t raining, is it?
B. Respond to the following using the words provided and adding still, yet or (not) any more / any longer.

1. — I see you have got rid of your car. — Yes, I decided I couldn’t afford it .......... . 2. — Have you ordered my new cooker? — But you .......... haven’t told me which one you want. 3. — Why do you continue to wear those awful shoes? — Because I .......... find them very comfortable. 4. — Is Mr. Jones .......... your accountant? — No, we .......... employ him. 5. — Why has she left him? — Because she doesn’t love him .......... . 6. — I’m surprised you haven’t had your hair done. — I just haven’t got around to it .......... . 7. .......... We haven’t seen you at college lately. — I rarely go there .......... . 8. — What are you going to study at University? — I .......... haven’t decided. 9. — When will your next book come out? — I haven’t even finished writing it .......... !

676. Put the following words and phrases into non-emphatic sentences. In some cases more than one order is possible.

1. they, had been, patiently, waiting, for several hours, outside the cinema. 2. I, like to get, by five, generally, home. 3. she, sleep, always, badly, in a strange bed. 4. he, spends, a long time, at his desk, in the evening, usually. 5. she, dozed, in her armchair, peacefully, until teatime. 6. I, never, would, go, by car, to work. 7. she, with a sharp knife, cut the bread, carefully, into thin slices. 8. he has, in history, done, well, really, this term. 9. we, go, at night, in London, seldom, out. 10. I, used to work, always, before lunch, much better. 11. people, go, abroad, for their holidays, frequently, in summer. 12. we, continued, for hours, to climb, steadily, towards the summit. 13. I don’t care, frankly, in the least, really. 14. we, had to stand, absolutely still, at our posts, for the moment, simply. 15. I, get a chance, to sit and read, quietly, rarely, unfortunately. 16. you can, blame her for reacting, actually, hardly, violently. 17. he has been, abroad,
apparently, just, on business. 18. my friend, tells me, what happens at board meetings, as a matter of fact, confidentially, quite often.

677. Choose the right word.

1. Tom shuffled .......... off into the kitchen. I feel .......... in such circumstances. (miserable, miserably) 2. Who on earth wants to talk to you this ..........? What a .......... habit it is! (bad, badly) 3. They kept looking at each other .......... It gets .......... early in winter. (dark, darkly) 4. We paid .......... for that error. My native town is very .......... to me. (dear, dearly) 5. He eyed them .......... as he passed. She looks .......... today. What’s the reason? (angry, angrily) 6. Ben tried to act .......... They are perfectly .......... people. (normal, normally) 7. The man cleared his throat .......... What a .......... woman she is! (nervous, nervously) 8. “I’ve got the key,” said Linda .......... Today we are meeting very .......... people. (important, importantly) 9. He trains .......... to become a bodyguard. Before moving to Paris, Monica went on an .......... course to improve her French. (intensive, intensively) 10. She could hear .......... footsteps approaching. Tim’s heart was beating .......... as he stood up to make his first public speech. (heavy, heavily) 11. Our life changes .........., like night and day. We are .......... viewers of this programme. (regular, regularly) 12. English spelling is .......... difficult. The area was .......... for murders. (notorious, notoriously) 13. We can do nothing at the .......... time. We shall do something .......... (present, presently) 14. People must fill their time .......... and .......... He has lived a .......... and .......... life. (healthy, meaningful; healthily, meaningfully)

678. Correct the sentences with misplaced (dangling) modifiers.

1. The restaurant serves brunch on Sunday only. 2. She puts ketchup even on her ice cream. 3. Speaking before a crowd of
people for the first time, my knees shook. 4. While waiting for a bus, a passing car splashed mud all over my skirt. 5. While walking to my chemistry class, a dog nipped my leg. 6. After considering the offer carefully, it was refused. 7. The canoe tipped over while stepping into it. 8. Dancing to an old Beatles record, the thought of John Lennon’s tragic end suddenly ran through my mind. 9. Having at last reached home, the door closed behind him. 10. Dancing and drinking every night, her reputation in the community suffered. 11. Our vacation passed happily, we were swimming and playing tennis. 12. Having entered his car, the windows were immediately rolled down. 13. Entering the drug store, his cigarette hung limply between his lips. 14. Hanging round her neck, he saw her diamond necklace. 15. Harold kept the child who had misbehaved in the corner.
Chapter 9

COMPOUND AND COMPLEX SENTENCES

679. Analyze the following sentences.

1. He came, he saw, he won. 2. Man has his will, but woman has her way. 3. Mr. Dursley hummed as he picked out his most boring tie for work, and Mrs. Dursley gossiped away happily. 4. He couldn’t bear people who dressed in funny clothes — the getups you saw on young people! 5. Paul was in a very good mood until lunchtime, when he thought he’d stretch his legs and walk across the road to buy himself a bun from the bakery. 6. He laid the baby gently on the doorstep, took a letter out of his cloak, tucked it inside the blankets, and then walked away. 7. Mrs. Figg gave him a bit of chocolate cake that tasted as though she’d had it for several years. 8. Questions exploded inside Nikita’s head like fireworks and he couldn’t decide which to ask first. 9. We are pleased to inform you that you have been accepted to our school. 10. He realized his mouth was open and he closed it quickly.

680. State the type of the subordinate clause.

1. I realized that they had fallen in love. 2. If you are successful, people will forgive you practically everything. 3. Will you be still using the computer when I come back to the office after lunch?
4. If you’ve got the means of getting something done, use it.
5. This afternoon Martha was late for the lecture because she had
had a sleepless night. 6. It was an absolutely freezing day when
we arrived in Moscow. 7. Although she was extremely surprised
she didn’t show any sign of it. 8. Since he had lost the keys, he
had to break down the door. 9. As he had no alarm clock, he
overslept. 10. Once they had found somewhere to park, they were
able to have dinner. 11. The waiter served the food, which had
been cooked by the best chef in Paris. 12. The police are looking
for the woman, who had kidnapped the child. 13. They ran to the
spot where they had hidden the money. 14. Watch your every
step lest you should get into trouble. 15. They were so poor that
they couldn’t make both ends meet. 16. Sophia behaves as if the
world were at her feet. 17. Should you change your mind, let
us know. 18. I woke to find rain streaming down the windows.
19. He had come so close that he and Frank were almost nose to
nose. 20. It seemed as if he had been wanting to say all this for
years.

681. Insert what, that or which.

1. I tried to decide .......... I wanted most: the meal or sleep. 2. Don’t
worry! I’ll do .......... I can. 3. Nobody will believe .......... it’s true.
4. Where are the coins .......... were in the box? 5. We haven’t got
the clue .......... you are talking about. 6. Why do you blame me for
the things .......... go wrong? 7. — Did you hear .......... I said? — No,
 .......... was it? 8. Nobody knows .......... he is like. 9. Relax, .......... is no
problem. 10. Why can’t you tell me .......... the problem is? 11. We
fully believe .......... she speaks the truth. 12. That is .......... counts in
the long run. 13. The book says one thing and you say another:
I don’t know .......... to believe. 14. People are .......... they think they
are. 15. You can find .......... you want to find in any situation.
16. One of the laws of life states .......... by expressing love, you
attract love. 17. Just imagine, how much there is .......... we don’t
know, .......... remains hidden from us.
682. **Translate into English.**

1. Есть еще один последний вопрос, который я хотела бы задать вам. 2. Мы очень сомневаемся, что то, что она говорит, верно. 3. Это именно то, что я давно твержу тебе! 4. Ты не понимаешь, что ты делаешь, что очень печально. 5. Трудоголик! Вот кто ты! 6. Моя сестра работает в торговом центре, который как раз за углом. 7. — Разве ты не знаешь, что он всегда делает то, что хочет? — Это не так, он бывает очень гибок. 8. Мне требуется час от двери до двери, что не так уж и плохо в большом городе. 9. Ты прочитал мою мысль. Это было то, что я собирался сказать. 10. Родители Вадима совершенно уверены, что то, что он выбрал себе в качестве будущей карьеры, не то, что ему действительно стоит делать. 11. И затем я произнес первые слова, которые пришли мне на ум. 12. — Это именно то, что произошло. — Какая досада! 13. Что нас поразило, так это то, что он совсем не чувствовал себя виноватым. 14. — Дела вскоре пойдут лучше. Именно для этого и существует завтра. — Да, утро вечера мудрее. 15. Комитет обсуждает сегодня условия, которые существуют в английских школах. 16. Быть или не быть? — Вот в чем вопрос.

683. **Use whatever, whoever, wherever, whenever, whichever, however.**

1. Use .......... of the three alternatives is appropriate. 2. We’d drive .......... I wanted to go. 3. .......... you do, don’t take a trip to the Arctic. 4. Come to see me .......... you feel you have to talk. 5. .......... , it was not to be. 6. You can do it .......... you want. 7. He came into our lives, or we came into his, .......... way you care to look at it. 8. — Let’s go away. — .......... to? 9. I have to bring my family back .......... happens. 10. .......... you are, my heart will go on beating for you. 11. .......... strong the temptation, don’t stay at any job too long. 12. Then they have their lunch, have a chat, have a sleep, .......... they like, up in the lounge. 13. .......... have you been? 14. .......... the reason, we were glad she had come back. 15. I avoided physical conflict .......... I could. 16. .......... you think about it, keep it to yourself. 17. .......... I remember her face, it is smiling or
laughing. 18. .......... hard she tried, she couldn’t remember the first time they had met. 19. .......... I go on holiday, I always seem to be unlucky with the weather. 20. .......... you are, you are not to order people about. 21. Come out, .......... you are!

684. Make up complex sentences by combining the two parts with the help of because or even though. Make any necessary changes to the second part.

1. The streets are wet
2. We got wet through
3. He failed his driving test
4. She is fit and healthy
5. I’m hungry
6. Our team seldom wins
7. I run an expensive car
8. They often go to discos
9. He speaks Chinese fluently

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The streets are wet</th>
<th>it has been raining.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We got wet through</td>
<td>it hasn’t been raining.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He failed his driving test</td>
<td>we didn’t take an umbrella.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She is fit and healthy</td>
<td>he didn’t practise enough.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I’m hungry</td>
<td>he practised a lot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our team seldom wins</td>
<td>not much exercise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I run an expensive car</td>
<td>a lot of exercise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They often go to discos</td>
<td>not much for breakfast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He speaks Chinese fluently</td>
<td>a lot for breakfast.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

685. Combine the two sentences into one sentence using so, so that, because (of), as, since.

1. The traffic was very heavy. I was an hour late. 2. The plants died. It was very dry. 3. The light was very bad. The referee
had to stop the game. 4. The weather was terrible. We couldn’t eat outside. 5. She got the job. Her qualifications are excellent. 6. I didn’t phone you. Your number was engaged. 7. It’s a very large city. You have to use public transport a lot. 8. The restaurant was full. We went to the bar next door. 9. Nelly stayed at home. She expected a phone call. 10. I learned to drive. My mother doesn’t have to give me a lift to the office. 11. Michael went home early. He was feeling tired. 12. The power was cut last night. I missed the late film on TV.

686.

A. Use one of the two conjunctions to complete the sentences according to the meaning of the second part.

1. Take an umbrella
2. Pack an overnight bag
3. Have something to eat
4. Let’s have an early night
5. Take the files with you
6. We must fill up with petrol
7. Wear your warm coats
8. Write everything down
9. Book well in advance
10. You won’t get wet. It’s raining.
11. You have to stay the night.
12. You can stay the night.

in case so that

you won’t feel hungry later.
you can’t get anything to eat later.
you’ll be fresh in the morning.
you have to get up early tomorrow.
you need to refer to them.
you can refer to them.
you’ll have enough for the journey.
you won’t feel the cold.
you forget it.
you have a record of what is said.
you are sure of getting a seat.
you sell out.
B. Use the sentences which you have made up in past time contexts.

e.g. I took an umbrella in case it was raining (so that I wouldn’t get wet).

687. Insert prepositions of time.

1. I will stay here .......... she phones. 2. They will be in the office .......... four o’clock. 3. Dad will be home .......... lunchtime. 4. Mr. Bush has worked in this office .......... six months. 5. We’ve been here .......... May. 6. David worked in the Middle East .......... the war. 7. The lecturer spoke .......... two hours non-stop. 8. I’m going back to my college .......... ten days’ time. 9. We arranged our next meeting .......... April. 10. Tanya has known her hairdresser .......... ages. 11. We can’t leave .......... the others get back. 12. My cousin has been in the army .......... he was eighteen. 13. Tony was at University .......... five years. 14. It was hot .......... August. 15. The Ivanovs haven’t been to their country cottage .......... a fortnight. 16. You can’t get a driving licence .......... you pass the test. 17. Let us know .......... you get the e-mail. 18. .......... you make up your mind, there will be no going back.

688. Choose the conjunction which fits the meaning of the sentence. In some cases more than one will fit.

1. (As, As though, As soon as) it is getting late, I suggest we break off now. 2. Nobody is to leave (until, unless, since) I say so. 3. He arrived (just as, as long as, as far as) I was leaving. 4. She cried out (although, as though, as if) she had been stung by a wasp. 5. Call in and say hello (whenever, however, wherever) you are in town. 6. (Since, Seeing that, In case) nobody else seems to want these sandwiches, I’ll eat them. 7. (As soon as, Since, Now that) you leave school, you’ll
be able to get a good job. 8. (As far as, So that, Once) I can see, he has no intention of paying the bill. 9. Stay in your flat (as far as, until, since) somebody sends for you. 10. (Once, Whenever, After) you have driven a Porsche, you will never want to drive any other car. 11. You will never make friends (if, when, unless) you go out and meet people. 12. We’ll invite Chris and Mary, (considering, supposing, assuming) that they are interested. 13. (As, When, If) you think it is necessary, send him some more money. 14. Please don’t talk (while, whenever, now that) the concert has begun. 15. I do not trust him (as though, even though, although) I do business with him. 16. What were you doing (while, as, after) I was travelling around Europe? 17. What will you do (after, once, now that) the course is nearly over?

689. Make one sentence out of the two with a subordinate attributive clause.

Model: The air surrounds us. It consists of various elements. —
      The air which/that surrounds us consists of various elements.
      The assistant was very helpful. He served me. —
      The assistant who/that served me was very helpful.

1. The plate was very old. The servant broke it. 2. The climate is warm. It prevails in Italy. 3. The water was very cold. I bathed in it yesterday. 4. Show me the book. You have read it. 5. The ship was very small. Columbus crossed the Atlantic in it. 6. The palace is very beautiful. The Queen lives in it. 7. I had some money on me. I gave it to a beggar. 8. The picture was very fine. The artist took a long time to paint it. 9. The sun is far away. Our light comes from it. 10. The bridge is very high. I passed over it yesterday. 11. The plane was British. It was hijacked. 12. The company collapsed. It was involved in the scandal. 13. The
cathedral was rebuilt. It was bombed during the war. 14. The tooth will have to be extracted. It’s hurting you. 15. The rocket is going to the moon. It was launched yesterday. 16. The girl turned me down. I asked her to marry me. 17. The composer was blind. He wrote this music. 18. The man was a crook. He sold me the car. 19. The man was an old friend. He bumped into me. 20. The woman is going to appear in court as a witness. She saw the accident.

690. Link the sentences with relative clauses omitting who or which where possible.

1. I know the company. Jack works for it. 2. I met a woman. She lives next door to Tina. 3. We are going to see the new James Bond film. Everybody is talking about it. 4. Susan reads a lot of books. They tell you how to be a success in business. 5. Look! There’s the new teacher. I told you about her. 6. I’m wearing the leather jacket. My mother gave it to me on my birthday. 7. Did you meet the writer? He won the Booker Prize last year. 8. Have you been to this boutique? It has very trendy clothes. 9. I took my son to my parents’ house. He was one year old. 10. She wanted to see her friends. They were on an expedition in the North. 11. I have to study mathematics. I do not enjoy it. 12. Can that be Mr. Bridgeman? We used to work with him. 13. This is the Director. He founded the company. 14. They went to see the flat. They lived in it when they were students. 15. The man is the manager. You spoke to him. 16. The woman is married. He’s fallen in love with her. 17. The girl is one of his students. He’s going out with her. 18. The course was a waste of time. I went on it.
691. Make up complex sentences out of the two parts. Put in who only when it is necessary.

1. We need someone
2. I’m looking for a man
3. They are a pop-group
4. Have you seen the girl
5. She is the last person
6. I am talking to those of you
7. What about the ones
8. Did you like the girl
9. These are the sort of people
10. He is the kind of man
11. Do you know anyone
12. He is the only one

who knows about statistics. I can do business with. you do not hear very often. usually sits here? you would trust! have actually had such experience. cannot fight for themselves? I was with last night? the company should employ. really knows what is going on. can play chess as well as he can? the man will listen to.

692.

A. Complete the sentences by using attributive clauses according to the model.

Model: I like to visit places which I’ve never visited.

1. I like to visit places where .......... .
2. I like to eat food that .......... .
3. I like to stay in hotels whose prices .......... .
4. I like to travel with people who .......... .
5. I like to meet people with whom .......... .
6. I don’t like tourists whose behaviour .......... .
7. I detest questions that .......... .
B. Ask a classmate the following questions and discuss the answers according to the model.

**Model:** What kind of person makes a good friend? — A person who is honest and loyal makes a good friend.

1. What kind of person is impolite?
2. What kind of person bores and annoys you?
3. What kind of person makes a good teacher?
4. What kind of person makes a good language learner?
5. What kind of person succeeds in business?
6. What kind of person succeeds as a politician? An artist? A doctor?
7. What kind of person would you like to marry?
8. What kind of country would you like to travel to?
9. What kind of town or city would you like to live in?
10. What kind of school would you like to send your child to?
11. What kind of car would you like to own?
12. What kind of clothes do you like to wear?

693. Translate into English.

1. По вечерам мы обсуждаем события, которые произошли с нами за день. 2. Никто не знает людей, которые приезжали сюда вчера. 3. Брак, который не основан на взаимопонимании, длится недолго. 4. В Старой Руссе мы посетили дом, в котором жил Ф. Достоевский. 5. Родители, чьи дети только что закончили школу, были счастливы. 6. Самое лучшее, что ты можешь сделать, — это хорошо выспаться. 7. Я получил удовольствие от книги, которая учит нас воспринимать мир философски. 8. Мальчик, который сбежал из дома неделю назад, вчера благополучно вернулся домой. 9. Вот дом, в котором я родился. 10. Мой брат, которому всего лишь восемнадцать лет, собирается жениться. 11. Есть очень много обычаев и традиций, которые восходят к древним временам. 12. В
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694.

A. Answer the questions according to the model.

Model: What do we call a person who/that plays in the streets for money? — A person who/that plays in the streets for money is called a busker.

What do we call a person who/that...

1. makes operations?
2. repairs cars?
3. teaches grammar?
4. performs magic?
5. never eats meat?
6. eats only fruit?
7. can’t get off drugs?
8. never drinks alcohol?
9. studies the planets and stars?
10. wears ordinary clothes and investigates crimes?

B. Describe the following things according to the model.

Model: a television — A television is a box which/that shows moving pictures.

1. a radio 2. a camera 3. a Xerox 4. a thermometer 5. a computer 6. an umbrella 7. a printer 8. a disco 9. a calendar 10. a cruise 11. the Internet 12. a microwave
**695. Complete the following phrases. Use the necessary pronoun and consult the dictionary.**

1. A swot (a nerd) is someone .......... 
2. A sorcerer is someone .......... 
3. A busker is a person .......... 
4. A last-minute decision is a decision .......... 
5. A wizard is a man .......... 
6. A witch is a woman .......... 
7. A kilt is a short tartan skirt .......... 
8. A commuter is a person .......... 
9. Down-and-outs are people .......... 
10. A cast off is something .......... 
11. A genius is a person .......... 
12. A true find is something .......... 
13. Optimists are people .......... 
14. A must is something .......... 
15. A pessimist is a person .......... 
16. A good buy is something .......... 
17. A chocaholic is someone .......... 
18. Success is something .......... 
19. A zenophobe is someone .......... 
20. Information is something .......... 
21. A DJ is someone .......... 
22. The Internet is something .......... 

**696. Translate into English.**

1. Он наконец понял, что назад пути не было. 2. Терпеть не могу, когда ты сплетничаешь о соседях. 3. Нам всегда очень нравится, когда наши друзья навещают нас. 4. Я считаю это справедливым, что премию получишь именно ты. 5. Многие англичане считают пустой тратой денег выбрасывать еду. 6. Пока Светлана работает, ее свекровь присматривает за
детьми. 7. Ничего не предпринимайте, пока не примиете окончательного решения. 8. Мы любим тебя, потому что ты это ты. 9. Не успел биолог подойти к клетке, как заметил, что белые мыши вели себя слишком активно. 10. Едва он взглянул на рукопись, как понял, что это уникальная находка. 11. Хотя ты и подводил меня много раз, я все еще верю в тебя. 12. Если будешь в Нью-Йорке в мае, позвони мне. 13. Едва Гарри взглянул на пустую тарелку, как понял, насколько он был голоден. 14. Прежде чем Рита вымолвила слово, старушка исчезла. 15. Думай, что говоришь, чтобы опять не свалять дурака. 16. Я нахожу, что гораздо легче путешествовать, если знаешь языки.

697. Translate into English.

ГЕНИЙ АНИМАЦИИ

В начале своей карьеры Уолт Дисней, человек, придумавший Микки Мауса, был почти неизвестен. Сейчас последнее издание книги «Кто есть кто» называет его в числе самых известных людей в мире. Живя в Канзасе, Уолт мечтал стать художником. Однако редакторы многих газет и журналов говорили юноше, что у него нет и крупицы таланта, и что его рисунки никуда не годятся. Столь жалким было его существование, что порой ему нечего было есть. В качестве студии он использовал гараж своего отца. И именно это помещение дало ему идею, которая сама по себе стоила миллионы долларов. Произошло это следующим образом. Из маленькой норки в самом дальнем углу деревянного гаража появилась мышка. Не обращая внимания на человека, она принималась бегать и играть. Дисней принёс ей хлебных крошек, и с течением времени мышка так подружилась с человеком, что стала выбираться на вершину его мольбера.
Позже Дисней отправился в Голливуд, где занялся подготовкой серии мульттипликационных фильмов. Тщетны, однако, были все его попытки добиться успеха. Он вновь оказался без денег и без работы. Однажды, сидя в маленькой комнате, он размышлял о своем будущем фильме. И именно в этот момент в его мозгу шевельнулось воспоминание о мышке, которая имела обыкновение забираться на его мольберт в канзасском гараже. Столь живым было его воспоминание, что он тут же стал набрасывать контуры своего друга. Так и родился Мики Маус. Та самая мышка, которой давно нет в живых, стала «прадедушкой» героев многих и многих известных во всем мире фильмов. Однажды Уолт предложил своим сотрудникам экранизировать детскую сказку о трех пороссях и о сером волке, которую в детстве не раз рассказывала ему мать. Никто не предполагал, что фильм будет иметь такой сенсационный успех. Люди распевали от океана до океана мелодию песни «Нам не страшен серый волк!».
Уолт Дисней считал, что успех приходит лишь тогда, когда человек влюблен в свою работу. Ему никогда не импонировала мысль о том, чтобы делать деньги ради денег. Источником истинного вдохновения в его жизни всегда служила работа.

**Test Your Knowledge**

698. Answer the questions.

1. The government can decide. Is “can” singular or plural?
2. Bananas are black. The bananas are black. Are these sentences acceptable?
3. John met Alice and she shot him. Then Alice met Mary and she shot her. Who survived?
4. And how is our knee today, Mrs. Brown? Whose knee?
5. God save the Queen. Is this an order?
6. What on earth are you doing? What are you doing on earth? Any difference?
7. Father, we want you to marry us. Explain the context.
8. Fried, the meat would have been delicious. Was it fried? Was it delicious?
9. The Boston public have made known their decision. The Boston public has made known its decision. Which is the more pluralistic society?
10. Why do teachers use rhetorical questions? Is it because they know all the answers? What do you think?

699. Correct the mistakes in the following sentences.

1. The news are much better today. 2. What a beautiful weather today! 3. We need some informations. 4. The furnitures are very old. 5. I’m looking for a new jeans. 6. Your hairs are getting very long. 7. Do you have a scissor? 8. We had a lot of homeworks last week. 9. Do you think she is making a progress with her English? 10. These trousers is too small. 11. She gave me some good advices. 12. Emily’s clothes is so beautiful! 13. We had an interesting work. 14. My money are in the drawer. 15. We need a new furniture. 16. Traffic have been bad throughout the day. 17. Where is my headphones? 18. My watches is fast.

700.

A. Use the right form of the verbs in brackets.

BOOKS IN MY LIFE

Of late I (devote) myself to the study of literature. It (become) clear to me what valuable friends books (be)! They (be) never cross or disagreeable, nor, like false friends, they (flatter).
The characters described in the books of the great novelists (become) so real to me that I long (regard) them as my personal friends, and (long) to shake them by the hand. Our friends in life often (disappoint) us, they may go away and forget us, or they (become) our enemies, but we (can) always rely on our books. In life we (be) often disappointed of our dearest hopes, our ambitions (be) not realized, we (lose) our most prized possessions. But nothing (can) ever rob the memory that (be) well stocked with the gems of literature, and even though we (become) blind, or (sink) to destitution, we (can) always draw from the deep well of memory the thoughts that (delight) us in the past. How much I (regret) the time I (spend) in pursuing the shadows of this world, when I (may) (store) my mind with useful knowledge.

B. **Speak about the role of books in your life.**

701. **Report the following questions starting with the words He wanted to know.**

1. Why is the earth moving?
2. Where are you staying?
3. What are they discussing?
4. When will the mail come?
5. What happened to them?
6. Did anyone call?
7. Could I talk to Brendon?
8. Have you always lived in Smolensk?
9. Who looks after your children?
10. How long have they been engaged?
11. Do I have to answer all the questions?
12. Shall I give you all the details?
13. Why hasn’t anyone told me this?
14. Was Andrew driving too fast?
15. Whom do you like best?
16. Who likes you best?
17. Should we come as well?
18. Was the child sleeping when you came back?

702. Correct the mistakes in the following sentences.

1. Cora often has been seen playing tennis. 2. What time do you meet Nadya this evening? 3. It was a lovely morning so Sarah suggested us to go for a swim. 4. I’m looking forward to see you. 5. My friend is going to look for a new job when he’ll return to his country. 6. I wish I wouldn’t smoke so much. 7. We’d rather like to go to the theatre than to the cinema. 8. The war films have a negative effect to people. (2 mistakes) 9. Nowadays, a large amount of young people are studying languages. 10. She became very upset: even she asked me to leave the room. 11. The motorist asked the man why had he crossed the road at that point. 12. She left immediately her home. 13. Could you explain me how this machine works? 14. He was died in 1995. 15. Let’s have a meeting sometimes next week. 16. When you arrive, I’ll wait for you. 17. Did you make many friends since you came here? 18. When he was younger he was playing football.

703. Translate into English.

ЛЮИС КЭРРОЛЛ — ПРОФЕССОР МАТЕМАТИКИ

Много лет назад, в один погожий летний день, застенчивый человек вместе с тремя маленькими девочками отправился кататься на лодке по Темзе. Имя его было Доджсон. Его часто называли «Профessor Доджсон», поскольку в будние дни он преподавал математику в Оксфордском университете, а по воскресеньям читал проповеди в церкви. «Доджсон» было его настоящим именем, а отнюдь не тем, под которым мы его знаем.
Доджсон был столь робким, что запинался от волнения, когда разговаривал со взрослыми людьми. Зато он с удовольствием рассказывал забавные истории детям. Именно в тот день, катаясь на лодке по Темзе, он поведал своим маленьким спутницам невероятную историю. Он рассказал им о маленькой девочке, которая, отправившись спать, исчезла в кроличьей норе, а проснувшись, очутилась в Стране чудес. Настолько необычной была эта история, что дети слушали его, широко раскрыв глаза. И напоследок попросили профессора записать её для них. Это он и сделал, просидев над рукописью всю ночь. И поскольку одну из маленьких девочек звали Алиса, он выбрал для своей истории название «Алиса в Стране чудес». После этого Доджсон убрал рукопись в ящик стола и совершенно забыл о ней. Никогда он не мог предположить, что ею кто-нибудь заинтересуется. Через несколько лет один из его приятелей наткнулся на эту рукопись. Стряхнув с неё пыль, он принялся её читать. Едва он прочитал несколько страниц, как понял, что это шедевр, который необходимо опубликовать. «Хотелось бы, чтобы все дети смогли прочитать о приключениях Алисы в Стране чудес. Досадно, что ты такой робкий и упрямый. На твоем месте я бы давно это сделал, и дети сейчас могли бы наслаждаться этой книгой. Так же как и взрослые». Тщетны, однако, были все его попытки. Профессор и слушать не хотел о том, чтобы он, профессор математики Оксфордского университета, написал глупую сказку для детей! Нет! Ни за что он этого не сделает! Это было ниже его достоинства.
Потому-то «Алиса в Стране чудес» и была в конце концов издана под псевдонимом Льюис Кэрролл. Она имела чрезвычайный успех. Число её изданий трудно определить. На протяжении многих десятков лет «Алиса в Стране чудес» остаётся одной из самых любимых детских книг во всем мире.
704. Explain the difference in meaning between the sentences.

1. She’s very childish. She’s being very childish.
2. Last year he lived in Paris. Last year he was living in Paris.
3. What have you done this morning? What did you do this morning?
4. My parents have written to me. My parents have been writing to me.
5. They had dinner after their friends came. They were having dinner after their friends came.
6. They knew the place well when they lived there. They knew the place well because they had lived there.
7. He had learnt the language before he went there. He’d been learning the language before he went there.
8. As he ate his breakfast, he usually read the newspaper. As he had eaten his breakfast, he was reading the newspaper.
Keys to the Exercises

41. Follow the given models.
   1. There was **fried chicken** and potatoes for dinner. A chicken is a bird that is kept on a farm.
   2. She has no **teaching** experience. The parting was a **painful experience**.
   3. You should pay more attention to **grammar**. A **grammar** is a book that describes the rules of a language.

   Now go on on your own.

42.
   1. has 2. are 3. were 4. is 5. are 6. are 7. were 8. are 9. are 10. are 11. lives 12. are 13. think 14. are 15. were 16. were

44.
   1. In his mind's eye Erik again saw his parents' house, which stood (was) on the river's bank.
   2. Old McDonald’s farm was like heaven. We saw many (a lot of) fish, swimming in the pond, curly sheep, lying under huge oaks.
   3. — What a wonderful watch! — Yes, it's a Rolex.
   4. Forty pence is not such (very) big money.
   5. You can enjoy the food and the drinks to your heart's content. It won't cost you a penny.
   6. I have known him for a very-very long time and I must say that he is nobody's fool.
   7. This news doesn't surprise me. I (have) expected it.
   8. It's a phenomenon, it's quite an unexplainable thing!
   9. Stop arguing, at least for decency's sake.
   10. The jury was (were) not able to make a decision.
   11. I am at my wit's end how to get out of this complicated situation.
   12. Let's drop in at the confectioner's and have a snack.
   13. Michael's house is at a stone's throw from St. Thomas's hospital.
   14. The agent was at a hair's breadth of failure.
   15. I must look through the data bank and get the information on this matter. The boss needs it.
   16. The police are combing the city in search of the robbers.
   17. Why don't the police take effective measures against crime?
   18. The museum bought a fantastic picture at Sotheby's — a Degas.
   19. Sherlock Holmes’s museum is in Baker Street in London.
   20. He wrote a book about today's Britain.

103.
   1. the, a, –, –, –, an, the, a, the, a, an, the, “the, a?” , the, the, “the, –, the, the?” , “the, a.”
   2. the, the, the, a, the, the, a, –, –, the, the, a, –, the, — , the, –, –, the, –, –, the, the.
KEYS TO THE EXERCISES

105.
1. — 2. the, a, the, the; —, a 3. a, a 4. the, a, a 5. the, the, the, — the 6. the the 7. — a, a, the 8. the, the, the, the, a, the, the, the, a, the, the, the, the 9. a, —, the, the 10. a, — a, a, the, —, a, —.

106.
1. a, an, a 2. the, the, the, the 3. —; a, a 4. a, an (the), —, a 5. “a! —” 6. a, the 7. a, a 8. —, —, — 9. a, a, a 10. “the”, a, the, the, the, the 11. a, the, the, the, —, the, a, —, a, a.

107.
1. the day, the house, the sky. The sun, a rainbow, the trees, a perfect arc, a good omen, the — person, a pot, the end, a rainbow, an — optimist. 2. the clock, the — light, the room, an — riser, the window, the blind a rush, a — hold, the bathroom, the cap, a — shower, a few, the corner, the bathtub, the taps.

212.

213.
1. Frankly speaking, you don’t take your duties quite seriously. 2. Actually, I need your help badly. 3. I only partly agree with you. 4. Tell us honestly why you behaved so foolishly. 5. He made a good act and he feels good about it. 6. The cold had passed and I felt well. 7. It rained hard yesterday and it’s snowing heavily today. 8. It’s nearly lunchtime. Let’s stop at the nearest cafe. 9. He tries hard to succeed. But he hardly knows what to start with. 10. Sooner or later the truth will come out. 11. All is well that ends well. 12. I definitely think that we have done everything correctly. 13. Better late than never. 14. Try to express your thoughts logically. 15. We practically have no other way out. 16. Listen to me attentively and start acting immediately. 17. My friend is a regular reader of this magazine. He subscribes to it regularly. 18. The landscape was unbelievably beautiful. 19. My brother is a highly educated man. 20. Dima lives farthest (furthest) of all. 21. Take it easy.

214.
215.
1. Actually, it’s of no importance. 2. She spoke lightly, but firmly. 3. The success did him a lot of good. 4. This shop sells practically everything. 5. She takes the surrounding world philosophically. 6. He is hardly able to work today. 7. This girl is extremely selfish. 8. You are awfully kind. 9. They said it simultaneously and burst out laughing. 10. The least noise frightened him. 11. I haven’t the slightest idea what you are speaking about. 12. White wine should be slightly chilled. 13. — Are you sure you heard everything correctly? — Absolutely. 14. I’d like to be economically independent. 15. This car is very economical. 16. They agreed to our offer too easily. 17. We are going to have proper food today. You never eat properly. Just remember the words: “Cook fast — eat slowly.”

301.
C. have seen, have noticed
A. have changed, were
C. have they changed
A. have become
A. left, have been wearing, have worn (have been wearing), kicked, were not dressed (didn’t dress)
C. lecture
A. tend, live, was
C. have experienced
C. did you get married
A. got married, have been living
C. has been married, is

302.
1. b 2. c 3. c 4. c 5. a 6. b 7. a 8. a 9. c 10. c 11. a

304.
1. was slicing, had made, had, was dangling, was working, “would you mind, are preparing?” “haven’t dropped, are getting.” “say.” “breath (are breathing).” snapped.
2. “don’t go.” “does ……… know, may (might).” “don’t have to …”, “shall (will) make, has always been, you have forgotten.”

306.
left, headed, had predicted, went, liked, hailed, got. began, slammed, gave, thought, is (was) raining, did not come, were, had loved, was. loved.

307.
THE BLACK TULIP
Many years ago there lived in the Netherlands, in the outskirts of the Hague, an unremarkable man, Hans by name. He was a shoemaker by trade and
quite a good one. The Dutch, as you know, are very fond of flowers, and they are particularly famous for their tulips. And Hans was no exception. For many years he had been growing different sorts of tulips until one fine day he saw an unusual tulip in his garden. It was black. Nobody had grown black tulips before and Hans was very proud of his wonderful flower. News, as you know, spreads very fast. So the news of the unique flower became known all over the country. A lot of people wanted to buy the bulb of the black tulip, but the shoemaker-gardener wouldn’t hear about it, though he needed money badly.

Once there came to Hans some people who offered him as much money as he hadn’t earned in all his life though he had always been a very skilful and hardworking man. Hans thought for a few days and said that he would sell the bulb. And no wonder. As in those times, precisely in 1670 one could buy a few houses with this money. Only after he had got the money and counted it, did he give his treasure to those people. No sooner had the strangers got the bulb, than they threw it on the ground and began stabbing it until nothing was left of it. “What are you doing? Have you gone mad?” cried the shocked Hans. “I have been working all my life to grow this wonder (miracle), and you have destroyed it!” “You fool!” was the answer, “We were ready to pay you twice as much. The thing is that we’ve also grown a black tulip, but we don’t want any competitors in this country!” When Hans heard that he had missed the chance to get twice as much money than the money he had been given he went mad.

Well, as time passed black tulips became quite regular flowers. The most well-known sorts are called “The Queen of Night”, “The Black Beauty”, “The Black Magic”, “The Black Hero”.

308.
1. woke, lay. had been, would say, lost. Had .......... wanted, got up, dressed, went, found, were sitting, was talking.
2. were walking, saw, had gathered, were reading, had just been pinned up. have started, said, wouldn’t mind, might, shall .......... go? were, hurried, will be teaching, will be.

343.
1. am reading 2. means 3. has (had) cracked, is (was) peeling 4. stopped, hasn’t been working 5. are .......... doing? have made up 6. are looking, have .......... seen 7. did .......... get? Have ........... been fighting? 8. moved, would grow up 9. was being repaired, took, was... used 10. listen, speaks, (will) understand, means (meant), hasn’t changed, met 11. had finished, were drinking, rose 12. had stopped, arrived, was shining 13. will be raised 14. was beaten 15. will... be using? haven’t decided 16. had been marinated
346.

had been deported, was treated, stayed, had said, would be, (had) offered, took, went.
were, was leaving, could, might, visited.
arrived, rang, had stayed, understood, were, crooned, must.
had expected, to be put, had extended.
decided, was, had to, got, (had) reached, were, would discover, was opened, told, led, was glowing, had become (was becoming).
disappeared, came.
stood up, clasped, said, began, should go, get?
were confirmed, showed.

348.

was found, was called, carried, had been blown, said, had gone, were flying, had been given, had been organized, would find, told. ate. Has .......... been, interests, have .......... said, wouldn’t eat, does, needed.

350.

1. The British say that if a cat crosses your path, it brings good luck. 2. This small shop sells women’s clothes. This week they are selling out the summer collection. 3. It rained yesterday, and it’s snowing today. 4. — I know what you are thinking about. — And what exactly am I thinking about? — I think you are again dreaming about a big round pizza. 5. She is expecting a child. I believe Peter knows about it. 6. You are constantly showing off and fishing out for compliments! 7. Yesterday he said that he had never had any time for entertainment. 8. Well, dear professor, you’ve made a lady of me and have won your bet. 9. Who has eaten my dinner? There is nothing left on the plates. 10. Who has been eating my dinner? There is little food left on the plates. 11. He wondered where everybody had gone. 12. He asked where we had been all that time. 13. This question has long been worrying me, I have long wanted (been wanting) to ask you this question. 14. The farmer told us that the weather had been good up to that very day. 15. It’s something special, you’ll see. And in a minute you’ll be thanking me. 16. I am tasting the soup to understand if I should add some more salt. Oh, no, it tastes excellent. 17. Everybody hoped that the success of his latest book would considerably improve his mood. 18. She explained to him that she had lived in England long enough to know the value of money (to be accurate with money).

411.

1. If you loved me, you would fulfil all my wishes. 2. If we had known then what to do we would have acted decisively. 3. I know that you will do it as soon as you can. 4. We are sure that you would do it as soon as you could. 5. Were he here now, he would defend us. 6. In your place (if I were you) I would be
more careful about what I say (am saying). 7. If you hadn’t been idle all your life, you would be rich now. 8. If there were no oxygen in the air, we wouldn’t be able to live. 9. Were I (a) King, I would rule justly. 10. If she hadn’t again lost her glasses yesterday, she could check (could have checked) our works. 11. Students would forget a lot if they didn’t have to take exams from time to time. 12. Were I rich, I would be very generous and would do a lot of good (good things). 13. If you had invited a good doctor when you fell ill, you would have never got into hospital. 14. And why aren’t you coming (going) to the party? In your place I would go there. It’ll be great there! 15. Everything would have been all right but for the sudden arrival of the inspector.

412.

413.

1. English people say that you should hang the horseshoe with its ends up, lest good luck should fall out. 2. Button your coat lest you should catch a cold. You should (ought to) take more care of your health. 3. They had to speak in a whisper lest anyone should hear them (so that nobody might hear them). 4. She pretended to be searching for something in her pockets lest anyone should notice her excitement (so that nobody might notice). 5. Let’s sit down and talk so that there might be no misunderstanding (lest). 6. Let’s take a taxi lest we should miss the train. 7. The mother closed the balcony so that the noise might not wake the child. 8. He pulled the hat low on his eyes lest he should be recognized. 9. And suddenly he felt hot and he seized the back of the chair so that he might not fall. 10. I feel sleepy. Let’s have a cup of coffee lest we should fall asleep. 11. The scouts had to move very cautiously so that the enemy might not hear them. 12. The children were excited, they feared lest any of the grown-ups should come in before they had packed Christmas presents. 13. Put the books into the bookcase so that they might not get dusty. 14. I need to dry (air) my things lest the moths should spoil them. 15. Close the tube of glue so that it might not get dry. 16. Close the window before switching on the light lest mosquitoes should get in. 17. Wash off the make-up before you go to bed, lest you should have some allergy.

414.

1. Tom asked Tim what he would do if he were in his shoes. Tim answered that he would polish them. 2. The teacher asked the student what was wrong in the sentence “Ann didn’t go...”. The student explained that if the sentence which had “had had” had had “had”, it would have been correct.
3. A nervous passenger approached the captain timidly and asked him what would happen if they struck a large iceberg. The captain replied that the iceberg would pass on as if nothing had happened. The old lady was very much relieved.
4. A wife asked her husband where he would go for a holiday if he could afford it. The husband answered that he would go somewhere he had never been to. The wife offered him to go to the kitchen.
5. Roger asked Jeff why he thought his marriage had lasted so well. Jeff explained that he and his wife always had dinner out on Saturdays. Roger considered it to be very romantic. He said he wished Laura and he had done so too, then they wouldn’t have parted. And he wondered where they usually went. Jeff replied that he personally went for a Chinese. And he added that he had no idea (didn’t have the foggiest idea) where she went. To this Roger remarked that sometimes two is a crowd, too.

415.
1. I wish you hadn’t left so early. You would have had a lovely time at the party. 2. If I had your talents (abilities)! I could reach (could have reached) so much in life! 3. — If all goes well, we’ll become partners. — I wish it were so! 4. If an Englishman had stolen a few pennies two hundred years ago, he would have been hanged. 5. — You’ll be lucky if you find a horseshoe. — Yes, if I found it I would hang it for good luck. 6. In a few minutes we’ll land at Sheremetyevo airport. I wish someone met us and took us to the hotel “Savoy”!
7. — If I hadn’t dyed my hair so bright, my friends wouldn’t be joking at me. — And I like it. I wish I had dyed mine with you! 8. — I’ll get angry (cross) if you refuse to go with us. — I wish I could do it, it wouldn’t be bad.
9. — We wouldn’t have got into such a difficult situation, if we had controlled all their actions. — I wish we hadn’t trusted them so blindly all these years! 10. — If I have a lot of money, I shall travel and help people. — It’s high time you stopped dreaming and began working! 11. If I had a lot of money I would help all my friends. 12. If I had had a lot of money yesterday, we would have gone to a restaurant and not to McDonald’s. 13. — We would have slept better last night, if my neighbours’ son hadn’t arranged a party. — And isn’t it time you spoke (should speak) to him about it? 14. I don’t think he’s somewhere in the country otherwise someone would have already seen him and the news of him would have spread among us. 15. Should you change your mind, let us know. It’s necessary we (should) find someone to substitute you.

416.
THE SMALL HOUSE AND THE TRUE FRIENDS
Once a man built a house. He knew that the duty of every person is to build a house, to plant a tree and to grow up a child. As he had no family, he decided
it was time he had (should have) at least a roof over his head. The house was small, comfortable and nice. The owner thought that if he invited all his friends, they would be able to celebrate together the housewarming party. The friends came, examined the house and each said something of his own. One of them remarked that the house could have been bigger, another that he was sorry that the ceilings were so low. The third wished the armchairs were more comfortable. The master of the house didn’t like it all of course, but he didn’t show it. He looked as if he didn’t at all mind the bitter truth, as if he himself had known it all from the very beginning. He knew it was necessary that all the manners (should) be kept. He feared lest his friends, whom he had known for many years, should get offended. But when the guests were leaving his small, but hospitable house, he said, “Yes, my house is really very small, but how I wish I could fill this house with good and true friends!”

485.
I. 1. If it hadn’t been a rush hour, nothing could have happened. 2. If something hadn’t happened, .......... 

488.
1. should 2. should have paid, wouldn’t have happened 3. would have done 4. would have come 5. Would .......... be 6. would have benefited 7. would go 8. would be 9. would help 10. should avoid 11. would not listen 12. would not follow 13. would have listened 14. would have never known 15. should do (should be doing)

489.
1. may 2. may 3. should 4. should 5. can 6. should 7. may 8. might (could) 9. may 10. would 11. would (could) 12. could (would) 13. may (might) 14. can, could 15. may, may.

490.
1. She was ironing the linen and would look out of the window from time to time. 2. They may have been too strict with their son. 3. Sometimes he is just unbearable, he will do everything in his way. 4. You needn’t have tidied the flat, the cleaner is coming tomorrow. 5. She didn’t have to do the flat. The children had already done it. 6. You don’t need to be a genius to understand it. 7. I love you much more than I should. 8. — Do you really need a (the) computer? — I can’t do without it. 9. Why should I let you into my life? 10. He wouldn’t believe my sad story. 11. It’s time you took life more seriously! 12. You should have seen David cooking dinner! You have missed a lot! 13. You can’t rely on a chance. You must do something. 14. Mind, you’ll pay for it! You’ll have to confess everything. 15. You can’t have refused this work. You should have consulted me.
492. — Should you need some money, turn to the manager. — I wish I didn’t have to do it. 2. — Had he got the inheritance then, he wouldn’t have been living in such poverty all these years. — Yes, you can never tell what may happen in life. 3. It’s high time you learned Geography! If I had answered at the lesson yesterday, I wouldn’t have said that the Mississippi is in Africa. 4. — It’s strange he (should) have no doubts about his abilities. — Yes, I wish I were also so sure of myself! 5. — Should you change your mind, let us know, we would like to know about your final decision. — I will. 6. If the police hadn’t arrived at the last moment, the robbers would have escaped. 7. Look after him and should he fight again with his younger brother, let me know. He will be punished. 8. Oh, I wish you left! If I had known that you are correspondents of a newspaper, I wouldn’t have let you in for anything. 9. Mother would be very happy if you could find a little time for her. 10. I think I should have told my parents about the problems at school, but I didn’t want to trouble them. What will be, will be! 11. — A nice young man came to see you. — Oh, it must have been my cousin Andrew. Can anything unexpected have happened? — Well, but he could have phoned. 12. She must have been practising this etude for a whole month. I just can’t hear it any longer. She must be bad at music. 13. I was very much surprised that Julia had already left. She was to have typed the whole text, but it turned out that she had done only half of the work. She must have felt bad.

596. travelling, to see, to question, searching, to sleep, being, being. to find, to knock, to ask, paid, to be refused, bring, to beg. eating, walking, looking, to wonder, to stay, did not want, to live. beating, standing isolated. Hiding, see, uncurtained. mending, to be learning, to knock, must have thought, to let, speak, shutting. preparing to die. while returning, on bringing, to know. Seeing, to speak, exhausted, to go, feel, to avoid asking. leaving, run. to do, to teach, to sew, to clean, could become.

598. 1. Not knowing the rules of the game, they left without taking part in it. 2. On hearing the news which was fantastic, she couldn’t help crying with happiness. 3. Don’t insist on my making a speech. I’ve come to relax. I’ve been so impatiently looking forward to this event. 4. Our partners, who worked in the Netherlands, are now working in Belgium. 5. We must have so many things done before leaving: we must have our winter things

461
cleaned, our hair cut, the car serviced. 6. The kid stopped crying only when his mother stopped to buy him a bar of chocolate. 7. You can avoid tough situations by being more patient, reserved and resourceful-minded. 8. It’s always unpleasant when a person is speaking without looking you in the eye. 9. — I don’t feel like working today. Is it actually worth going to the office? — It’s up to you (it’s for you to decide). 10. We thanked him for helping us. 11. He is sure to come soon. He is clever enough to understand that we are the people to help him. 12. Her manner of dressing irritates me.

602.
were, to lose, to calm, saying, to do, leave, live, I’ll be. to listen, of dividing, had to, discovered.
to shoot, to bring, have been reminded, seeing, looking, to love, on helping, to depend.
wiping, to marry, explaining, have confessed, to love, is, trust, doing, hoping, to offend, by living, to sound, to leave, to have read, rushing, could break, could not break, protect.
dreaming, looking, to whisper, to stay, to find, fearing, should hear, leave, going, could hear, walking, sighing, (find) have found, (had) wanted, reproaching.
walking, help thinking, finding, wounding, to be, to comfort, keep, walking, passing by, to travel, would allow.

606.
1. — Were I a doctor, I would find medicine for a hundred diseases. — Would you? Stop speaking nonsense. One may think, that nobody has ever tried to do it. 2. You must have taken me for my twin brother. Otherwise you wouldn’t have stopped me. 3. The host began to introduce the guests to one another as if they had never met before. 4. — I can’t resist the temptation of asking a very personal question. May I? — You should have done it long ago. I have no secrets to hide. 5. We stood on the lonely street, not knowing what to do. We had to find a place to spend the night at. 6. You only look! The medicine, prescribed by the doctor, has worked a miracle. The kid looks as if he were absolutely healthy, as if he hadn’t been ill the whole week. 7. It’s time you stopped (should stop) joking at your little sister! In your place I would have helped her to do the sum yesterday and now she wouldn’t be crying over a bad mark. 8. — I hate it to be late for classes. — I wish everybody took their studies in the same way. — I wish everybody took their studies in the same way. 9. You are hard to please, madam. And there is no denying it. 10. Modern cities have become too big to control. And we have to pay very dearly for the privilege to live in a big city. 11. — Can you have really failed the interview? You must have been very nervous. I should have gone with you. — Oh no, I wish I had prepared better. 12. We were happy to have been given our diplomas. You can’t deny that
we deserved them. 13. They are both such wonderful people, but they can’t find a common language. 14. The rock concert was to have taken place at the stadium, but, as it started pouring, it was transferred to the covered arena. 15. I wish I were a gardener and could turn our Earth into a big flourishing garden!

698.
1. Singular. 2. “The bananas are black.” is acceptable. “Bananas are black.” is not acceptable as bananas are generally yellow. 3. Alice did. 4. Mrs. Brown’s knee. 5. It’s a request. 6. The first “on earth” is emphatic, while the second one is an adverbial modifier of place. 7. The young people are in church and they want the priest to marry them. 8. It wasn’t fried, it wasn’t delicious. 9. The second one is the more pluralistic society. 10. Maybe.

699.
1. The news is much better today. 2. What beautiful weather (it is today)!
3. We need some information. 4. The furniture is very old. 5. I’m looking for (a pair of) new jeans. 6. Your hair is getting very long. 7. Do you have scissors? 8. We had a lot of homework last week. 9. Do you think she’s making progress in her English? 10. These trousers are too small. 11. She gave me good advice. 12. Emily’s clothes are so beautiful! 13. We had interesting work. 14. My money is in the drawer. 15. We need new furniture. 16. Traffic has been bad throughout the day. 17. Where are my headphones? 18. My watch is fast.

700.
have devoted, has become, are! are, do they flatter, have become, have long regarded, have longed, disappoint, become, can. are, are, lose, can, is, become, sink, can, delighted, do I regret, spent (have spent), might have stored.

702.
1. Cora has often been seen playing tennis. 2. What time are you meeting Nadya this evening? 3. It was a lovely morning so Sarah suggested we (should) go for a swim. 4. I’m looking forward to seeing you. 5. My friend is going to look for a new job when he returns to his country. 6. I wish I didn’t smoke so much. 7. We’d rather go to the theatre than to the cinema. 8. War films have a negative effect on people. 9. Nowadays, a large amount of young people is studying languages. 10. She became very upset: she even asked me to leave the room. 11. The motorist asked the man why he had crossed the road at that point. 12. She left her home immediately. 13. Could you explain to me how this machine works? 14. He died in 1995. 15. Let’s have a meeting sometime next week. 16. When you arrive, I’ll be waiting for you. 17. Have you made many friends since you came here? 18. When he was younger, he played football.
LEWIS CARROLL — PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS

Many years ago, on a fine summer day a shy man with three little children went boating along the Thames. His name was Dodgson. He was often called “Professor Dodgson” as on weekdays he taught mathematics at Oxford University, and on Sundays he preached sermons in church. “Dodgson” was his real name, but not the name under which we know him.

Dodgson was so timid, that he stuttered while speaking to grown-ups. But he enjoyed telling children amusing stories. It was on that particular day, while boating along the Thames, that he told his little companions an unbelievable story. He told them about a small girl, who, having gone to bed, disappeared in a rabbit’s hole, and after waking up, found herself in Wonderland. So unusual was that story, that the children listened to it with wide open eyes. And at the end of their trip they asked the professor to write it down for them. So he did, after working over the manuscript the whole night. And as one of the little girls was called Alice, he chose “Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland” for the title of his story.

After that Dodgson put away the manuscript into the drawer of his table and completely forgot about it. Never could he suppose that somebody would get interested in it. A few years later a friend of his chanced to see the manuscript. Having brushed the dust off it, he started reading it. Hardly had he read a few pages when he understood that it was a masterpiece which was to be published. “I wish all the children could read about Alice’s adventures in Wonderland. I wish you were not so shy and stubborn. In your place I would have done it long ago and now the children could be enjoying this book. So would the grown-ups.”

Still, in vain were all his efforts. The professor wouldn’t hear that he, a professor of mathematics of Oxford University, would write a silly tale for children! No! Not for anything would he do it! It was beneath his dignity. That’s why “Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland” was finally published under the pseudonym Lewis Carroll. It was a tremendous success. The number of its editions is hard to define. Over many decades “Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland” has been one of the most loved children’s books all over the world.
Это пособие предназначено для эффективной отработки ключевых навыков, необходимых для того, чтобы свободно и правильно общаться на английском языке. Разнообразные упражнения и тестовые задания помогут вам:

- освежить в памяти базовый курс современной английской грамматики;
- улучшить навыки выбора корректных грамматических форм;
- объективно оценить свою подготовку и углубить свои знания;
- быстро и эффективно подготовиться к тесту, экзамену или зарубежной поездке.

Тренируйтесь легко, говорите правильно!

УПРАЖНЕНИЯ по ГРАММАТИКЕ СОВРЕМЕННОГО АНГЛИЙСКОГО ЯЗЫКА